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This dissertation demonstrates how theatrical performances allowed for African political interventions
into many of the most significant political moments in Kenya’s colonial history. Though the African
majority was largely blocked from participation in the white settler colony’s centralized political
institutions, many Africans found roles as musicians, audience members, and even actors within their
colonizers’ ubiquitous pastime of amateur theater. By refashioning themselves as performers,
disenfranchised people of color reinvented themselves as political actors—arming themselves with the
language and ideology of the imperial state and using that language to both participate in and to
undermined colonial politics. Bringing expressive culture to bear on Kenyan history, suggests that East
African political culture has a dual nature that complicates narratives of collaboration or resistance.
The great body of studies published on Kenyan colonial history to this point have given us a rich
understanding of both ethno-historical forces and the frameworks of major political tensions. Because
Kenya was a deeply divided colony, one in which both African and British ethnic nationalisms demanded
central roles, it is easy to be drawn into a fragmented understanding based on historically entrenched
cultural difference. The study of theater in this period gives us a more integrated and accurate way to
understand the period’s many dynamics, because it shows that Africans, through their expressive culture,
all the while moved back and forth across constructed cultural boundaries. They took repressive
elements in the colonial armory and undermined them. They played scenes against the apparent grain to
find ways for strong political and social self-expression.
To reconstruct Kenyan theater as a regional practice, in addition to pursuing official colonial papers and
archives in Nairobi, London, and Oxford, I also conducted two years of fieldwork in Kenya. What
distinguishes my method of research, is the inclusion of photographs, films, theatrical programs, musical
scores, and scripts—archival materials that historians rarely consider. These sources make clear that
colonial-era actors were neither sellouts nor transgressors, but cultural interpreters who understood their
fast-moving, divisive worlds and used the stage as a middle ground and a mediating voice.
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ABSTRACT

DRAMATIC LICENSE: HISTORIES OF KENYAN THEATER, 1895-1964
Elizabeth Dyer
Steven Feierman

This dissertation demonstrates how theatrical performances allowed for African political
interventions into many of the most significant political moments in Kenya’s colonial
history. Though the African majority was largely blocked from participation in the white
settler colony’s centralized political institutions, many marginalized subjects found roles as
musicians, audience members, and even actors within their colonizers’ ubiquitous pastime of
amateur theater. By refashioning themselves as performers, disenfranchised people of color
reinvented themselves as political actors—arming themselves with the language and ideology
of the imperial state and using that language to both participate in and to undermined
colonial politics. Bringing expressive culture to bear on Kenyan history, suggests that East
African political culture has a dual nature that complicates narratives of collaboration or
resistance.
The great body of studies published on Kenyan colonial history to this point have given
us a rich understanding of both ethno-historical forces and the frameworks of major political
tensions. Because Kenya was a deeply divided colony, one in which both African and British
ethnic nationalisms demanded central roles, it is easy to be drawn into a fragmented
understanding based on historically entrenched cultural difference. The study of theater in this
period gives us a more integrated and accurate way to understand the period’s many
dynamics, because it shows that Africans, through their expressive culture, all the while
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moved back and forth across constructed cultural boundaries. They took repressive
elements in the colonial armory and undermined them. They played scenes against the
apparent grain to find ways for strong political and social self-expression.
To reconstruct Kenyan theater as a regional practice, in addition to pursuing official
colonial papers and archives in Nairobi, London, and Oxford, I also conducted two years of
fieldwork in Kenya. What distinguishes my method of research, is the inclusion of
photographs, films, theatrical programs, musical scores, and scripts—archival materials that
historians rarely consider. These sources make clear that colonial-era actors were neither
sellouts nor transgressors, but cultural interpreters who understood their fast-moving,
divisive worlds and used the stage as a middle ground and a mediating voice.
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INTRODUCTION
Dramatic License: Histories of Kenyan Theater, 1895-1964
This dissertation demonstrates how theatrical performances disguised African political
interventions into many of the most significant political moments in twentieth-century
Kenyan history. From the stage, disenfranchised people of color reinvent themselves as
performers and fashion themselves into political actors, all within the context of a white
settler colony attempting to foreclose the possibilities of African enfranchisement and selfrule. The resulting account brings expressive culture to bear on Kenyan history, widening
conventional understandings of race in colonial East Africa by demonstrating the existence
of a multi-ethnic democratic style of discourse, decades before it was thought to exist.
Within these performances, colonized people use artistic expression to sound like they
accept the language and ideology of the colonizers, while simultaneously they adapt British
performance idioms to mock and undermine colonial authority. This layered political
exchange suggests that colonial rule and East African political culture have a dual nature that
complicates narratives of collaboration and resistance in periods of colonial conquest, World
Wars, and the Mau Mau Uprising.
The great body of studies published on Kenyan colonial history to this point have given
us a rich understanding of both ethno-historical forces and the frameworks of major political
tensions. Because Kenya was a deeply divided colony, one in which both African and British
ethnic nationalisms demanded central roles, it is easy to be drawn into a fragmented
understanding based on historically entrenched cultural difference. The study of theater in this
period gives us a more integrated and accurate way to understand all the period’s dynamics,
because it shows that Africans, through their expressive culture, all the while moved back
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and forth across constructed cultural boundaries. They took repressive elements in the
colonial armory and undermined them, played scenes against the apparent grain, to find ways
for strong political and social self-expression. Drawing attention to this forgotten history
alters the historical narrative and lays the groundwork for new scholarly and creative works.
The canon of East African theater is squarely situated in the postcolonial period and
largely occupied by discussions of Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s creative fiction. Archival
investigation demonstrates that in addition to Thiong’o (whose contributions and
significance historical research only confirms), theater has a rich colonial-era history in
Kenya. Therefore, while explorations of Thiong’o and of the postcolonial period represent
critically important undertakings as literature and cultural studies, they also take us only part
of the way towards understanding the role of theatrics of reality in 20th and 21st century
Kenya. This dissertation endeavors to expand the canon of Kenyan theater by generating a
historically-informed framework. Populating this historical context, and introduced by this
dissertation, are playwrights, scripts, and performances that deserve to be considered in
terms of the changing world in which they wrote and stepped on stage. My hope is that
other scholars—of literature, anthropology and history—will take on the work of engaging
these overlooked actors and their creative works and histories.
Foundational knowledge about theater in East Africa associates its colonial past with
British cultural hegemony and its postcolonial history with African politics of resistance.1
Current literary scholarship depicts Kenya’s colonial theater as a European import and tool
of British domination that operated in direct service to the settler state. According to this
historical narrative, African playwrights initiated late colonial experiments with the state’s

The scholars behind large, and often excellent synthetic Cambridge-published Histories of Theater
in East Africa include David Kerr (Literature) Martin Banham (Theater) Evan Mwangi (Literature)
Ciarunji Chesaina (Literature)
1
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cultural medium, but a truly African form of postcolonial theater—blending indigenous
performance traditions and languages with select western conventions—did not fully emerge
until after independence in the post-colonial period.2 It seems to follow that in the
postcolonial period, Kenyan theater’s deep roots and syncretic heritage rendered it a
powerful and popular means to criticize the national government as neocolonial.3 Archival
research upsets this narrative by demonstrating that Kenyan theatrics, in both the colonial
and postcolonial periods, were neither fully inside the government nor fully outside the
government.
Because historians and anthropologists have tended to approach the topic of East
African expressive culture either from “above” or from “below,” they, too, have missed the
interplay between government patronage and government-critical actors and playwrights that
appears when viewing it from within.4 From above, scholars use colonial archives to describe
the mechanisms and violence of colonial rule—including “development” interventions into
African expressive cultures. From below, social scientists often combine ethnographic
fieldwork and oral histories with state archives. Their research grants us rich insights into a
range of African performance practices used to challenge the colonial state’s authority. The
local specificity of these projects suggests that performance practices were geographically,

The scholars and creators of Literature, Music and Drama who historicize postcolonial theater:
include Ngugi wa Thiong’o (Literature)* John Opiyo Mumma (Education)* Frank Gunderson
(Ethnomusicology) Gregory Barz (Ethnomusicology) Peter Cooke (Ethnomusicology) Mshai S.
Mwangola (Performance Studies) Oby Obyrodhiambo (Literature)* Aghan Odera Aghan
(Literature)*. Scholars marked with an * are also active playwrights.
2

The key scholars attending to postcolonial theater in East Africa include: Derek Peterson
(History) Ingrid Björkman (Comparative Literature) Simon Gikandi (Literature) George Odera
Outa (Literature) Kelly Askew (Anthropology)
3

Key historical and ethnohistorical studies of African performance modes of entertainment come
from: Terence Ranger (History) Laura Fair (History) Rebecca Gearhart (Anthropology), Catherine
Cole (History of Theater)
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linguistically, and culturally divided among Africans. Meanwhile, their emphasis on
resistance tends to preclude recognition of the shared colonial framework that might help to
connect these seemingly isolated creative acts to an emerging national theatrical tradition.
In order to reconstruct Kenyan theater as a regional practice, I do not approach my
research from above or below, but rather from the middle. In a method that is by now
conventional for historians of Africa, in addition to pursuing official colonial papers and
archives in Nairobi, London, and Oxford, and I also conducted “fieldwork” in Kenya.
Support from the Social Science Research Council, the American Historical Association, the
Mellon Foundation, the US State Department, and the University of Pennsylvania helped to
bring my dissertation into focus over 24 months in Kenya and several visits to England.
From Kenya, I began with periods of participant-observation in the business offices of two
working theaters, eliciting numerous postcolonial dramatists’ oral histories, attendance at
more than one hundred plays, and a thorough review of the popular press dating back to the
early 20th century. What distinguishes my approach from within is the addition of
photographs, films, theatrical programs, musical scores, and scripts—archival materials that
historians rarely consider. These literary and multimedia sources open a window onto
African, European and South Asian engagements with colonial theatrics. Allowing me to
reanimate historical performances with more than my own historical imagination, they make
clear that colonial-era actors were neither sellouts nor transgressors but creative cultural
interpreters who also understood the stage as a middle ground, as a mediating medium.

4

Franz Fanon describes the mastery of a colonizer’s language as a psychologically violent
experience for the colonized which subverts his or her own humanity.5 Within this
dissertation, the reader will find many illustrations of works that can be read as nontransgressive African or South Asian mastery of British Theater, the colonizer’s language of
performance. At the same time, though, within many of the same illustrations it is possible
to see that colonized subjects used the colonial stage as a place from which to challenge the
presumptions of government. How can these two positions exist at the same time? Tracing
the East African evolution of theater over time complicates its longstanding association with
dominant, colonial culture or British Theater. Beginning in the earliest days in the East
African Protectorate, theater developed as a site of multi-ethnic and multi-racial interaction
and even collaboration. It functioned, then and now, as a hybrid language and a
multicultural form, in a voice of its own.6
Guided by the binary of colonial theater as suppression and postcolonial theater as
defiance, historians of East Africa have confirmed its illustrations of popular resistance in
the postcolonial period but avoided the topic in the colonial era itself.7 As the first historian
to approach the topic of Kenyan colonial theater directly, I was resolved to follow suit but to
add archival rigor to the study of post-colonial theater. I began by interviewing many of the
playwrights who produced political theater under the autocratic rule of President Daniel arap
Moi (1978-2002). I asked: Why had they dared to mount shows critical of the government in a political
climate in which critics were known to disappear into government torture chambers or vanish altogether?

Franz Fanon, Black Skins, White Masks, (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1952). See also: Ngugi wa
Thiong’o, Decolonising the Mind (London: James Currey, 1986).
5

6

Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture, (London: Routledge, 1994), 53-56, 310-12.

For example, consider the introduction to Derek Peterson, Creative Writing: Translation, Bookkeeping
and the Work of the Imagination in Colonial Kenya, (Heinemann, 2004).
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Their responses complicate existing scholarly presentations of postcolonial theater as a tool
for political protest. Evidently, President Moi himself sponsored many of the theater
festivals featuring government-critical productions. Not only that, but many of these shows
incorporated state judges and politicians in the audience.
In the archives, I found more surprises: Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o’s famed Marxist theater
production, I Will Marry When I Want (1977), was licensed and partially funded by a
government grant in the weeks before the same government’s police intervened to shut
down the show and imprison Ngũgĩ.8
These contradictions and ironies that animate postcolonial drama are not new.
Theatrical performance has long allowed people to both support and critique the state at the
same time, to play with identities and solidify them, to interact in hybrid ways, and to blend
the players at times when the worlds of the governors and the governed appeared to remain
quite separate. The staged interplay between colonized and colonizer was, in a way, a
performative field on which Africans and settlers played out the ambiguous and challenging
shifts in colonial hierarchy that were both underway and anticipated to strengthen.

Dissertation Overview:
This dissertation begins in 1895 with the establishment of the East African
Protectorate in modern day Kenya and traces the evolution of theater through the end of
colonial rule in 1964. My first chapter, “Theater in the East African Protectorate 18951920,” is about how, at the point of colonial conquest, Kenya’s small societies moved to
incorporate the fluid identities and costuming of British theater into their public cultures. By

Kenya National Archive (KNA): CSS/CD/2/4, Ministry of Culture and Social Services Drama
Files, correspondence concerning government funding for Kamirithu drama, 1977.
8
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using early newspaper coverage and formative and changing entertainment laws, I
reconstruct how African, South Asian and European engagements with theater developed in
parallel and collaboration. This chapter challenges conventional thinking about racial
divisions in colonial East Africa as rigid by showing how multi-racial performances and
audiences existed by the early twentieth century.
My second chapter, “The Reel Performance, 1900-1939,” reconstructs Kenyan film
screenings and film sets as sites of live theatrical performance for diverse audiences in the
East African Protectorate (EAP) as the new technologies of electricity and moving pictures
expanded the space of performance in the colony. It considers the development of
“plantation cinemas” and other film-for-Africans initiative during the inter-war period and
argues that the success of film performances in the EAP and in the Kenya Colony hinged on
the creativity and expertise of African cinematographers, technicians, actors, and investors as
much as on British directors and producers. Using legal documents, film funding
applications and reports, as well as newspaper advertisements, reviews and articles, this
chapter endeavors to contextualize films within the complex, shared social fields in which
they developed in order to correct the idea that cinema was the white settlers’ exclusive
domain for the first half of the 20th century.
In chapter three, “Inventing Traditions to Fight for Futures: East African Theater
During WWII, 1939-1945” I demonstrate how British-sponsored African theatrics emerged
as a key tool in recruitment and welfare of East African soldiers during WWII. Examining a
range of performance styles that developed among African soldiers and draft-dodgers during
the conflict reveals how government-sponsored performances offered soldiers and civilians
the opportunity to participate in the colonial state and to challenge their exploitation within
the racialized hierarchies of war and empire.
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Chapter four is titled “Keep Everybody Happy: East African Entertainment Units
for War and Peace, 1944-1945.” Also concerned with WWII, it is a breakout treatment of
the previously overlooked all-East African entertainment units that developed in Nairobi and
toured throughout East Africa, the Middle East and South Asia. Using photographs, films,
and original scripts in combination with war timelines, military memoirs, and popular press
coverage I flesh out the basic structure of these touring units and the creative content of
their performances. Again, I find performers using government stages to subvert dominant
power structures while at the same time participating in them. More than an overlooked
chapter in WWII history, EAEU productions offer African-authored insights into the
experience of the war itself.
The fifth chapter, “Casting Kenya’s National Theaters: 1946-1952,” considers the
interplay between theater and the development of various ethnic and multiracial forms of
nationalism. Entertainment tax files and Mau Mau leader Eliud Mutonyi’s unpublished
manuscript allow me to demonstrate how, British colonists used theater as propaganda
during the war, Mau Mau rebels also used it after the war to draw support and drive
recruitment.
Using historical scripts, newspaper interviews, and Community Development
archival files, my sixth chapter, “Stages of African Nationalism: Theater for Development,
1952-1960,” reconstructs the state-sponsored theater for development programs that a
desperate British regime initiated during its State of Emergency (1952-1960) associated with
the Mau Mau Uprising. I argue that the study of theater in this period gives us a more
nuanced way to understand violent dynamics of those years, because it shows that Africans,
through their expressive culture, moved back and forth across cultural boundaries all the
while. They took repressive elements in colonial culture and undermined them, played
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scenes against their intended grain, and found ways for strong political and social selfexpression.
Chapter seven is titled, “Theater for Rehabilitation: Anti-Mau Mau Comedies, The
African Broadcasting Service and Detention Camp Theater, 1953-1960.” It reconstructs the
anti-Mau Mau comedy performances that found their way onto airways and into detention
camps during the Kenyan Emergency. Using two private paper collections, reviews from
the popular press and official “rehabilitation” correspondence from state archives, I suggest
that theater provided a way for African people on all sides of the Mau Mau conflict bypass
the acute tensions of the time and generate new conversations concerning the otherwise
acutely strained everyday of living through The Emergency.
I conclude my dissertation by tracing the threads of the past, introduced by each
chapter, into the present. These converge to show that, while Kenyan theater was and is
often used to subvert existing power structures, it also has a long, locally-adapted history as a
tool for mediation between people with different social orientations and politics.

9

CHAPTER ONE

East African Theater: African Ngoma, South Asian Drama, and European Variety Shows in
the East African Protectorate, 1895-1918

Theater was racially diverse and unofficially political in the starkly segregated East
African Protectorate before and during the First World War. At the point of colonial
conquest, Kenya’s small societies—which performed their local ecological expertise to one
another through distinguishing dress and dance—moved to incorporate the fluid identities
and costuming of British theater into their public culture. At the same time, British and
South Asian settlers moved to adapt their comparably differing domestic theater traditions to
strengthen competing political claims to East Africa. As a result, people of the East African
Protectorate, both settler and subject, found themselves participating in a distinctive, homegrown form of spontaneous theater that was inherently multi-ethnic and legislated in parallel
across otherwise divided populations. In segregated towns and tax-extractive African
districts, East African theater served as a communicative counterpart to the otherwise rigid
barriers of race and ethnicity cultivated by the British colonial administration.
By scripting points of contact between insulated white colonial officials, Asian
merchants, and the African majority, theater produced shared experiences for strangers who
would later become tightly entwined citizens and subjects of the East African Protectorate.
Rurally situated District Commissioners collaborated with African middlemen-as-directors to
stage “native song and dance performances” for the entertainment of white audiences who
commingled with black spectators. Diverse groups—that included Africans, Arabs and
Europeans—assembled in Mombasa and Nairobi to watch South Asian actors mount plays
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and variety shows of their own. In Nairobi and Mombasa, European colonial officers
cooperated with settlers to mount topical variety shows under the sponsorship of the
colonial Governor. During World War I, Africans and South Asians purchased “native
tickets” to watch European theatrical entertainments from segregated sections of the EAP’s
first European-owned and licensed theater.
Licensed either as “stage plays” or “ngoma” (which directly translates from Kiswahili
to drums) according to the ethnicity of the actors, the maintenance of boundaries between
race-specific expressive cultures was critical to a white colonial authority who justified its rule
with the artificial maintenance of a racialized hierarchy. At a glance, ethnic genres of East
African theater seemed to advance discriminatory and classist ideologies, as they were
intended to do. But legal interventions also standardized stage play and ngoma performance
conventions in parallel, such that they became regionally held in common. Rather than
further divide races and ethnic groups, theatrical performances allowed actors to work out
new, hybrid identities and to participate in a national political institution more than half a
century before independence or democracy had arrived in East Africa. Performances began
or ended with “God Save the King,” but their content imagined new national identities that
challenged the British Empire’s local authority. Disguised by ethnic costumes and uneven
legal treatments, theater became a means to speak across divisions in development of
integrating frameworks that were at once shared and deeply contested.
Current scholarship grants fascinating insights into particular African performances—
often referred to as ngoma but never as theater. Taken in sum, this corpus produces a
significant yet fragmentary view of expressive culture in 20th century East Africa.9 Through
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Martin Banham, The Cambridge Guide to World Theater (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1988).
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their local specificities, these studies suggest that performance practices were geographically,
linguistically and culturally divided among Africans. Meanwhile, foundational knowledge
about theater in East Africa associates its colonial past with British cultural hegemony and its
postcolonial history with African politics of resistance. Guided by this binary, historians of
East Africa avoid the topic of colonial theater but confirm its state-critical role in the
postcolonial period, leaving the impression that it erupted from nowhere.10
Archival research clearly demonstrates that colonial theater was not the all-white
British import that current literature leads us to expect. Only colonial laws and strategies of
domination distinguished between “theater” as European and “ngoma” as African or South
Asian; the performative reality transcended this divide. An absence of historical research
allows this false division to persist in scholarly works of performance studies, literature and
anthropology, in which East African performances are described as manifold ethnically
particular acts of resistance while European theater is conjured as a single act of domination.
Power was not evenly distributed in the East African Protectorate, and yet theater can be
understood as a shared framework—a regional, not an ethnic expressive culture—in which
(Dar Es Salaam: Mkuki Na Nyota, 2000).
David Kerr, African Popular Theater: From Pre-colonial times to the Present Day (London: J. Currey, 1995).
Opiyo John Mumma, “In Search of a Kenyan Theater: The Theory and Practice of Educational
Drama and its Potential for Kenya,” PhD diss., University of Manchester, 1994.
Evan Mwangi and Ciarunji Chesaina, "Kenya" in A History of Theater in Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge
UP, 2004).
Mshai S. Mwangola, "Njai Panda: Kenyan Theater in Search of Identity," in Getting Heard: (re)claiming
Performance Space in Kenya (Nairobi: Twaweza Communications, 2008).
Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Decolonizing the Mind (London: Heinemann, 1986).
T. O. Ranger, Dance and Society in Eastern Africa, 1890-1970: The Beni Ngoma. (Berkeley: U of California,
1975).
See for example Derek Peterson, Creative Writing: Translation, Bookkeeping and the Work of the
Imagination in Colonial Kenya, (Heinemann, 2004). By contrast, in West Africa and Southern Africa,
theater has a well-documented history. See for example, Catherine Cole, Ghana’s Concert Party Theatre,
(Bloomington: Indiana Uni. Press, 2001) or Karin Barber, The Generation of Plays: Yoruba Popular Live in
Theater, (Bloomington: Indiana Uni. Press, 2003).
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politically opposed actors and audiences spoke in terms more complex than resistance or
collaboration.

Chapter Blueprint
It is one thing to deconstruct a performance and quite another to experience it in
person. Although we cannot manage the latter for the performances of the early 1900s we
begin our examination from a place populated by the textures, sounds, and costumes
experienced during three specific live performances of the period. Following this orientation
are three sub-sections that introduce African, South Asian, and European theatrical practices
and legal treatments between 1895 and 1914.11 Dividing theatrical performances according
to the race of the performers is not intended to reinforce the colonial categories of
segregation that obscure insights into performative similarities. Instead, each section
reconstructs how so-called African or South Asian performance practices were separated by
colonial policies and re-integrated by the political strategies of diverse actors. The chapter
concludes with how East Africans adapted their expressive culture to the intense
mobilization for World War I. WWI witnessed the overt blending of these three racialized
genres and audiences in the service of war relief funds and troop entertainment. To
strengthen the British Empire, colonists embraced the pluralism of East African theater as

Please note that “Arab” performance practices concentrated on the Swahili coast would certainly
be a reasonable addition to this list. However, because these performances developed long before
the British arrived in the hinterlands and were generally excused from British legal oversight;
accordingly, they developed outside the structure of what I am calling “East African Theater.” Like
the double colonial presence of Britain and Oman, there also existed divergent performance
grammars. It is noteworthy, however, that both European officers and African actors participated in
Arab performances. For more on the “Arabization” of African expressive cultures and the
“Africanization” of Arab expressive culture, see Laura Fair, Pastimes and Politics: Culture, Community,
and Identity in Post-abolition Urban Zanzibar, 1890-1945 (Athens: Ohio UP, 2001).
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an illustration of “diversity in unity.” With a foreign enemy to be opposed in common,
colonists drew on the shared East African expressive culture they had long cultivated but
denied.

A 1909 Snapshot of East African Theater12
When U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt visited Nairobi, Kenya, in June of 1909 he
attended an original variety show.13 Under the patronage of East African Protectorate
Lieutenant-Governor Jackson, settlers and colonial officials wrote and adapted songs and
sketches about local life and politics. African musicians from the King’s African Rifles band
accompanied the performance. Following the British and American national anthems, a
minstrel act inaugurated the show. It starred an Australian soldier and a British veterinary
officer as the archetypal characters Bones and Banjo. Adapting the performance for Nairobi,
the European colonists performed as Kenyan Africans rather than as African Americans
minstrels, and they issued “amusing references . . . [to] various persons both Official and
Settlers.”14 Next, the Irish Assistant District Inspector of Police sang a song as the
ubiquitous and supposedly incompetent Swahili administrator, Hassan Ali. The variety show
concluded with a novel anthem in honor of the “B.E.A.” or British East Africa. The

Aside from the fact that 1909 was the year when former American President Roosevelt visited the
EAP, the year holds no added significance to the politics of Kenyan theater. Nevertheless, because
the Roosevelt visit occasioned several well-publicized performances in his honor, it is possible to
reconstruct productions of this period with some detail.
12

Theodore Roosevelt, African Game Trails: An Account of the African Wanderings of an American Hunternaturalist (New York: Scribner, 1910). Note: The American President’s amusing day at the theater is
decidedly absent from his somber recollections of Africa in African Game Trials, which he inaugurates
with the following statement: “I speak of Africa . . . the joy of wandering through lonely lands . . . the
cunning, the wary and the grim.”
13

“Untitled,” East African Standard, 5 June 1909. Note: This appears to be quite unlike the minstrel
performances in Ghana where British actors maintained “African American” affects. See Chapter 1
of Catherine Cole’s Ghana’s Concert Party Theater (2001).
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audience joined in on the chorus: “We heard of hand-fed lions, and of rhinos on the chain . .
. ‘tis the way of the B.E.A.” 15 By acting African, Europeans reified their racial privilege, but
they also distanced themselves from African colonial criticisms and desires for
independence.
Leaving Nairobi, Roosevelt traveled north to Nyeri, where he attended another
“variety show” staged in his honor—this one under the patronage of District Commissioner
Browne. Nonetheless, the indelicacies of payment and staging were explicitly glossed over
so that Roosevelt might enjoy the feeling of having happened upon, “as fierce an interest
and excitement as I ever hope to see.”16 This show featured upwards of two thousand
African performers from the Gikuyu and Maasai communities in the area in one coherent
showcase.17 According to Roosevelt, “many African women” joined his party of white
officials in the audience where they “shrilled applause.”18 Before the diverse audience, male
Gikuyu and Maasai actors restaged performances typically attendant to circumcision,
marriage, and preparing for war such that these disparate moments in African lives followed
one another in rapid succession. By condensing situationally nuanced expressive culture for
a blended American, British and African audience, black actors simultaneously represented
themselves as generically African, seemingly ethnically specific, stereotypically masculine, and
politically cooperative within the contemporary context of the Protectorate and wider world.
Like the settlers and colonial officials, they performed as Kenyan Africans.
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“Untitled,” East African Standard, 5 June 1909.
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364, 410. See also the 1909 film, “TR in Africa,” held by the Library of Congress that provides
imagery from several of these African performances, accessible at
http://www.loc.gov/item/mp76000261.
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Back in Nairobi, down the street from the Railroad Institute where Roosevelt was
entertained, the Goan community mounted their own English language variety shows at
Nazareth and Bro’s Hall. Europeans attended these shows, and “Indian theater” reviews
from white reporters became commonplace in the East African Standard. Like the colonists’
minstrel acts and the Nyeri actors’ “traditional native dance,” the Goan players also engaged
in prescribed ethnic role-play.19 According to a European reviewer, in 1909 the most
popular Goan pieces were “Blundering Barney” and “the Galloping Major”, classical English
variety numbers that mocked the pretensions of British colonial officers. By staging
canonically British sketches and songs, Goan actors asserted themselves as fluently British
citizens of empire, even while they implicated its shallow performativity and teased out its
shortcomings. As in Gikuyu, Maasai, and European performances, Goan theater functioned
as a site of multiple loyalties. Before the show could end, it was not unusual for the audience
to request a popular Portuguese ballad in assertion of Goa’s long Lusitanian colonial
heritage. Finally, all of the performers would return to the stage, and the audience would rise
for everyone to sing “God Save the King.”20

***

As these snapshots clearly demonstrate, by the early 1900s East African audiences
were racially and ethnically diverse. Moreover, many performance dynamics—including
variety show lineups, ticket sales, and the incorporation of outsider-audiences—were
By the 1940s, Asian variety shows included blackface and minstrel acts. Visual evidence for this
comes from the private photo archives of the Goan Institute, publicly available online in a “Picasa
album”: https://picasaweb.google.com/gimemorabilia/CulturalEvents?noredirect=1#190?
19
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developing in parallel, even down to the detail that each theatrical form appeared disguised
as a traditional ethnic custom. How can we explain the existence of such pluralism in a place
where a British protectorate and its future as a settler colony seemed to rest on creating
divisive racialized hierarchy intended to justify and entrench white minority rule? An
obvious explanation rests with the British and South Asian settler populations: At the turnof-the-century, the East African Protectorate was filled with self-conscious spectacles and
diverse audiences, as thousands of South Asian indentured servants and traders alongside
hundreds of European colonists scrambled to control a place already occupied by millions of
Africans. Beyond the daily performativity of dress and speech within a population of diverse
habits, drama and variety shows provided settlers—both European and South Asian—a
more formal vehicle to assert or escape domestic identities in a foreign land.21 Theater’s
overt ties to “western civilization” and British heritage made it a compelling medium
through which to act out colonial justifications of a “Civilizing Mission.”
By 1902, Europeans and Asians living in Mombasa and Nairobi were all busy with
the construction of stages and weekly productions of plays and variety shows. In a sense
these formative theatrics marked continuations of cultural life and political strategy in their
respective metropolises. At the turn-of-the century, theater was popular and covertly
political in both London and Bombay. In London, severe licensing restrictions in the early
1800s had left the West End with only two patented theaters and too much Shakespeare. By
combining songs and dances alongside topical skits and monologues—in music hall acts or
variety shows—or by eliminating spoken dialogue altogether—in pantomime or comedic
opera—popular English performers side-stepped royal regulators and moved into the

I am thinking of the imagined expectations to behave in certain, often-violent ways as a colonial
representative and force of “law and order.” See George Orwell, Shooting an Elephant, and Other Essays
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1950).
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unofficial spaces of public houses and music halls. In India, the Dramatic Performances Act
of 1876 had severely restricted the licensing of Indian plays and theaters, which were rightly
suspect as sites of colonial protest. Upwardly mobile and politically active Asian actors took
refuge in historical dramas, mother tongues and locally re-styled pantomime—practices they
continued in the East African Protectorate.22 It is possible to stop here and conclude that
early settler theaters in the East Africa Protectorate were no more than metropolemanufactured imports. Nonetheless, a consideration of African social history pushes us
towards a more robust explanation.

African Theater
Theater may have arrived in East Africa with the colonists and settlers, but African
actors domesticated it, adapting it in accordance with long-standing regional strategies of
incorporating outsiders’ styles and practices. Consider for example, that by sharing several
institutions, the roughly four million African people already residing in the EAP had
managed to work together across cultural and linguistic differences for a thousand years or
more—all without a strong central authority or “state.” For example, by the year 1000,
Bantu speakers in modern day Kenya had adopted and adapted an age grade system from
Nilotic-speaking neighbors that allowed them to organize generations and aspects of

Please note that the South Asian population of the EAP was itself diverse. Simplified as Indian
theater in the European press, Indian expressive culture was also divided along ethnic, linguistic and
religious lines—Hindu, Muslim and Christian. By reading against the grain of European reviewers
writing for the East African Standard, it appears that each of these groups maintained its own
distinctive theater practices. Though it appears that Hindu and Gujarati communities shared venues
as well as many performance conventions (including the casting of boys as women and all male
audiences), the Roman Catholic Goan community stood quite apart—with mixed-gender casts that
closely resembled the white settler variety shows. Nonetheless, beyond these differences of genera,
“Indian theater” like “settler theater” mobilized a shared set of political strategies.
22
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authority in parallel, complementing styles, improving regional stability and creating trade
opportunities for everyone.23
Ethnicity and tribe did not exist in 19th-century East Africa, but the absence of these
modern parties does not mean that there was any shortage of cultural diversity in the region
that would become Kenya. People lived within a kind of patchwork of hunting, cultivating
and herding environmental specialists, linked by animating exchanges of people, goods and
trust.24 Within this dynamic composite, communities developed distinctive identities and
styles of being in the world that related to where they lived and the kinds of work in which
they specialized. Differences of dress—costumes—were meaningful ways to experience and
publicize variances of skills and environmental expertise, but across these creative
differences of style and work, they also created a common core of rituals, institutions and
stories. Under the new colonial conquest state, agriculturalists and pastoralists who used to
flexibly understand and benefit from one another became increasingly divided and
competitive as so-called static “tribes.” The pliability of issues removed from politics to
theater challenged the colonial state’s efforts to calcify once flexible and performative
identities. African populations sought to preserve the strategy of costuming “cultural
difference” to advertise expertise in terms embedded in shared institutions—institutions that
might render exotic actors legible across cultures, much as the age-grade system a thousand
years earlier might have done.
In East Africa, 19th-century authority existed in two forms, as “political authority”
among the living and as “ritual authority” over the invisibly ambient past. Political authority

Steven Feierman, “Social Change in Colonial Africa,” in Philip Curtain et. all (ed.) African History:
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was associated with the current generations of “big men” of wealth, with many wives,
children and cattle. By contrast, authorities over the legacies of the past were often women,
intellectuals and spiritualists, expert in oral history, moral quandaries, smelting iron and
healing the sick with powers invisible in the present. They presided over ritual performances
and were the key producers of African expressive culture. It was easy enough for European
colonial authorities to operate through the figures of African political authority, whom they
took seriously, to consolidate colonial power and collect head taxes, but colonists did not
understand nor could they imagine collaborating with the diviners and healers—custodians
of norms and proven precedents that kept checks and balances on the power of African “big
men” and were readily adapted to limit colonial power as well. In the 19th century, these
custodians of the past regularly put themselves at the helm of colonial resistance—including
the Maji Maji rebellion in German East Africa (1912) and the earlier Shona uprising in
formative Southern Rhodesia (1896-97).25
Immediately after the British established a protectorate government in East Africa in
1895, they passed regulations to control African expressive culture and potent ritual
performances. Between December 1899 and October 1901, authorities of the East African
Protectorate decreed five laws and amendments intended to regulate indigenous African
performance practices—consolidated to a synthesized “n’goma” (which soon became
simplified linguistically as well) to “ngoma.” Through these laws, ngoma gradually came to
encompass the totality of East Africans’ expressive culture. In 1899, ngoma was defined
simply as “native drumming and dancing,” but by 1901 the word ngoma and its attendant
laws had expanded to include all non-Christian performances, including kinanda, maulidi,
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ngoma ya pepo,26 as well as “all other native performances.”27 Initially applicable only to
coastal port cities, by 1901 ngoma laws applied to the whole of the East African Protectorate
as it took shape—including both rural and urban areas.28 As the category grew, so did the
regulations entailed in ngoma laws, which became increasingly prescriptive. In 1899, an
ngoma required only “written sanction from a sub-commissioner,” but by April of 1900, this
permission was predicated on the permission of the District Commissioner or his proxy and
a fee of one rupee (or two for the seemingly pernicious ngoma ya pepo “spirit possession
permit”).
Across East Africa, these colonial laws forced ritual authorities to go underground
and to shed their identifying markers. For example, in order to continue their work in
private, healers in neighboring German-ruled territory strategized to minimize their visibility
in public culture by cutting their distinctive braids and removing identifying decorations

Ngoma ya pepo refers to a spirit possession dance, in which a dance and drumming ceremony is
performed in honor of the invading spirit, putting in a good mood and inducing it to depart the
human bodies in which it has assumed residence. Source: Kariamu Welsh-Asante, African Dance.
(Infobase Publishing: 2010) 92.
Kianda refers to an East African stringed instrument as well as a dance genre performed indoors to
entertain onlookers. It involves music and dance, and invariably involves the kianda musical
instrument. Ibid. pg. 76
Maulidi is an Islamic practice that was widely observed on the Kenyan coast. It involved eulogizing
the life of the Prophet Mohammed in recognition of his birth date. Source: Kjersti Larson, Where
Humans and Spirits Meet: The Politics of Rituals and Identified Spirits in Zanzibar. (Berghahn Book: 2008),
36.
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from their baskets.29 As spiritualists and healers reconstructed their expertise in the
shadows, they left behind them a well-lit void and opportunity for a new generation of
interpretive performers to reposition themselves within both the modern colonial state and
the emergent configuration of tribes. It is possible to read local adaptations of expressive
culture ngoma or theater as a strategy to resurrect some of the aesthetic power exercised by
earlier ritual authorities.
The decreased visibility of familiar ritual authorities combined with the ngoma laws’
requirement that some African step forward to apply for and obtain an ngoma license,
presented entrepreneurial young men with opportunities to reinvent themselves as stage
managers, directors and producers of the performances. 30 Further powered by the colonists’
desires not only to control but also to view representations of Africans’ cultural alterity,
these young men took on the role of organizing the performances previously directed by the
performers themselves. The resulting ngoma were large-scale acts of public culture that
resurrected many of the visible markers strategically shed by ritual experts. Their
productions moved representations of “rituals”, legally consigned to secrecy, back into the
public eye. Notably, though, the young producers attempting to advance their social
positions by reinventing rituals of community as entertainment for strangers on a public
stage did not assume the roles of ritual-authority figures balancing political-authority. To the
contrary, in pursuit of political authority, they reworked the aesthetics of costumes of shared
community as “tribal customs” for all consigned by colonial doctrine to these abstract
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categories. Colonists further strengthened the young men’s claims to political authority by
paying for their skills and referring to the ngoma-producers as “sub-chiefs” or “headman.”31
Incentives aside, their new position was not without the risks, both social and legal,
of performing in public. It appears that standing political authorities found the young “subchiefs” threatening to their own prominence and control. In February 1909, Chief Wanyuikr
of Kambui station of the Africa Inland Mission spoke out against ngoma performances as
evil, calling them sacrilegious. He did so with scripture carefully selected from Corinthians
and Psalms declaring, “attendance at a dance should be avoided as merely the hearing and
seeing will cause lust and sin.”32 In addition to being socially fraught, holding an ngoma
license involved liability, as the license-holder was responsible for any “disturbance to the
peace” that might arise among the crowd assembled to view the ngoma. Though
punishment for the crime of mounting a show without a permit was actually softened from
two months’ imprisonment and a fine of 1000 rupees in 1899 to one month and 200 rupees
in 1901, the seeming moderation was not an effort to liberalize ngoma. 33 In fact, the shift
seems to signal an on-the-ground reckoning with the pragmatics of punishment. When the
1901 Preservation of Order by Night Regulations that governed ngoma were replaced with
new regulations in 1903, a new clause ominously warned that, “the police shall have power
to summarily arrest any person committing a breach of this ordinance.”34 By placing ngoma
regulation under police jurisdiction this law did much to criminalize and restrict expressive
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acts that only six years earlier had been vital to communities struggling to maintain
coherence in fast-changing contexts, without intrusive central oversight.
By the 1910s African stage-managers or sub-chiefs sought to appropriate this power
structure by recruiting white audiences to pay sub-chiefs to organize black performers to
stage the large ngoma that settlers seemed to crave. Initially, settlers scoffed at the seeming
audacity of this proposal and particularly their stipulation that cash be paid in advance—
grudgingly acknowledging “the business finesse of the ignorant heathen.”35 Nonetheless, by
the 1930s (and probably earlier) the practice of paying “a consideration of 100 shillings” to
Africans to perform ngoma under the European gaze had become an accepted practice. The
authorities’ rationale was that Africans, enlightened by modernity and civilization, no longer
mounted ngoma of their own accord. Gone were the imagined days when to wander among
the so-called natives was to watch them dancing and singing. Instead, ngoma-shows for
European audiences were pre-arranged and staged productions—as, in reality, they always
had been. With time, ngoma became increasingly standardized along the lines of features
that ignorant and prejudiced outsiders would pay to view. The shows could be ordered by
contacting the District or Provincial Commissioner, who then worked with a local producer,
referred to as a “native headman,” to recruit performers and organize their acts. The
headman was granted six days to rehearse the show. For an extra fee, white audiences could
photograph the actors.36
As during Theodore Roosevelt’s 1909 African hunting party, any royal visit or
important safari to the EAP seemed not to be complete without an ngoma. For example,
when in 1910 the Duke and Duchess of Connaught, Princess Patricia and Prince Arthur,
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went on a big game safari in Kenya they rounded out several of their days in the company of
African performers. And whereas the Prince bagged game, the Princess and her attendants
shot photographs:
A big native dance was held in [the Duke’s and Duchess’] honor in which several
thousand fully armed warriors took part, the chant and dance in conjunction with the
dark skins of the men and the iron and brass ornaments combining to make the
scene of intense interest. The Royal ladies evidenced the greatest interest in the
proceedings and moved about freely among the armed natives only recently brought
under British control, taking numerous photographs which will be of considerable
historic interest in the future.37

By 1910, this occasion was no new phenomenon. We know that for much of the
19th century, when African authorities came to call on passing European travelers (or their
honored African counterparts) performances were staged in honor of the meeting—and in
self-introduction of the performers. Consider this painting, which was produced by the
United Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 1860s Shupanga, Mozambique. It
celebrates the meeting of African leaders with a group of European missionaries and
explorers. Framed like a classical stage, curiously inverted and empty, it relegates African
performers to the background. Instead, Western civilization, conversion, and colonization
seem poised to fill the empty stage, perhaps located in the Christian heavens of the skies

“The Royal Safari: Native Dances for Duke and Duchess,” East African Standard Saturday, 21 May
1910.
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above. From the beginning, Europeans sought to invert African ngoma, like African culture
and history, as an inert backdrop for inspired white actors.38

39

Early 20th century writings by colonists about ngoma express a mixture of admiration
and excitement alongside condescension bordering on consternation. In a 1911 description
of “a native ngoma held on Mr. Sandwich Baker’s farm in honor of the Kikuyu chief
Kinanjiu” an East African Standard reporter describes an audience of three hundred “enjoying
the fun” of watching fifty “gorgeously painted performers.” After clearly noting the reason
for the festivities and complementing the dancers, the reporter changes his or her tone
entirely, writing “It is most perplexing to know the reason of these festivities. The same

Consider that still today at the Kenya National Drama Festival, the President and his party sit on
an elevated platform, which looks like a small proscenium stage, while the national drama festival,
which includes a “cultural dance category” that perfectly replicates colonial-era ngoma, occurs on the
ground below him.
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monotonous dance was kept up for hours without any apparent fatigue on the part of the
dancers.”40 Others wrote more succinctly of “savage grandeur.”41
Representatives of the colonial state, in addition to attending, commissioning and
legislating ngoma performances, in the early 20th century, made several attempts to actively
direct the artistic content of African theatrics. In 1913, after the failure of several ad hoc
attempts to script spontaneity, Mr. Alexander and Captain Ecastace initiated an unofficial
African arts program in Mombasa to bring the “heaps of talent running riot” and “wasted in
making horrible and insistent ngoma” under the guidance and discipline of western arts.
Their program was supported by public donations.42 Far from beneficent, this move was
more likely an effort to capitalize on African musical talent and to develop an African band
for European hire—a practice that was well underway by the 1910s in Nairobi.43
European interventions also took the form of judged competitions. Consider, for
example the Lamu’s District Commissioner’s (DC) role throughout the early 1900s as the
judge of weekly ngoma competitions among rival neighborhood clubs. The most prominent
Lamu ngoma groups, the Scotch and Kambaa, would initiate the competition by first writing
letters of invitation. They would then assemble outside the DC’s palace, where they
marched and sang original topical songs. Their costumes often reworked European
aesthetics. In one instance, everyone in the Scotch group dressed as princes, and one
member performed as the King of England. The DC bowed before the “King”—who
evidently won more than the competition. The DC judged ngoma competitions with a
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number system divided into several categories that included costuming, musical quality, the
presence of a supportive audience, lighting, and overall effect.44 In other words, the DC
judged ngoma according the very same categories considered by settler theater critics in the
East African Standard. Through the DC’s authority and cultural heritage, western notions of
theater structured judgments about and performances of ngoma “authenticity”. Mastery
over western performance expectations and cultural motifs not only allowed performers to
defeat their local rivals, it also had the potential to grant them the District Commissioner’s
performative deference.
In 1907, the government pursued a new way to control ngoma and render them
enjoyable and profitable for colonists. At that point, “drinking booths” with the appropriate
(and costly) “native intoxicating liquor license” were officially sanctioned at ngoma.45
Drinking and theater were so closely associated among Europeans that even white venues
that lacked the appropriate licenses were legally permitted to sell alcohol on the occasion of
theatrical entertainments.46 Alcohol was also closely associated with ngoma, although whites
tended to view Africans drinking with hypocritical condemnation. The introduction of
ngoma licenses in conjunction with liquor licenses preserved the parallel practices as law—in
an effort to control and tax the practice. One East African Standard reporter argued, “nothing
but harm can come of this apparently direct encouragement to native drink traffic for it must
be admitted that already many of the ngoma as danced by the natives have distinctly immoral
tendencies and it is not too difficult to foresee the stage they will reach when promiscuous

This account is based on an interview conducted by Rebecca Gearhart with Lamu elder Athmani
Kitoka and reproduced in “Ngoma Memories: How Ritual Music and Dance Shaped the Northern
Kenya Coast” Source: Rebecca Gearhart, “Ngoma Memories,” African Studies Review, 48, No. 3
(2005): 24-25.
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drinking is permitted by law.”47 Nonetheless, colonists imagined that Africans would drink
home-brewed alcohol regardless of the law. Rather than push it underground, they wanted
to control where and when this drinking occurred. Probably because Europeans associated
entertainment with alcohol, ngoma quickly became the site and occasion on which they
would grant licenses to Africans for drinking. By 1908, the Official Gazette of the East African
Protectorate reveals standardized coupling of ngoma and native intoxicating liquor licenses.48
Though colonists explained their legislation to control ngoma as the mere
maintenance of law and order, settlers and officials plainly perceived East African expressive
culture as a powerful challenge to their tenuous authority—which was itself largely
performative. After all, the European right to rule was predicated on cultural superiority and
the racist denial of African history and agency. An African pageantry that celebrated past
military victories and performed agency and prestige in a manner not dissimilar from British
pantomime or military marches compromised the racist mythology. And yet, despite
colonial legal precautions to contain African performances, ngoma persisted as spaces of
power negotiation and inter-racial collaboration.
But even while ngoma were increasingly scripted, desired, commissioned and
regulated, these performances remained essentially slippery sites of authority. Ngoma
became closely associated with violence. And it was not unusual for an ngoma to appear in
the newspaper as the setting for a crime—even if the crime took place elsewhere. Consider
for example, that in August of 1911 headlines announced the murder of a Kikuyu man in a
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story about an ngoma at Kivarundo. Despite a headline linking them, the victim was actually
killed several days before the seemingly unrelated ngoma was held. The only link seems to
be that the murderers were later found in the vicinity of an ngoma. It seems that the reporter
conjured a scene of dancing, drumming and fire to better capture the “savage” nature of the
crime—and the threat of Africans more generally. In a July 1912 news story from Mombasa,
reporters blamed an assault on an African woman not on the perpetrators but on ngoma
more generally.
Mombasa police have been receiving circumstantial reports of an outbreak of a
certain most detestable and serious form of crime, consequent on the licentiousness
evoked by the ngoma which appears to be accentuated by the very grotesqueness of
the dress in which the Swahili delight to garb themselves on such occasions.49
Without more than “circumstantial reports” to illustrate his claim, the writer turned to a
recent case that came before the Magistrate in which a woman, Maryam bent Fundi, who
worked as a cook in an Indian household was assaulted during her walk home from work—
suggesting that the criminals who attacked her took their inspiration from the “riots of music
and dance of the native ngoma.”50
The imagined threat of ngoma sometimes produced an ugly backlash among
Europeans. Despite the regulation that limiting imprisonment for putting up an ngoma
without permission to not more than two months, Africans were often punitively faulted for
behaviors considered attendant to ngoma production. For example, in 1912, twelve men
received prison sentences of three years each for removing 53 feathers from the body of a
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dead ostrich (found on a European’s allegedly private land) in order to make costumes for an
ngoma.51
In January of 1917 a European settler-farmer, Frederick Thompson, stood before
the local Magistrate and a jury of nine whites accused of arson and trespassing by his
neighbor Kuria wa Kerenge, a Kikuyu man. Kerenge charged that Thompson set fire to
three of his huts while his children, wives and cattle were inside. Though his family escaped
with their lives, he lost his possessions and stores of grain to the flames. Thompson
defended himself by blaming Kerenge for holding an ngoma that night—making a terrible
noise and drinking. Thompson claimed that he merely burned down one store hut to
communicate his frustration. He suggested that Kerenge and his fellow ngoma revelers set
fire to the two additional huts themselves in order to amplify the charges against him and a
possible pay-off. The jury found Thompson innocent of arson and held him responsible
only for “trespassing in a dwelling house,” for which there was a small fine—finding the
ngoma to be, truly, to blame.52 But ngoma, was not the only expressive culture in the East
African protectorate over which European settlers concerned themselves.
A topical joke in the East African Standard from 1905 read: “When is an Ngoma not
an Ngoma? When it is held in Macdonald Terrace without an Ngoma permit.”53 Even
when they accorded perfectly with the law, ngoma remained sites of interest and unease for
colonists. Considered in succession, the frequent changes to turn-of-the-century “ngoma
laws” reveal British attempts to expand the scope of an increasingly prescriptive control over
African expressive culture. The persistent interest in legislating African performance such
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that it became not only legal and legible but made-to-order as well indicates that European
colonists and African chiefs understood “ngoma” performances as something more than
historical legacies. Far from an indigenous category, British intervention and African
political ambition created the colonial ngoma genera.

Asian Theater
South Asian voices and stories are absent from East African theater history and
ethnographies of performance. This neglect is a glaring oversight. Tracing the story of
Asian theater through the early years of the East African Protectorate quickly demonstrates
the tangled nature of theater and ngoma as two pieces of the same cultural practice. In fact,
a constrained 1910 debate over whether Asian performance was ngoma or theater contributed
to the creation of the first inter-racial theater legislation in 1912, referred to as “stage play
laws.” In the early days of the East African Protectorate, Europeans and Asians (who
outnumbered Europeans ten to one in 1906) attended one another’s theatrical performances.
Not only that, but South Asian reporters also reviewed settler theatrics in the Indian Voice
and European reporters reviewed Asian shows in the East African Standard.54 It was not
uncommon for a European official to attend a South Asian performance as the guest of
honor. But as Asians and Europeans competed for political control and economic
opportunity in the new protectorate, their relations grew increasingly fraught—and
European-authored reviews of South Asian theater turned sour. In 1909, white colonists
redefined South Asian performances not as theater but as ngoma. In so doing, they moved
54
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to justify the application of ngoma laws to South Asian as well as African expressive culture.
The move further positioned theater as unique to Europeans in the EAP. Ironically, though,
it is likely public South Asian performance predated European theater in East Africa.
Though white settlers lacked a theater building of their own until the Gaiety Theater
opened in 1912, the South Asian community built and operated at least six “Indian theater”
spaces in Nairobi and Mombasa between 1900 and 1914.55 Simply put, South Asian settler
culture preexisted European settler culture in Kenya, and their theatre was no exception.56
Though several thousand South Asians had called the Omani Empire of East Africa home
since the mid-19th century, the majority of South Asians arrived in East Africa as indentured
servants contracted to build the East African railroad at the end of the 19th century. When
the East Africa Company resolved to construct a railroad between Mombasa and Lake
Victoria at the headwaters of the Nile, more than 30,000 South Asians and unrecorded
numbers of Africans built the right-of-way by hand and laid the tracks. With the completion
of the Uganda Railroad in 1901, importation of Asian servants did not stop, and many
Asians found themselves in the service of European settler families.57 Despite horrendous
labor conditions and widespread loss of life, these workers endured. Many understood the
railroad they had built as a potentially profitable new economic opportunity for themselves.
In fact, voluntary immigrations from India to British East Africa swelled after 1900, as

By the time references to “Indian theaters” begin to appear in the East African Standard in 1903, it
seems to be suggested that these were established institutions.
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trading communities sought new economic opportunity in Kenya. Following the path of the
railroad, these business people built stores, restaurants and entertainment venues called
“bazars” at each stop along the railroad. Of the 39,771 South Asians who found themselves
in British East Africa at the turn of the century, 18% or 7,278 opted to remain after they
completed their three-year contracts.58
In the year 1897, the non-indentured Indians in the Protectorate were nearly ten times
as numerous as the 391 European residents. By 1901, there were 506 Europeans settlers
and officers in the East African Protectorate and upwards of 27,000 Indians. Even when
this number fell (upon Asian repatriation), South Asians remained the most numerous and
conspicuous immigrant community in East Africa.59 Asians not only built the major
commercial artery through East Africa—they also served as medical staff, police officers,
and magistrates on loan from the Indian Government. Even the dominant East African
currency, the rupee, was Indian in origin.60
An outsized South Asian to European ratio was in line with turn-of-the century plans
that East Africa might eventually be run by the Indian (Colonial) Government and serve as
an outlet for Indian overpopulation. The official British stance on Asian roles in East
Africa remained mixed. As white settlers’ own designs on the continent grew, however, they
became strongly opposed to South Asian immigration and settlement beyond indentured
servants they could control. The growing European settler population came to East Africa
with a different colonial vision, in which a White Man’s Country located in the Kenyan
highlands would emerge as regionally dominant on the model of the recently safely racially
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segregated Union of South Africa. Asians resisted a race-based dominion, in which even
their privileged role as colonial citizens fell under attack. Theater became a cultural symbol
of this political divide—and their tool for contesting it.

The Indian population was itself a diverse body divided by differences of class,
religion and language. Simplified in the European press as undifferentiated Indian theater,
Indian expressive culture was also divided along ethnic and religious lines—Hindu, Muslim
and Christian. Audiences, on the other hand, were often mixed by class (suggested by drastic
differences in the prices of tickets advertised) and mixed in race. By the time the WWI-era
colonial administrators had begun to highlight East African theater as an illustration of
diversity in unity, the Asian community had already begun to capitalize on the diversity of
theater audiences as a means to organize politically. Consider that in April of 1914 the
police licensed a “stage play” that Asian actors “performed” at the Indian Theater for an
audience of 400. The European reviewer registered his dismay that the announced “play”
was actually a lecture on alcohol and social roles in East Africa “staged as a drama.” What
surprised him even more was that the performance appeared to be a great success.61
Consider, too, that following WWI—when the British failed to deliver their new trust
territory of Tanganyika as an Indian reserve—the diverse Indian community organized their
protestations for white audiences to witness in the white settler theater, the Theater Royal.62
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Three differentiated forms of Asian theater flourished in the EAP and might be
described as Hindu, Muslim and Christian.63 The Hindu community, among whom the
largest and most established were the Bhatias, mounted productions in the Hindustani
language (sometimes referred to as Urdu or Hindi) and in spaces identified by Europeans as
“Indian Theaters” in both Nairobi and Mombasa.64 Their productions tended to be either
historical Indian dramas set in the 18th century or adaptations of Shakespeare.65 Generally in
these productions men and boys played the female roles, and audiences were at least as large
as 362 in Nairobi.66 The plays might feature amateurs or large Dramatic Companies that
toured the western Indian Ocean for a year at a time with stops in Aden, Zanzibar, Nairobi
and Mombasa.67 In Nairobi and Mombasa, the convention among the Hindu was to reserve
one evening in each location for European audiences.68
The Muslim community, who were primarily comprised of Gujarati-speaking
Ismailia, recently arrived to build the railroad, also mounted productions in the Indian
Theaters used by the Hindu. In 1914, though, they erected a steel frame “Gujarati theater”
in Mombasa. Their productions tended to be in the Gujarati-language and, like the Hindu
shows, they also cast men and boys in women’s roles. Audiences for these shows were all

The source material that I use describe differences between the genre is European and unofficial—
namely reviews of Asian theater productions that appear in the East African Standard. Notably,
European reporters writing in the early 1900s did not see Asian performances as highly distinctive,
though they did tend to appreciate Goan productions as superior to the rest. By reading these
reviews carefully and against the intended grain, these three forms of South Asian performance
appear to have been quite distinct.
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male but also racially diverse, as they included many Swahili theatergoers as well as the
occasional visiting European.69 Gujarati performances were notable for their considerable
length, generally lasting for more than six hours and not ending until the wee hours of the
morning. Scripts for these Gujarati performances were often traditional and historically
framed, though sometimes they were newly penned.
Generally new scripts were adaptations of either Shakespeare or on British variety
shows. By 1914, there were at least two competing Gujarati performance companies: “The
New Indian Opera and Theatrical Company” and “New Rising Star Company.” These
groups produced mixtures of British and historical Gujarati scripts and sketches in
Mombasa.70 In fact, these companies were so successful that Europeans wondered how they
managed such popular success without paying for newspaper advertisements. One rather
presumptuous theory, proposed by a white reporter, was that the recent popularity of
Gujarati bands among the European community had produced a cultural “trickle-down
effect,” now enjoyed by popular Asian audiences. The Mombasa performance groups took a
less abstract approach to free publicity, by inviting Europeans reporters to review their
shows. For example, the “New Indian Opera and Theatrical Company” invited the “trickledown” theorizing reporter to attend and review one of their variety shows. Evidently, the
“New Rising Star Company” intercepted the reporter and tricked him into attending and
reviewing their own adaptation of Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night across the street.
Though it appears that the Hindu and Gujarati communities shared venues and may
have attended one another’s productions, the Roman Catholic Goan community stood quite
apart—much closer to the Europeans. For example, after a visiting “Indian Dramatic
“Untitled,” East African Standard, 14 November 1903, 3;“Untitled,” East African Standard, 6 June
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Company” performed the “famous Indian play, The Beautiful Claimant,” at the Indian theater
in Mombasa, they traveled across the street to give a separate show for the Goan community
at the Goan Institute.71 With legacies of 19th-century Portuguese Indian Ocean prominence
and supposedly multi-racial heritage, Goans tended to occupy a higher status in the eyes of
European colonists, who often employed them as low-level colonial officers. Goan
performances closely resembled the white settler dramatics. The shows were generally in
English, and they featured mixed gender casts in topical variety shows. On occasion and at
the audience’s request, someone might perform a song in Portuguese.
Just as settlers performed at the Railway Institute, by 1912 Goan performances were
held in the halls of the Goan Institutes in both Nairobi and Mombasa. In the early 1900s,
Jubilee Hall in Mombasa and the Goan-owned Messrs Nazareth and Bro’s Hall of Nairobi
provided the primary venues for Goan entertainments.72 Goan actors sought the direct
involvement of the colonial state and the empire within their plays. Like European
productions, Goan performances often took pride in official government patrons. For
example, the Provincial Commissioner of Mombasa regularly attended Goan shows as an
honored guest. “God Save the King” began or ended the show, and at many Goan
performances the Union Jack waved visibly.

At first, white colonists in the new East African Protectorate tolerated and even
celebrated the diversity of traditions they understood only as Indian Theater. White
reporters wrote respectfully of amusing dramatics, colorful costumes, and well-rehearsed
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songs.73 With the growing presence of white settlers, however, that appreciative tone began
to change. Reporters degraded South Asian performers “dusky actors” and compared them
to Medieval British “barnstormers” and African ngoma.74 Between 1903 and 1910, in an
effort to control Indian theaters and actors, British settler-run town councils criticized
Indian theaters and bazars as unsanitary and unsavory.75 During this period, by “order of the
court”, Government Auctioneers and Official Brokers auctioned off at least three, allegedly
bankrupt Indian theaters in Nairobi and Mombasa and at least one Indian theater in
Kampala.76 As early as 1903, walking home at night from an Indian Theater became a
(sometimes) punishable offense.77
Following the renewal of the Ngoma Ordinance in 1909, the police began to
interrupt Asian performances, including those held in private homes. The language of the
1909 Ngoma Ordinance was identical to those that had governed African ngoma for the
previous six years—ever since the Preservation of Order by Night Regulations had passed in
1903.78 Change came not from new legal language but from the reinterpretation and
expanded application of the law. Police cited the Ordinance when they charged South Asian
producers with making noise after dark or failing to secure an ngoma license.79
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The aggressive strategy to control South Asian social organization and expressive
culture had unintended consequences. The inconsistent and seemingly capricious
application of ngoma laws to Asian theater at times of increased tension between the two
settler populations highlighted for Asian and European colonial officials alike the absence of
regulations controlling European performances.80 This conspicuous neglect, one South Asian
spokesman charged, was “a most odious distinction drawn between the musical
entertainments of the Indians on the one hand and those of the Europeans on the other
hand, there being no restriction whatsoever on the musical entertainment of the latter,
however coarse and improper they may be.”81 Indeed, theater and variety shows required
neither licensing nor police oversight so long as the actors were Europeans.
This was no accident. European settlers sought to establish dominance in East
Africa through an overt cultural hierarchy to naturalize and thus strengthen a racialized class
hierarchy. Through hostile enforcement of laws, European settlers moved to restrict
“theater” to whites, and they expanded the application of ngoma laws to include not only
African but also Asian performers denigrated as “traditional.” Understanding the political
and economic stakes of this strategic cultural terminology, Asians protested the unequal
treatment of Indian and European dramatics—in which one required an ngoma license and
police oversight, while the other might receive the Governor’s own financial support. The
debate shed critical light onto the vague language of ngoma laws themselves and the racist
distinction between ngoma as “traditional” and theater as current and modern. A group of
Asian petitioners publicized their ngoma law criticisms in the East African Standard:
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To say the least, this [1909 Ngoma] decree is drafted in the most ambiguous
language, as it draws no distinction between musical entertainment held in private
houses and those held in public thoroughfares, and indiscriminately prohibits them
all . . . it infringes upon religious freedom . . . and it [oversteps] the Indian Criminal
Procedure Code of 1898.82
In October 1912, the Legislative Council passed a new bill to standardize the licensing of
public entertainments, including European and Asian theater—but still excluding African
“ngoma.” This Stage Play and Cinema Ordinance of 1912 categorized all Asian and European
performances, be they comedies, operas, or variety shows, as “stage plays” and submitted
them to the same licensing requirements.83 Under these regulations, both theater buildings
and “stage plays” paid a fee to be licensed. Police oversight, in which an officer might enter
the theater at any time to check up on the legal status of a performance, was also authorized.
To obtain the required “stage play license,” intended scripts were submitted to a “licensing
officer.” The language of the law appeared egalitarian in its consistent treatment of the two
settler populations, except for its description of the application for a license. A long
elaborating clause suggested that the real focus of control was Asian theater and not
European:
If any stage play or any new part thereof sent to the licensing officer, shall be in a
language which the licensing officer does not understand, a true translation in English,
certified to the satisfaction of the licensing officer, shall on demand be transmitted
with the copy of the said stage play in the original language. Everyone should keep in
mind that the licensing authority may commission an additional translation, with the
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approval of the Governor, in order to determine the validity of the translation.84
By November of 1913, the Stage Play Ordinance had grown more prescriptive still. In 1912,
the role of a licensing officer was merely “such person as the Government shall by notice
appoint for the purposes of this ordinance.” It appears that, as with the ngoma laws—and
possibly patterned on ngoma laws—this role fell to the District Commissioner or his proxy.
Nonetheless, in November 1913, the Governor appointed the Commissioner of Police to be
the Licensing Officer with the power to delegate his powers and duties to any Police Officer
at or above the rank of Assistant District Superintendent. This last move ensured no Indian
policeman might find himself in that sensitive position.
It is possible to imagine that all these moves to stage the stage by legislating Kenyan
theater were aimed at Asian actors. After all, white police officers might be more likely to
check up on an Indian theater production than on well-known settlers’ antics. Nevertheless,
the fact remains that the law also applied to Europeans—by whom it was highly contested.
Consider, for example, that after seeing a draft of the Stage Play Ordinance, three settlers
formed a “special committee” to review its viability.85 Under the leadership of Robert
Corbett Bayldon (theater-enthusiast and managing director of the Nairobi Electric Power
and Lighting Company) who was joined by the Attorney General Hobley himself, the selfappointed committee argued that, “submitting a script would be very inconvenient to a
company giving a variety show.” They further suggested that traveling theatrical companies
from abroad be exempted from regulation. They charged that the theater manager would
experience undue hardship if even after securing a license for his premises, he must also
check up on the legal status of any productions.
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Not one of the committee’s recommendations were reflected in the Stage Play and
Cinema Ordinance, “enacted by the Governor of the East African Protectorate with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council” on October 16, 1912. EAP legislators
rebuffed the presumptuous committee: Perhaps they were reluctant to allow the politically
ambitious white settlers to run the “show”, or perhaps they saw East African theater as an
unwieldy and politicized institution quite regardless of the actors’ race. Regardless of their
rationale, European and Asian performances were both regulated by the same legal
framework, though it would be nearly thirty years before African ngoma become “stage
plays,” too.
Despite differences among the Indian communities and their corresponding artistic
styles and practices, overarching themes permit us to talk viably about “Indian theater” in
the early 20th century East Africa. Beyond the turn-of-the-century Indian dramatics’ role as a
pleasant pastime, it served three important functions. First, through the importation of wellknown Indian scripts or by hosting whole performance companies from Gujarat or
elsewhere in South Asia, Indian theater connected audiences and actors in the diaspora
communities to their homelands. Second, by using imperial iconography, including
Provincial and District Commissioners as patrons, and punctuating performances with “God
Save the King,” Indian theater positioned South Asians as valuable citizens of the British
Empire. Third, performances that mirrored the European settlers’ variety shows or
celebration of Shakespeare, demonstrated embrace of British culture to challenge the
Indians’ restricted rights as citizens (not subjects) of Empire in the East African
Protectorate.
Essentially all three of these utilities hinge on the proposition that Indian theater
produced distinctive political identities within the South Asian settler community of East
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Africa. Analogous to the ways that Benedict Anderson and Terence Ranger have suggested
that the translation of richly varied spoken into standardized written language is the catalyst
that pulls people towards shared political identities, the standardization of situational
expressive culture into “theater” appears to consolidate identity similarly. That process of
consolidation hinged less on the reduction of spoken performances to written scripts and
more on the taxing, licensing, and policing of performances at particular times and places,
the “fire-safety” regulation of theater buildings, and the practical-yet-directive role of official
patronage. Regulation itself, both in the experience of it and in the converging content it
produced, created a form of performance that transcended race and ethnicity and began to
form a national stage—which, unlike the Legislative Council, might be open to more than a
single representative of the Asians and include the Africans excluded there. Moreover, by
adhering to performance restrictions, Asian actors (like African producers) did not merely
submit to colonial oversight, but rather they rendered their acts “stage plays” legible in the
eyes of the colonial government and white settlers. 86
Despite its standardized form and diverse styles, Indian theater gave Asians s in East
Africa the opportunity to claim multiple identities—and to imagine differing scales of
community. The many identity projects were at work in the traveling Hindu-language
performance of The Merchant of Venus organized by Shah Theatrical Company under Mr.
Yakubaly Jumlay in 1908. The show traveled from Aden to Zanzibar, Mombasa, and
Nairobi, and everywhere it drew dispersed Hindustani-speakers together. Set in rural India,
with dancing and music that one European reviewer deemed “truly Eastern,” the show must
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have reminded (as much as it invented) the Hindu community of their shared origin. That
this point of origin was structured by the most canonical of all British playwrights was no
accident. By asserting this shared cultural organizing principle, Asian actors asserted the
“Britishness” of their identities. Throughout the tour, the Shah Theatrical Company
organized performances for Europeans only. In addition to good business, these occasions
provided actors with opportunities to perform and consolidate the essential hybridity of
Indian and European pasts and origins. Life-sized models of King Edward and Queen
Alexandra flanked the stage and delighted white playgoers—who imagined they were
“essential features to Indian Theatrical decorations.” 87 It is notable, however, that the same
white audiences who thrilled to find symbols of Empire in Asian settings were considerably
less open when Asians argued directly for increased rights as citizens, not subjects, of the
colonial empire.

European Theater
Theater in East Africa supposedly arrived with the first European settlers at the turn
of the century and flourished right on through the dying days of Empire. 88 Current writings
about Kenya hold that Europeans imported scripts, costumes, actors, and all from England.
Once in East Africa, until the second half of the 20th century these remotely located British
plays functioned as the only form of modern theater in the region. This literature allows that
in the late colonial period, African actors fitted themselves into Shakespeare and commercial
British formats but it does not see them beginning to write original scripts themselves until
well after decolonization. Even after independence, Kenyan scholars have pointed
87
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resentfully to lasting European management at the Kenya National Theater and French
Culture Centre as evidence for ongoing European cultural hegemony in the service of
neocolonialism.89 Regardless of changing political backdrops, retrospective elaborations of
white theater in East Africa remain consistent in their judgments: imported tradition
entertained European audiences in need of an (undeserved) escape from the moral challenge
of colonial occupation in the face of African resistance.90 Dismissed as callous and
defensive, the content of white theater in East Africa has received no scholarly attention.
Archival research suggests the inaccuracy of two aspects of this roundly accepted
assessment of white theater in East Africa. First, European theater in the East African
Protectorate was not imported from London and then reanimated in Nairobi as a carefully
prefabricated whole. Rather it was locally conversant, inspired, and original. Within a small
white population, which was itself economically and ethnically diverse, theater became an
important means through which to manage class tensions and settler-government conflicts.
Not only that, but from the beginning “white theater” involved Asian audiences, African
musicians, and national aspirations. Certainly, theater became a valuable symbol of morality
in times of political crisis—although notions of entertainment-as-escape seem to undercut
the active imaginative work in which actors and audiences in fact engaged—as visionaries of
alternative futures and realities. Lasting transnational linkages should remind us of enduring
and uneven power relations.
Europeans’ first involvement with a standardized form of theater in the East African
Protectorate (involving a license, official state awareness, and consistent use of the term “stage
play”) was not through their own theatrics but through the arbitration of and attendance at
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African ngoma performances, Indian musical theater, and—at the coast—Muslim festivals.91
Europeans in the East African Protectorate were active in their own performing arts from at
least 1900, but their early “variety-show” productions were neither rehearsed nor ticketed.
Often, these so-called “variety shows” or “music hall acts” were actually casual parlor
entertainments featuring the incidental piano skills or untrained singing voices of various
whites in the Protectorate. Government House in Mombasa became a popular venue for
these talent shows.92 Through these amateur-hour gatherings newcomers introduced
themselves and community members of standing endeavored to amuse themselves.
By 1905 the capital of the East African Protectorate had moved upcountry from
Mombasa to Nairobi, and white numbers had grown to the point that rehearsed plays and
actual large-scale variety shows began to overtake more intimate talent shows. Nonetheless,
it was not until 1912 and the introduction of the Stage Play and Cinematograph Ordinance that
white performances begin to coalesce around defined legal terminology in designated theater
spaces. The same year saw the opening of a Colonial Office-funded theater. The Gaiety
Theater within the Nairobi Assembly Rooms became the first structure with a red velvet
curtain and electric lighting board designed to house “European theater,” though its doubled
– or quadrupled – duty as a court of law, auction house, and cinema soon eclipsed its
function as space for live performing arts. In 1913, South African businessman Samuel
Medicks opened a second Nairobi theater, the Theater Royal, and settlers assembled a
“Theater Royal orchestra” to replace the African KAR band on which they sometimes relied
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for musical accompaniment of their theatrics.93 With the declaration of war the following
year, however, the Theater Royal’s owner donated the premises to the Protectorate to
function as a “garrison theater” to raise funds and entertain troops. As such, the so-called
white “little theater” soon held transracial performances for diverse audiences in support of
the Red Cross and organized separate funds for African and Asian wounded veterans.
If we accept that white theater was not fully regulated by the legal standards of East
African theater until the second decade of the 20th century, then what was “theater” to
whites living in the East African protectorate between 1895 and 1912? To what standards
did it adhere? Aside from the loose category of “entertainment” and by 1912 the official
legislation as “stage play” or “cinematograph show” there was very little consistency to the
conception of the productions that settlers staged and, by 1903, also paid to see. European
entertainments as they appear in the East African Standard between 1902 and 1914 reveal a
remarkably long list of terms used to distinguish genres among white entertainments: music
hall acts, concerts, burlesque, cake walks, minstrel shows, amateur theatrical performances,
plays, farces, melodramas, topical variety shows, Christy minstrel entertainments, tableau
vivant, boxing shows, magic shows, circuses, cinematograph shows, and comic operas.94
Even the annual Agricultural Show and Race Week included entertainments sub-committees
who organized the inclusion of “native side shows.”95 Often times these nuanced names for
white entertainments were accompanied by further distinguishing phrases like “old time” or
“as of yore.”96 Nonetheless, the very same shows might also be referred to as “never before
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appeared before the Nairobi public,” “directly from London,” or even “never before seen in
Britain.” 97 Other entertainments were called “unique,” or “novelty in all its newness.”98
Were European entertainments highly traditional, in line with their most current London
counterparts, or something entirely novel? Did they strive to evoke the past, present or
future? Observed over time and in their full diversity, white theater blended western
tradition, contemporary British trends, and local political textures and futures to produce
something new—and, in fact, analogous to East African Asian theater and the Afrofuturism
celebrated by postcolonial scholars as distinctively postcolonial and quintessentially African.
Like the language that described European dramatics, terms for the venues that
housed them were also quite varied. In Nairobi alone, settler entertainment venues included:
the Railway Institute, Parklands Sports Club, Nairobi Club, the Grand Hotel, and the
Pumwani race course. By 1912 most acts took place at the Assembly Rooms and Gaiety
Theater, which by 1913 was largely replaced by the Theater Royal. As with Indian theater,
these different venues appealed variously to members of distinctive European communities.
Though small, the European community of the East African Protectorate was diverse. It
was roughly sub-divided into four groups: settler farmers, government administrators,
businessmen, and missionaries. Class and religion—either evangelical or Anglican
agnostic—became the key factors for social coherence and dissonance. British clubs, a
major organizing force behind European “entertainments,” were organized entirely
according to class.
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The first British club in Nairobi was the Railway Institute. Erected in 1900, the
Railway Institute was designated for the first 45 Europeans who worked for the Uganda
Railroad. In 1903, a popular fund drive erected the private Nairobi Club (based on the
Mombasa Club) for senior railway and government officers on Nairobi Hill—near the
King’s African Rifles headquarters. Neither of these original buildings was particularly
elegant, as both featured simple corrugated iron frames until these were replaced by nicer
stone buildings in the 1910s. Finally, for the lower ranking officials, the Protectorate erected
the Parklands Sports Club in 1906.
Settlers tended to organize their entertainments around hotels at both the Grand
Hotel (which would become Travellers’ Club), and the Norfolk Hotel. By 1911, with the
construction of the Muthaiga Club, the settlers had their own clubhouse, too. Despite the
specificity of their premises, it appears that people from all classes attended performances at
the full range of venues.99 Theater, as such, became a valuable channel through which to
generate mutual understanding and shared experiences. Nonetheless, a heavily segregated
audience arrangement—with box seats, pits, circles and separate entrances—ensured that the
“elites” did not have to sit among ordinary folks who included Asians and, by at least 1914,
Africans as well. The missionaries were only category who did not regularly attend the
entertainments of the various white sub-communities.
Like Goans among the South Asian community, missionaries and clergy stood apart
from the rest of the whites in East Africa. Their emphasis on African conversion, salvation
and equality under God produced racially integrated and collaborative performances.
Although it is known that by the 1930s missionaries used theater and African actors to
dramatize their biblical teachings through local language translations in Dholuo, I see
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evidence to suggest that these collaborations began much earlier.100 Anglican and later
Catholic clergy assigned to minister to the growing white population of Nairobi were openly
skeptical of the bawdy or irreverent variety shows settlers and officials produced. In 1902,
before Nairobi had a church, the Chaplaincy operated out of the Railroad Institute—which
also functioned as the primary performing arts venue. This shared occupancy was not
without its tensions.
In 1903, the Nairobi Protestant Church Building Committee sold tickets for a variety
show which they called a “benefit concert” to raise money for a proper Anglican church.
Governor Charles Eliot compèred the show, introducing various acts and songs. In the end,
the production was a success, and the committee resolved to hold a “dramatic entertainment
as of yore” for the benefit of the “church building fund.” Upon hearing of this prospect,
however, Reverend Bennett cautioned the committee that he would need to see “the whole
of the dialogue before accepting the offer.” When the producers declined to submit to the
clergy’s oversight, Bennett declined to either attend the show or accept the money they
raised. A reporter for the East African Standard quipped, “never look a gift horse in the
mouth,” and elaborated that “those who attended the dramatic performances in Nairobi in
1900 will remember that there was nothing in the slightest degree in them likely to offend
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the most sensitive.”101 The shift was one of terminology and not artistic content. Whereas a
benefit concert was considered morally acceptable, a “variety show” was considered a
“dramatic entertainment” more closely associated with the immoral spaces of London public
houses.
Whereas the charitable excuse of a church building fund lent a noble function to
white dramatics, association with secular dramatics might sully the church’s reputation for
probity. Nonetheless, even after a church was erected in Nairobi, white theater persisted in
fundraising through ticket sales for additional church building—regardless of whether the
ministry accepted their funds.102 For example, the Nairobi Follies advertised the 1909
Variety Show presented for President Roosevelt at the Railroad Institute as “a church
building fundraiser.” Reviewers noted the absence of “pillars of the church” in the audience.
They wondered over the absence and claimed that, “the day has gone past when the
appearance of a Minister or Elder in a respectable Theater or Music Hall is deprecated.”103
Though WWI served to draw most white communities into closer collaborations, it
sharpened church criticisms of “what is appropriate in theatrical plays and
entertainments.”104 Rather than fear of immoral association, perhaps it was the parallel
activities of performative songs and speech acts alongside church music and sermons that
disquieted the Nairobi clergy. Christianity had been omnipresent, justifying colonization and
abolitionism throughout the previous century, but for many 20th century colonists in East
Africa, theater had replaced religion; the pious congregation had become a secular audience.
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Despite differences of genre, venue, ethnicity, vocation and class, common themes
connected even early white theatrics. Unlike the seriousness of Hindu theater, the emphasis
of these early white productions was on humor and revelry. In fact, between 1900 and 1914,
I found only one popular press reference to a melodrama, paired with a farce. Comedies in
British East Africa tended to make light of colonial realities and cultural limitations. White
actors regularly pretended to be black servants and Arab—and later Asian—administrators.
They used poor English, parodic accents, Swahili sayings, blackface, and their impressions of
ethnic costumes to make light of Arab and African misunderstandings of European
culture.105 In so doing, they obviously reinforced ideals of racial superiority, but they also
displaced their own criticisms of the British Empire to its subjects. Whites in East Africa
understood themselves as defenders of British culture, but many did not want to be
governed by Britain. In the voices of a different race and an allegedly simpler mind, white
actors articulated criticisms of the British Empire—its inefficiency and cultural
incongruity—with impunity.
Until official oversight of white dramatics began in 1912, actors treated early
attempts at church oversight with contempt. Nevertheless, social conventions (i.e. cultural
hegemony) closely governed early white dramatics. Regardless of venue, upper class settlers’
social codes of dress and hierarchy gave order to white productions and audience
attendance. The fact that white dramatics were amateur suggested (or imagined) a
considerable amount of leisure time apart from one’s day-to-day work. Both officially and
socially, projection of an elite brand of culture in the East African Protectorate (which best
upheld notions of racial superiority) became central to white culture. Nonetheless, the most
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vibrant and active theater clubs were squarely rooted in the white middle class. These shows
were often produced by settler donations but starred businessmen and colonial officials as
actors. For example, when Australian soldier and amateur comedian Theo Blunt arrived in
Kenya in 1907 after fighting in the Boer War he secured funding and involvement from
settler and future politician W.D. Young to form Kenya’s first theater company: The Nairobi
Bohemians.106 The Nairobi Bohemians generally performed “variety shows,” “farces,” and
“vaudevillian numbers” under the nominal patronage of Governor and Mrs. Hayes-Sadler
and later Governor and Mrs. Jackson, but several reviewers remarked at the personal
expense that various settlers’ guest appearances implied.107
On the occasion of President Theodore Roosevelt’s 1909 visit to Nairobi, the
Bohemians rebranded themselves the Nairobi Follies. Like their new vaudevillian name and
guest of honor, the Follies’ engaged the American entertainment motif. One reviewer noted,
“it could easily be seen that most of it was written expressly for Mr. Roosevelt.”108 After a
rendition of “God Save the Queen,” the actors remained standing for the “Star-Spangled
Banner.” The two national anthems were followed by a rendition of “De Ole Banjo”
performed in blackface and inaugurating a “Christy Minstrel entertainment” that would
define the whole first act. Written by Englishman Alfred Scott-Gatty, “De Ole Banjo” was
one of the first “Plantation Songs” to popularize minstrel music and dramatics in Britain.
Transported to Kenya and staged for the former American president, the song was intended
to evoke something familiar of Roosevelt’s America. Yet it also captured something
distinctively Kenyan and tacitly suggested that the “good life” and humor evoked with
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nostalgia in turn-of-the-century American and British minstrel shows might still be possible
on Kenya’s own developing plantations. Next came an original song called “Incog”
featuring the archetypal blackface characters Bones and Banjo with “references to various
persons both Official and Settler that were very amusing indeed.”109 Theo Blunt played the
character Banjo while a Mr. R.J. Stordy, who also wrote the piece, acted as Bones. Stordy
was an important colonial official in Nairobi—he had recently been appointed to the
Nairobi Township Committee after a long service as an EAP Magistrate, and in the years
that followed Stordy would go on to serve as the Chief Veterinary Officer for the EAP.110
Indeed, Stordy was credited with much of the creative effort behind the show as well as “not
insignificant personal expense.”111 The next act consisted of several “amusing songs on local
topics composed by Mr. [William John] Monson”—who served as Secretary to the
Governor.112 Performing Monson’s songs were Town Clerk E.L Sanderson, East African
Military Auditor Lieut.-Colonel S.N. Faulkner, and well-to-do British settler and future
Unofficial Member of the Executive Council of the Colony and Protectorate, A.C.
Tannabill.113 After an intermission, the second half of the show featured a “Topical and
Tropical Burlesque” in which Captain Smith—an Irishman and Assistant District Inspector
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of Police114— compèred as Hassan Ali, “his Swahili sayings and his general get up much
enjoyed.”115 They concluded the show with an original song in tribute to Mr. Roosevelt that
was actually a lightly veiled celebration of freedom in the B.E.A. The cast praised the
President’s courage when faced with African wilds, noting that he “bravely faced all dangers
and deadly beasts has slain.” Moreover, they praised his and their own sense of privacy—his
practice of not allowing the press to write about or have any say over his self-directed time in
Africa.
He left them there to guess
they raved and grossed and grumbled they were left in such a mess
in this land of B.E.A.
they were feeling far from gay
But they kept their Standard waking
‘Tis the way of the B.E.A.116
More than a dig at the East African Standard newspaper, the suggestion here seems to be that
officials of the B.E.A. did not appreciate being vetted by servants of the crown—particularly
not when those incursions stood to undercut the masculine vitality and risky thrills they
might otherwise enjoy among the deadly beasts of Africa. Even if the actors behind it were
middle class officers, businessmen, and officials’ wives, the East African culture white
theater goers imagined and celebrated was male and moneyed. It could afford not to take
itself too seriously. Nonetheless, many whites living in East Africa were neither male nor
wealthy. In 1910, the East African Standard printed a letter from the “wife of one of the
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much maligned Officials,” revealing the stress that this exclusionary social code created for
women and less highborn whites.

I find even that to keep up a semblance of equality with the others, I am obliged to
have an imaginary income and an ancestry worthy of such a high position! I have to
give wedding presents, and subscribe to memorials. I have to belong to Clubs
because I must be seen. I have to pay for the best places at entertainments,
because our Superior Officials must see us among “the Elite.” . . . We’re
supposed to want to be here despite the small salary for love to traveling—because
that’s the jolly fellow they desire. Work, real work is not wanted and initiative spells
ruin.
—A Woman.117
Social dramas off-stage also attended the other extreme of aristocratic involvement in
and attendance at theatrics. When pretentiously aristocratic settler-farmers came from the
highlands to Nairobi for productions most commonly performed by officers from the
middle class, they often disrupted the show with their disrespectful manners. While a
Government House Party’s arrival might be the cue to raise the curtain and start the show,
many settlers drank too much, spoke over the dialogue and interrupted performances with
late arrivals.118 An East African Standard reporter devoted an entire article to the subject of
whether the theater should make places for settlers’ dogs. Their barking, he suggested
somewhat cautiously, tended to interrupt the shows.119 These fading peers held such sway
over the cultural codes of Nairobi, that even “very ill-mannered and course” behavior and
“profane and obnoxious” antics were forgiven of settler-aristocrats from upcountry, as they
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merely “sought relief from the monotony of field and farm.”120 Instead, blame fell to those
“unpardonable” middle-class businessmen and officers, referred to as “townspeople”, who
sometimes dared to behave like the settlers, “as hooligans and hoydens,” but without any
excuses. Townspeople’s antics, one reporter suggested, had serious implications for settlers’
political standing, as they bring “discredit upon the community and tend to nullify the efforts
of our leading settlers who are seeking broader political powers, and those among us
endeavoring to build up a colony worthy of the British Empire.”121
The participation of African musicians (the K.A.R. band) and the attendance of
Asian (and eventually black) audiences at white shows was neither a question of necessity
nor good economics.122 Neither did it merely serve to “add vibrant color.”123 Their
presence, and the presence of lowlier officers and hard-working whites and their families,
was what set the wider stage for the arrival of the “government party,” “Lord Delamere,”
and other “leading settlers”—whose theater-going clothes, entrance times, and companions
reviewers detailed alongside the on-stage drama and costumes. Africans, Asians and the
non-upper class whites were, in a sense, the witnessing audience. By contrast, the elites held
the dynamic parts “everyone” desired with a studied apathy. Separated ranks of theater
seating and widely varying ticket prices reinforced this hierarchy. Even European children
were divided by class according to their parents’ stations in the East African Protectorate:
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During a 1914 Children’s Matinee at the Theater Royal, railroad employee children were
seated on the ground floor and “school children” were seated in the balconies.124

Though European theater was better archived than any other form of theater in the
EAP, its history was last actively considered in the 1950s. During the Mau Mau war and the
martial law of “National Emergency,” white theater underwent a revival. Amateur theatrical
companies proliferated, and new theaters were erected or converted from existing structures.
During this anxious period, Europeans began to write about the history of white theater in
Kenya.125 They described a romantic heritage: hand hewn stages, swinging gas lamps or
candle-lit performances, full-scale operas, and total control over the stage in an otherwise
empty land. They asserted that because the Railway Institute was the only available hall, each
performance became especially labor intensive. As such, settlers had to build, install, and
then remove a stage for each performance—“for want of skilled labor this task fell to the
cast and producer.”126 Regardless of whether settlers actually built the stage themselves, the
emphasis in these histories is on the pioneer spirit and tenacity of the first Europeans in
Kenya to perform civilization on the frontier. The self-congratulatory claims served to
indigenize and authenticate white theater in the 1950s to consolidate cultural authority in the
face of revolution from below and decolonization from above. Unfortunately, contemporary
scholars still talk about the history of white theater in Kenya by referencing these 1950s
romances.127 Indeed, it is a lasting and historic capability of East African theater to manage
politics at multiple levels. But in contrast to these 1950s-asserted and scholarly maintained
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ideas, from the beginning East African theater functioned as an array of sites of diverse
collaboration—on a stage already crowded by distinct expressive cultures.

World War I and Staged Diversity in Unity, 1914-1918
In January of 1914, several months before the declaration of WWI in August of that
year, the audiences of the East African Protectorate received their first professional acting
company from London. The Hewitt-Phillips Company was en route from South Africa to
India, and to break up their journey they committed to a six-night run at the Theater Royal
in Nairobi. Their variety show featured 20 professional actors, 15 tons of scenery and
costumes, and acts like, “When Knights were Bold” and “Diplomacy.” It was so popular
that they extended their stay for an additional week.128 Though the fact was nowhere
highlighted in the press, ticketing details suggest that “natives” attended this show in
significant numbers.
For a rupee or 2, Africans and Asians could occupy the “natives only” sections in the
“pit stalls” and “pit”. “Non-natives” or European audiences could pay 5, 4, or 3 rupees to sit
in more elevated seats in the theater. Pit stalls and pit seem to refer to what is today prized
seating within the orchestra section (though it is conceivable that pit also referred to the
orchestra pit). At the same level as the stage and in the front of the house, “native”
audiences, who were probably left standing, would have been prominently visible to
Europeans seated in the balcony and circle. The most prized box seats were ten or twenty
times the price of other seats and were reserved for the most elite Europeans. Like the pit
stalls and possibly the pit, box seats rendered those seated there also extremely visible to
fellow audience members.
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So in a sense, the Variety Show at hand featured several off-stage acts: highborn
Europeans in the role of elites and the Africans and Asians in the role of natives. Like the
staging of “native potters at work” alongside European technology at the annual Agricultural
show, the arrangement must have highlighted cultural difference and implied white
superiority.129 On the other hand, though, it is remarkable to think that the most numerous
and visible paying audience members at a London Variety Show were Africans and Asians
standing before the stage and European elites framing the stage in box seats. And more
notable, still, is the fact that everyone, regardless of station or race, watched the same shows
at the same times. A reporter for the East African Standard wrote of the Variety Show that it
involved, “bumper houses and a fortnight of entertainment, the memory of which will live
long in the minds of local play-goers.”130 More importantly, still, while extensive publicity
for the Hewitt-Phillips Theatrical Company preserved ticketing prices and racial distribution,
it does not seem that the relegation of “native” audiences to pit seats was a new arrangement
at the Theater Royal.
In April of 1914, a group of Nairobi amateurs (most of whom were new arrivals)
mounted a “Local Variety Entertainment” at the Theater Royal. For the first time at that
venue, not all Asians were included among “natives” and relegated to the pit.131 Instead,
wealthy Asians could purchase seats in a newly demarcated section of the theater, orchestra
stalls. In response to protests made by various leading members of the Indian community in
Nairobi, the Theater Royal manager arranged “to accommodate in the orchestral stalls any of
the superior class of Indians desirous of occupying a better seat than has been provided in
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the past in the pit.” Nonetheless, social segregation was still a priority. The inclusion of
Asian audiences within the least expensive section of non-native seating did not mean that
the races sat together. A section of orchestra seating was reserved for Asian elites, but
divided by a central aisle and provided with a separate entrance.132
Just days before the declaration of World War I, a group of European amateurs
mounted a Gilbet and Sullivan comic opera, The Mikado, at the Theater Royal and charged
their audiences more than even the professional Hewitt-Phillips Company from London had
dared. This time, they allowed economics (and box-office attendants) to do the increasingly
delicate work of segregation without stipulating native and non-native seating explicitly.
Private Boxes sold for 30 or 40 rupees. Dress Circle seats cost 6 rupees. Unreserved Seats
and the Pit Stalls cost 4 rupees, whereas the Pit cost only 3. Orchestra stalls (now associated
with Asian members of the audience) cost 6 rupees, whereas the back rows of the dress
circle (which were reserved for cash poor whites) could be got for 5 rupees.133
With the declaration of war on July 28, 1914, the Theater Royal became a designated
war theater or “garrison theater”—retaining no profits and designating proceeds to the
benefit of the War Relief Fund of British East Africa. Variety shows, Gala nights and
cinema entertainments began to take place most every night, and box seats were decorated
with Union Jacks.134 These performances often featured patriotic songs with choruses in
which the multi-racial audience joined in singing. The most popular songs were “Advance
East Africa” by Mr. J.H. McEwen and “Marching to Moschi” to the tune of “Marching to
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Georgia.”135 On September 5, 1914 a remarkable editorial appeared in the East African
Standard,
If there are any people living in Nairobi who have not attended these special nights
at the Theater Royal they could not but fail to be interested and astonished at the
men filling the house. What a wonderful change has taken place within the last few
years in the audiences that now assemble and the audiences of a few years ago. What
a mixture of races, what a babel of languages. It is no longer a British audience but
an Imperial one, the high veldt and the low veldt, Jewry and the isles of the sea have
poured into B.E.A. in a remarkable way and with British and Portuguese Indians,
and all the African races, have become confirmed cinema lovers. They are a mixed
but a happy lot of people, and though they do not suffer from self-consciousness,
diffidence or shyness, are astonishingly orderly and easily managed, and with great
tact and skill on the part of the management are quickly got into their places. Every
time the writer attends a performance at the Theater Royal he is more fascinated and
interested in the audience than the time before.136
The tenor of the performances themselves had also shifted to highlight diversity and
capitalize on the captive audience to impart shared political ideology and war propaganda.
Slide shows fitted between acts featured photographs of the war effort from within the East
African Protectorate. Many of the pictures shown were of “our gallant [African] volunteers”
within the King’s African Rifles battalions. Photos of Africans dressed in the colonial
uniforms of soldiers, were thought by Europeans to demonstrate a tremendous amount of
progress in a very short amount of time. The shift in tone from distain to respect was
perhaps more dramatic than the performances. As one European reporter noted, “there is
no doubt they are a really fine lot of men of special adaptability. If there were enough of

Note that Moschi, or Moshi as it is today known, was a city in German East Africa (present day
Tanzania). Source: “Untitled,” East African Standard, 5 September 1914.
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them they would be very hard to beat.”137
In November of 1914, Asians, who had only months earlier moved from the pit
stalls to the orchestra stalls, endeavored to move to center stage. In explanation, the
Secretary of the newly formed and pan-ethnic Indian Dramatic Club, Omar Deen of Nairobi
wrote an open letter in the East African Standard suggesting that relief efforts support only
the families of fallen European soldiers but offer nothing to the widows and children of
fallen Asian soldiers “now fighting in East Africa for the Empire.”138 Though they were not
permitted to perform at the Theater Royal, the Indian Amateur Dramatic Club was allotted
space at Auctioneers Hall—which had previously functioned as the Gaiety Theater—for
their performance of the Urdu Play, The Silver King. Not only that, but the management of
the Theater Royal donated chairs and other scenery in aid of the production. BrigadierGeneral J.M. Stewart attended the show alongside his (likely African) staff, and was specially
honored by the performers who sprinkled him with rose leaves. In contrast to hostile
reviews that had recently compared Asian theater to medieval barnstorming or African
ngoma, in the months leading up to WWI, The East African Standard applauded this effort to,
“further the welfare of their brothers in the field.”139
With Asian actors and audiences increasingly occupied by multi-racial war, politics,
and theaters, the role of Indian theaters may have shifted from entertainment space to
valuable toeholds within areas that were otherwise restricted to Europeans. In March 1915,
the Municipal Committee of Nairobi discussed Mr. A.R. Nazareth’s Indian Theater (a
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perennial point of contention) in relatively respectful terms. They concluded that while “a
marble palace is not essential,” the Indian theater should function as an entertainment space
that could earn extra income by doubling as an urban lodging house for Asians and Africans.
In the end, the theater’s license was not revoked, and the structure was neither torn down
nor auctioned off (as many Indian theaters were in the past). Goan-owner Nazareth was
merely warned to pay closer attention to the laws.140 In fact, the following year, in July 1915,
the Nairobi Municipal Council received two new proposals for building permits and
licensure for Indian theaters. One came from the very same A.R. Nazareth, who already
owned the problematic Indian Theater-boardinghouse. The other proposal came from a
Gujarati man by the name Jadavji Dhanji. Rather than rejecting their proposals outright, the
Nairobi Municipal Council generously advised the applicants on the building codes and fire
safety standards and even detailed particular changes that they must make to their plans in
order to receive building permits and theater licenses.141
The Asian community had organized an Indian War Relief Fund, and multiracial
audiences all contributed to the Europeans’ East African War Relief Fund, but as of July
1915 no funds had been designated to the support of African soldiers and their families. A
public impetus to remedy this deficiency came, not from the African community, but from
the European Nairobi Amateur Dramatic and Musical Society “in aid of the African Field
Forces.” Like the church building fund, wounded Africans lent an honorable function to
their efforts. Many of the same Nairobi Follies actors and writers who composed in the 1909
entertainment of President Roosevelt wrote and acted in this variety show. Nonetheless,
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important shifts in programming had taken place. Gone from the lineup were the previously
ubiquitous minstrel numbers or feigned Swahili accents. Instead, it seems that these ethnic
performances were replaced by lower class English identities—made comedic fodder in:
“Fortune Favors Fools” and “The Forgetful Butler.” In addition to “native” audiences in
the pit stalls and pits, as well as wealthy Asian spectators on the orchestra stalls, it is likely
that (as in 1909) the KAR band accompanied the white actors—and the closing number in
which Theo Blunt performed a song by Chief Secretary of the East African Protectorate
W.J. Monson called “Playing the Game in the East.” As it was a new song, the cast took
care to project the words on a screen such that the audience might sing along:
“This County’s determined, it’s easy to see,
We all should contribute her frontiers to free;
That Germans should still be infesting our soil
Is more than an insult, it makes our blood boil.
They must be evicted, so let every man
Respond to the call the best way he can.
There’s certainly something each person can do,
So jolly well do it and push the show through.
Chorus: Playing the game in the East Doing a Britisher’s duty,
learning to march and shoot Drilling just like a ‘recruity’
Fighting your Country’s cause
Eager and keen for the front,
For we’re not going back on the oath we have sworn that the
Huns must shunt.142
We can’t all be combatants, that’s very clear,
But each can assist in his own proper sphere,
The healthy and fit in the first firing line.
The rest will look after their crops and their kine,
Their shops and their cash, that their comrades mayn’t lose
The fruits of past toil, their legitimate dues.
We’ll pool our resources and see the work’s shared.
That all who are wanted to fight may be spared.

A derogatory reference to contemporary Germans, the “Huns” were a nomadic group of people
who are known to have lived in Eastern Europe, the Caucasus, and Central Asia between the 1st
century AD and the 7th century.
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Chorus: Playing the game on the farm
Playing the game in the office,
Doing his ‘bit’ who cares,
If he a ‘Stiff’ or a ‘Toff’ is,
Shouldering another’s job
Setting him free for the front,
For we’re not going back on the oath we have sworn
That the Huns must shunt.
The women as always are keen to assist,
Inscribing their names on our registered list,
They hadn’t, Glod bless em, been backward before,
But now they’re anxious to do even more.
As nurses and typists and drivers of cars
They’ll show themselves typical daughters of Mars.
There isn’t a kind or description of work
Which if it will help us the ladies will shirk.
Chorus: Playing the game as, by Gad, only a woman can play it,
Knowing the price of war,
Yet she is ready to pay it
Never a thought of self,
Bearing as ever the brunt
With the woman to help there’s no manner of doubt
That the Huns will shunt.
[In response to insistent recalls Mr. Blunt sang the following encore-verses:]
The heads of Departments will so be employed
On work which for once they’ll find hard to avoid.
Their posts will be filled by the popular voice.
Of course, the ‘Dictator’ will have the first choice.
In Battiscombe’s billet enjoyment he’ll find
Our forests will then be at least all combined.
While questions of land will be under control
Of Cobb, Alan Tompson, Carnegie and Cole.
Chorus: Playing the game on the Mau,
Playing the game on the Plateau
Chucking two plots about
Buying or selling a chateau
Making a public speech
Urging us all to the front
For we’re not going back on the oath we have sworn
That the Huns must shunt.”
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Though the song does not draw racial distinctions, they are implied through the
description of separate “spheres”. The argument is that able-bodied African men should
fight on the front lines, whereas those “stiffs” and “toffs” (member of the middle and
upper-class) better suited to farming, business and politics should take up—or continue to
fulfill—those civilian roles. By contrast, the Germans are imagined in explicitly ethnic
terms—as the first century C.E. barbaric tribe, the Huns. Against this common tribal enemy,
race appears to take a back seat to practical considerations like personal skills. Even the
ever-divisive issue of land, is resolved through consolidation, “our forests will then be at
least all combined / While questions of land will be under control.” As an overt statement
of policy, this stance on land was also deniable as merely staged.
African, like Asian, actors did not only accompany or observe European
entertainments. As they had since the earliest days of the EAP, East African musicians in
the KAR Band accompanied European variety shows of comedy and song—but now before
racially mixed audiences at the Theater Royal.143 Under a drive to demonstrate the unity of
the British Empire, explicitly inter-racial performances and audiences took center stage. Far
from a sudden act of integration, the glare of wartime publicity highlighted a cultural space
and political strategy that Africans, Asians and Europeans had long shared in the
Protectorate.
The presentation of “diversity in unity”, first employed during WWI, would become
a dominant chord in East African theater’s repertoire, played again during the Second World
War, and by both sides during the Mau Mau War. Times of conflict in Kenya became

The full details of one such entertainment are fully preserved in an October 1917 playbill for a
performance called “Bado Kidogo: An Original Medley of Nonsense Interspersed with Melody and
Movement Making up a Local Topical Review in Three Episodes.” Source: Imperial War Museum
(IWM), London, England: LBY K. 60451, “Bado Kidogo,” 1917.
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closely associated with overt moves to fund, expand, and integrate East African theater. In a
sense, the assertion of strength and unity through diversity compromised the actual
multiplicity of voices by reducing scripts to standardized cultural denominators in order for
everyone to support the same leadership and power structure.

Conclusion
At the point of colonial conquest, inter-racial spectatorship and collaborations
combined with proscriptive regulations to produce striking parallels between African ngoma,
Indian theatre, and British variety shows. These transformations of earlier styles created a
form of performance that transcended race and ethnicity and began to form a national
stage—which, unlike the all-white Legislative Council, might be open to Africans and more
than a single Asian representative. Moreover, by adhering to performance restrictions,
African and Asian actors did not merely submit to colonial oversight, they also rendered
their acts legible “stage plays” in the eyes of the colonial government and white settlers.
East African theatre became an informal institution through which diverse actors
negotiated their positions within the formally segregated world of the Protectorate. Better
than violence or economic exchange, role-playing permitted contradictory interests and
loyalties to be expressed simultaneously with the visibility of a public stage. For African and
South Asian actors, theatre functioned as a means to claim more visible roles within white
racial hegemony in which they also strove to better their position—symbolized by theater
house seating. Whether from pit stalls or box seats, the contrived world of East African
theatre cut across the rigid boundaries of real life in the Protectorate, augmenting multiple
mutually exclusive political identities at once—traditional performer, citizen of Empire,
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ethnic nationalist. Be it blackface, Gikuyu body paint, or white officer garb, ethnic costumes
blended with colonial pageantry, patronage and licenses to grant diverse actors participatory
roles in the segregated-yet-shared world of the East African Protectorate.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Reel Performance: Film as Live Performance 1900-1939

Silent films functioned as dynamic backdrops to live performances by locals for
locals in the East African Protectorate. In the early 20th century, films fit within Kenyan
variety show lineups alongside magic shows, musical numbers, and topical comedies. By the
1910s, musically-accompanied, live-narrated film shows become their own starring
attraction. Film was so thoroughly conceptualized as one more form of theatrical
entertainment, that the first East African Protectorate cinema legislation of 1912 introduced
“cinematographic” rules alongside “stage play” regulations, and placed both under the same
set of regulations. In the inter-war period, as “talkie” advances in automation began to
replace the live performance of film, colonists moved to protect the local tradition of filmic
stage plays by producing their own locally-shot films.
Justified as a tool for indirect rule, white colonists collaborated with black actors,
cameramen, and even investors to make silent, African-narrated films they argued would be
appropriate for introducing African audiences to movies. In reality, though, Kenyan cinema
had been racially diverse since the very beginning of the 20th century. Consider that the
earliest film venues were often Indian-owned, and that paid African actors featured in many
of the first East African-made films. Even with the introduction of segregation laws in the
1930s, most of Kenya’s movie-going publics remained multi-racial. Additionally, the
audiences who attended the Kenyan-made, inter-war “films-for-Africans” were multi-racial.
More than merely the stuff of leisure time and entertainment, early 20th century film sets and
cinema halls developed in Kenya as sites of complex multiracial politics.
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This chapter traces the development of Kenyan film performances from the earliest
days of the East African Protectorate through start of the Second World War, ending
precisely when most East African film studies begin. Despite fleeting references to early 20th
century bioscopes and the 1930s Bantu Educational Kinema Experiment, scholars suggest
that it was not until WWII that film shows became truly popular entertainments in Kenya,
with large African audiences and lots of local and international support. By beginning in the
middle of the 20th century, these studies miss the importance of live performance and the
central roles of African and South Asian stakeholders in the development of Kenyan film.
Using legal documents, film funding applications and reports, as well as newspaper
advertisements, reviews and articles, this chapter endeavors to correct the idea that for the
first half of the 20th century cinema was the white settlers’ exclusive domain by
contextualizing films within the complex, shared social fields in which they developed.
The first generation of scholarship about African cinema used film as a means to
understand changes in policies of colonial welfare or in outsiders’ perceptions of
colonialism.144 These scholars of England or Empire demonstrate that when the British
Empire was threatened—by war or by anti-colonial sentiments—film became a means
through which to prop-up teetering colonial hypocrisies. Cinema welfare programs and
footage from the colonies fleshed out changing rationalizations of rule. They conclude that
144 The real pioneer in writing about film in East Africa is historian Rosaleen Smyth. She has
published continually on the topic, beginning in the late 1970s through the early 2000s. Her accent
falls to shifts in policy and to political changes in the metropole. See for example: “The
Development of British Colonial Film Policy, 1927-1939” The Journal of African History. Vol. 20, No.
3 (1979), pp. 437-450, and most recently, “The Roots of Community Development in Colonial
Office Policy and Practice in Africa,” Social Policy and Administration. Vol. 28, no. 4. 2004, pp 418-436.

Smyth’s approach is not, however, to be thought of as obsolete. Just last year historian (of European
history) Jon Cowans published a new monograph which traces the ways in which film from the
colonies and film policies from Europe changed under threat of decolonization: Empire Films and the
Crisis of Colonialism, 1946-1959. Johns Hopkins University Press: Baltimore, MD, 2015. For a similar
approach to British African film see James Curran and Vincent Porter, British Cinema History.
(Totowa, NJ: Barnes & Noble, 1983).
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these changes in film policy, alongside the historic films themselves, preserve a lens through
which to understand colonial rule in Africa. In the 21st century, however, Africanists
specialized in media studies have placed audience receptions and experiences at the center of
film history.145
These Africanist scholars focus less on the films themselves and more on their
adaptations and receptions. Rather than understand the introduction of film to African
audiences as a one-sided process to create modern subjects, they emphasize the reciprocal
impact of local cultures on entertainment technologies.146 In other words, histories-frombelow now complement and complicate earlier histories-from-above. Nevertheless, by
placing a heavy emphasis on the agency of African local language commentators (whom
ethno-historians find subverting the paternalistic development messages of colonial films)
but excluding from their timeframe the longstanding and culturally hybrid history of
commentators in Kenya, ethnographic projects, like film policy histories, assert change or
innovation where a look at earlier history demonstrates continuity.
In pushing Kenyan film history back to its beginnings, this chapter attempts to
initiate both top-down and bottom-up projects at once, presenting performances of cinema
as something that allowed colonial citizens and subjects alike to engage with controlling or
challenging ideas about empire, ethnicity and the Kenyan state itself. Divided into three
sections, this chapter begins by examining the live performances associated with film
Glenn Reynolds, Colonial Cinema in Africa Origins, Images, Audiences (Jefferson, NC: McFarland,
2015); Lee Grieveson and Colin MacCabe, Film and the End of Empire (Houndmills, Basingstoke,
Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011); James McDonald Burns, Flickering Shadows: Cinema and Identity
in Colonial Zimbabwe (Athens: Ohio UP, 2002); Brian Larkin, Signal and Noise: Media, Infrastructure, and
Urban Culture in Nigeria (Durham: Duke UP, 2008); Charles Ambler, “Popular Films and Colonial
Audiences: The Movies in Northern Rhodesia,” The American Historical Review 106.1 (2001), 81–105.
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screenings in the East African Protectorate. Next, it reconstructs the social negotiations and
African performances that played out on film sets in the EAP. The third and final section
examines the interwar development of a film-for-Africans industry in Kenya.

Part I: Performing Film Screenings in the East African Protectorate
Film screenings were wide open social spaces in which otherwise divided people
came together visibly as all present in the East African Protectorate. By the end of the
1910s, film show venues also developed as politicized spaces in which citizens and subjects
organized public meetings to popularize—and dramatize—arguments for or against
legislation that might alter their racialized respective standings in the soon-to-be Kenya
Colony (established in 1920). This section examines the performances people officially paid
to see as well as the off-stage spectacles and politics that began to consume them.
In the early days of the East African Protectorate, film—like theatrical
entertainment—was diverse in form and appeal. Between 1900 and 1920, short films were
one more act shuffled into many of the East African theatrics of the era.147 Within variety
shows various distinctive acts—including magic shows, singing duets, topical skits, and short
films—fitted within a single performative format. By the early 1900s, short films, referred to
as “cinematograph entertainments”, began to feature within these variable showcases.148

Historians of film agree that cinema and live performance were thoroughly entangled between
1900 and the 1910s. Film generated no instant revolutions in popular entertainment practices.
Before there were cinema shows, there were magic lantern shows. Featured alongside these imageprojection apparatuses was a “lanternist” or lecturer who narrated the imagery—entertaining or
educating the audience. The earliest film shows worked the same way, with the projectionist also
performing as the narrator: explaining the action and even taking on the characters’ voices and
sounds effects. This master-of-ceremonies style lecturer’s first task was to drum up business, by
acting as a barker who enticed people to watch the show. Source: Richard Abel. “Lecturer,”
Encyclopedia of Early Cinema, (USA Canada UK: Taylor & Francis, 2005)
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And by the 1910s, cinema became a headlining attraction for urban residents of the East
African Protectorate. Patrons might purchase tickets to watch as many as 10 short films
over the course of an evening. But even a night that centered on film involved live narrative
as well as live acts in the form of local amateur comedians, piano music, and a lively master
of ceremonies who often doubled as a narrator.149 In Kenya it was typically the businessman
who owned the cinematograph machine and films—which together comprised a touring
outfit referred to as a bioscope—who typically served as the “lecturer” explaining the films and
the master of ceremonies introducing the variety show lineup. He was invariably male,
though just as likely South Asian as European, and appreciated as a charismatic “showman”
whose taste in film, and connections through which to procure them, patrons could grow to
trust.150 Bioscope companies operating in East Africa competed with one another for
popularity and profits. During the 1910s they circulated regionally on a tour that generally
included Mombasa, Nairobi, Zanzibar Town, Tanga, and Dar es Salaam.151
Cinema and live performance were not only blended in practice, they were also
consolidated legally by the “Stage Plays and Cinematograph Exhibitions Ordinance of 1912”,

that include other kinds of theatrical numbers: “Untitled,” The African Standard, 10 October 1903, 5;
“Aldo’s Novelty and Specialty Company,” East African Standard, 28 May 1904, 7; “Village fair,” East
African Standard, 1 April 1911, 29.
In Kenya, as in several other non-European settings (including India and Japan), the blending of
live entertainment neither faded nor disappeared with the advent of audio technology in the late
1920s. Between the earliest days of the East African Protectorate and the end of WWI, in Kenya
film screens remained attractive backdrops before which local impresarios and actors addressed
audiences.
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which submitted films and stage plays to the same licensing requirements.152 Cinemas and
proscenium theaters were similarly consolidated, as the legislation defined a theater as, “any
building, tent or other erection open to the public . . . where a stage play or cinematograph
exhibition is performed or presented.”153 In contrast to East African theater, which was
considered not-for-profit, bioscope entertainments were openly commercial. As a result,
Kenya’s first theaters were not actually built to house theatrical performances but to turn a
profit by housing touring bioscope multi-media performances. Many of the earliest de facto
cinemas in the EAP were Asian owned and included “Mr. Jeevanjee’s
Godown”(Mombasa),154 Jubilee Hall (Mombasa)155, the Goan Reading Rooms (Mombasa),156
the Goan Institute (Nairobi).157 The greater the audience size, the greater the profit
margins—regardless of their racial composition. Therefore, Africans who could afford the
price of admission could attend these picture shows, and Europeans were also known to

According to official colonial correspondence from 1963, the 1912 legislation was still in effect—
or understood as in effect—at the time of independence. The source for this information is as
follows: Kenyan National Archives (KNA): 52/4638m “Provincial Administration-Coast: Stage Plays
and Cinematograph,” 1963, pg. 164.
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Protectorate, 1 November 1912, 788
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Notably, today “The GoDown” is the name of the premiere private performing arts venue in
Nairobi, Kenya. It features postmodern film and performance art—some of which blends film and
digital imagery with live performance—as in the 2013 piece “Between Us.”
“Untitled,” East African Standard, 20 November 1909. Note: It is clear that Asians put on
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patronize Asian-owned bioscopes and venues.158
It appears that the diversity of 1910s EAP cinemas was segregated not by the sale of
race-specific tickets but rather by the prices of admission. Nairobi’s first European-owned
permanent film venues were spatially divided. Certain seats were excellent, offering tea
service and prime views.159 Meanwhile, lesser seats relegated viewers to the reverse side of
the screen from which they viewed inverted films.160 It appears that the economic
segregation was not also racially enforced, since the South Asian spectators sometimes
purchased prime seats to sit alongside Europeans.161 More than entertaining, it appears that
cinema also became a means through which to negotiate social visibility and political
authority within the otherwise segregated world of the colony.
In the 1910s South Asian businessmen and would-be politicians leveraged cinema
shows to claim proximity to powerful symbols of the British Empire or of India in order

An excellent example of a racially diverse show appears in 1903 in the East African Standard in
which an “African Cinematograph and Novelty Company” visits Mombasa where they mount a
show at a “gowdown” belonging to an Asian merchant, Mr. Jeevanjee, while a settler-musician, Mr.
Will P. Thompson of the Jubilee Quartette, “assists the company.”
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that they might better position themselves within the nascent state of Kenya. For example,
in 1910 the Asian owners of a performance venue called Messrs Nazareth and Bro Hall
sponsored a free and public film screening of King Edward’s funeral at the Railway
Institute—a protectorate-owned performance venue popular among white settlers.162 Film
seemed to offer South Asians a tangible proximity to Imperial ceremonies, and in 1911 a
Goan businessman called J.B. Coutinho traveled to London for the express purpose of
procuring “the best coronation films” to bring home to Mombasa and take on tour
throughout the EAP and German East Africa.163 As with South Asian theater, film also
connected the Indian community of East Africa to India and its emerging nationalist
movement. The “Indian films” which Kenyan-based South Asian (and European) bioscope
operators imported were, indeed, made in India. For India was itself a site of Asian-directed
film production and Asian-owned cinema construction—all well underway by the 1910s.164
To elite white settlers, many of whom had relocated to the EAP in search of refuge
from the privilege-eroding politics of socialism in Britain, live-enhanced cinema seemed to
preserve an old time British performance genera. Throughout the 1920s, British music halls
closed across London, eclipsed by entertainments of the silver screen. By contrast, familiar
traditions seemed quite safe in Kenya, where film-blended-pantomime shows infused
nostalgia with technological and commercial vitality.
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Consider, for example, the trajectory of film shows at “Garvie’s Hall” between 1911
and 1912. In 1911, a Scottish settler called Donald Sutherland Garvie (1873-1912),165
became the first European to establish a permanent cinema in Nairobi.166 Garvie’s films
played on a “very high technology cinematograph” imported from England—where, by
1910, live commentators were becoming obsolete. To satisfy local customers, however,
Garvie moved to reintroduce live actors and a pianola into his film showcases. According to
one reporter, “we understand that the exhibitions will now partake more of the nature of a
variety show as two local comedians . . . have been engaged to take their turns between the
throwing of the pictures on the screen.”167 Still another reporter suggested that Garvie’s
cinema seemed poised to become a music hall:
Garvie’s Cinematograph now has little and long entertainment. New pictures plus
new artists gave several comic songs and dances which were well received. Several
encores. It is probable that Mr. Garvie will further extend his programme and in the
near future Nairobi will able to boast of a Music Hall.168

Though it was not originally established as such, with time Garvie’s Hall began gradually to
function more as a classical stage play theater. According to an article in the Indian Voice,
based on popular demand Garvie’s Hall would “put on the boards a play worthy of

Thanks to one of his descendants, Colin Garvie—who lives in South Africa, and with whom I
have carried on an email-based correspondence—I have a collection of photographs and press
clippings pertaining to Donald Sutherland Garvie and his cinema.
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Christmastide.”169 Indeed, by September of 1912 rehearsals were underway at Garvie’s
Bioscope Hall for Gilbert and Sullivan’s comic opera, The Mikado.170
The combination of film and live drama struck a chord with a large cross section of
Nairobi’s paying public. Nearly as soon as it opened in 1912, Nairobi’s first proscenium
fitted, live drama-focused venue, the Gaiety Theater, scrambled to acquire a cinematograph.
The management explained their understanding that, “the wonderful strides made in the art
of producing moving pictures have been so rapid that bioscopy entertainments have become
the most popular form of amusement.”171 When the Gaiety bioscopy did finally arrive, it was
lauded as “one of the best Bioscopes on the market.”172 By no stretch, however, did film
take the place of variety shows. At the Gaiety, “fresh topical references being applicable to
the local happenings of yesterday or the day before” entertained audiences alongside “new
films” opening only one week after their London debuts.173
When Nairobi’s Theater Royal opened for business in 1913 it thoroughly blended
live performance and film within the same showcases.174 For example, its inaugural variety
show featured Will Adams the comedian, a “Pekin Troupe of Chinese Acsobat [sic],” and
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several short films. Many among the white settler community appreciated the blending of
film with Variety Show programming not as a local innovation, but as an historical revival:
East Africa’s first real experience of the variety or music hall form of entertainment. .
. . The old days have come back again . . . East Africa was away beyond the seas, in
plush tip-up chairs . . . [audiences were] once more living in the old country.175

Despite the rave reviews, the Theater Royal’s opening night film show, by all accounts, was
very poor. Having only just arrived the bioscope setup met with considerable technical
difficulty. Nonetheless, it seems that its poor quality may have only augmented the illusion
of an earlier time in film, entertainment, and English history—a period to which white
settlers were only too eager to return.
With the dawn of WWI, the Theater Royal grew more popular. Meanwhile, the
tendency to embed films within variety style performances only grew in diversity of acts and
audience.176 As we explored in the previous chapter, the Theater Royal appears to have
functioned as the first explicitly racially diverse theater in the EAP. Special “native tickets”
were printed for African and South Asian film-goers, and the racial diversity of Theater
Royal audiences became a publicized draw for audiences eager to feel united in a common
cause against a shared enemy.177

“Nairobi sees stars! Variety Entertainment at the Theater Royal,” East African Standard, 2 August
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In contrast to the exclusively settler-run EAP government, film shows functioned as
sites of inclusivity, from which colonizers and the colonized could participate together in
distinctive local pastimes. When the East African Protectorate became the Kenya Colony in
1920, however, the celebration of unity gave way to heated debates over the correct
relationship in the newly formed colony between the races. The Theater Royal became a key
venue in which to have those debates, and the performance venue became an explicitly
political space. Throughout the first half of the 1920s, the Theater Royal became a meeting
venue for Indian, European and Somali political groups. Evidently the meetings made use
of the stage and in order to attract large audiences and the attention of the press, many of
the speakers were highly performative as they argued for legislation that would deracialize or
privilege their positions in the new colony.
For example, when the Eastern African Indian National Congress (EAINC) held
their first meeting at the Theater Royal in 1920, the event was so popular that people stood
outside of the theater attempting to listen in on speeches that were quite dramatically and
entertainingly rendered.178 The discussion concerned the serious subject of “Imperial Policy
affecting Indians in the Eastern African Territories,” acts that restricted Indian land buying
rights and representation on the Legislative Executive and Municipal Councils.
Nevertheless, the meeting concluded with a humorous performance; Mr. Gyan Singh recited

Elsewhere in East Africa, it seems that theaters were also becoming politicized for the Kenyan
Indian community, and in April of 1921 the Indian Association of Uganda held at meeting at the
Kampala Theater Royal asking that equal representation remedy the absence of any Indian
representation on the Ugandan Legislative Council. Source: “Untitled,” The East African Chronicle, 9
April 1921, 5.
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an original poem in Punjabi (which was also explained in Hindustan) titled “the
Governments’ dry reply to Sikhs.”179
The EAINC argued that segregation based on race missed the point about essential
differences and rationales for segregation: “what makes a racial distinction; why should there
not be a hygienic and educational test for residential purposes?”180 With the proposition that
the differences attributed to race were not inherent, but learned and behavioral—
performative—the Indian community of Kenya (and East Africa) set about performing
more like European elites by producing and sponsoring a number of highly publicized
dramatic shows at the Theater Royal, many of which incorporated short films and
conventionally British variety shows.181
In November of 1921, Kenya’s Somali community also convened a mass meeting in
the Theater Royal to protest publically against their restrictive racial classification.182 And
though press coverage of the Somali meeting was thin, it did claim large crowds. Like the
Indian community, Somalis rejected their inferior status under the Native Registration
Ordinance, which grouped them with all other “indigenous natives.”
While the Somali and Indian communities worked legibly within in the public
colonial space of the Theater Royal to demonstrate their racial equality to the reigning
European authorities, the European community of East Africa sought to preserve their own
race-based privileges by arguing about the dangers of ambitions “unenlightened races,”
“Untitled,” The East African Chronicle, 21 August 1920, 10; “Untitled,” The East African Chronicle,
28 August 1920, 10.
179
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namely the Indians of Kenya, who might take advantage of the African masses. To
popularize their self-promoting fears, the European community hosted a series of their own
mass meetings at the Theater Royal. It seems, however, that white settler meetings may have
lacked the popular appeal of dramatic flair, as they were not particularly well attended.
Following a particularly poorly attended public meeting put on by two white
nationalist groups (the Convention of Associations and the Nairobi Political Association) the
Indian settler community offered a bit of tongue-in-cheek advice to white settlers. On
August 20, 1921, a remarkable editorial by Jehangir Petit, “Honorary Secretary of the
Imperial Indian Citizenship Association,” appeared in the East African Chronicle. It suggested
that in order to further their cause both locally and abroad, the European community should
make a film.
A great deal can be done by bogus films in this advanced stage of the cinema to help
along the humbug of Lord Delamere and his satellites. . . . A little burnt cork—not
much but a veneer the sun-tan—would enable the anti-Indians to pose to the camera
as a roaring mob of wealthy Indian legislators bearing down upon the Council seats.
Mr. T.A. Wood might make up as Mr. Suliman Virjee, Lord Delamere could brandish
a war-club in the character of Mr. M.A. Desai, and Sir Northrup McMillan could be
converted without more trouble than a fake beard and a benign expression into Mr.
A.M. Jeevanjee hurling the foundation Stones of his market through Government
House windows.183

In addition to dressing up as members of the leading Indian community, Petit suggested the
Europeans might enjoy performative control over the roles of African leaders—whom they
might dramatize as seeking European protection from the exploitive Indian community.
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This could be followed by a tableau depicting, the African Chiefs (represented, say by
Messrs. Sammy Jacobs as Kenanjui, Lord Delamere as a Masai, Sir Northrup as a
Kavirondo, Mr. McLellan Wilson as Queen of the Wakamba, and Mr. Archer as a
Sotik Witch Doctor, in burnt cork costumes designed by the Dustpan) prostrating
themselves before the Governor (portrayed in His Excellency’s absence by Mr. Powys
Cobb) with a prayer for the immediate beheading of all Indians and the canonization
of all European Settlers, who could be shown with bowed heads and kibokos made up
into fairy wands (at Whitewall’s) marching in Indian chains (kindly lent by Messrs
Isherwood) to a fearful doom which Mr. Torr would generously stage-manage by the
aid of his bakery ovens under the direction of Canon Burns.184
Petit concluded that not only would this film revive dwindling local interest in the tired and
repetitive speeches and arguments of the European community, but it might also convince
the Colonial Office to side with the European community’s implicitly preposterous cause.
This kind of thing would draw a record house to the Theatre Royal on the next
appearance of the Delamere Oratic Company, and be more convincing when thrown
upon the stationary picture screen in Mr. Winston Churchill’s audience chamber at the
Colonial Office. 185
In the end, it did not take a film but rather a missionary to convince the Colonial
Office to side with the white settlers.186 Using missionaries’ arguments for the “paramountcy
of African interests”, the European community negotiated the Devonshire Declaration in
1923. It effectively barred Indians from further immigration and from buying or occupying
land in the White Highlands in order to protect, not European interests, but “African
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trusteeship.”187 Filmmaking in Kenya, however, was more than a metaphor for European
political control.

Part II: Performing Film Sets in the East African Protectorate
Filmmaking in the EAP permitted those with capital to project and export whatever
version of East Africa that best suited their needs. Just as Petit’s editorial suggested, early
filmmaking efforts in East Africa permitted filmmakers to justify their roles and investments
while naturalizing their claims to authority. Films could project as authentic and unscripted
what were actually carefully contrived illustrations of opportunities for Africans or industrial
progress for East Africa.188 The reality was that most East African-shot films featured paid
African actors coached to perform the roles of unsophisticated natives for European
directors who sought to position themselves as documentarians. Nonetheless, the elaborate
performances at play behind the camera rendered East African film sets popular live
performances truer to life than the fables on film. In fact, EAP film sets began to attract
such large audiences that with time, like cinema shows and theatrical performances, they
began to require an entertainment license.
From the very beginning, East African-made films seemed to find endless political
applications and angles for investment. In 1906, two London-based commercial film
production companies visited the East African Protectorate in order to make “safari films”
which would capture the character of Africa for display in the metropole at “London Music
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Halls”.189 The Warwick Trading Company’s EAP-based film focused on wildlife, the
countryside, the Uganda railroad and of course “native life.” “Showing what can be done
with the African native,” it included footage of black soldiers in the King’s African Rifles
marching in a parade to honor King Edward’s birthday.190 Meanwhile, Lionel Cooke and
Bellasis produced a Cape-to-Cairo “Urban African Expedition” intended to contrast colonial
infrastructure with scenes of native life. Both film companies were commercially motivated,
though, whereas Warwick’s capital investment came from the metropole, “many of the most
important African companies” subsidized the “Urban African Expedition”.191 If film was to
constitute a window onto East Africa, then that window might as well function like a
storeroom display. On exhibition were not only raw riches but also moral fiber. In 1908,
the Bishop of Uganda acted as his own film lecturer by narrating a “safari film” of East
Africa to London audiences in celebration of the Church Missionary Society’s 109th
anniversary.192 The footage of life in East Africa functioned as evidence of good works done
and yet to come. Safari films dramatized the nascent development and further untapped
potential of Africa for would-be European investors and saviors.193
Beyond their prospecting Western audiences, “safari films” made for overseas export
functioned on the ground in EAP as sites of live performance that attracted diverse

The Warwick Trading Company was a British film production and distribution company which
operated between 1898 and 1915.
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audiences, actors and supporting crews.194 In fact, film sets were such celebrated
performance sites, that often audiences became so focused on the shows before them that
they entirely overlooked the successful (or more often unsuccessful) process of filming.
Consider for example that in 1912 a large European audience assembled to watch an
elaborately choreographed ngoma—“a great Kikuyu dance”—which had been
commissioned to feature in a film. When the film crew did not turn up, however, to the
delight (and possibly at the expense) of the European spectators the ngoma went on without
them.195 A closer look at film sets quickly exposes the fiction, hawked by safari films’ final
cuts, that the Africans engaged in native life montages were merely caught on film and not
commissioned in advance as performers.
An article titled, “Lion Spearing on Foot” that appeared in the East African Standard
in 1909 revealed the behind the scenes dynamics of film sets.196 Lord Delamere and several
other prominent settlers attended the staged hunting spectacle. Though the hunt was not
successfully captured on film, it was fully enjoyed by the live audience. The would-be filmic
action for which the crowd assembled was a so-called “traditional lion hunt” to be filmed by
a Mr. Evans.197 In order to organize the alleged hunt, Evans hired a large supporting cast of
Somali crewmen and Maasai actors. Camping together on the Kipiti Plains, “three batches
of mounted Somalis” rose at 6 am in search of “as many lions as they could come across.”
By 7:30 am the horsemen had rounded up a large lioness for the hunt. At this point the
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sporting party of European spectators mounted horses of their own to follow the action as it
developed.
Members of the Somali crew rolled a cart as close as they dared to the lioness. Atop
the cart was a specially constructed corrugated hut—designed to approximate a stereotypical
native construction. Next the crew used hidden handles to carry the metal hut within a few
yards of the lioness. At this point, Evans got inside to record the action from a safe location
in such a position that his presence would not be registered by a second cameraman.
Once Evans was safely inside, he gave the signal for several Maasai spearmen to
“start in and hunt up the lioness.” But before the starring Maasai hunters could launch their
weapons, the lion lunged at one of the men and sank her claws into his shoulder. Leaving
the cinematographer’s hut behind, at this point, everyone ran after the lion. The drama of the
hunt ended, as it was scripted, with a Maasai spear in the lioness’ heart, but without any
footage. Aside from Evans and the wounded actor, according to the reporter, everyone
except the lioness came away from the performance happy with their take: the Somali
received payment up front, the Maasai stars were allegedly “well satisfied” with the prize of
the lion itself, and the Europeans observers seemed to agree, “it was the most exciting hunt
they had ever taken part in and beat pig-sticking altogether.”198
Gradual changes to the law began to reflect the reality that Kenyan film sets doubled
as sites of local performance. Though the basic laws conferred by the Stage Plays and
Cinematograph Exhibitions Ordinance of 1912 and the consolidation of stage and film held
through independence, adjustments and amendments to the law reveal that foreign film sets
were increasingly suspect as sites of unwieldy politics. In interpretation of the
Entertainment Tax Ordinance of 1931, which added a colonial tax in addition to a licensing
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fee to any publicly presented film or drama, Colonial Secretary L.A. Weaving issued a
circular in August of 1935 stipulating that “no license should be issued to make movies
without reference to the Colonial Secretary (L.A. Weaving).” 199 200
In 1950, the Kenya Colony passed a set of laws intended specifically to address “The
Making of Cinematograph Pictures” in elaboration of the Stage Plays and Cinematograph
Exhibitions Ordinance, which still did not officially extend to the control of film sets. This
law empowered a representative of the government to be present “at any particular scenes.”
Moreover, it stipulated that filmmakers pay government employees to attend film shoots.
Administrative exchanges over this set of laws also reveal a remarkable practice already
observed locally (though nowhere obviously stipulated) in which licensing fees—typically
reserved for film screenings and theatrical performances—were also required of film sets
that drew popular audiences. The 1950s laws sought to soften this practice by allowing that
filmmakers avoid paying licensing fees if their productions were determined by local
government representatives to be in service of the public good.201
The assembly of official colonial and European audiences at the live spectacles of
foreign commercial film sets played double duty: as a point of entertainment and a site of
political control. But film sets did not appeal only to European audiences. African
audiences watched the performances as well, and on occasion African film casts and crews
received film show entertainments of their own. Shortly after the Roosevelt film wrapped in
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1909, another American film operation arrived in Nairobi with ambitious plans—to film the
EAP from hot air balloons, a Balloonograph Expedition.202 The man behind the operation was
William D. Boyce, the successful newspaper owner and soon-to-become founder of the Boy
Scouts of America (1910). The operation was extremely elaborate and heavily reliant on 400
“native carriers” and “guides” for the transportation of three hot air balloons, 23 cameras,
10,000 feet of film, and state-of-the-art projection equipment.
In one sense the plan was a flop: the cameras lacked telephoto lenses, the hot air
balloons did not fly properly, and the cameras made so much noise they frightened
wildlife—though supposedly they did manage to shoot wild game in the literal sense and to
make several “good moving pictures of native industries, dances, funerals, weddings and
other ceremonies.” Boyce’s success at both enterprises and his popularity in Kenya hinged
on his ability to put on a show for audiences of Africans. Each night Boyce screened films
and played gramophone records for his 400-person crew in order to, “amuse the army of
native porters and prevent them from getting discontented.”203 Everywhere they went,
between Nairobi, Kijabi and Lake Victoria, the nightly shows must have attracted avid
audiences.
At the end of the safari and back in Nairobi, Boyce mounted a show for European
and South Asian audiences at the Railway Institute, presented in service of a Building Fund
for St. Andrew’s Church. Using the most cutting edge technology of the day, Boyce and his
collaborators spent three days preparing for the cinephone show, which produced audioenhanced pictures by synching a cinematograph with a phonograph. The show incorporated
films from England as well as some raw footage from the “balloonograph expedition.” A
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reporter for The Advertiser of East Africa noted that the audience responded to “life like
representations of His Majesty thrown on the screen” with applause, but that the “biggest
appeal” was footage about local life. Audiences “heartily applauded” after every image of
East African Protectorate Governor Percy Girouard.204 And when the show ended with
footage of the African film crew standing alongside Boyce himself and holding on high a
banner reading “Balloonograph”, the audience issued a “high pitch of enthusiasm.” Despite
the disproportionate enthusiasm for the “BEA” rather than for the Empire, the show ended
with filmic imagery of soldiers standing to sing the national anthem, “during which the
audience rose and finished the evening in the proper orthodox manner.”205 What came next,
though, considerably upstaged the pageantry of Empire: Boyce came to his feet and
“offered to give a cinephone show for the house boys and natives of the camping ground
behind the Goan Institute on the following night”.206
When the same film show went up at the camping grounds, it was utterly packed. In
attendance were not only black Kenyans but many white settlers and colonists, too. The
crowds were so large, in fact, that at one point in the show, the screen toppled over. A white
reporter imagined the mishap as the result of overly eager African curiosity to determine
what magic made the pictures on it.207 By contrast, another East African Standard reporter
described East African film audiences as “sophisticated” and “stolid” and seemingly
unsurprised or even familiar with the new medium of film.208
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Kenya as Colony: Segregation and an East African Film Industry for Africans
American talkie films overtook silent ones the world over during the inter-war
period. Fearing the anticolonial influence that foreign commercial films might have on
African viewers, settlers, colonial administrators, missionaries and prospecting business
investors all pursued legislation promoting both segregation and censorship. 209 At the same
time, Europeans in the colony and the metropole also pursued commercial investment and
charitable funding to support the development of a Kenyan based film-for-Africans
initiative.210 Whereas the Colonial office hoped that film might assist the League of Nations
mandated “uplift of colonized people” in Britain’s neighboring trust territory in Tanganyika,
many in East Africa understood African films programs as a budding and soon-to-be
profitable industry. The result was some tension between the dry didacticism of Londonapproved film scripts and their on the ground entertainment value. To successfully entertain
African audiences in a way that might inspire Local Native Council investments and ticket
sales, Kenya’s so-called charitable filmmakers quickly determined that, despite the availability

In 1930 the British Empire introduced Empire-wide censorship laws advised by a “colonial films
censorship committee” which blocked numerous American films from importation to British East
Africa. Source: TNA CO 1027/99, Film Censorship, 1930
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obligation of trusteeship—to “uplift” the colonies’ original inhabitants. Source: Rosaleen Smyth,
“The Roots of Community Development in Colonial Office Policy and Practice in Africa,” Social
Policy and Administration. Vol 28, no. 4. 2004, pg. 420.
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of audio technology, silent films accompanied by the distinctively Kenyan tradition of live
performance could, in fact, popularize dull reels on “how to use the post office”. In order to
create successful entertainments, white “directors” became increasingly dependent on the
African cinematographers, audio technicians, commentators, and professional actors in their
employ.
By 1926, a grassroots filmmaking program was already underway in Kenya, as
amateur white filmmakers (both colonists and settlers) worked with black actors to produce
films for African audiences. In the 1920s, Director of Medical Services in Kenya, Dr.
Peterson and the Agricultural Officer of Kenya Mr. TY Watson, began to experiment with
locally made film as a means for educating the African public about hookworm and best
agricultural practices. In the white highlands settler plantation owners also enlisted the help
of farm laborers in the production of original films, a collaboration that has been entirely
overlooked by scholars. Once complete, these films were screened for the entertainment of
their agricultural workers in what were termed “plantation cinemas.”211
According to Geoffrey Latham, who managed a sisal plantation in the 1920s,
plantation cinemas were extremely popular and not at all uncommon. Featuring plantation
laborers as actors, settlers rationalized the practice as a means through which to “keep native
workers satisfied” as their “traditional entertainments” were no longer enjoyable. The films
themselves were angled to educate employees in animal husbandry, health, and agricultural

Leslie Alan Notcutt and George Chitty Latham, The African and the Cinema, an Account of the Work
of the Bantu Educational Cinema Experiment during the Period March 1935 to May 1937 (London: Pub. For
the International Missionary Council by the Edinburgh House, 1937).
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plantation cinemas on an East African sisal plantation.
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technologies.212 In contrast to the talkie films sweeping Kenyan cinemas, these films
remained silent and were likely accompanied by live interpreters. Latham, for one, was so
convinced by the commercial potential of plantation cinemas that he returned to England to
learn the technical aspects of filmmaking and to secure investors to expand the program.
Under the banner of the “Bantu Educational Kinema Experiment,” Lethem eventually
returned to East Africa in 1935 as a newly-appointed director with substantial backers.
Active between 1935 and 1937, the Bantu Educational Kinema Experiment (BEKE)
emerged as the first large-scale films-for-Africans enterprise in the region. After first making
films in East Africa, the BEKE also arranged regional tours throughout East and Central
Africa with the use of a traveling cinema apparatus.213 Based on audience receptions and
feedback the BEKE evolved away from its original design as a traveling, fully automated
(talkie) movie theater. Instead films were gradually silenced, and the BEKE revived the
regionally-specific traveling bioscope shows—with their variety show format and live
language commentators—which had remained popular in Kenya until the 1930s but had
finally been replaced by foreign talkie films. Beyond the shows themselves, BEKE film sets
employed a number of professional African actors and thereby highlighted, with some
discomfort, the longstanding tradition of Africans as film actors. Beyond scripted film sets,
film shows were often accompanied by complementing local performances—variety show
acts which cameramen recorded as indigenous drama.
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BEKE involves an extensive archival afterlife. The following BEKE overview and analysis is
informed by the following archives and publications: Empire Online Archive: International
Missionary Council files from 1934; 37; 38; The African and the Cinema (1937); Kenyan National
Archives: PC/NZA/3/15/157 (in my records as 7 law & order cinema 1931-43 and 6 law & order
cinema 1931-43). Though the BEKE earns passing mention in several treatments of African film,
only film scholar Rosaleen Smyth has written specifically about BEKE in her article “The Roots of
Community Development in Colonial Office Policy and Practice in Africa,” Social Policy and
Administration. Vol. 28, no. 4. 2004, pp 418-436.
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But first let us consider how the BEKE came about. In 1934, the Colonial Office and
the International Missionary Council produced near parallel plans for a film-for-Africans
scheme dedicated to “the production of a prosperous peasant.” Whereas the Colonial
Office worked with the newly formed British Film Institute and amateur auteur Dr.
Patterson of Kenya, the International Missionary Council won out when they secured the
support of the Carnegie Corporation. The IMC scheme would become the Bantu
Educational Kinema Experiment. Less materialist and more humanistic in its appeal, the
BEKE scheme included rhetoric about the value of recreation and entertainment and the
importance of conserving “what is best in African traditions and culture by representing
these in their proper setting as stages in racial development and as an inheritance to be
cherished with pride.”214
In contrast to the quintessentially chauvinistic Patterson scheme proposed under the
auspices of the Colonial Office and British Film Institute, BEKE could appeal to both
colonial and international investors and charities. By 1935, the BEKE project had attracted
a remarkably heterogeneous pool of funds: charitable donations from the Carnegie
Corporation and International Institute of African Languages and Cultures in London as
well as alms from the IMC. Additionally, several for-profit corporations invested in the
BEKE scheme to make African subjects more productive—including the Empire Cotton
Growing Corporation, copper-mining companies Roan Antelope, Rhokana, and Mufulira.
The Colonial Office and British Film Institute offered their support to the project by
offering not capital but counsel in the form of an Advisory Council. The author of indirect

Quote is taken from Merle Davis’ forward to The African and the Cinema, an Account of the Work of the
Bantu Educational Cinema Experiment during the Period March 1935 to May 1937 (London: Pub. For the
International Missionary Council by the Edinburgh House, 1937), 28.
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rule himself, Lord Lugard, functioned as Chairman of that Council.215 In 1937, the colonial
governments of Tanganyika, Kenya and Uganda provided grants and increased input.
Reflective of the BEKE’s many masters, were its East African directors—East
African amateur filmmaker and businessman Leslie A. Notcutt and former Director of
Native Education in Northern Rhodesia Geoffrey C. Latham—who blended experience in
colonial government with ambitions in private business. Notcutt, like Patterson, was an
Englishman who experimented with making movies during his time in East Africa. During
his tenure as the manager of a group of sisal plantations between 1926 and 1930, “like many
other planters,” he created an “estate cinema . . . to help maintain a contented labour
force.”216 In their writing on the BEKE, it is clear that both Latham and Notcutt
understood the BEKE as laying the groundwork for a chain of for-profit Bantu Cinema
Houses in East Africa and Northern Rhodesia, to exhibit films “produced under adequate
control.”
It is counterintuitive, yet almost classically colonial, that the organization whose
agenda for Africa and cinema best matched Notcutt’s own commercial one belonged to the
International Missionary Council. That tension between striving to develop a commercial
film industry in Africa and delivering educational messages for African-uplift played out
continuously throughout the BEKE and lasting cinema-for-African programming. This is, I
believe, where live performance came to the rescue of commercial and populist interests.
Consider that in early IMC discussions about BEKE a majority of personnel objected to the
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plantation cinemas in his monograph Colonial Cinema in Africa (2015), and though I found the similar
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plan in anticipation of restrictive colonial reactions. They noted that if the BEKE proposers
“want to discover the type of pictures which will offer the maximum amount of
entertainment and recreation to the Bantu . . . no censor would allow one foot of them to be
exhibited.”217
The films the BEKE produced functioned like texts which had to hold up to
divergent funding agendas and local censorship and turned out, predictably, exceedingly dry
in content and poor in technical quality. However, the live performances and showmanship
surrounding BEKE screenings granted the scheme site-specific programs that were both
relevant and entertaining.218 When, in 1938, several of the BEKE films were donated to the
Kenyan government, they found their quality so poor and their content so tedious that they
took them out of circulation entirely. Nonetheless, during the previous year, several BEKE
screenings featuring the same films in Kenya attracted audiences as large as 5,000.219 Live
performance which enlivened technology with local and regional performers and politicians
made BEKE screenings popular successes. The films themselves, however wanting, were
also novel attractions. Filmed in East Africa and featuring African actors, BEKE films
adapted plantation cinemas to a larger publics and budgets.
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In a perfect illustration of this localism, consider the following: Shortly after submitting the first
batch of 13 films to the Tanganyikan film censorship board in 1935, Latham recalls that the sound
equipment gave out. Without audio equipment local talent was recruited to entertain and to narrate
the films in real time. Consider, too, that the BEKE submitted their audio-enhanced film show to
the Tanga district censor board at the start of their tour, but in other territories where live
performances altered and augmented the staid film show, they merely showed the Tanga certificate.
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This is the question at the heart of Charles Ambler’s essay(s) on Kenya’s Mobile Cinema Vans in
the 1940s and 50s. He argues that mobile film units and their screenings served as a place of colonial
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were not only sites of colonial power politics, they were also sites of local and syncretic live
entertainment. Gramophone records and local speeches issued through microphones were not only a
means through which the colonial government brought the African population to heel. It was also
how everyone played together—how people developed hybrid cultures and modern political
identities not so neatly colonial and anti-colonial as Ambler presents them in his own analysis.
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In sum, the BEKE produced 35 films, most of which introduced agricultural
techniques or explored issues of health.220 All of the films were filmed and processed in
Africa using cutting edge audio or “talkie” technology. A formal invitation from Mr. A.A.
M. Isherwood of Tanganyika that hinged, at least rhetorically, on “discussions with
interested Africans” contributed to the decision to base the BEKE production studio not in
Kenya where it was originally planned but in Tanganyika. For their studio BEKE leased an
old German sanatorium at Vugiri in the Usambara Mountains. The wards were soon
converted to a darkroom, sound recording studio, sound laboratory, workshop, store, office
and editing-room and also provided accommodation for many of the staff. After shooting a
film, “native youths” executed all processing laboratory work, save loading the printing
machine and mixing the chemicals. The addition of sound technology was evidently the
most technically challenging aspect of BEKE film production. The BEKE technicians even
developed a means through which to develop film in the field, not only at the Tanganyika
studio, by using film canisters, a rubber pipe, sponge and basic chemicals.221
On a few occasions, the BEKE shot African-authored scripts, but for the most part
local colonists proposed educational film which the BEKE staff distilled into shooting
scripts. BEKE success hinged on the skills of African auteurs, sound technicians and actors
who worked alongside a maximum of two European advisors. Perhaps Notcutt drew on his
own positive experiences in working with African actors when he wrote, “I was confident
that Natives could be trained to do the greater part of this work, and this has proved to be

Of the 35 films, I have through descriptions of each of them, but only one film copy has
survived—archived at the British Film Institute. It is a short silent film about agricultural methods.
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the case.”222 He elaborated, “The actual operation of the camera for the simple films . . . can
be done, after a short training, by anyone who possesses a little mechanical ability and artistic
sense.”223 Many of the African film technicians far exceeded their assigned roles or
expectations. Functioning as both a director and an acting coach, “the head camera-boy
acquired a good idea of what we wanted, and was often used to show others [African actors]
what we wanted, and was often used to show others how a scene should be acted”.224
A standardized production routine emerged, in which the racially mixed film
production crew would outline the action to the African actors. In turn, the actors would
improvise a manner of performing the narrative, and the director and crew would offer
minor critiques, “occasionally modify it, rehearse it a few times, and this scene would be
shot.”225 Only occasionally would a scene be shot more than once. In other words, the
African cameramen, technicians, and actors were the primary creative talent both before and
behind the camera.
Notcutt’s descriptions sought to conceal the centrality of African talent and agency
even as they described it. Rather than note that many Africans proved themselves capable
actors, he emphasized African simplicity when he wrote, “our experience of native actors
was that at least one in five can give quite a creditable performance of any action in his
customary life. He can express simple emotions and act a simple part without any selfconsciousness or shyness”.226 Moreover, Notcutt criticized African actors when they began
to act as Europeans did, without their characteristic “natural style.” Notcutt claimed that the
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ideal African actor was actually no actor at all, but a reactive puppet. Accordingly, then, the
actors were supposedly recruited “from members of the native staff, personal boys,
carpenters, garden boy, lorry driver and local villagers.”227 However a close review of the
BEKE budgets and reports reveals that in addition to (or perhaps instead of) the untrained
locals Notcutt emphasized, the BEKE actually employed at least four professional African
actors.
In the BEKE’s employ were three professional actors and one actress, all of whom
belonged to a Zanzibar troupe of players who toured the coastal towns.228 Who were these
professional African actors, already active in the 1930s? Actor Khalil bin Ali was also a
playwright. For BEKE, Khalil bin Ali recorded the Bemba and Swahili language audio discs
which Notcutt and Lathem agreed were excellent. He also helped to script and produce the
films as well as acting in them. Nonetheless, Khalil bin Ali’s cosmopolitanism, while
obviously constructive, did not always please the producers, who undercut his participation
with the comment that, “the only trouble being that his ambition was to act in the European
style.” Acting in a European style, it would seem, was not merely a stylistic approach to the
camera but a whole set of attitudes backstage as well.
The second of these professional African actors, was a youth by the name of Bape
bin Salim who specialized in female impersonations—a performative specialization likely in
conversation with the cross-dressing conventions central to English Variety Shows. The
third actor, Shabani bin Yusif, was a talented comedian, whom Notcutt described as “a
delightful native character with a great sense of humor and entirely his own ways of being
funny, he was retained throughout the experiment and used mainly for the part of the fool
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or ignoramus who learns wisdom. He rarely needed any directing, the only trouble being
that he always reserved his most brilliant ideas for the actual shots. One was never quite
certain from the rehearsals what he would do.”229
From the same acting troupe the BEKE also recruited an unnamed female actress,
with whom they were relatively well satisfied. When it came to African actresses Notcutt
and Lathem contended that the quest for natural talent was fruitless, as they found most
African women made “self-conscious and quite unreliable” performers. In contrast, they did
not have this problem while filming in Nairobi, which they attributed to the “influence of
Europeans.”230 BEKE required that Africans act as collaborators with confidence and
creative agency but called this performance “acting English” and treated it with ambivalence.
Instead, they idealized a “natural” or nativist affect—that might be received as a nonperformance.231
As soon as the first batch of films was ready, they outfitted a large van with a screen
and projection equipment and went on tour. As on film sets, African technicians and actors
took central and creative roles in making the BEKE expedition a success. Once, again,
though, we have to read against the grain of their reports in order to perceive this agency.
The first BEKE touring party consisted of two Europeans, Peter Woodall (projectionist) and
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The tension over the control of African actors also extended to voice acting. BEKE films were
not designed to be typical “talkies” with synchronized voices, they were designed as silent films with
pre-recorded commentaries in a variety of African languages. As such, the commentator(s) either
explained what the characters were saying or acted out their parts but paid no attention to synching
their words to the actors’ lips. According to production notes, the European directors had a great
deal of trouble with commentary recordings in languages other than English and Swahili. Supposedly
these voice actors were recruited from nearby plantation laborers, though, I see considerable
evidence to suggest that professional actors were the primary commentators. Either way, Latham and
Notcutt express a great deal of anxiety over whether the recordings made actually reproduced the
scripts which they presented for translation. Nonetheless, these recordings went into circulation with
the touring film BEKE shows. Source: Ibid., 151.
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G.C. Latham (educational director), and four Africans. Besides Jackson, the driver, and
Alphonse, the mechanic, were two so-called “personal servants” who took central roles to
render the tour a success.232 Mulishu, who had never before left his hometown of Tabora,
proved himself as “efficient and willing.” By contrast the other “personal servant” on tour
with the BEKE was a cosmopolitan adventurer. Referred to as Hamedi and identified as “a
Yao from Fort Johnston in Nyasaland,” before working for BEKE he had traveled
throughout East and Central Africa—including Nairobi and Bulawayo—working as a cook
and networking widely. Hamedi was a man of great charisma, who “found friends and
relations wherever we went, and was most useful as an envoy and interpreter.” Hamedi, was
not only exceptional in his friendliness and multilingualism, he was also a magnetic
performer:
Whether brow-beating or parleying with other natives, or providing commentary to
the films, or holding forth through the microphone to assembled crowds, which gave
him especial pleasure, he was never at a loss.233
It seems that Hamedi excelled at the well-established (and only recently obsolete) role of
bioscope barker and lecturer. In East Africa, these roles had typically been reserved for
bioscope owners, and so audience expectations may have offered Hamedi yet more authority
to appear as a key businessman behind the venture. Even Notcutt, who insisted on Western
expertise behind the camera, conceded that screenings could easily be managed and operated
by a trained African—no doubt with Hamedi in mind.234

Demonstrating how critical savvy “African assistants” were to the BEKE enterprise, during
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As with film screenings of the early 1900s, BEKE films functioned as sites of live
performance—as well as local politics. The traveling cinema was, itself, a curiosity that drew
questions and fascination—particularly on those occasions when the trucks broke down.
When setting up for a show, the cinema technicians would play both imported and locally
recorded gramophone records of music, pre-recorded educational talks, and even
performances of “African folklore.” Often times, Hamedi would recruit “local talent to
amuse the assembling audience.”235 Whether this local talent consisted of dance, song or
drama, Notcutt does not reveal. Another live feature which that was extremely popular
during the pre-show were, “short extempore talks through the microphone by a local
native.”
The microphone and loud-speaker technology delighted local crowds, but again, we
have to guess at the content of these talks—which might have done much to associate a
local politician with foreign means of capital and power or might have subverted colonial
power through subtle jokes and criticisms, and likely did bits of both. Despite the
availability of (expensive) pre-recorded commentary records for many shows, BEKE reports
reveal that in a number of locales the films were presented with live commentaries in lieu of
the recorded ones. On these occasions the BEKE officers found it useful to find someone
(usually a local official, missionary or educated African) to use the microphone to give an
explanation of each film in the local language.236 Indeed, reliance on live commentaries may
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About the Ndola show (in the copper belt, where they showed professional films in mine
compounds) without the sound because of location in native rec hall, Latham writes: “I gave
commentary myself in English to an African clerk, Ernest Muwamba, who retailed it most
successfully through the microphone in Bemba.”
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have been a practice more wide-spread than even the official reports suggest. Generally, the
BEKE directors blamed technical difficulties with the record player for their need to use
interpreters. This explanation may have satisfied overseas funders of the unused technology
at the time, but it is ultimately not persuasive. It seems to follow that if the projector could
be made to work, then so, too, could the record player. In fact, it seems more likely that a
live commentary was simply more entertaining and more popular than a flat recording. The
appeal of live performers seems clearly evidenced by the move to abandon sound altogether
in all of the experiments that followed the BEKE.
It was not unheard of for the BEKE projection crew to combine film screenings
with film production and to film the “local talent” they recruited. For example, in Northern
Rhodesia (later Zambia) at the Kasama Government school for Natives, after watching the
BEKE reels students acted out a local folk-story about monkeys and tortoises for the BEKE
to watch and film. Also in Northern Rhodesia, at the Lubwa Church of Scotland Mission,
students put on shows of war dances and marching formations for the BEKE film crew to
film. 237 And on at least one occasion, while at Iganga near Jinja in Uganda, the BEKE tour
found themselves entertained by films produced by an African chief, Saza Chief of Kamuli
William Wilberforce Kajumbula Nadiope. Lathem commented that, “parts were quite good
and parts very bad.”238 Artistic judgments aside, they ended up incorporating the Chief’s
film into the lineup of that particular BEKE show.
Also developing in parallel to the bioscope shows of the previous two decades, was
the diversity of the audiences BEKE shows cultivated. Beyond the hundreds or thousands of
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Africans who attended individual BEKE film screenings, Europeans in the audience might
number anywhere from 10 to 60, and Indians were often noted as “numerous” and counted
among the African population. There was, literally, only one show ever given without any
Europeans in the audience, and the anomaly was noted. However, neither 1930s field
reports nor most scholarship about film in East Africa highlights the diverse audiences at the
BEKE and subsequent film-for-Africans programs. That neglect is because the focus both,
then and now, was supposed to fall not on Europeans or Indians but on Africans—and
ideally those untouched “natural” African actors with whom BEKE did not in fact work,
instead preferring—and paying—to collaborate with savvy urbane Zanzibaris. Nonetheless,
in the racialized yet increasingly hybrid world of 1930s East Africa, BEKE’s diverse fans
became drivers in the development of cultural hybridity and modern political identities.
What drew Indian and European audiences to these film screenings? What inspired
these more empowered populations to attend bland and technically wanting film shows
specifically designed with the most backwards and isolated—and indeed pejoratively
racialized—populations in mind? I would suggest that, just as the Baloonograph screening
in 1909 attracted crowds of Europeans to watch the Africans watch the films, Europeans and
elite Indians at BEKE performances fixed their attention on the African audience as
spectacle. Seating arrangements seemed to further enable this viewing, as Europeans were
given seats placed quite far from the screen and near the lorry—with Indians and senior
Africans in an arc on either side of them. Between those seats and the screen everyone else
had to sit either on mats or on the ground—placing them at the perfect height for
observation.239
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In fact, those observations rationalized their invitation. At all displays the BEKE
personnel attempted to “arrange for competent European observers to be present and to
report to me later on the reactions of the Africans to the films.”240 In this way Notcutt
claimed, “a vast amount of useful information was accumulated.” On several occasions,
leading colonists, anthropologists, missionaries, and African education officers joined with
the BEKE on a regional circuit of their tour. And whereas certain Europeans seemed
interested in the possible educational and social impacts of the films, many Europeans as
well as Africans and Indians were curious about its potential for commercial returns.
By 1935, many of the fantasies that attended the massive African-audience spectacle
tended to center not on African wonder or stolid acceptance (as it had in the early 1900s) but
on commercial opportunity. After all, Notcutt and Lathem imagined—quite officially—that
they were laying the groundwork for the creation of a circuit of African cinemas to support a
commercial film industry. For Europeans, perhaps cinema would be a self-sustaining
engine for African development (the automation and enlargement of scale of more hands-on
and expensive interventions), which would render Africans more self-regulated reliable
colonial subjects and plantation workers. For at least some among the highly diverse Indian
community, BEKE was not considered cinema-for-Africans at all but was seen as one more
source for films to featured in Indian-owned cinemas—with their paying audiences. For
example, consider that, while in Mwanza, Tanganyika, the Indian community petitioned the
BEKE to put on a show in their cinema. BEKE capitulated, managed to fit their film reels

240 Even so, at times Lathem struggled to explain the presence of so many Europeans in the
audience. He wrote, that in areas that possessed a cinema, few Europeans turn out, but in areas
without one “most of the European population turned out.” In exact contradiction of this argument,
though, he also revealed that on other occasions the European audiences would attend a BEKE film
and then to proceed on to the local cinema. Furthermore, there were large European turnouts in all
Kenyan cities, most equipped with more than one cinema. Source: Ibid., 77 and 81.
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to the Indian-owned projection equipment, and held an extremely popular show on
Christmas day of 1936.
But Europeans and Indians were certainly not the only people interested in the
economic and political opportunities offered by the development of African cinemas. In
Kanzi, the Native Administrative Headquarters of Chief Kalemera, the Chief propositioned
the BEKE officials to bring a permanent cinema to his district. The BEKE officers agreed
that there was no reason why he should not have one, for he could certainly afford it. They
recorded, too, the performance of power that he delivered—and exercised—before the
show, allowing us to imagine quite pointedly how an Local Native Council-run cinema might
function to augment chiefly-prestige:
Chief Kalemera is a large man with an income of about L3000 per year. He drove
the three or four hundred yards from his brick house to the site of the display and
arranged himself on a kind of settee. I sat on his left and two wives sat on his right.
Before the show new arrivals were continually coming up to greet him.241
Despite all the commercial prospecting around them, BEKE never did find itself on
sound economic footing. Original thinking was that BEKE would introduce “natives” to
film and then manage to charge them fees in order to see the shows. In this way, regional
film tours would become permanent and at the very least self-sustaining, if not profitable.
As such, “start-up” money began to run out by 1936—at which point the Tanganyika,
Uganda and Kenyan Governments invested colonial development funds in BEKE.242 By
1936, however, BEKE had not even arrived in Kenya. According to Kenyan colonial
correspondence about the scheme, BEKE was considered a for-profit pilot project, which
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needed only very limited government subsidies to get off the ground. Shows would,
according to Kenyan colonial investors, charge admissions and develop small theaters
throughout the colony.243 Though BEKE had experimented with ad hoc sales of tickets
elsewhere in East Africa—requiring Africans and Indians to pay the same price, which was
significantly less than that paid by Europeans—Kenya was the first place in which they
experimented with systemic and continuing sales of tickets. 244 The results were not
encouraging. To determine the viability of such a program, they arranged to charge
audiences in Nairobi at Pumwani Location. Attendance started out strong but quickly
dropped off. BEKE organizers attempted to explain the failure as exceptional to Nairobi:
Such an experiment in a place like Nairobi, however, is not a good test for the
country in general. The Natives there are in the habit of seeing films, most of which
are comics of the Charlie Chaplin variety, or thrillers. They have become
accustomed to go to the cinema to be amused and, though the African background
in our films attracted them, they were not prepared to appreciate or pay for quite so
much educational matter.
In other words, the BEKE directors concluded that despite the 1927 segregation
laws Kenyan city cinemas were already African-inclusive spaces. Though BEKE found in
Nairobi and in Dar es Salaam, that African audiences would watch free shows, they would
not pay for the low quality development films. By contrast, in more rural areas, Kenyan
BEKE screenings attracted the largest audiences anywhere in East Africa. This popularity
seems to offer us certain clues about the practical importance of artificially restricting the
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film market for Africans through segregation in order that they have no choice but to
patronize the burgeoning indigenous film industry. Notcutt made these doubts explicit
when he stated that “once an African develops a taste for commercial cinema he will not
patronize development films.”245
In Kenya, it is clear that officially-recognized African leaders—chiefs—capitalized on
BEKE screenings to augment and consolidate their own authority.246 Gikuyu chiefs who
would eventually find themselves on different sides of the Gikuyu civil war, publicized as the
virulently anti-white Mau Mau Uprising, sponsored free BEKE film screenings. In a show at
the Githunguri headquarters, of the “particularly intelligent and progressive Chief
Waruhiu”—whose assassination on October 7, 1952 would mark the official beginning of
the Mau Mau Uprising—the spectacle of a talkie film (likely introduced by a talk from
Waruhiu) attracted an audience of thousands. They found, too, that the Chief’s palace was
perfectly arranged—as an amphitheater—for assembling an audience to view a film
screening, which was very possibly not the first presentation of a film to take place there.
Shortly after the Chief Waruhiu show, the BEKE proceeded to the headquarters of Chief
Koinange where they presenting another film show to enormous crowds.247
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We have already considered the powerful appeal that live performance must have
added to the otherwise dry films. As local government officials and chiefs were often in
attendance and in collaboration with the BEKE, we have considered the use of film to
augment local colonial and chiefly authority through extemporaneous speeches and through
increased visibility. But what did BEKE films, which flourished regionally (with international
and local investment) do for the British Empire? Included among the BEKE film stock
were a few imported reels shot in England about life in the metropole—the most popular of
which was Mr. English at Home. Screenings generally ended with scenes of the “trooping of
the colours,” accompanied by a martial music on the gramophone. This sequence “proved
to be one of the most popular items in the programme.” And in true British tradition, the
shows invariably ended with “a trailer of the King and the National Anthem.”248
As with early 20th century East African theater, cinema became a site of political
contradictions in which people angled to both align themselves with the empire and to
distance themselves from it. As such, cinema and the BEKE’s presence were not without
controversy, and they may have functioned as charged symbols within local power struggles.
Consider that at Mwanza (Tanganyika) someone cut a cable connecting the projector box to
the engine. Though Notcutt and Lathem never discovered who was responsible and
wishfully imagined, “it may have been cut by a jab with a spear from some Native who
imagined it was a snake”, it seems far more likely that the BEKE’s alliance with one or
another local colonial officials, Indian proprietors, or African headmen placed the politicized

-Provincial Ag Show at Kisii audiences estimated at 4000 to 5000. Kavirondo county very
enthusiastic for cinema. On the second night, after officials present had left, “the native clamored
for more, and after seeing eight further reels were still reluctant to go. An influential chief of S.
Kavirondo spoke, expressing their pleasure and thanks.”
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enterprise on precarious ground.249 When BEKE funding was up for renewal in 1937, one
of the key reasons why Kenyan colonists did not continue to support the project hinged, at
least rhetorically, on poor film quality, which colonists argued local amateurs could easily
best, thus favoring a Kenyan industry over an imperial one orchestrated from London.
And indeed, locally managed East African film proposals and experiments flourished
in the wake of the Bantu Educational Kinema Experiment. In an effort to continue
developing an East African film industry, experiments worked to engage Africans, not only
as paying audience members but also as investors in cinema infrastructure—and even as film
producers. When BEKE came to an end in 1938, members of the BEKE staff stayed behind
to produce a film commissioned by the emergent African politicians of the era. The BEKE
production studio in the Usambara Mountains of Tanganyika neighbored on a “reigning
dynasty” known as the “Wasambaa tribe” (also referred to as the Wakilindi) -- “where the
Wasambaa continue to hold the majority of executive posts in Sambaa Country.”250 Under
Wasambaa chiefly patronage the former BEKE crew shot a film about the life of Mbega—
the historic or mythic founder of the Wasambaa polity.251 Though supposedly the idea for
the project originated with Notcutt, evidently, “the Chief and his executive council were
most enthusiastic over the project and readily agreed to the necessary expenditure from
Native Treasure Funds.”
The Wasambaa leadership allocated £40 for the project, which was sufficient to
cover the expense of film and developing chemicals. For this fee the Chief also secured the
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unpaid labor of two Europeans who had been involved in the BEKE—Notcutt, who edited
the film and worked as cameraman and co-producer (with the Chief), and L.A.W. VickersHaviland, who mobilized his background in East African amateur theater productions to
serve as director. Vickers-Haviland and Notcutt imagined their work was of historical value,
“the film has enabled us to make a record of a matter which is of historical and patriotic
value to the tribe before the memories of the older generation fade.” The Europeans did
not seem to understand, however, the dynamic nature of that “patriotic value” as ethnic
nationalism or what a political pawn the cinema stood to become, particularly as they
intended to facilitate an East-African-wide tour of the epochal film, Mbega Saga.
From the beginning, the film-set was a political performance which mixed the
contemporary with the past. The Europeans played into dynamics of historical reinvention
by taking decisions and gestures at face value, naïve in their acceptance of the “numerous
occasions on which interesting customs came for the first time within our view, perhaps
more interesting still was the fact that there was so little reticence in explaining these to us
when we asked.” Of the actors involved, Vickers-Haviland wrote, “It was decided that the
actors must be the actual descendants of Mbega himself, of the Chief’s own family. The son
of the Chief played Mbega; the Mdoe ‘chief minister’ and the elders portrayed other
necessary characters . . . Among them, only the Chief and a sub-chief had ever even seen a
film—in Tanga.” 252 The political actors managed their parts as live performances with little
awareness of the camera, tending instead to play to the live audiences comprised by the film
crew and on-lookers.
Acting aside, a key challenge according to Vickers-Haviland, was costuming. The
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actors were of high social standing and did not want to relinquish their western clothes in
order to show their chests. Throughout shooting Vickers-Haviland noted that, “warriors
preferred going to war in European trousers rather than with a spear. I had to dash from
group to group removing waistcoats, trousers and hats . . . The leading actor for whom we
did succeed in getting a leopard skin could only be restrained with difficulty from showing a
vest, which peeped out above, and a pair of khaki shorts which would keep disclosing their
presence below his more primitive garb.” The women presented an equally difficult
problem and “all but essential persons had to be removed from the scene before a small girl
of eight or nine could be induced to appear in a loin-cloth.”253 In the end, the elders of the
community were extraordinarily pleased with the final outcome—which did undertake a
regional tour. One elderly man remarked, “The picture . . . was so good that I felt myself
putting my hand in my pocket to reward the performers.”254 But it seems clear enough that
many of the politics of the cultural dynamics at play were lost on the white assistants. For
example, in Tanga, after watching the film an old man commented, “Mbega? He does not
live here.” Notcutt and Vickers-Haviland imagined that theirs was the first ever African
history film—which stood to have great educational value for African youths who might not
grow up with an awareness of their “tribal origins.” Moreover, it seemed popular enough to
be quite profitable. What they did not seem to grasp were the local political debates and
formations into which their film and its performance must have factored.
While BEKE personnel were shooting the Mbega Saga in Tanganyika, Kenyan
citizens and subjects were also working to capitalize on the financial promise of a local
cinema—made possible and possibly profitable by African funds. After the BEKE
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concluded in 1937, two Kenyan-based proposals circulated among colonists in 1938 and
1939. Both proposals sought to eliminate audio recording, revive silent films, and to
highlight the performative aspects of the BEKE screenings and amateur plantation cinema
shows that worked best. Calculatingly, they both limited their scope to Nyanza province in
the far west—and avoided the more urbane audiences of Nairobi and Mombasa altogether.
The 1938 “Educational Cinema Experiment” by (a leading amateur actor) Robert
Kingston-Davies, proposed to work with African investors through Local Native Councils
to produce a BEKE-style traveling cinema exhibit for native audiences in Nyanza and later
Central Province. When his plan was not realized by 1939, Notcutt of the BEKE and Mbega
Saga, arrived in Kenya with a similar plan—“Mambo Leo” or News Today—which
proposed that an African film industry develop in collaboration with African investors
associated with managing the funds of Local Native Councils. In the end, WWII dawned
before either project could come to fruition. However, during WWII the LNCs of Nyanza
province—likely primed by these earlier conversations—did purchase mobile cinema vans
and build cinema infrastructure. But before the LNC could issue a decision on the scheme,
WWII was declared in September of 1939, and everything changed. Suddenly the
proposition of film-for-Africans was not a for-profit business venture but rather an
invaluable vehicle for propaganda, a network of mass communications through which to
hold the disparate Empire together. New money and footage streamed in from the
metropole, ready to be reworked by local commentators for mobilization for war.

Conclusion
It is not possible to consider the history of cinema in East Africa without the history
of theater. Historians who write about the history of media and of cinema in East Africa
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have not taken into account the deep connection in entertainment history between film and
live performance. Beyond the recent move to consider popular reception of media, the few
and limited studies about the history of film do not account for the dynamics of local
performance. By placing the two modes of collective communication within the same
historical context, this chapter illuminates the local and top-down political dynamics that
powered and popularized cinema and theater with shifting emphasis but similar content at
different times.
In the inter-war years, film seemed to offer the perfect solution for colonial
administrators to meet the challenges of governing an expansive empire—and reaching
largely non-literate and locally focused populations. The popularity of this enterprise
contrasted favorably with the unpopularity of colonial rule at home and abroad. A film
program for African audiences fostered fantasies of social cohesion, industry expansion and
profitability. However, film technology’s increasingly standardized and automated format
posed a challenge. Without live language commentaries and variety show pageantry, neither
foreign-made films nor locally-shot welfare reels fully engaged East African audiences—be
they black or white. Between the footage of the royal family, war maps, and blurry imagery
of Mombasa mosquitoes, none of the films seemed to present the people of East Africa—
Indians, African, and Europeans—with a role with to identify with or a future to desire for
themselves. Nonetheless, the symbol of film—of modernity and membership in a far-flung
and powerful imagined community—and the pageantry and spectacle of a screening itself
became important tools in local political and economic competitions—wielded by African,
Indian and European investors and politicians alike. To better leverage that tool, the
Kenyan community restaged film shows so that the film spectacle and celluloid action
augmented local conversations and hybrid identities. Despite arguments of retrograde
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innovation, the blending of live action with silent films evoked colonial Kenya’s earlier EAPorigins. Film shows revived regional traditions and became means through which to
participate in the empire but also to reclaim local autonomies and project nationalist visions.
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CHAPTER THREE

Inventing Traditions to Fight for Futures:
East African Theater During WWII, 1939-1945

Thanks to a small but rich body of scholarship, it is known that throughout WWII
more than 320,000 East African men embarked, labored, fought, and died for the Allied
causes.255 Continuously overlooked, though, is the culturally creative work—the theatrical
performances—in which many of these rank-and-file soldiers also participated during the
time of war. Within these performances, East African conscripts and draft dodgers alike
found the latitude to subvert expectations that they labor or sacrifice themselves to a military
establishment that did not treat them with respect and for a cause that was not their own.
For the colonial state of Kenya, as for the British Empire, WWII meant the need to recruit
soldiers and generate public support. However, government propaganda programs did more
than recruit troops and draw subsidies from East Africa. They also invited complex political
questions: Could the same London-issued call to fight a war for freedom and democracy
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really grab hold in places where governments were color-barred and coercive? And if ideals
of unity and citizenship did take hold, what would that mean for the African majority—and
European minority—in places like the Kenya Colony? Filmed, printed, or pre-recorded
propaganda materials did not address these questions and offered little latitude for
discussion. Instead, black soldiers and white officers developed new genres of live
performance through which to raise or respond to questions about East Africa’s
involvement in WWII and future thereafter.
This chapter examines the many forms of East African expressive culture that were
developed during WWII, including: puba dance societies, battalion ngoma shows, multi-media
variety shows, historic war reenactments, and British-styled all-African variety shows. Most
of these performances were officially sponsored by white colonists turned military officers,
who understood the casting of black actors in either stereotyped British or clichéd African
roles as a move to manage the cultural changes and educational advances stemming from
military service and peacetime expectations. But live performance generated unscripted
public spaces for African soldiers and civilians—recast as entertainers and audiences—to
highlight and challenge their exploitation within the racialized hierarchies of war and empire.
These new forms of expressive culture, shared across the repressive artificial divides of
ethnicity and race, generated a culturally ambivalent and bifurcated set of symbols for a
proto-national public in Kenya.
A small number of scholars of East Africa have focused their scholarship explicitly
on WWII. Nonetheless, most treatments of 20th century East African history contain only
cursory discussions of WWII, teleologically emphasizing its role as a harbinger of African
nationalist movements rather than concentrating on the experience itself. Africanists widely
agree that African nationalism would not have developed as it did had WWII, with its
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educational programming and global exposures, not occurred. Nonetheless, recent historical
research into the details of African involvement in WWII has problematized these claims for
a direct causal link between international war and the rise of African nationalism. 256 In his
seminal work, The African Rank and File (2009), Timothy Parsons follows ex-servicemen into
their new lives following demobilization and finds that these men rarely involved themselves
directly in politics. He argues, “veterans were much more likely to be agents of economic
and social change rather than instigators of political unrest.”257 And yet, the continuation of
many ex-servicemen in the kinds of variety shows they had developed or witnessed during
WWII appear not only to epitomize “social change” but to relate closely to the post-war
dynamic of political unrest.
The performative side of war is too often occluded by studies that conceptualize
military technology as something autonomous and outside place or state.258 Emphasizing the
performative rather than the technological or political developments generated by WWII, we
can recover an entirely overlooked sequence of events that stand to change the historical
narrative for Africanists and world historians alike. For, despite Africanists’ broad awareness
of WWII, the dominant World History narrative continues to exclude African actors.
Consider, for example, that sub-Saharan Africa is entirely missing from foundational works
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like, The Second World War: A Complete History by Martin Gilbert and A World at Arms: A
Global History of World War II by Gerhard Weinberg.259 Most recently, in Africa and World
War II (2015), editors Carolyn Brown and Judith Byfield were inspired by the glaring absence
of Africans from Ken Burns’ otherwise comprehensive documentary, The War, and WWII
master narratives more generally. These Africanist authorities intervene in the narrative by
making available new scholarship to facilitate a richer understanding of Africans’ active roles
within the global conflict.260
Reconstructing the many forms of expressive culture that accompanied East African
involvement in WWII offers scholars of Africa and the wider world a valuable new set of
people-centered examples that link WWII to the enlargement of social scale and the creation
of new forms of political critique and engagement. Examining expressive culture generates
a new set of engaging narratives that reveal East African experiences of—and critical
participation in—the wider Empire. Moreover, it demonstrates concrete linkages between
strategies of colonial critique underway during WWII and the volatile decades of revolution
and decolonization that followed—providing valuable narrative and theoretical material to
underpin the Africanists’ longstanding (but increasingly abstract) conviction that WWII and
African nationalist movements were intimately connected.
Consider, for example, that African musicians and actors helped to recruit men for
the King’s African Rifles during WWII, and that similarly organized African variety shows
helped to recruit for the Land and Freedom Army that colonists would call Mau Mau. When
the Mau Mau Uprising gave way in 1952 to the martial law imposed under as the “State of
Martin Gilbert, The Second World War: A Complete History. (New York: Holt Paperbacks, 2004);
Gerhard Weinberg, A World at Arms: A Global History of World War II. (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2005). My attention was drawn to this oversight by Judith Byfield “Preface”, Africa
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Emergency”, the military rebranded many of the same live performance genera of WWII to
maintain and demonstrate African loyalty. As during WWII and the Mau Mau Uprising,
however, African entertainers used their public stage to express complex views about the
colonial presence. This is a chapter about how, as performers, disenfranchised people of
color invented themselves as political actors in the same society that had foreclosed that
possibility and, in turn, gave powerful direction to articulations of nationalism during periods
of war and violent state-formation. The continuities were more subtle, and far-reaching,
than the post-war careers of demobilized soldiers.

Three Stages of East African WWII Involvement and Propaganda
East African participation in WWII, can be conceptualized in three distinct phases.
First, in May of 1940, Africans were called to defend East African colonies against Italians
occupying Somaliland and Ethiopia—where Italian military forces had been since 1935.
Between 1941 and 1943, many of these same East African soldiers were dispatched to
Madagascar, after France had fallen to the German Reich. The second major recruiting
period began in May of 1942. It sought laborers, titled “pioneers,” to comprise the African
Auxiliary Pioneer Corps (AAPC)and serve in the Middle Eastern Command. The third and
final phase of military mobilization took place between 1943 and 1945 to fight the Japanese
in Southeast Asia. By the middle of 1945, more than 46,000 East and Central African troops
were serving there. And by the end of the war, more than 300,000 East Africans had served
in the East African division of the British Military, called the Kings African Rifles—with a
majority hailing from Kenya.261
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First Phase, 1940-1941
Welfare Propaganda
During the first months of WWII, Britain remained ambivalent over the extent to
which they would need to involve Africans in the global conflict, to which they would
ultimately contribute critical labor, resources, and military might.262 Although it was not until
May of 1940 that British military organizers recruited East African soldiers to combat Italian
forces in neighboring Ethiopia, by the end of 1939 efforts were already underway to
communicate information about the war to African civilians. To this end, existing traveling
African welfare cinemas began to incorporate information about the war. The filmed
propaganda materials were fitted in alongside reels about agriculture and hygiene in the
existing circuits of various colonial mobile cinema units. These were funded from outside
the colony, by the Ministry of Information with advice from the newly formed Social
Security Department in the Colonial Office.263 London-based financiers generally resulted in
the films performing double duty, first as didactic tools in the colony, then as
demonstrations of progressive colonial practices in the metropole.
A rebranded international encore typically followed an East African debut. For
example, producers retitled the East African and UK-touring 1941 film, War Came to Kenya,
War Comes to Africa, for its UK run.264 Intended to dramatize the first two years of war in
British East Africa, the film repeatedly highlights black subjects’ loyalty, as it shows local
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“tribes” signing up to fight or donating money and cattle to the cause.265 Leaving little room
for interpretation, the film’s British narrator intones, “no one has proved more loyal, more
generous or more wholehearted in their support of the Empire’s war effort than the African
tribes of the colony”.266 By framing traditional Africa within the medium of a modern
technological representation of the colonial state, it was supposed to be possible to overlook
the brutal realities of colonial rule, and to imagine instead a powerfully united Empire
entirely at peace with itself.
War Comes to Africa was produced by a Johannesburg-based company (African Film
Productions) but presented across East Africa under the auspices of the Kenya Information
Office. The Kenya Information Office (KIO) was established in Nairobi during September
of 1939 to assist the Ministry of Information (MOI) in Britain as the clearinghouse for
regional propaganda. Initially, the KIO’s mission was closely aligned with that of the MOI:
“to counteract enemy propaganda, publicize information about the war, strengthen loyalty to
Britain and the Empire, and create confidence in the ultimate victory of the allies.” 267 From
the beginning, divergences in the interpretation of this mission began to emerge, since the
KIO was heavily informed by local colonial and settler personnel. For example, the KIO
avoided some films shown elsewhere in the Empire—particularly those that reported news
of British military failures or films that suggested that black Americans were paid the same as
whites.
Rather than start from scratch, the KIO used existing film units and personnel from
the “Colonial Film Units” and “African Welfare Cinema.” Moreover, it preserved existing
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performance conventions, through which its units partnered with local chiefs to organize
screenings at which local language commentators were widely understood as the main attraction.
When a powerful colonial chief sponsored a film like War Comes to Kenya, the soundtrack was
muted and the film re-narrated in a local language. This local grounding served to preserve
chiefly authority and with it indirect rule and the white settler state. Live performance
promised to create a buffer between the turmoil of local politics and the united, so-called
democratic Empire. At the same time, though, live performance generated a space in which
African actors could amplify their voices and their perspectives before diverse audiences.
Reports sent from the KIO to the Ministry of Information in London concerning
Kenya’s “Government Mobile Cinema Unit,” offer detailed insights into the power
negotiations that churned behind the scenes.268 The white officer in charge of the unit for
more than three-and-a-half years was a retired provincial commissioner by the name of A.M.
Champion.269 In his reports, Champion wrote extensively about the importance of local
language commentators, even suggesting that he encouraged the commentators in his
employ to tailor their comments to the local situation and to inject humor.270 Though we
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cannot know the content of these humorous injections it seems reasonable to imagine that
the butt of the jokes may have been the colonial regime.271
More than allies to the colonial cause, archival records make it clear that African
commentators also posed a challenge to the white officers and British bureaucrats who
employed and relied on them. Mobile cinema operators regularly wrote to their supervisors
seeking to replace popular commentators with uneducated speakers—whom they imagined
would be easier to control.272 Though they typically could not understand the content of the
commentators’ “local language” narrations, white officers grew concerned by their own lack
of command. A set of emotional letters between colonial administrators describes the
tempestuous relationship Champion developed with the two commentators on whom he
also relied: Christians Otieno and Augustinus.273
Otieno and Augustinus understood the indispensability of their work and used that
power to negotiate social liberties. One day in October of 1940, the two commentators did
not show up for work and, according to Champion, their “insubordination has been the

It is unsurprising (albeit disappointing) that while many of the films from this period are wellpreserved, no transcripts or audio files of commentators’ performances appear to exist. It is possible,
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simultaneously seems okay, acceptable, or safe (i.e., benign).” Given these guidelines, the benign-yetinsulting nature of propaganda and the kinds of condescension that were endemic to most films-forAfricans, seem ripe for ridicule. Commentator humor likely emphasized both the ways in which
propaganda messages seemed wrong, and the ways in which they were ultimately impotent. When
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cause of making several thousand of the Kisii natives miss your entertainment.” 274 Instead
of reporting for their duties, the men attended to their own business and desires. :While
Otieno went on a “drinking bout,” Augustinus made a quick trip home to Bura Ndhiwa. 275
In addition to his role as commentator, Augustinus served as a clerk at the Bura Ndhiwa
Native Tribunal. Treating the Tribunal accounts like a bank account, the clerk had
borrowed cash. In anticipation of a visit from the District Commissioner to review the
Native Tribunal accounts, Augustinus rushed home to repay the money he had taken. 276
Whether these men took “personal days” with the confidence that their jobs would be
waiting for them upon their return is unclear, but the reality is that they were quickly and
necessarily reinstated. In fact, despite the extensive records of official, officious outrage over
how the men “flagrantly disobeyed orders,” their only punishment involved a personal
apology to the Provincial Commissioner.277
The fact was that without the commentators, the films offered little and the show
could not go on. Without narrators, Champion was unable to entertain the crowd of
thousands who had gathered to listen to Otieno and Augustinus. Regardless of why the two
men did not show up for work, their historic absence does much to highlight just how
powerful African interpreters of British propaganda had become. That the Provincial and
District Commissioners become so thoroughly embroiled in the investigation of where these
men went when they were expected on stage seems to indicate their acute awareness of their
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lack of control.278 Of course, when we consider the reality of the British military’s so-called
recruitment tactics, white outrage over the alleged neglet of duty of Otieno and Augustinus,
begins to seem hypocritical at best.

Recruitment Propaganda
The reality of military “recruitment” in East Africa rarely hinged on high-tech
propaganda or loyal subjects volunteering. While Britain worked to produce the image of a
united Africa and Empire, colonists and military officers on the ground in British East Africa
populated their armies with misleading marching bands and forced conscription. The first
form of live recruitment propaganda was King’s African Rifles (KAR) marching bands,
which visited rural areas throughout East and Southern Africa with the intention of enlisting
ecruits to join the KAR. Many of the young men they recruited believed the KAR was
seeking musicians, not soldiers for lethal combat. In other words, young people signed up to
join the well-dressed, well-paid, well-traveled musicians, and not to fight a European proxy
war in Ethiopia.279 Consider the recollections of Malawian veteran Mustafa Bonomali of his
recruitment:

Soldiers marched in our villages in their full uniform. They were always smartly
dressed and they gave us tinned beef plus biscuits. They sang while marching so we
were greatly attracted to join them with a covetous mind. We never knew it was the
white man’s clever way of curbing us into the war and they never revealed where we
would go.280
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During the second and especially the third phases of military recruitment, these marching
band shows began to incorporate demonstrations of military technology, acrobatics, film
reels, and even comedic skits, but at first—and to some extent throughout the war—the
British military sidestepped the deceptions of propaganda altogether and deployed forced
conscription.
Within the native reserves, quota systems required the supply of predetermined
numbers of young men, often empowering Native Authorities to rid themselves of troublemakers or anyone they disliked. Throughout British East Africa, false or trumped up arrests
ended in sentences to military service far from home. Beyond ad hoc performances to win
exemptions, African civilians appear to have generated theatrical forms of collective
resistance. For example, when every adult male who wished to join the military had done so
in the Nzega division of the Kahama District, the remaining hold-outs resisted
“recruitment” by joining a dance society called Puba.281 In this society, members took on the
roles of women. 282 In a manner that may sit closer to performance art than dance, these
men wore women’s clothing, braided their hair, and imitated women’s labor. Or, as the
district officer of Kahama put it, they began, “aping the female sex by wearing female
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ornaments and clothes and by plaiting of the hair”.283 By dressing and moving as women,
men in Puba organizations may have sought the exemption from military service accorded
women.
Native authorities decried the organization and its sexual overtones as “decadent”
and eventually responded by outlawing it altogether. It is not difficult to imagine these
superficially nullified forms of virility becoming a new type of challenge to chiefly political
authority.284 Might illicit same-sex or heterosexual relationships have blossomed when young
men borrowed young women’s clothes, sought assistance braiding their hair, and generally
worked to empathize with women’s roles? Or perhaps Puba teased out the inequities of
marriages between young women and much older men. Could it be that while dressed as
young women, young men pressed the farce of inter-generational marriage too far? The
name Puba may have played with the English word pubic, but its expression was clearly
unbounded by biology. Whatever the cause of its restriction in Kahama, Puba and its
political-artistic content push us beyond a reconstruction of formal power hierarchies,
pointing to the very core of generations and gender as performative and political.

Second Phase, (1941) 1942-1943
East African Army Education Corps
With the battle against Italian forces and proxies for Ethiopia won by the end of 1941,
the first phase of East African involvement in WWII also ended. During the second phase,
from then through 1943, Britain’s East African possessions were called upon to export raw
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materials and food and soldiers to the Middle East and beyond.285 This intensification
aroused increased African skepticism over a war that was no longer happening only nearby.
The need to justify East Africa’s growing involvement led to the military’s expansion of
propaganda programming.
In September of 1941, General Sir William Platt formed the East Africa Command. The
regional Command covered North East Africa, East Africa and British Central Africa and
would persist through the end of colonial rule in 1964. During the previous phase of the
war, East African forces had managed their own ad hoc recruitment propaganda and
practices, while the British and Kenyan Ministries of Information dealt with welfare
propaganda for civilians and soldiers at home and abroad—largely through the medium of
film. But near the end of 1941, General Platt moved to centralize and expand both war and
welfare propaganda within the East Africa Command under the newly formed East African
Army Education Corps (EAAEC).
The EAAEC was designed to do a great many things, but central among them was
increasing the prestige associated with military service at home in order to convince East
African soldiers to continue contributing to the war effort as laborers in the Middle East.
To this end, the EAAEC was invested in educating the public about the conflict and the
military while also delivering broad-based welfare messages about land preservation, crop
cultivation, cattle management, hygiene, citizenship and the military’s chosen lingua franca,
Kiswahili. Based at Kenya’s Jeanes School, renamed the “Command School of Education”,
the EAAEC offered European officers instruction in Kiswahili from African instructors.
Meanwhile, African “Educational Officers” attended the Command School to learn about
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military protocols and the war itself so they might educate African civilians and rank-and-file
soldiers—wherever they may be serving.
We will consider the kinds of performances that African Educational Officers organized
for distant KAR battalions, but first let us reconstruct the kinds of propaganda work that the
EAAEC produced for a local and broadly conceived “African public.” In 1942, the EAAC
created a touring film show organization called the Mobile Propaganda Unit that was
intended to function as both instrument of community welfare and a recruitment tool.286
Obviously inspired by the multi-media shows already circulating in East Africa under the
auspices of the KIO, the Mobile Propaganda Unit included films alongside local language
commentators. It appears, however, that the MPU took the blending of film and live
performance further than any other mobile cinema had done and developed the practice of
presenting extensive speeches, dramatic plays and physical training displays before or even
instead of screening films.
Captain A.G. Dickson, the British officer in charge of operating the military’s first
MPU, began his 1942 tour in Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia accompanied by 24 African
soldiers recruited from 20 different East African ethnic groups—including several musicians.
Initially, film was still the focus of his shows, and the large supporting cast of Africans
functioned as drivers and projection technicians, as well as live commentators. Despite the
presence of a highly skilled projection operator and a first class vernacular commentator,
Dickenson concluded, “the films were far from adequate . . . the cinema as a medium of
educational entertainment is essentially inflexible and ‘passive.’”287 The universal complaint
from Africans over MPU programming in these early days was of “too little action”—
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meaning too little footage from the fight and information about the war. The grim reality
was that more real footage of Africans fighting in WWII might worsen African fears that
black fighters sacrificed their lives while white soldiers saved themselves.288 Instead of
expanding film offerings and war coverage, Dickson and his 24 askari-collaborators turned
to live performance to fill in the blanks: “we found that a substitute technique of singing,
dancing, and acting ‘the good companions’ had many great advantages over the cinema.”289
The MPU began to organize its own plays.

How to organize village drama was a theme that frankly absorbed us infinitely more
than the presentation of the cinema—if only for the reason that whereas we’re helpless
in regard to the latter, we could most definitely do something about the
former. Whilst the film remains unalterable, the play is flexible—and the message can
be got across in the right dialect, with the right emphasis, at the right moment.290

The first play organized by the MPU was a dramatization of the “Dig for Victory”
campaign—reframed as a parable about farm animals and intended to stimulate the
production of export foods for military provisions. The askari-actors in the MPU became
regional celebrities. Dickson commented that, “at dozens of places, whenever there was a
free evening, parties were arranged for our men, with set speeches and exchanges of

288 While in Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia, Dickson solicited hundreds of reaction essays about
the film shows, and later the dramatic displays. The most consistent criticism centered on the apt
perception that black sacrifices saved white lives—that the war exploited Africans.
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view.”291 One of the most well-known among these regional celebrities was a Maasai from
Kenya who went by the title “Senior Sergeant.”292
The “flexible” medium of live theatrics seemed to allow MPU leadership to reframe
WWII in local terms that might preserve the nuanced structures of colonial rule. Consider
the following dialogue, performed by askari-actors in a recruitment show that was likely part
of the MPU:

“Away with Hitler! Down with him!” said the British officer.
“What’s wrong with Hitler?” asked the unsuspecting Africa.
“He wants to rule the whole world,” snorted the British officer.
“What’s wrong with that?”
“He’s German, you see,” said the British officer, trying to appeal subtly to the
African’s tribal consciousness.
“What’s wrong with his being German?”
“You see,” began the British officer, trying to explain in terms that would be
conceivable to the African mind, “it is not good for one tribe to rule another. Each
tribe must rule itself. That’s only fair. A German must rule Germans, an Italian,
Italians, and a Frenchman, French people.” 293

In his recollections of the propaganda show, Zimbabwean WWII veteran
Ndabaningi Sithole specified that, “the extremely wary British officer did not go on to say,
‘A Briton, Britons’”.294 The combination of colonial exploitation and exposure to the quite
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distinct ideals for which Allied troops supposedly fought stood to politicize African
experiences of WWII in the service of Empire. For Sithole who recalled this performance in
the pages of his 1959 autobiography, African Nationalism, the hypocrisy of regimented
colonials mobilized to fight a war on tyranny could not stand, and any attempt to dramatize
that reality only highlighted its contradictions.

By the time the MPU arrived in Kenya in March 1943, its transformation from a film
show to a variety show was already fully realized—developed to that state by experiments in
Tanganyika, Uganda, Nyasaland, and Northern Rhodesia.295 By this point, the MPU’s ten
vehicles, four European officers, and 40 askaris found their scripts greatly expanded, and
their audiences often paying for their entertainment.296 The soldier-actors performed
elaborate dramatic shows that demonstrated the physical fitness of enlisted African men and
the new military technologies to which they had accessed. The Kenyan Secretariat was
pleased to find the MPU propaganda shows were both entertaining and well-suited to African
audiences, likely meaning the films did not appear to reveal any British weaknesses or hint of
racial equality:

“Apart from its instructional and propaganda effect, the show had good entertainment
value. . . . After the display, a cinema performance is given. Films carefully selected for
Africans and commented upon in the vernacular combine entertainment and
propaganda.”297
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By 1943, the entertaining yet well-tailored MPU shows were well-received by Kenyan
settlers, colonists, and African audiences alike, but initially the MPU’s organizing body, the
Education Corps, had faced strong opposition from the settler community. They worried
about the destabilizing impact that unregulated African Education might have on colonial
society. In particular, they worried over the kinds of leaders who might emerge from the
East Africa Army Education Corps, which, in addition to producing the MPU, also trained
Africans Educational Officers to organize their own educational programs for soldiers
already in the Army.298 And, indeed, the military did grant African educational officers
significant latitude to translate the complexities of the war and military regulations into terms
that would be intelligible to African soldiers and civilians.
Evidence exists to suggest that many Educational Officers used this latitude to
express critical interpretations of white hegemony. For example, to explain the cause of
WWII and the utility of military tribunals to soldiers, black educational officers dramatized
mock trials of Hitler for askari-audiences. Hitler appeared before this staged military
tribunal, charged not with genocide or war or tyranny, but with the many abuses that had
attended Germany’s colonial conquests in Burundi, Rwanda, and Tanganyika, which until
1919 had formed German East Africa.299
The performance used the mock tribunal as a symbol of the British justice system
and, in turn, generated a complex indictment of colonialism—not obviously limited to
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Germany’s decades’ past presence in East Africa.300 The opportunity to critique was not lost
on white settler-officers, who organized elaborate spying networks through which to surveil
African Educational Officers. Based on these observations (or imaginations) several East
African Educational Officers were fired for inciting “political agitation.”301 In addition to
“placing colonialism on trial,” Educational Officers may have issued more direct political
criticisms and invitations off-stage. For example, several Kamba veterans have cited private
conversations with Paul Ngei, an Educational Officer who taught Swahili to British officers,
with first initiating them into politics—a linkage that becomes even more interesting
considering that Ngei went on to find a role on the Mau Mau Muhimu Central Planning
Committee.302
“Traditional” African pastimes

Many white settlers in the roles of Commanding Officers to units of black rank-andfile soldiers in the KAR worried that western educated or “detribalized” Africans would
compromise the racialized hierarchy that buttressed white minority rule. To guard against
this threat, they not only kept a close eye on Educational Officers, they also encouraged
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welfare programming for African soldiers in the form of “traditional African pastimes.”
These supposedly benign entertainments included games and battalion “ngoma” or African
culture shows. Just as women’s clothing may have rendered Puba practitioners less
threatening to native authorities, askaris engaged in ngoma and so-called traditional pastimes
seemed to render the prospect of demobilizing worldly and literate East African army
veterans less threatening to white colonial authorities. And yet, many of their games and
dances did challenge the colonial world order.
Askaris developed a so-called “traditional” game called Run Away, Headman. The
game began when a “searcher” stepped beyond earshot of a group of men as they
conferenced among themselves. Squatting in a circle and facing inwards, the men quietly
agreed on someone to serve as “rais,” meaning president in Kiswahili. Next, the rais began
to gesture and move about in his spot in the circle. All the other men followed suit,
mimicking his agitation as closely as possible, without being obvious about whose actions
they replicated. During this physical mimicking, everyone chanted in unison, “Y Allah ya
rais,” or Allah is president. The searcher, who was by implication the headman, then returned
to the middle of the circle and tried by observation to spot the rais. The rais, for his part,
continued to gesture with the rest of the circle chanting and following suit.303
Consider the implications of this performance. A popularly selected president—who
is, the chant suggests, God himself—leads his people to act precisely as he does, in a manner
designed to torment and elude the detection and control of an outsider. The “seeker” is that
outsider, that eponymous Headman. He moves to the center of the circle, occupying the
middle of a social world in which he has no collaborative role and thus no understanding of
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it. From this privileged yet disadvantaged vantage point, he attempts to identify who it is
that inspires the men to act and chant in synchrony. Perhaps he succeeds to win the game,
but then perhaps he does not. The implications are manifold, beginning with the modest
proposal that colonial titles of authority establish a game. In this “game” of indirect rule, the
rules are set to create gods among men, but the players may in fact be interchangeable. The
game also portends and dramatizes political tensions and movements: the Headman finds
himself in categorical opposition to popular African consensus, which he has difficulty
decoding and decapitating. The fluidity of rules suggests that there is power in cultural
synchrony, and that solidarity can emerge as the African weapon against the British.
Ngoma or culture shows, like “traditional” games, were also thoroughly adapted to fit
the contemporary contexts of war. In battalion ngoma shows, black rank-and-file soldiers
took on the personages of white officers. Askari spent whole evenings singing, dancing, and
mocking high-ranking military officers. White COs played along, by removing their badges
and saluting the African-officers-for-a-day.304 Behind the scenes, the same COs assumed the
role of official sponsors by providing beer and generally relaxing regulations for the night.
White producers rationalized these performances as “war dances” that might reinforce
ethnic pride and fighting drive, but there as little traditional about the battalion ngoma,
which robustly inverted racialized military hierarchies. If anything, the culture shows seemed
to rework the early twentieth-century beni dance tradition for wider audiences. Similarly
inspired, coastally situated East Africans invented the beni dance tradition by organizing

Military ngoma had their origin in another creole-style of performance, Beni. Beni developed on
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uniforms and Western dress—equipped with an African King, Kaiser or General. KAR
veterans/German askari spread this throughout East Africa following WWI. KAR bands during
WWII adopted many of the Beni trappings and sponsored their own ngomas (dances).
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dance societies or teams which reconfigured the styles and sounds of British military
marching bands and competed against one another within long-standing regional
competition formats.305
Battalion ngoma were not formatted in competition with dance societies, but they
were artfully gently oppositional towards commanding officers. Performers used their
officer roles to demand increased access to information about the war, and in Burma one
battalion ngoma culminated in a direct challenge to the authority of several unpopular white
officers. Not long after, when the revolutionary Mau Mau Land and Freedom Army formed
in 1950, flags, brass instruments, and military identification cards were issued by leaders who
assumed the titles and uniforms of white officers. At least one former British commanding
officer connected the Mau Mau practice to the African-organized “cultural shows”, in which
soldiers acted out the performative status and costumes of commanding officers in a satirical
challenge to their authority.306 What is clear is that new genres of live performance during
WWII worked to script—to narrate—the space between East African colonial experiences
and East Africans’ exposure to the wider world.

Third Phase, 1944-1945 (1950)
Ministry of Information Involvement
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The third and final phase of East African military mobilization took place between
1943 and 1945 during combat with the Japanese in East Asia. London’s support for African
welfare programming was limited from the beginning and had been heavily reworked or
supplemented by live programming during the first two phases of WWII. During this final
phase of war, though, East African soldiers became strategically critical to the war effort, and
Britain again sought to intervene more directly in the name of “African welfare propaganda.”
This time their emphasis fell not on subject-civilians but on African soldiers fighting on the
frontlines abroad.
The London-based Ministry of Information (MOI) and the Nairobi-Based Kenya
Information Office (KIO) had begun in 1939 as partners, but as the war wore on they grew
increasingly polarized by the local politics in their respective headquarters. The KIO became
closely aligned with the white settlers’ position and future, whereas the MOI grew
increasingly critical of the settler state—a position with popular appeal in England. As such,
the Ministry of Information made moves in 1944 to replace the KIO by taking control of all
previously KIO-overseen propaganda for East African soldiers, both at home in East Africa
and deployed overseas.

“It was noted that under new arrangements which have been agreed [sic] with the
East Africa Command, the Principal Information Officer would no longer have any
responsibility for propaganda and information towards troops within the Command
and East African troops outside the Command.”307
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In centralizing all propaganda under one organization in London, the MIO sought to
reframe East African involvement in WWII as illustrative of the British Empire’s wide
appeal and unified diversity. Consider the photo-illustrated pamphlet called A Spear for
Freedom that was written and printed in London (Nottingham) by the Ministry of
Information in 1944. Once printed, the pamphlet circulated in England as well as East and
Southern Africa. The publication sought to appeal to progressive Englishmen and Africans
alike by promising new social roles and opportunities—including respect for Africans from
white settlers, access to European entertainments and by extension social roles, and training
for skilled jobs upon demobilization.
A Spear for Freedom begins with the following text, “This is the story of Kisarishu . . .
told in pictures. He is a real man, not just a photographer’s model—his regimental number
is TML 87264.” In reality,
however, Kisarishu was quite
a bit more than a rank-and-file
soldier or a “photographer’s
model.” He was an actor in a
Mobile Propaganda Unit that
toured East and Central
Africa under the authority of Captain A.G. Dickson. In fact, it is photographs of live
propaganda shows—with scripted acts and musical accompaniment— taken by Dickson that
are thoroughly reframed in the London-issued booklet.308

Great Britian Ministry of Information. A Spear for Freedom (Nottingham: Printed for HM
Stationery Office by Thos. Forman & Sons Ltd, n.d.). The photographs on this page and the
following one are reproduced from page 12 and 20 of the booklet.
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Ironically the East Africa Command’s live propaganda apparatus—including its
creative African actors—
was explicitly concealed by
the MOI’s exportable
propaganda message: the
War cause was so popular
in East Africa that wouldbe soldiers actively sought
to enlist. Consider, for
example, this image and accompanying caption, which suggests that military recruitment was
accomplished through unofficial conversations among off-duty enlisted Africans, in which
information was shared without official oversight. We know that throughout WWII brass
bands and military propaganda units toured East and Southern Africa in search of recruits,
as well as provisions and financial support for the war. And yet, the MOI-approved caption
accompanying the army band image (above) suggests that music had no part in recruitment,
and that it was a means to honor a civilian’s decisions to join the army.309
The emphasis on soldier welfare in the form of entertainment was nothing new for
the British Forces. Often times, though, entertainment for soldiers was delivered live.
Organized at the start of the war in 1939, the Entertainment National Service Association
(ENSA) was a specialized branch of the British Military, supposedly dedicated to delivering

Recalling military bands in retrospect, A Malawian veteran, describes them as instruments of
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way of curbing us into the war and they never revealed where we would go.” B.C.C. African Service.
Mustafa Bonomali, recorded by AM Mwamkengenge, Salima, Mlawi, 1989. Cited in D. Killingray,
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entertainment—typically in the form of variety shows—to all British armed forces, wherever
they might be serving. In reality, though, ENSA talent was all-white and their shows appear
to have been limited to assemblies of British troops.310
What was distinctive about the MOI’s East Africa programming was its heavy
emphasis on technology. MOI-circulated war news and propaganda messages that appeared
in pamphlets (A Spear for Freedom), newspapers (Baraza, Heshima) and films (Father and Son,
1944) seemed to rely on film and print technologies to manipulate East African actors as
puppets in entertaining narratives—narratives that seemed to herald the end of colonial rule.
It is not that whites in Nairobi understood that East Africans were already adept actors and
entertainers, while seemingly progressive London administrators missed the point. Instead,
MOI personnel may have understood that live performance was already being used to
bolster white settler politics.311

The East African Command Settlers’ Response
Unsurprisingly, Nairobi-based personnel protested their curtailed involvement in the
consolidation of East African propaganda under the MOI:

After all, these men will be returning to civilian life in East Africa, and the whole
number of social problems are being created for which the civilian authorities would
be more competent to deal than the military, and for this reason should have a

Though it does not appear in the official records of the ENSA, it appears that several
“companies” did visit Nairobi en route to South Africa following performances in Egypt. Source:
“Untitled,” East African Standard, 17 March 1944, pg 24.
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considerable say in what type of propaganda is put across to them while they are
actually in the Forces.312
In preparation for a different future for East Africa, live propaganda performances starring
black talent seemed to enable white settlers-turned-KAR-officers to rework London’s war
premises and promises in terms that might preserve the privileges of white supremacy in a
post-war world and even an independent Kenya. Moreover, theater seemed to offer a ready
infrastructure through which East Africa’s whites could self-organize and self-finance a
response to the challenges posed by MOI propaganda and the large number of noweducated soldiers who would eventually be returned to East Africa.
Just as the concept of soldier entertainment-welfare was not new to the British
Forces, neither was it new to the East Africa Command. Beyond the growing emphasis on
African performances, settler amateur theater traditions became patriotic and formally
associated with the war. When the ENSA visited the East Africa Command in Nairobi, they
were easily slotted into a robust white theater scene, which had only been enhanced by the
influx of services personnel posted to Kenya during WWII.313 It seems that the Europeanfocused “Army Welfare Department” organized weekly variety shows for white civilian and
military audiences in Nairobi at the Theater Royal (that functioned as the War Theater),
including shows like “Yeoman of the Guard” and “Flare Path” that starred white officers
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contributed. In 1936, the controversial South Asian play, “the Settler Prince” attracted some
attention and consternation from white colonists. In 1938, the Nairobi Amateur Dramatic Society
formed alongside the Nairobi Music Society.
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and personnel.314 In fact, theater was the most popular cause around which Kenyan whites
raised money for war charities like the Red Cross, and there was a well-developed all-white
War Welfare Committee.
Already established in the region by the highly popular Mobile Propaganda Unit, live
propaganda seemed to maximize local control by requiring negligible financial support from
colonists and enabling minimal oversight from London, since live action rendered a
secondary-screening for the pleasure of metropolitan audiences all but impossible. In
negotiation with London, colonist-officers argued that so long as they could fund their own
propaganda shows, then surely, they could control the content.

Naturally, if the [British] military are providing the money they may very well wish to
call the tune. On the other hand, if all or a part of the money is to be found from a
non-military source, the type of propaganda suitable for those [East African] troops
can be more readily controlled by those who will be subsequently responsible for
their welfare.315

To provide for their own expenses, the EAAEC embraced both ticket sales and the use of
already salaried soldiers as starring talent. It appears that in 1944, the Legislative Council
also contributed funds to the cause of black soldier welfare, and it seems likely that War and
Welfare Committee would have organized the popular donations reported on in the Kenyan
press.
With the KIO all but gutted, the East African Army Education Corps became the
primary organizing body through which Kenyan whites worked to expand the scope of live

Weston Special Collections (WSC), Oxford University: 40.2.77-8 Peter Colmore Papers Press
Clippings: “Untitled,” Kenya Weekly News, 6 December 1957.
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propaganda and keep East African educated soldiers’ aspirations in line with their own
political project. In fact, it seems that during 1944, the EAAEC became known as the
“Army’s Directorate of Education and Welfare”—essentially combining the previously
drama-specializing but color-barred Army Welfare Department with the African-oriented
Education Corp.316 Over the course of that year, the EAAEC expanded the Mobile
Propaganda Unit programming by adding additional personnel and developed two or three
additional MPUs called “East African Entertainment Units” which were specially designed
to entertain East African troops both domestically and internationally.
In 1944, the EAAEC also assumed control over the previously KIO-operated
“Native Broadcasts” radio programming—which had been limited to the Kiambu District
Reserve for the Kikuyu near Nairobi.317 Under the EAAEC, the Native Broadcasts became
the “Forces Broadcasting Unit” (FBU) and greatly expanded their reach, operating by
landline over cable and wireless transmitter. The FBU appears to have used their growing
infrastructure to broadcast live performers to broad African audiences. Every Saturday night
the FBU broadcast the “Troops’ Half-Hour” live from the Theater Royal. Whether the
talent on stage was black or white, remains unclear, but the practice of amplifying live
performances for African audiences seems clear enough.318

Politically adaptable and economically profitable, the EAAEC’s Mobile Propaganda
Unit, had by 1944 become a darling of colonial administrators, military officers, civilians and
subjects alike. The Kenyan Secretariat saw many possibilities for growth in self-sustaining
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MPUs:

The Mobile Propaganda Unit is ‘flexible’ as well as mobile, and is ready to adapt its
technique and ‘message’ in accordance with local conditions, shifting the emphasis
according to whether the audience is in Settled Areas or the Reserves, whether the
tribe is pastoral or agricultural.319
Consider the popularity of an MPU show which took place on January 21, 1944—filling the
Native Stadium far beyond its capacity for the performance. The company had already
traveled throughout the minor cities and rural villages in Kenya attracting average audience
sizes of 3,500, but this show marked its debut in Nairobi.320 To an audience estimated at
8000 African soldiers and several hundred Europeans and South Asians, a company of 24
African askari performed a combat-themed variety show. Seated prominently on an elevated
and covered dais were the powerful men: European officers from the armed forces and
colonial government and African chiefs and headmen from across Kenya. Unlike the
Europeans, however, African leaders were all equipped with a microphone through which
they could provide “local language” commentary for the multilingual gathering. Meanwhile,
master of ceremonies Petty Officer Ramadan made jokes and narrated the action in the
regional lingua franca—Kiswahili.321
One performance of the show began with gymnastics, in which 24 soldiers—
Africans recruited from across East Africa—stacked themselves into a 15-foot tall human
pyramid topped by an 11-year-old bugler who waved the Kings African Rifles flag from
aloft. Next up was a “modern magic show” featuring an electric land-mine detector. A
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volunteering African chief stepped forward and wielded the detector to direct a blindfolded
African askari to a “mine” buried in a remote corner of the stadium grounds. When the
applause died down, an historical military reenactment went up. An “African warrior,”
covered in body paint and equipped with a shield and spear danced and circled the stadium.
Soon an African soldier from WWI, equipped with a rifle tipped with a long bayonet,
entered the arena, and the two men approached to shake hands but were interrupted by the
“roaring sounds and belching fire” of an armored car affixed with a machine-gun. The
historical soldiers attacked the car, firing the gun and throwing the spear. Unaffected, the
askari of 1944 opened the steel turret and climbed out to reveal his chic modern battle dress,
tommy gun and tin hat.
The “tableau” ended when the ancient warrior, 1914 veteran and several invited
chiefs climbed into the armed car and drove out of the stadium. Another show of
technological magic followed. This one featured the telegraph in contrast to a running
African messenger. Far from a straightforward demonstration of technology, the African
messenger performed his own dramatic death from exhaustion—a death which might have
been avoided with a telegraph—in order to deliver a message to the Chief Secretary. This
display, a European reporter wrote, “was a truly magnificent piece of acting. This and other
scenes amply demonstrate the versatility and remarkable histrionic ability of the African
members of the unit.”322 Finally, 25 civilian Africans were invited to participate in a tug of
war competition against four askari. The askari won handily, with the help of a pulley
system. In the end, the askari performed the triumph for which they were first recruited,
they marched out of the arena, and as with a curtain call, the audience applauded. With the
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formal show over, audiences circulated among a series of “sideshows”, which included a
cinema show and the opportunity to speak directly with many of the African performers.323
The MPU’s Nairobi performance was so successful and popular that their show in
Nakuru the following month, which attracted “tens of thousands” of onlookers, was
generally appreciated as the largest show ever mounted in Kenya. This show highlighted a
theatrical script written for African askari by a white settler woman, Lorna Swinburne-Ward.
The so-called pageant traced the history of WWII in Kenya between 1939 and 1944.324
Beyond history, the show intended to demonstrate the usefulness of returning soldiers to
development in East Africa so long as they remained under close European supervision.325
The key difference between the MPU show in Nairobi and the theatrical pageant in Nakuru
was that, whereas the former was free, the latter charged for admission at a graduated rate
according to race and seat location. Evidently, “one end of the race course was left open for
crowds of Africans to watch for free, however to watch from the special African enclosure
costs 1/-.”326
After the MPU wrapped their enormous outdoor shows, they mounted an “Army
Theatrical show . . . written produced and played by army personnel” at the Theatre Royal
(which was functioning, as it had during WWI, as the official War and Welfare Theater) and
followed the show with “special army films.”327 It seems that the Theater Royal, which had
remained color-barred throughout the war, began to relax these discriminatory practices in
1944: African chiefs from all Native Reserves attended the MPU show, and in the weeks
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after it closed, a letter to the editor from a white settler appeared in the East African Standard
suggesting that European and Asian drama should be included alongside tribal Ngomas in
the following “exhibition.”328 Throughout the colony, official letters exchanged between
Provincial Commissioners, District Commissioners (many of whom traveled with the MPU
within their own District), and central colonial administrators, lauded the MPU and its great
potential to generate a multi-racial Kenya withi a privileged space for Europeans.329
In further exploration of the potential of live theatrics, leading white settlers within
the EAAEC organized several additional Mobile Propaganda Units for export to the distant
theaters of war where East African solders served—in South Asia, North Africa and the
Middle East. Referred to as “East African Entertainment Units” the specialized MPU
branch was organized by Michael Blundell, with each unit falling under the authority of a
different high-born white settler. Within the EAEUs, these elite whites acted as directors
and master of ceremonies (MC). Meanwhile, rank-and-file soldiers abroad found themselves
in roles that paralleled the aesthetics of the quintessentially British all-white Entertainment
National Service Association but were reworked specially for African audiences and actors.
Variety shows drew obvious contrasts between tame white MCs and fat black clowns or
cross-dressers. In so doing, they suggested that African humor and creativity could be
productively fitted within the essentially British theatrical format. However, a careful review
of the performances themselves clearly demonstrates that from center-stage, East African
actors lysimultaneous criticized and participated in the colonial world order.330
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Conclusion
Amplifying the changing tides of wartime public opinion, Ministry of Informationapproved films and printed propaganda materials seemed to portend—if not to promise—
the end of chiefly authority, and with it indirect rule and settler colonialism. 331 In Londonissued propaganda, war service was depicted as transforming African soldiers into skilled
modern citizens who returned home to newfound social roles and opportunities. White
colonists from Kenya (serving in the roles of leading military officers) moved to hold back
these gathering forces by personally reinterpreting MIO propaganda messages for soldiers
through live performances. By silencing and reworking imperial films with the help of live
commentaries, encouraging so-called “traditional” African pastimes like battalion ngoma,
and eventually scripting variety shows that starred black actors and musicians, they worked
to preserve impressions of the advantages of white-minority rule. With each innovation,
however, East African entertainers used their new positions on a colonial stage before a
diverse audience to express complex, if not overtly critical, views about the colonial presence
in East Africa.
The reconstruction of live performances from the Second World War generates two
major contributions to historical knowledge. First, it produces an engaging set of narratives
that offer insights into East African experiences of—and critical engagements with—the
wider Empire. Second, it demonstrates concrete linkages between strategies of colonial
critique underway during WWII and the volatile decades of rebellion and decolonization that
followed.

In the post-war world, in which jobs and social mobility for educated black

Consider, for example, the Great Britain Ministry of Information’s A Spear for Freedom pamphlet
and the film Father and Son. For full reference see: British Film Institute (BFI), London, England:
942, “Father and Son,” 1945.
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veterans or civilians (who found themselves pushed off the lands of industrializing settler
plantations) were not forthcoming, the white colonists again looked to theater and welfare
programing as a possible solution to African frustrations: they built African Halls and
licensed and co-sponsored numerous African ngoma-titled variety shows. They even began to
sponsor multi-racial theatrics that might help support a multi-racial state in which the white
minority preserved their capitalist advantage.
What colonists did not recognize, and what historians have also missed, are the very
direct links between African post-war theatrics and recruitment for the Mau Mau’s Land and
Freedom Army. When the war ended, and African veterans returned to Kenya to find fewer
opportunities for social advancement, staged theatrical entertainments in African social halls
became covers for large political gatherings otherwise outlawed by the colonial state.
According to an unpublished manuscript by Eliud Mutonyi, the burgeoning Land and
Freedom Army that colonists would call Mau Mau self-organized entertainments for African
as well as European audiences as a means to raise funds and recruit militants for their
revolution.
In myth and literature, knowledge of the future typically takes the form of a fateful
curse. In the present moment, the future exists as infinite. In constructing history,
historians are tasked with describing the social imaginations and present moments of people
whose lives are already written by time. Attempting to navigate the hazards of
predetermined outcomes, historians theorize “teleological fallacies” and “archaeologies of
the present.” Nonetheless, within the past itself, historical prophecies and modern promises
do shape the course of history. John Lonsdale speaks to the challenge of not presuming
more than our subjects knew when he argues that we cannot just study political movements
in terms of their rise and fall, but instead we have to understand how they were constituted
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in the social imaginations pf their movers—which includes, of course, plans and fantasies
over what will come.332 Expressive culture offers us direct access to social imaginations and
hypotheszed futures as they existed within the “present moment” of the past. During
WWII, the live performances of military propaganda presented soldiers and civilians on the
stage and in the audience with opportunities to invent and debate alternative future roles and
scripts for themselves and for the East African colonies. Their performances offer us a rare
window onto debates between the colony and the metropole as between citizen and subject,
over the meaning of the present and the shape of the future.333

John Lonsdale argues that it is because all authority is based on the personal, social, and political
that we cannot just study political movements in terms of their rise and fall—instead we have to
understand how they are constituted in the social imagination. John Lonsdale, “KAU’s Cultures:
Imaginations of Community and Constructions of Leadership in Kenya after the Second World
War,” Journal of African Cultural Studies 13, no. 1 (2000): 107-124.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Keep Everybody Happy:
East African Entertainment Units for War and Peace, 1944-1945

During the Second World War, the United Service Organization (USO) developed to
entertain US troops while the racially-restricted—whites-only—Entertainment National
Service Association (ENSA) entertained British forces abroad.334 Almost entirely forgotten,
though, are the variety shows that recast East African soldiers—like Fundi Konde and Ally
Sykes—as musicians and actors. Headquartered in Nairobi, and referred to as “East African
Entertainment Units” (EAEU) these African-staffed units were directed by British Officers
who doubled as Masters of Ceremony. Between 1944 and 1945, three of these performance
troupes toured African, Middle Eastern, and Asian theaters of war that included Kenya,
Uganda, Tanganyika, Ethiopia, Somalia, Egypt, Ceylon [Sri Lanka], India, and Burma [now
Myanmar], and possibly Italy.335

334The

fact that Entertainment National Service Association shows were all-white and racially
discriminatory is entirely invisible in current scholarship. In fact, very little scholarship addresses the
ENSA. Instead, it is former participants’ autobiographies that reveal the racial screening to which
applicants submitted themselves in demonstration of their white British lineage—screening which
eliminated even those with distant Italian ancestries. It is implied by Catherine Wells’ autobiography
that at some point during WWII, the British Military made a big show over the inclusion of a handful
of Jewish performers. See for example: Catharine Wells, East with ENSA: Entertaining the Troops in the
Second World War (London: Radcliffe, 2001); Andy Merriman, Greasepaint and Cordite the Story of ENSA
and Concert Party Entertainment during the Second World War (London: Aurum, 2013); Richard Fawkes,
Fighting for a Laugh (London: Mcdonald and Jane’s Publishers Ltd, 1978).
Primary sources drawn upon for the reconstruction of EAEUs come from collections housed at
the Imperial War Museum (IWM) and in Weston Special Collections Library (WSC) at Oxford
University:
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The East African Entertainment Units were hierarchically organized under the
British military command, meaning that an overview of their organizational structure should
be straightforward, well-documented, and analyzed by historians long ago.336 Nonetheless,
archival research recovers no mention of the East African Entertainment Units in either the
British or the Kenyan National Archives.337 Instead, I use photographs, films, and original
scripts in combination with war timelines, military memoirs, and popular press coverage to
flesh out the basic structure of the EAEU and the creative content of performances. These

IWM: K 9221 & K 9222, annotated photographs of “The ‘Rhino Boys’: No. 1 East African
Entertainment Unit, Burma,” 1944.
IWM: K9223 & K9224, annotated photographs, “Sir Philip Mitchell Visits Mobile Propaganda Unit,
Alliance High School, Kikuyu, Kenya,” 1945.
IWM: AYY 1172, film, “An East African Entertainment Unit,” 1944.
IWM: JFU 259, film, “No. 1 East African Entertainment Unit,” 1944.
IWM: uncatalogued dope sheet describing “No. 1 East African Entertainment Unit footage,” 1944.
Unlike the United Service Organization which was part of a military-complementary nonprofit
organization, but like the ENSA, the East African Entertainment Units were part of the military.
This means that the amateur performers who acted in ENSA and EAEU shows were also enlisted
men and women, whereas those performing in America’s USO tended to be professional entertainers
who were not a part of the military. The entirety of the ENSA’s hierarchy and 20th century
programming is preserved at the National Archives in Kew under the header “BW”.
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337 I completed an extensive search and found nothing in the expected places, particularly when you
consider that East African Entertainment Units were organized by the East African Army Education
Corp. In search of these materials I reviewed the National Archives registers of correspondence
relation to the formation and affairs of the King’s African Rifles in Co 581, CO582, CO 623, CO
624, and CO 820. I also considered files pertaining to the organization of the East Africa Command
CAB 122/1540, CO 323/1657/77, WO 169/18211, WO 169/6257, WO 169/18210, WO
169/18214, WO 169/701. I paid most careful attention to War Office file WO 169/6887 all about
East Africa Command Headquarters and the Army Education Corps. Additionally, I performed an
exhaustive review of all “BW” files pertaining to the British Council’s involvement with the ENSA.

In addition to my own search, I combed the secondary literature but found nothing. Even in WWII
Africanist expert Timothy Parsons’ otherwise exhaustive treatment of the King’s African Rifles from
1902-1964, I found no reference to the East African Entertainment Units. The same was true of
Parsons’ article that specifically addresses the East African Army Education Corp. Eventually
reached out to him directly, and he was kind enough to confirmed that East African Entertainment
Units existed, but also confirmed that they were difficult research.
See: T. Parsons, The African Rank-and-File, (Oxford: James Currey, 1999) and T. Parsons, “Dangerous
Education? The Army as School in Colonial East Africa,” The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth
History. 28, no. 1 (2000): 112-134.
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previously unexamined sources seem to demonstrate the existence of more than one but no
more than three Entertainment Units touring in East African, Middle Eastern and South
Asian theaters of war respectively. They suggest that every African actor or musician was
officially enlisted as a soldier in the King’s African Rifles and that each East African
Entertainment Unit was organized under the authority of a white colonist-turned-officer, or
two.
At first glimpse EAEU organization and performances seemed to epitomize a topdown defense of white cultural hegemony: black enlisted men performed as clowns and
crossdressers, deferring to the wise and witty direction of white Masters of Ceremony—who
were also the better-paid officers in charge. Nonetheless, reconstructing actual
performances demonstrates that EAEU content also worked out complex challenges to the
colonial world order. EAEU shows may have reproduced many of the aesthetics of a
racialized hierarchy, but in action black actors deconstructed that order by ridiculing its
performativity.
More than an overlooked chapter in WWII history, EAEU productions offer
African-authored insights into the war itself. Organized into three sections, this chapter
begins in the audiences of EAEU shows, from which we will come to recognize stock
characters moving through historical contexts. Next, we will move to the “producer’s box” to
explore the geopolitical debates and shifting ideologies in Nairobi’s East Africa Command
that fashioned the EAEUs. Finally, we will step back stage to meet some of the individuals
whose inter-racial relationships sustained the EAEU’s wartime creativity and postwar
collaborations—complicating purely artistic or political explanations of EAEU history.
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In the audience
Though official correspondence and field reports concerning the EAEU have not
surfaced, the Units left behind a clear multi-media footprint that includes official and
amateur photo collections and two silent films.338 By capturing the visual and kinesthetic
languages in which the Units operated, these images and reels move us beyond questions of
what the Entertainment Units were designed or scripted to do to what they accomplished in
real time. When it comes to performance, which has a considerably hazier set of rules than a
court case or a natural disaster, these provide an invaluable actual window onto the stage
itself. By placing ourselves in the audiences of EAEU shows, it becomes possible to imagine
the ways in which both racist and critical arguments about the future of British colonialism
or Kenya and resistance to them might have landed as comedy and not as controversy.339
Because the content of EAEU performances was live and not fixed in form—as in
film or print—the units were at liberty to adapt their performances depending upon their

The unofficial photography collection is preserved in the personal papers of Peter Colmore, who
was one of the officers in charge of the EAEU that toured East Africa and South Asia between 1944
and 1945. Included among these photographs, which Colmore appears to have taken himself, are
handwritten annotations which help to identify several of the performers by name and rank. Source:
WSC: Box 40 and Box 41, Peter Colmore Collection.
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The official photographs and films were generated by Sergeant John Wernham of the Army Film and
Photo Unit. They were recorded for future propaganda potential. Because the film footage remains
uncut, though, it seems that the materials were never used, and with time Wernham’s films and
photos found their way to the archives at the Imperial War Museum in London. Wernham’s
documentation is preserved in the severl different archival collections: IWM: photographs K9221, K
9222, K9223, K9224. IWM: film copies AYY 1172 & JFU 259.
In addition to the IWM-housed silent films, there exists a complementary contemporary audio file
from 1992 that records a now-elderly Wernham watching the silent films decades later and recalling
his experience filming the action. Far from insightful, he is remarkably racist in his commentary:
dismissing anything African that seems good as mimicry and anything that seems different (such as the
“African manner of clapping”) as evidence of backwardness. Far from discrediting the films
themselves, I think this hostile gaze makes these silent reels all the more credible, in that they capture
such obvious African agency and creativity without overtly challenging, then or now, the racist
presumptions that permitted their liberal expression because they failed to perceive it. IWM: 14030,
“Interview with John Wernham,” 1992.
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audiences. EAEU audiences included African soldiers from West as well as East Africa, the
Indian Royal Air Force, the Australian Air Force, British troops, and local civilian
populations in Ceylon and likely elsewhere, too.340 Minor and major alterations ensued. For
African audiences, the Units staged songs and sketches in Kiswahili accompanied by “native
music”. For British or Indian audiences, the Units provided Western or Indian music, and
encouraged community singing.341 In Ceylon, military officers organized African stage plays
to be performed for Ceylonese audiences to address mounting Ceylonese hostility towards
African soldiers. As such, the productions were designed to demonstrate the askaris’
humanity.342 Considering all the ways in which East African dramatics were adapted to suit
changing audiences, it is valuable (and particularly revealing) that the archival film footage
records two different East African Entertainment Units performing for East African
audiences. One of these units is on tour in Ceylon, while the other is in Kenya. Because
they had the same audiences in mind but operated through different casts of players,
similarities between the filmed performances suggest larger conventions and patterns—likely
observed in other Entertainment Unit productions for other African audiences.
Viewed together, the recordings demonstrate three seemingly standardized aspects of

Richard Greenfield, “Obituary: Peter Colmore; Multitalented Entrepreneur in the New Kenya,”
The Independent, 5 February 2004, 18; Katrin Bromber, “Do not Destroy our Honor: Wartime
Propaganda Directed at East African Soldiers in Ceylon (1943-44),” in Tambe, Ashwini, and Harald
Fischer-Tine ed. The Limits of British Colonial Control in South Asia: Spaces of Disorder in the Indian Ocean
Region (Abingdon: Routledge, 2008): 84-101.
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342 Evidently East African-acted plays angled to better African-Ceylonese relations were already
underway by 1943. In addition to plays, military authorities also organized inter-ethnic sport sessions
and dances. If the timeline is correct, then this means that before the EAEU had even arrived
amateur military plays—possibly better understood as the battalion “ngoma” described in the
previous chapter, were already under way. Source: K. Bromber, 96. See also Bromber’s citation:
TNA: PRO WO 172/3985, 11th (E.A.) Division Progress Report No. 3, 8 September to 7 October
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the EAEU show format. First, they highlight the highly mobile nature of the EAEU as the
first act in the otherwise stage-bound variety show. The films expend valuable footage on
the process through which the soldiers exit enormous military trucks to set up a traveling
proscenium stage, complete with curtains that open and close.343 Second, the films
demonstrate a standardized variety show-style lineup of music, song, dance, and comedy
sketches. Third, the footage reveals three stock characters: the femme fatal, the fool, and the
white conductor/master of ceremonies (MC). The variety show lineup as well as the stage
and stock characters were also popular in ENSA shows and in British music halls more
generally, yet their Entertainment Unit executions were clearly adapted by East African
actors for East African audiences.
A cross-dressing femme fatale appears as an African soldier dressed—somewhat
convincingly—as a curvaceous Asian woman in both the African and Asian filmed EAEU
shows. Her face is painted white, and she wears recognizably South Asian clothes. “She” is
a sex worker, who warns her audience about the risks of disease even as she beckons them
to her. Dancing in exaggerated provocation, she simultaneously intones vivid descriptions
of venereal diseases soldiers wouldn’t want to bring home. The message seems clear
enough: be careful with attractive foreigners, for beneath the façade this “woman” is not at
all what she appears.
That EAEU companies were all-male may suggest a practical reckoning with the
absence of females to perform, consider that even within mixed-gender ENSA companies
cross-dressing occurred as a classical aspect of British variety shows. Moreover, consider

Technology had become an attractive partner to the concept of development and welfare for
Africans. I theorize that an emphasis on EAEU mobility was a way to maintain an aesthetic
association with technology—in this case innovative engineering—even when the content of the
shows is quite old timey and low tech.
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that, below the surface this cross-dressing female figure alludes to a long history of Imperial
relations in Asia. The performance of a sexualized Asian woman draws from the British
military’s history in India. During the 19th century, the British stationed the greater portion
of their military forces in India. In turn, they sought to regulate, facilitate, and encourage the
organization of Indian brothels, called chaklas, for each regiment of British soldiers. The
Cantonment Act of 1864 required that prostitutes submit to weekly tests for venereal
disease. In the event of positive test results, it provided for their long-term containment in
prison hospitals.344
The EAEU crossdresser’s Asian performance seems to speak to an Imperial desire
to control relations between East African soldiers and civilian populations in Ceylon, Burma
and Calcutta—places possibly even then affected by Indian nationalism.345 White officers
expressed frustration over local Ceylonese populations’ hostility to African soldiers, but
whereas they worked to better Ceylonese impressions of Africans, they seemed ambivalent
about East Africans’ impressions of the Ceylonese. Fearing a loss of control, or a breach of
the color bar, the Englishmen in charge attempted to popularize their anxieties in the form

For more on the role of prostitution in 19th century India refer to the following articles: Philippa
Levine, "A Multitude of Unchaste Women: Prostitution in the British Empire," Journal of Women's
History 15 no. 4 (2004): 159–63; P. Levine, "Rereading the 1890s: Venereal Disease as ‘Constitutional
Crisis,’" The Journal of Asian Studies. 55 no. 3 (1996): 585–612; Stephen Legg, "Governing Prostitution
in Colonial Delhi: From Cantonment Regulations to International Hygiene," Social History. 34 no. 4
(2009): 448–67.
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In her article, “Do not Destroy our Honour,” Katrin Bromber makes the extended argument that
London-fabricated propaganda for East African soldiers in Ceylon had the primary aim of
disciplining and controlling Africans abroad. To her, inviting soldiers to participate in platforms like
the Heshima newspaper, and treating them as an important and empowered part of the Allied Forces,
was neither a sincerely democratizing move nor a binding promise for more freedoms at the war’s
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fabrication of militarily effective yet controllable East African soldiers. Because Bromber’s extremely
through treatment stops with the year 1943, it misses the EAEU’s 1944 arrival entirely. As such, her
argument and research provide an excellent foundation from which to build. Source: K. Bromber,
84-101.
345
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of black soldiers in drag. These performances seemed to equate East African soldiers with
Asian prostitutes, and at the same time they worked to script social divisions between East
African soldiers and Asian locals.346
This is not to say, that the idea of gender play would have derived only from British
traditions. For enlisted men from Tanganyika, the performance may have alluded to the
cross-dressing Puba dance societies that young men back home used to avoid military
conscription.347 In other words, the crossdressing femme fatal performance would have
been tangled up in both British and East African idioms of expression used to both support
and to avoid the war.
What does it mean, then, that the “Asian prostitute” appears not only in the Ceylon
footage but also in the Kenya-filmed production? Perhaps the Asian femme fatale in Kenya
functioned as a warning to African soldiers preparing to leave for war. Or maybe the drag
act served as a metaphorical reminder to black Kenyans coming home from war about the
dangers inherent in growing too intimate or familiar with anyone outside one’s own race.
Considering Kenya’s large South Asian population, an African actor’s performance of Asian
womanhood would not have been without local significance. Might East African soldiers at
home and abroad have viewed a young black man wearing fine women’s clothes and
occupying center stage as a study in social performativity? In other words, perhaps the
Asian “drag act” served to deconstruct political identities like race and gender that elsewhere

Bromber reports that instances of Ceylonese prostitution and VD transmission were extremely
low and not really a problem in Ceylon. K. Bromber, 96.

346

347 For longer description of Puba see the extended discussion in the previous chapter. Sources
consulted include: K. Brown. “The military and social change in colonial Tanganyika: 1919-1964.”
Ph.D. diss., Michigan State University, 2001, 363-4. See also D. Killingray, Fighting for Britain, 62.
Brown, and by extension Killingray, rely on the following archival document to make their
assessments of puba: TNA 2427 Vol. II, circular on conscription warning PCs that recruiting could
not be left entirely to Native Authorities and their subordinates, December 16,1940.
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in colonial society were naturalized. From this angle, the performance seems to suggest that
with the right social dance, East Africans, too, might hide their disadvantage beneath the
costumes and pastimes of European or Asian settlers for long enough to advance their
status.
Unlike the femme fatal, the fool fumbles artlessly through his performance. Dressed
as an askari, the stock fool character has an enormous belly straining to fit his army fatigues.
He carries a bent, homemade-looking gun. On his feet, he wears over-sized shoes which
contribute to his clown-like appearance. Beyond the clown allusion, these shoes may have
been a sensitive point to many among the askari-audiences, as shoes became a major point
of contention for East African soldiers during WWII. Black members of the KAR were
initially denied boots of any kind and instead expected to fight barefoot or in sandals. When
eventually shoes were issued, they were overly long with exaggerated toe boxes—supposedly
adapted for the alternative physiology of the East African foot. Black soldiers loathed the
racist symbolism of this altered shoe. By contrast, however, the hapless fool seems
unperturbed by their clumsiness. 348
The film footage from Ceylon records the fool’s antics in a stand-alone comedy
sketch. In it, he appears to quarrel with a traditionally-dressed Swahili merchant and an
uniformed homeguard policeman or soldier.349 A painted backdrop locates the sketch “back

Boots were an extremely controversial aspect of the askari uniform. Until the threat of Italian
poison gas in 1939 rendered shoes a necessity, East African soldiers were expected to go barefoot or
to wear sandals. When boots were first issued, though, they had exceptionally wide toe caps to
which soldiers objected. As the war went on boots became a standard part of the KAR uniform.
However in Ceylon shoes were often withheld in order that askari might be trained to sneak up
silently on Japanese forces in the jungle. See: T. Parsons, The African Rank-and-File, 119.
348

I will note that this is my assessment based on viewing the films several dozen times. Source:
IWM: JFU 259.
349

By contrast, the dope sheet that accompanies the film states that in the skit an askari, “tries to get the
attention of a stranger.” IWM: Dope sheet for JFU 259.
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home” in East Africa by depicting the round huts and half-dressed children of a stereotyped
African village. The skit seems to conclude when the fat soldier attempts to steal from the
Swahili civilian but is thwarted by his own bent gun. The limp gun seems to suggest the
foolish soldier’s social impotence. But watching out-of-time as a contemporary viewer, the
home-made weapon was a metaphor in this context but occurred again in the Mau Mau
rebellion in actual and concrete form. Like the self-made gun’s continued role in Kenyan
history, the fool appears again and again throughout the variety show.
During both the South Asian and African-filmed EAEU shows, the fat soldier
interrupts moments of transition managed by the white Masters of Ceremony. While a white
officer introduces musical acts and dance sequences by addressing the audience directly, the
fool creeps around corners or crawls out of the audience, stealing laughs and—by contrast—
building up the white man’s authority. The fat soldier cautions askaris against who not to
become: a laughing stock and a nuisance, someone who is undesirable to Africans and
Europeans alike. Meanwhile, the hip white compère steps in to explain and ease transitions,
assuming that East Africans should accept European assistance and guidance with the social
and political shifts colonists saw as looming in the post-war world.
In the Kenyan-shot performance, a white officer—who appears to be Graham
Hyslop—conducts the band and steps forward to speak directly with the audience, almost as
a local language commentator might do at a film show.350 In the Ceylon-shot production
footage, Lieutenant Colonel Peter Colmore functions as the Master of Ceremonies, shaking

350 I have one photograph of Graham Hyslop, taken from the biographical blurb that appears on the
back of one of his later books, published in the 1970s. Using this photograph and screen grabs of
the white MC from the IWM film, I have compared the images and attempted to determine whether
they are the same person. In the end, I am not entirely sure. It is possible that they are the same,
and it seems likely that they are the same, but they may be different people. Source: IWM: AYY
1172 and Graham Hyslop. Mchimba Kisima: One Act Play in Swahili and English (London: T. Nelson,
1974).
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maracas, introducing and then conducting performances of music, dance, and comedy.351
Though Hyslop and Colmore might easily be understood—both then and now—as merely
performing themselves on a public stage, the parallel nature of their performances suggests
that they approached the role of European MC as a standardized act, another stock
character. In fact, it seems that Colmore adopted the character name of Jeff Seabrook for his
MC performance.352 An extensive collection of Colmore’s personal papers does not address
the invented stage name directly, but they do suggest that Colmore may have sought refuge
in the pseudonym as a way to distance himself from the racialized polemics at hand—since
Colmore’s lifelong friendships with former EAEU soldier-actors make it abundantly clear
that he did not view himself as racially superior to the men under his command.353
Regardless of backstage dynamics, the white MC and the black fool were set up as
foils to each another. The interplay between fool and officer was, in a way, a performative
field on which Africans and Europeans played out the ambiguous and challenging shifts in
colonial hierarchy that were both underway and expected in stronger forms in the post-war
period. In case the skill of an almost-all-black performance company created any confusion,
the fool’s interruptions, chaotic antics, and useless gun clarified the need for white
leadership. As usual, though, there is another way to look at this. Consider that the fool was
never fully brought in line. He could not march in time, and neither could he perceive those
moments in which the white MC should be respected to have the floor. Even with only his

I have access to many photographs of Peter Colmore in his paper collection at the Weston Library.
Using these photographs and screen grabs of the white MC featured in the IWM film, I am able to
identify the white officer on location in Ceylon as Peter Colmore. I am very confident in this
identification. Source: IWM: JFU 259 and WSC: Peter Colmore Box 40 & 41.
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In fact, the dope sheet that accompanies the No. 1 East African Entertainment Unit film describe
the film as starring a man called Jeff Seabrook—not realizing that this was a character invented by
Peter Colmore.IWM: Dope sheet for JFU 259.
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ineffective weapon, the fool renders himself ungovernable. In other words, it is possible to
understand the fool’s comedy routine as a rejection of subordination, armed with only a
weapon of the weak.
When the cameras behind our window onto EAEU performances pan from the
stage to the laughing audiences, the fool’s power and popularity become easy to visualize.
Seated on the ground in uniforms and orderly rows, black soldiers laughed so hard that they
bent their bodies over and their eyes teared up.354 There is good reason to consider the fool
as the emergent star of EAEU productions. It seems that when East Africans were afforded
the opportunity to develop their own scripts for EAEU skits, they chose to star the fool as a
complex anti-hero.

In addition to historic film footage, two original scripts developed by EAEU soldiers
in 1944 preserve the kinds of theatrical narratives that they fitted into their commanders’
showcases. The scripts were created by an EAEU troop on tour in the Middle East, where it
entertained laborers serving in the East African Pioneer Corps. Stationed in the Middle East
since 1942, members of this Pioneer Core never saw live combat. Moreover, many did not
volunteer for their role but were forcibly conscripted through a colonial quota system. The
men whiled away long hours of inactivity, punctuated only by the hard labor—which often
involved cutting rock to create tunnels for the Syria-Palestine railway. Socially, they found
themselves on hostile ground: many East African veterans recall being called derogatory
names and being made to feel unwelcome by local civilians and soldiers in North Africa and
the Middle East. The scripts offer insights into both EAEU productions more generally and

It is worth considering, that psychiatry teaches us laughter, grief, and anger are isometrics. In
other words, what is recorded in this footage of East African soldiers laughing is not only their
enjoyment, but their strong emotional reaction to the show at hand.
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into the humiliations of serving as an East African soldier in the Middle East.
Over the course of their Middle Eastern tour, the EAEU—like EAEUs elsewhere—
developed a collection of original skits that fit within the variety show lineup. What makes
the Middle East-based EAEU historiographically remarkable is the preservation of those
scripts by Officer Graham Hyslop—who imagined the plays might help to ease social
tensions in postwar East Africa. In a preface to the publication, Hyslop offers valuable
insights into the manner through which EAEU scripts were developed:

[These plays] derive from a successful experiment carried out amongst East African
troops, for which dramatic material was drawn from the thoughts and problems of
the men themselves. . . . [they] began in the form of spontaneous dialogue. The
actors were called together and given a general idea of the play to be acted and of the
topic of each scene. On this basis, they began to work out a dialogue for themselves,
naturally and unaffectedly. During the first experimental performances they
introduced several changes, but gradually the dialogue settled down to a definite
form, and eventually it would be repeated almost word for word at each
performance.355

The two scripts are titled Beg, Borrow or Steal and Watch Your Step. Both are dark
comedies situated at the pivot of changing moral and economic realities. Beg Borrow Steal
opens in the quiet corner of a marketplace in which a man called Kamau sits playing a flute
for his own enjoyment. Unseen by Kamau, Juma, the District Officer's driver, listens to his
playing. When Kamau spots Juma, he stops instantly to rise and greet his friend. Juma asks
him not to stop, insisting, "you play that instrument very well indeed." Kamau deflects,
laughing good-heartedly, "it's very kind of you to say such nice things, but I was only

355

Graham H. Hyslop (ed.) Community Plays: Book One. London: Oxford University Press, 1950.
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amusing myself. I wasn't playing for other people." Juma counters, "never mind, I like to
hear it."356 When Kamau declines to play on, he learns the true reason for Juma's visit and
the story soon shifts to a minor key.
Whereas music brings the men together, money soon tears them apart.

After

complimenting the music, Juma asks Kamau to lend him 20 shillings in order that he might
buy a watch. Despite his relatively high income as the District Officer's driver, he has not
managed to build up sufficient savings. He encountered the watch yesterday “in a shop
down in the town” and, though it reminded him very much of the one which he had lost, he
lacked the resources to buy it for 65 shillings. Juma begs Kamau for the money—desperate
to buy the watch before someone else does. Eventually, Kamau consents to lend him the
money on the condition that Juma pay him back at the end of the month.
As soon as Kamau agrees to the loan, Juma begins to behave badly. After insisting,
“Kamau, you're the best friend I have or ever have had,” Juma becomes frantic to leave. In
his absence, Kamau realizes through conversations with others in the marketplace that Juma
is not good for his word. In fact, it seems that he has borrowed the entire 65-shillings he
wants. Juma will, for all intents and purposes, steal the money he has borrowed.
The play culminates when Kamau tracks Juma down to get his money back. When
he finds that Juma already spent it on the watch, Kamau demands that he hand over the
watch. and the two begin to fight. Soon, uniformed military men appear to break up the
conflict. Under official duress, both men are forced to march off stage, keeping step and
time with the rest of the army—to a punishment that seems poised to become forced
military conscription. Finding Kamau’s flute on the ground, one of the askaris takes
possession of the instrument.

356

Ibid., pg. 8.
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At first pass, the play seems to demonstrate how a fight over something as trivial as a
watch might cost Juma and Kamau their freedom and their social standing. It seems to
argue that money and commodities stand to compromise friendships. For Juma, the ends
(getting the watch he desires) seem to justify any means, begging, borrowing, stealing. But
for Kamau, his social standing is of such importance that he is willing to initiate a public
fight for his honor that will land him in the military or worse. Upon closer examination,
then, it begins to look as though anything that gave their lives coherence—moral codes or
material aspirations—appeared to be at odds with the state. Indeed, the entire play might be
understood as a commentary on the military’s recruitment processes—in which East
Africans were begged and cajoled into enlisting under false (dramatized) pretenses. When
these performances did not work, many soldiers were forced to join the KAR or the Pioneer
Corp because of false arrests, and this was particularly true of the men posted to the Middle
East as laborers.
Juma’s discovery of a desirable manufactured object at an in-town store and the
marketplace itself, where the state keeps order, reflect the commercialization under way in
the late 1930s and early 1940s in colonial Kenya—the colony from which Hyslop hailed and
in which the EAEUs were organized. Colonial Kenya had weathered the Great Depression
by incorporating African producers and consumers as never before under a centralized rather
than segmented state. Whereas previously African agricultural producers dominated only
domestic markets, while Europeans profited by protecting their exclusive access to export
markets, the world economic slump rendered settlers’ agricultural exports unprofitable, and
the colony’s mounting debts (produced by export-oriented investments as the Uganda
railway) untenable. When the costs of production overtook the price of exportation, the
state’s prime reliable source of revenue fell to the African Huts and Poll Tax. The state’s
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solution to the crisis came in the form of “organized marketing.” Kenya required more
production by blacks and whites to tax, supported a combined rather than racially protected
export sector. Higher African incomes promised to create economic growth in the form of
a mass market for more sophisticated products—such as Juma’s watch.357
World War II drove up the need for East African exports of food and reversed the
relatively democratizing effects of depression-era economics. Kenya “became a white
farmer’s country as never before. . . . Settlers became, in effect, public sector managers,
exercising the powers of the state through delegated authority.”358 Africans, unlike
Europeans, became more divided because of the war. In the social world resulting from this
new economic reality, rural squatters could make more money than skilled urban laborers.
Pastoralists who had operated as regional bankers were devalued by agriculturalists’
increased investment in colonial currency. More money brought more social, regional and
class-based divisions.359

Now consider the plot that soldiers developed for the script titled Watch Your Step.
The story begins on a road adorned by only a town signpost designating "anywhere
in Kenya.” On the road, a fool sits atop a fallen log. The fat man is called Matumbo (“the

357 John Lonsdale, “The Depression and the Second World War in the Transformation of Kenya,” in
David Killingray and Richard Rathbone Ed. Africa and the Second World War. New York: St. Martin’s
Press. 1986. Pp. 97-142.

See in particular the following quotation from pg 105: “The settlers had not come any closer to the
assumption of political responsibility, in strictly constitutional terms. But the war had fulfilled their
hopes of the 1930s, that the very solidity of their existence would become one fact all policy would
have to take for granted. They had not only achieved ‘agricultural self-government’ their supply and
production boards were governing institutions which by convention handled large amounts of annual
crop finance on the state’s behalf and effectively removed a major area of economic policy from
government hands.”
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gut” in Kiswahili), and he busies himself counting his money, which is imprudently strewn
about on the ground before him: “one, two, three...one, two, three, four . . .” He repeatedly
loses count and begins again. Behind him creep two young men. They easily rob him of the
money, and then they tie him to the signpost.
Matumbo shouts for help, and before long two askari dressed in their army fatigues
appear—asking what is the matter. The fat man bosses them about: "Untie me at once,
capture the men who have stolen from me, UNTIE ME. HURRY. HURRY. THEY ARE
GETTING AWAY.” The soldiers oblige, but they resent Matumbo's tone and air of
superiority. Casting looks of agreement to one another, they begin to bait the big man:
“How exactly did this happen? Where were you sitting? How did they tie you? Were your
arms up high or low? This is the rope they used, you are sure?” Before he knows what has
happened, Matumbo is again tied. The soldier's parting shot amounts to, learn how to say
thank you.360
According to Graham Hyslop, “these plays began in the form of spontaneous
dialogue. The actors were called together and given a general idea of the play to be acted.”361
And it is not difficult to imagine the prompt that Hyslop provided the askari-actors: improvise
a play that teaches the importance of being civil, of saying thank you. Furthermore, we know that
Hyslop moved to preserve Watch Your Step because he saw in it propaganda potential to help
educate Africans about the value of manners and ease social transitions in the postwar world.
The script also generates a complex commentary on the social tensions soldiers left at
home—which were only heightened by the war. In addition to a lesson in manners, the
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performance is also an indictment of Imperial authority—to which Matumbo is himself a
victim.
With the tools of comedy, Watch Your Step lifts the thin veil that the manners of
“civilization” place over the violence of colonial law and order. Not far below its didactic
surface, the play interrogates the power of hyperstylized British civility to do violence: to rob
uneducated men of their money and call it a lesson in manners. By making something as
trivial as manners the stuff of social life and death, the play creates a farce with political grip,
unfurling much as Marx explains history will do—first as tragedy, then as farce.362 First, the
fat man363 is robbed by anonymous, nameless robbers— made unemployed youths outside
the moral order of communities in which they are known. Second, the greedy and bigbellied victim is bound by fit, educated, youthful askaris who despise and abuse him for what
he does not know. In a twist of neolibral proportions, however, Matumbo is made to blame
himself for the crimes that befall him. He fuels the farce as the archetypal fool, a man fit for
neither parochial nor cosmopolitan social worlds. And just as the fool is expected by EAEU
programs to do, he interrupts a time of change.
Neither shot nor beaten, Matumbo is helplessly tethered. The rope that binds the
big man to a signpost of minimal colonial infrastructure speaks to the indirect structural
violence that claimed so many African lives in the name of “development.” The play’s
setting on an empty road may recall to Pioneer laborer-audiences the kinds of freshly cut
passages dug by their own coerced efforts. More generally, though, the setting reflects
colonial roads as places of commerce where different types of people—strangers—might

Karl Marx. The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Napoleon. Edited by Daniel De Leon. (Milwaukee:
Wiseblood, 2013).
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meet. In this place, mobility may present new economic opportunities but also social
dangers. It is the transitional space of colonial lawlessness and the many moral economies
of the village, not yet deepened by the post-war projects of ethnic nationalism.364
It is not insignificant that the same fate befalls Matumbo with and without his
physical wealth. He has money, but he has no social currency. He turns to the colonial state
to rescue him, threatening his assailants with prison. But the colonial state, and his money,
not only fail to protect him, in many ways they make him more vulnerable. Even as an
obvious victim, Matumbo is unable to secure social protections, because he is unwilling to
engage in “civil discourse”—which has been newly defined by army standards and colonial
exposures. The play seems to suggest that, whereas the colonial state will fail to protect you,
taking on colonial roles—manners—may provide you with protection. Say thank you, act
British and save yourself from the bind of being black colonial subjects – if you can.
In the two plays, Matumbo, Kamau and Juma are all blameless victims of a system
run amuck. Both plays bring the long-standing East African theme of selfishness as a social
ill into explicit conversation with the contemporary world that appears to reward it. In this
world, the rules of decency and of advancement have changed, but it is as though none of
these men saw it happen. When did sharing become begging and borrowing become
stealing? What happens to earners and lenders in this new world? Matumbo gets in trouble
for hoarding his money, while Kamau runs into problems when he lends his out. The plays
dramatize the immorality of a colonial world order that seems rigged for everyone to lose.
Moreover, that they did so for an ethnically-diverse African public within the western
framework of a stage play seems overtly political. John Lonsdale explains the rise of the
ethnic nationalisms that followed WWII as a measure to enlarge ones’ moral community to
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make social rules and ethics legible once more. Was the reception of these EAEU scripts
something akin to African nationalism?

From the Producer’s Box
The East African Entertainment Units are absent from the propaganda reports and
state archives in which you would expect to find them. 365 This gap creates certain
challenges to the reconstruction of foundational facts, like the names and personal details of
who served under whose authority, where, for how long, and to what enda. But a
multimedia source base makes it possible to establish the basics of EAEU organization. In
other words, historical photographs, reels, and scripts can do more than animate the creative
labor of rank and file soldiers. They can offer a valuable set of clues about how EAEUs
were structured and who some of the leading Africans and Europeans behind them might
have been.
Easily identifiable in Colmore’s photos and Wernham’s films are two men who
would became leading musicians in the post-war world, Kenyan Fundi Konde (on guitar and
vocals) and Tanganyikan Ally Sykes (on guitar, saxophone and vocals). Other photographed
and explicitly identified musicians include Paul Mwachupa, Robert Muwulya, Solomon
Njenga, Saleh Juma, and at least 30 unnamed others.366 Unfortunately, the EAEU humorists

Consider for example, three different reports on the 11th East African Division posted to South
Asia are preserved at Kew National Archives in the “PRO WO” collection. None of these reports,
however, mentions the East African Entertainment Unit that arrived from East Africa in 1944. For
an exhaustive review of my research see the 4th footnote in this chapter.
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These names come from annotations to the following photo collections: WSC: Peter Colmore
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and actors remain among the unidentified. 367 It is possible also to recognize several of the
English actors on stage, including Officer Peter Colmore assisted by a Sergeant House and
possibly Officer Graham Hyslop.368
Identifying these Africans and Europeans draws us, in many instances, to their
personal papers, biographical articles, and obituaries which can shed further light onto the
EAEU and the producers behind it. For example, Peter Colmore’s obituary identifies
Michael Blundell as the primary organizer of all East African Entertainment Units.369 This
detail leads us to, Michael Blundell’s autobiography, which offers considerable insight into
the production dynamics and political philosophies that undergirded the EAEUs.370
In addition to identifying individuals, the 1944 film footage offers insights into the
tours and timelines of two different EAEUs. Let us begin by considering the unit filmed
“somewhere in Kenya” at “an East African Command Camp.”371 If Graham Hyslop is
accurately identified in this footage as the officer in charge of this unit, then, because we
know that Hyslop was in charge of the EAEU that toured the Middle East, we can probably
assume that the same unit that began performing in Kenya went on to tour the Middle

So far, I have been unable to identify EAEU actors by name—though it does seem likely that
James Ngai, who had a background in film acting and was already a part of the East African
Education Corp by 1944, would have participated in EAEU dramatics. I also want to note that with
enough time in Oxford with the Peter Colmore papers, I could likely piece together who some of
these actors might have been. Colmore made a habit of writing by hand the men’s names on film
negatives for which I have not fully accounted.
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See the 15th and 16th footnotes in this chapter for an extended explanation of how I have
attempted to identify the white officers.
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East.372 Members of the EAEU that would eventually tour South Asia also recall getting
their start with a domestic tour of Kenyan army camps in Nanyuki, Miturbini and Nairobi.373
It seems that all the EAEUs got their start in Kenya under the auspices of the E.A. Army
Education Corps. Moreover, it seems that many units eventually returned there for another
East African tour before disbanding in 1946.
Newspaper coverage from 1945 suggests that the units not only honed their traveling
variety shows in and around Nairobi but also that they also returned to East Africa after
their overseas tour was done—after all, the East Africa Command was not disbanded until
1950. Though they often performed for East African soldiers, the EAEU was also hired out
to white civilian parties, the fees from which may have augmented performers’ wages or
contributed to the cost of touring. Consider, for example, that in August of 1945 an EAEU
referred to as the “13th African Entertainment Unit” under Peter Colmore’s direction put on
two performances of music and drama in Naivasha, Kenya. The first was for white civilians
attending a dance held at the Naivasha Sports Club. The following day, the so-called 13th
EAEU put on a show for askaris identified only as “Africans of a nearby Unit.”374 By
November of 1945, the “13th EAEU” was still touring in East Africa, and the Tanganyika
Standard reported that the Unit provided “selections of tuneful numbers in flawless tempo”

We know that Graham Hyslop was in charge of the unit that toured the Middle East because
following biography accompanies his publication of Mchimba Kisima in 1974: “Graham Hyslop first
arrived in East Africa in 1936. During the Second World War he was in charge of an E.A. Army
Education Corps Unit which was responsible for Music and Dramatics amongst E.A. groups serving
in the Eastern Mediterranean. After the war he was responsible for Music and Drama in Kenya for
many years. Since 1970 he has been on the staff of the University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.”
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for an audience of white colonists attending the Poppy Day Fundraiser at the Dodoma
Club.375
After first forming in Kenya under Blundell’s authority as a special branch of the
East African Educational Corp, the Middle-East-bound-EAEU likely traveled north
overland, and may have stopped in Somalia to perform for troops.376 After arriving at the
Middle East Command headquarters in Egypt, it is likely that the EAEU would have toured
a newly-established network of Middle-East-based African “rest camps.”377 Perhaps they
debuted at a rest stop in Cairo, from which they traveled to Jerusalem, home to the largest
and most popular African rest camp in the Middle East. From there, it is possible that they
continued on to liberated Italy378
The other EAEU footage comes from a performance in Ceylon at “an East African
Reinforcement Camp”, where it entertained the 11th East African Division.379 With the
Japanese threatening to invade Eastern India, upwards of 35,000 East African soldiers were

WSC: 40.3.223, Peter Colmore Press Clippings, “Dodoma Entertained by African Band.”
Tanganyika Standard, 16 November 1945.
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Given the large numbers of East African soldiers and laborers serving outside of East Africa by
1943, the Colonial Office made moves for the provision of welfare services to better the experiences
and loyalties of African laborers and soldiers abroad. Though most of their focus on programming
fell to Africans in South Asia, in the Middle East the Colonial Office invested in the creation of
African “rest camps.” The East African Pioneers had already been in the Middle East for two years
when, in 1944, Captain D.H. Barber became the first public relations officer for African troops in the
Middle East and oversaw the opening of “rest camps” for African troops. The largest and most
popular camp was in Jerusalem. Source: D. Killingray and Martin Plaut (ed.) Fighting for Britain: African
Soldiers in the Second World War. (Woodbridge: James Currey, 2012), 98-99.
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Note that a small number of East African Pioneers were posted to Italy. Source: Ibid.

The 11th East African Division was formed in February 1943 and comprised by troops from
Kenya, Uganda, Nyasaland, Tanganyika and Rhodesia. The Division's combat debut was in August
1944 at which point they relived the 23rd Indian Division.
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moved to the Crown Colony of Ceylon in 1943 for “jungle training”. During a time referred
to as “the hardening period” that stretched from 1943 into 1944, East African soldiers in
Ceylon undertook brutal physical training for paltry wages, while they awaited the active
service in Burma that would follow. Compensatory welfare programming from London
attempted to upstage boredom and military mistreatments.380 The London-issued
propaganda was auspiciously modern, and it included film shows, a Swahili language
newspaper, and two-way radio broadcasts that sought to connect askaris to the people back
home. On the ground, though, white officers had considerable concern over the films and
the Heshima newspaper—one section of which encouraged soldiers to write in their
complaints and suggestions. Furthermore, by communicating the respect and deference you
were supposed to show to your superiors, the units attempted to allay white colonialofficers’ fears over a loss of control in South Asia and back home in East Africa.
The Unit filmed in Ceylon is captioned as the “No. 1 East African Entertainment
Unit,” and the dope sheet associated with this footage states that the unit delivered 350
performances in 1944 for British, Indian and African divisions. True to its name, the No. 1
unit was the first EAEU—specifically designed for circulation in Ceylon, where it was
intended to overshadow the slick kinds of London-produced propaganda already in
circulation.381 Before the war ended, the No. 1 Unit would travel 60,500 miles across

Imperial anxieties may have been acute over the intermingling of soldiers and civilians from prized
British crown colonies (Ceylon and Kenya) so close to the specter of Indian nationalism.
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East African soldiers were in South Asia to replace Indian troops—increasingly resistant to fight
alongside the British on the heels of the Quit India Movement, which saw the arrest of more than
60,000 Indians seeking self-rule in August 1942. East African forces arrived in South Asia at a critical
juncture, just as India’s legislative council moved to challenge British rule from within and Japan
moved to take British India from outside. Training East African soldiers’ for success while also
managing their political imaginations and social contacts in South Asia delivered rank-and-file
Africans an unusual amount of strategic interest and social welfare programming.
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Ceylon, India and Burma.382

More than a challenge to historical research perhaps better relegated to footnotes,
the very absence of records may offer a clue about the historical origins and mission of the
EAEU. It is clear that most settler-colonists understood London-sponsored propaganda
aimed at East Africans as a challenge to the future of white minority rule in East Africa—
symbolic of new hostility among the British citizens back home to their colonial dominance.
And they were not wrong. During the first four years of WWII, to the British public and
wider world, East African soldiers played relatively small parts in obscure African and
Middle Eastern theaters of war. In 1943, though, both West and East African soldiers
assumed starring roles for the fight against Japan in South East Asia. Quite suddenly,
thousands of newly visible and strategically important African soldiers began to generate
what should have been old questions about the welfare of black soldiers back in London,
where thinking about race and colonialism was shifting.
Investment in African soldiers’ welfare seemed an appropriate answer to—or
distraction from—Britain’s growing contradictions abroad. When Britain’s extractive empire
faced the demands of war on a global scale, rhetoric of unity became particularly important
to sustain the support taken for granted by these extractions. Nonetheless, colonized people
across the Empire continued to challenge the terms of British rule: Recall that in 1940
British police and military shot down striking African mineworkers in the Northern
Rhodesian Copper belt and forcibly occupied Iraq, Syria and Iran. And in 1942, British
forces violently suppressed an uprising in India and imprisoned members of the Indian
National Congress. In many ways, then, throughout WWII, Britain was also an Empire at
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war with itself. By 1943, the tides of public opinion had turned in London, where the
Fabian society joined with others to publicly criticize Kenya’s white setter colonialism:

Is public money to be spent on bolstering up the privileged position of white settlers
while the Africans continue to suffer from land hunger, unsatisfactory social service
and labour conditions?383

Appealing to British citizens (as much as African subjects), by 1943 Ministry of
Information-sponsored films and publications for and about East African soldiers that
seemed to encourage social advancement and even eventual self-rule.384 Lashing out in-kind,
settler-journalists writing for the East African Standard issued their own moralizing critiques
over what they saw as misallocation of public funds, particularly where propaganda was
concerned:

More propaganda, the expenditure of further public money to provide still more
news about the facts, to ‘educate’ the great British public is not the answer . . .
whatever they may say, and whatever they may do, white settlement has come to stay
in East Africa and will go on from strength to strength heedless of the impertinence
of the people who assume the right to set themselves up as critics of a sound, healthy
and loyal British settlement engaged in creating a home for the race in this part of
the Empire and no less sincerely engaged in helping forward the African people
along a very difficult path.385

383 The Fabian society’s London-circulated critique was reprinted in the East African Standard, and a
full copy appears in “The Critics.” East African Standard, 21 January 1944.

See for example the MIO-produced film A Man of Two Worlds (1944). The film followed
adventures of a musical genius from Tanganyika and his decision to leave London return home.
Once home, the musician must confront local superstitions and “witchdoctors,” readying Tanganyika
for self-rule.
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When this article appeared in the East African Standard in 1944, the Colonial Office
had been making moves to centralize, then expand welfare programming for African soldiers
under the authority of the London-based Ministry of Information. Noel Sabine, head of
publicity in the Colonial Office, wrote to Harley Verneau (known by H.V.) Usill at the
Ministry of Information to explain that London’s efforts to centralize propaganda for East
Africans would cut Nairobi and East African Command inputs and personnel out of the
process entirely:

It was noted that under new arrangements which have been agreed [sic] with the
East Africa Command, the Principal Information Officer would no longer have any
responsibility for propaganda and information towards troops within the Command
and East African troops outside the Command. (1942-1943).386

Until 1943, the East African Command had been responsible for its own minimal
African welfare programs—described at length in the proceeding chapter. 387 London’s
move to centralize was both an attempt to expand African welfare programming and an
effort to sidestep the local colonial administrations and settler-officers who advised and
influenced the East African Command’s Principal Intelligence Officer, Geoffrey Northcote.
The Colonial Office’s efforts to intervene were perceived as a threat to the future of white
life in Kenya. Correspondence between Northcote in Nairobi and Usill in London reveals

TNA: PRO INF 1/553, Centralized Control of Publicity and Propaganda in East Africa, 19421943.
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There were few to no welfare services for African soldiers until 1943. In the middle of 1943 the
Colonial Office began to plan for the provision of welfare for African troops preparing to go to Asia.
Major W. Tadman was appointed welfare officer to West African troops in India and the following
year Capt. D.H. Barber became public relations officer for all African troops in the Middle East.
Source: D. Killingray, Fighting for Britain, 98-99.
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considerable confusion and pushback over the initiative and the effect it might have after the
war on civilian life in East Africa:

We are not quite clear here to what extent the military view this as their exclusive
function, or whether there is indeed a close liaison between the military and the
civilian authorities in respect to these troops. After all, these men will be
returning to civilian life in East Africa, and the whole number of social
problems are being created for which the civilian authorities would be more
competent to deal than the military, and for this reason should have a
considerable say in what type of propaganda is put across to them while they
are actually in the Forces. If this is agreed, and a propaganda scheme is being
prepared, the next question is finance. Naturally, if the military are providing the
money they may very well wish to call the tune. On the other hand, if all or a part
of the money is to be found from a non-military source, the type of
propaganda suitable for those troops can be more readily controlled by those
who will be subsequently responsible for their welfare.388

White colonial “civilian authorities” made moves to mitigate the effects of Londonmanaged East African welfare programs by supplementing them with a cost-effective
initiative of their own: East African Entertainment Units. Better than an op-ed piece, the
creation of East African Entertainment Units promised to allow settlers-turned-colonial
officers the opportunity to disprove criticisms that white colonists considered their own
wellbeing at the expense of the black majority. Nonetheless, Michael Blundell, in writing his
memoir decades after the war, recalls the East African Entertainment Units exclusively as
tools used to ease the effects of demobilization on the settler colony:
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I was promoted . . . to command an organization designed to keep all the askari and
British troops happy during the demobilization process which took place over some 18
months. I had an amazing organization, an education unit headed by a Lieutenant
Colonel and a Major from England, radio teams, newspaper editors and journalists,
comedians, troupes of actors, dance halls, artists, most of them individualists, some
weird and most odd and several of them to become well known in the post-war world in
journalism and radio and TV presentation.389
Live-acted African entertainment units were a public demonstration of white
colonists’ willing investment, through ticket sales and Legislative Council allocations, in
African welfare and advancement.390 More than that, though, the Units seemed to have the
tactical potential to counterbalance the London-issued propaganda that threatened to
displace white colonists entirely in the post-war world.
Unlike Blundell, who saw the EAEU as a tool for the preservation of the status quo,
Robert H. Kakembo, a Ganda graduate of Makerere College and Regimental Sergeant Major,
understood multi-racial entertainment as a tool for the advancement of Africans in the postwar world.391 In his 1946 WWII memoir, An African Soldier Speaks, Kakembo argued that
after the war, expanded multi-racial entertainment programming and performance spaces
could facilitate the realization of African citizenship.
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Blundell, 82

Though I have no “proof” by way of official legers or transcripts that the Kenyan LegCo invested
in the East African Entertainment Units, it is clear from two articles that appeared in the East African
Standard in 1944 that the move to “improve welfare for East African troops in Burma” had become a
popular cause among Kenyan colonists, and according to a November article many donated supplies
to mobile canteens that provided East African soldiers with provisions like cigarettes, pudding and
snuff. In December of 1944 the Legislative Council voted to relinquish the entertainments and
welfare funds they currently enjoyed locally in order that these entertainments might proceed to
active theaters of war. Sources: “Untitled.” East African Standard, 8 Dec 1944, pp. 104-105;
“Untitled.” East African Standard, 24 November 1944.
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These halls will be open to every member of the village, local or foreigner. While in
town halls there should be no colour bar, these halls should be open for the use of
every member of the community; Indians, Arabs, etc., could all come in and
participate in the country’s amusements or discussions. It is by dealing with
foreigners that the African will learn to deal with them and transact business with the
outside world. There will be no class or religious distinction in these halls. . . . If
such a scheme is followed genuinely, it will not be long before the world will
welcome the African as an equal citizen.392

It seems accurate to say that East African Entertainment Units possessed a rare power to
“keep all the askari and British troops happy.”393 Nonetheless, the question remains as to
whether they accomplished this by defending the current social order, changing that order
through their own existence and content—or doing both at the same time.

Backstage Dynamics
East African Entertainment Units were designed to defend white settler colonialism,
but they granted remarkable latitude for African actors to express critical views about the
colonial presence. Did the people behind and within the EAEUs simply not perceive this
central contradiction, or was there something about their social experiences that began to
chip away at their politics? Missing from the big picture generated by a sense of the EAEUs
organizational structure, philosophical conception, and creative execution, are the lives and
experiences of the individuals who shaped and were shaped by the Units. In this section, we
will consider the lives of two individuals who participated in the No. 1 EAEU: askari-

Robert H. Kakembo. An African Soldier Speaks (London: Edinburgh House Press, 1946 (written
1944)), 43.
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musician and post-war celebrity Fundi Konde and a Lieutenant General turned post-war
producer, Peter Colmore.

Long before Fundi Konde (1924-2000) was a popular celebrity—widely celebrated as
East Africa’s first electric guitarist—he was a Giriama youth from Waa enrolled at Catholic
mission school (St. George’s Intermediate) in Kilifi County. It was there that Konde first
discovered his exceptional musical talents while learning to play wind instruments—French
horn, flute and clarinet—for the school band. In 1941, missionaries recruited 17year-old
Konde to join them at the Kabaa School near Kilimambogo. Konde understood this
invitation as an opportunity to undertake further musical training. To the missionaries,
though, Konde was already sufficiently expert to act as a music teacher. Konde protested: “I
was asking how a Standard Six fellow like me could be a teacher. I lacked the confidence
and did not like the idea.”394 When Konde made moves to leave the school, the missionaries
threatened to withhold his travel documents.
Konde was undeterred. He left by foot, walking back to Kilimambogo then on to
Thika—more than 35 miles. From Thika, Konde took a train to Nairobi, where he was
unable to find wage work or musical instruction. The teenager resolved to return to the
coast and boarded a train to Mombasa. On his journey home, Konde decided to alight in
Voi to visit his older brother, who worked at the railway station. In Voi, Konde’s brother
had a friend (Chenga wa Moomba) with a box guitar, which entranced the young visitor.
Konde recalls, “The moment I saw that guitar, I saw a ticket to fame and riches.” He took a
job with the Department of Health but in his free time taught himself how to play the

Kimani wa Wanjiru. “Time leaves Fundi Konde unscathed.” East African Standard, 5 November
1999.
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borrowed instrument. He experimented with the popular styles of blues, calypso and rumba
but introduced Swahili lyrics and local rhythms into them. He began to play at social events
in Mombasa and soon found himself, “selling like the proverbial hot cake.”395 When the
Department of Health fired Konde for his irregular hours, he became entirely reliant on his
music and worked to assemble a professional African band for hire.396
When describing the trajectory of his life during an interview in 1999, Konde cited
one day in Mombasa—January 5, 1944—as pivotal:

I was going to buy a cough syrup when I met several young men with whom we’d
been playing music and they informed me that they were off for an audition at a
nearby army garrison. . . . I forgot about the syrup and strutted along with them.397

Despite his cold, Konde’s guitar playing and singing impressed the panel of judges. They
quickly moved to draft him into the King’s African Rifles in order that he might join a
specialized new East African Entertainment Unit. The fact of his enlisting remains minor in
Konde’s recollections. Whereas army-recruitment remained largely controversial, an
audition for the EAEU seemed closer to winning a government arts scholarship.
Konde recalls being “whisked to Nairobi”, where he joined with other musicians and
actors at the Jeanes School—headquarters of the East African Army Educational Corp.
From there, “we embarked on a life changing experience. . . . [our] task was to employ the
therapeutic qualities of music to soldiers.” Konde recalls that his No. 1 East African
Entertainment Unit began with a domestic tour of army camps in Nanyuki, Mitubiri, and
Nairobi. On May 5, 1944, his unit traveled to Ceylon (Sri Lanka), which Konde recalled as a
395
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“gruesome experience.” From Ceylon Konde’s EAEU unit also visited African—as well as
European and Indian—soldiers in Calcutta (Kolkata, India) and Colombo (Sri Lanka), and
Burma (Myanmar).398

While Konde was cultivating his talent for music in a Catholic mission school, Peter
Colmore (1919-2004)399 was acing foreign languages but barely passing maths and sciences at
the elite Sherborne School in England. 400 Bucking family expectations that he become an
officer in the military, Colmore opted to study aero-engineering at Hamble in Hampshire
before joining the Imperial Airways. He sailed to East Africa in 1938, and he soon became a
traffic officer for Nairobi’s Wilson Airport. Mussolini’s entry into the war in June, 1940,
brought Kenya and Abyssinia [Ethiopia] into WWII. Colmore quickly became involved in
training Ethiopian refugees as “irregulars” to fight against Mussolini’s forces. From there,
Colmore’s family ties delivered him to the ranks of aide-de-camp (ADC) to the officer in
charge of the entire East Africa Command, General William Platt. By his own admission,
though, Colmore was not well suited to armed combat:
He recalled once accidentally wounding his British sergeant whilst cleaning his pistol,
but that professional soldier loyally co-operated in covering up the incident. It was
after a spell as intelligence officer with the 61st King's African Rifles that the Army
gave Colmore an opening from which he never looked back. He was entrusted with
the recruitment of artists and musicians and, with three other captains, established
army entertainment units for East African troops by then serving also in India,
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Ceylon and Burma.401
According to Colmore’s 2004 obituary, the East African Entertainment Unit over which he
presided as officer-cum-MC presented “ENSA-type variety shows in Uganda, Tanganyika
and Somalia.”402 But it seems he also accompanied soldier-musicians like Konde to South
Asian theaters. During an interview in 1996, Colmore recalled the EAEU:
The Forces were pretty well organized. There was a directorate of education and
welfare which specifically catered for African troops. I was assigned to set up an
entertainment unit. . . . The entertainment unit also organized humor and plays
crudely put together, sometimes using the back of army trucks as the stage.403
Not more than a year after Konde and Colmore were demobilized in 1946, the two
reunited to form a peacetime band and cut a record—in which Konde starred and Colmore
produced. In an assessment of EAEU dramatics and the men who populated them—
particularly men as privileged as Colmore and as disadvantaged as Konde—it would be easy
to draw a line between the two, and imagine their “dialectic” as a constant contest for
political power and economic resources. That simply was not the nature of their rapport.
The social reality was considerably more humane and complex. Traveling the world together
and imagining, then executing entertainments that might reach through the torpor of military
service to deliver a laugh or a political message, created bonds between officers and rankand-file soldiers. In short, the men developed a friendship. Moreover, friendships and
collaborations like theirs were not limited to Konde and Colmore.
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Many of the East African men who served alongside Colmore, as well as Graham
Hyslop, became close to their officers. After demobilization, their careers often became
interwoven. Immediately after the war ended, Colmore began an advertising business in
partnership with EAEU-veteran and future Tanganyikan-politician Ally Sykes. Meanwhile,
he issued a loan to another EAEU-veteran and soon-to-be Mau Mau detainee, James Ngai,
to help launch his own business. Over the next decade, despite his detention, Ngai wrote
regularly to Colmore over the status of this loan and the details of his life. Colmore’s
extensive personal papers preserve the depths of these connections, revealing lifelong
correspondence between Colmore and men who served under him—alongside him—in the
No. 1 East African Entertainment Unit.
The EAEUs, first organized by white colonists and settlers in Nairobi and creatively
reworked by black actors, appear to have been explicitly designed to camouflage challenges
to London’s oversight in East Africa during the final years of WWII. Once on stage,
though, black actors used the EAEU to challenge precisely the white settler state that white
colonists sought to preserve through the appeal of live performance. Ironically, despite their
utterly opposed visions for an independent Kenya, in their shared quest to sever colonial ties
with Britain, both white and black Kenyan participants created a vehicle for joint expression
in the East African Entertainment Units. Through this work, participants from both sides
were forever changed.
Conclusion/Encore
East African settler men and women collaborated with KAR officers to hold
auditions across the region in 1944. Through these casting calls, a talented array of East
African musicians and dancers was recruited to join a specialized division of the East African
Educational Corp, headquartered near Nairobi at the Jeanes School. Enlisted as soldiers,
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these askaris were recast as performing musicians, dancers, actors or vocalists and assigned
to one of two or three different East African Entertainment Units. Each unit was designed
to entertain a specific branch of the King’s African Rifles or East African Corp of
Pioneers. After debuting in East Africa, the “No. 1 East African Entertainment Unit”
toured Ceylon [Sri Lanka], India, and Burma [Myanmar]. Another unit served the Middle
East Command headquartered in Cairo and may have visited Jerusalem, Somaliland and
Italy. Finally, the “No. 13 East African Entertainment Unit” either remained in or returned
to East Africa for an extended regional tour.404
For colonists and military supervisors, the EAEU were a high-profile answer to the
poverty of increasingly well-publicized askari welfare. Alongside increasingly elaborate
sports and welfare programming from London, the EAEU’s were intended to colonize the
many idle months between formal training and live combat. EAEU’s were designed and at
least partially self-financed by Kenyan colonists to counterbalance the influence of
progressive propaganda from Britain that seemed to threaten the future of white settler
colonialism.
Beyond the avoidance of centralized oversight from London, live performance had
many advantages, including the ability to adapt content for specific settings or audiences.
Once on tour, the EAEUs performed for audiences considerably more diverse than the East
African divisions they were initially intended to entertain. They developed several genres of
performances engineered to appeal to various demographics, who included East African as
well as West African soldiers, British, American, Indian forces, and even local spectators.
Moving from English to Swahili, mixing up the kinds of songs they sang and jokes they told,

It is possible that the No. 13, which appears to have circulated in 1945, was a reconfiguration of
the No. 1 and Middle Eastern East African Entertainment Units.
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askari-actors became expert code switchers—for whom ethnicity itself was situational and
performative.
Despite the overt ways in which EAEU shows upheld white privilege, for the
African askari-actors and audiences behind the EAEU, participation in British-styled variety
show productions may have looked like social progress. After all, Kenya’s color-barred
entertainments, like restrictive legal codes and economic pbstacles, created a culture that
normalized injustice and justified inequality. The inclusion of African actors—alongside
white officers—in the kinds of WWII variety shows previously restricted to European,
American and white South African performers, created the space for African soldiers to
generate witty, complex, critical statements of their own about the colonial world order.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Casting Kenya’s National Theaters: 1946-1952

Kenyan theater and Kenyan politics became increasingly intertwined after the
Second World War. In the post-war period, Kenyan settler-citizens and subjects alike used
staged expressive acts to animate their hardening positions of ethnic and multiracial
nationalisms. For example, Dedan Kimathi is best remembered as the leader of the Mau
Mau movement’s most effective forest-based militia. But before he took to the forests in
1952, Kimathi founded the “Gichamu Youth Theatre” in Karuna-ini, Nyeri.405 Meanwhile,
in Nairobi during those years leading up to the Mau Mau Uprising and Emergency of 1952,
the leading overt political party, the Kenyan African Union (KAU), and the covert Mau Mau
central planning committee, Muhimu, organized a series of stage shows that helped to
establish political careers, raise funds for the KAU, and recruit young people to take the oath
of Mau Mau.406 Just as theater had propagandized for British colonists during the war, so
too was it used after the war to drive support and recruitment for Mau Mau.
Mau Mau guerrillas and KAU moderates were not the only groups producing
politicized forms of theater during what became the final decade-and-a-half of colonial rule.
This chapter reconstructs how, between 1946 and 1952, Kenyan citizens and subjects,
challengers and loyalists to the colonial state, organized and attended original dramas and
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variety shows that both reflected and gave new form to their burgeoning political positions.
Within their respective performances, Africans, Europeans and Asians made bids for
political power while working out modern ethnic and national identities.
In the wake of WWII, Kenya’s race and class-based acrimonies deepened and
assembled into ethnic nationalist expressions, which included articulations of European,
Indian, and African nationalisms.407 For all of Kenya’s populations, the claim to popular
appeal across divided demographics became central to political formations. As such, staged
dramatics emerged as a valuable means to cultivate and popularize new ethnic identities by
putting alienated rural and urban communities into contact, forging imagined agreements
across widening divisions of social status.

The performing arts are largely overlooked in the study of African nationalism, Mau
Mau origins, and other postwar political formations in Kenya.408 Most treatments of the
origins of African nationalism are richly grounded in either broad theoretical arguments
about structural violence or in ethno-historical explanations from below, yet neither tends to
While Africans and Europeans were essentially forced to pull together during the Great
Depression—by advancing the status of African markets and agriculturalists—WWII brought major
subsidies to settler farmers in order that they increase food production for the war effort with
industrialized practices that displaced numerous African farm laborers.
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account for expressive culture. For example, in explanation of the Mau Mau movement’s
origins, historians describe the demographic and economic shifts that incrementally alienated
Kikuyu squatters on white farmers’ estates from their land and inspired creative action
among politicizing, and urbanizing Kikuyu communities.409 Others have pointed out that
structural violence tends to reveal itself to scholars with the advantage of retrospect, but that
understandings of injustice, experienced from below, are far more granular.410

Greet

Kershaw and John Lonsdale describe not one unified Mau Mau movement but many mau
maus—divided by personal experiences and geography.411 Bethwell Ogot and E.S. AtienoOdhiambo have argued that these mau maus extended far beyond the Kikuyu ethnic group,
whose tensions sit at the heart of most treatments of the rebellion.412 Mau maus, however,
are difficult subjects to trace through the dramas of time. Most scholarly treatments of Mau
Mau focus the bulk of their analysis not on the movement’s diverse origins but on the
spectacular acts of forest-organized violence (1952-1956) and state retaliation (1956-1960)
which followed.413
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first three sections explore the uses
of theater to build moral and political agreements among Africans, Europeans and South
Asians.

In each of these three sections, we find theater drawing culturally diverse
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communities together into large political formations incompatible with one another. The
final section examines commercial forays into interracial theater, which neither resolves nor
challenges the various populations’ incommensurate politics but clearly places them on the
same stages before shared audiences.

Casting African National Theater
For British colonists, successful administration of East Africa hinged on unwitting
invention of African “tribes” governed by “chiefs.” As imagined by the British, these tribes
were thought to be continuations of pre-modern ethnic groups articulated with the colonial
state. They justified the imposition of modern western rule over the generations, genders,
politics, inequities, expressive acts and language families that organized life in the region. As
such, tribes became the primary means through which the Kenya Colony would divide and
rule its East African majority. Colonists introduced new tribal administrative bodies,
including Local Native Councils, but also clung to an economically efficient administrative
“respect” for so-called traditions and chiefs, through which head taxes might be extracted.
Meanwhile, East Africans experienced new forms of inequity which, coupled with land
alienation, allowed few possibilities for social mobility. As such, over the course of the 20th
century, African people who should have been able to talk to one another in times of shared
struggles, became increasingly isolated—experiencing social disintegration and clashes over
values.
Following WWII, these internal tensions approached a fever pitch, and a new
generation of Africans began the work of imagining fresh content for the invented category
of tribe. Whereas the colonial model generally understood ethnicity and tribe to coi-exist in a
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point-by-point match, the years after WWII witnessed the mass mobilization of political
constituents who had previously been administered as many separate tribes around newly
imagined ethnic identities, such as the Luo and the Kalenjin in Nyanza and Rift Valley
Provinces.414 In Central Province and the Rift Valley, the Mau Mau movement did similar
work to consolidate Kikuyu, Embu, Meru, and other groups—including even the Kipsigi, of
future Kalenjin incorporation.415 With the declaration of a State of Emergency in 1952,
however, the colonial state made every effort to stop Mau Mau consolidation. Part of the
state’s effort to combat the Mau Mau movement and identity involved the production of
propaganda, including radio shows and newspapers, intended to help build-up large united
ethnicized coalitions that would oppose Mau Mau—particularly among the Kalenjin and
Luo. Meanwhile, in the state’s effort to rehabilitate Mau Mau offenders or steady Kikuyu
loyalists, officials also intervened in Kikuyu politics—often with violence but also with
various media and theater programming.
We will explore these post-Emergency dynamics closely in the following chapter.
For now, this section will examine the uses of expressive culture in the post-war enlargement
of ethnic identities. Academic and homespun historians alike tend to conceptualize of the
creation of Mau Mau in terms of its dramatic oathing ceremony, through which Mau Mau
administrators refashioned what was essentially a circumcision ritual into a pledge to fight
the colonial state. But Mau Mau oaths were not the only acts of cultural reinvention—and
cultural nationalism—under way during the postwar period. Previously unstudied variety
shows and decontextualized rituals produced before audiences by Kikuyu and Luo
politicians in the mid to late 1940s and Kalenjin and Luhya peoples uses of expressive
Gabrielle Lynch. I Say to You: Ethnic Politics and the Kalenjin in Kenya. (University of Chicago Press:
Chicago and London, 2011) 31.
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culture as a cover for political action all reframed expressive acts to consolidate and expand
modern configurations of ethnicity, including colonial-resistant articulations of
nationalism.416 Like the category of tribe or the colonial state itself, the mid-20th century
rituals of staged entertainment were an English construct which East African actors
repopulated and reimagined.
The historical performances of ethnic nationalism in these years reflected the
colonial context in which these performative political acts took place. Postwar African
theatrics had three tangible and tactical advantages over more direct forms of cultural
nationalism or political rhetoric. First, African theatrics were liberally regulated. As such,
the shows created generally entertainment tax-free opportunities for large-scale gatherings,
public discourse, regional travel, and fundraising.417 Second, African theatrics could be
presented in officially-recognized theaters, sometimes built with colonial funds and
patronized by colonial administrators. Consequently, African theater became a cost-effective
means through which to occupy, challenge or participate in the colonial state. Third, the
creative flexibility of the theatrical medium itself allowed producers, playwrights and
performers to blend traditional and modern rituals, symbols, and idioms. This mixing
allowed people to create new political configurations or fresh articulations of old ethnic
communities.
If multiple forms of African theater are overtly political in retrospect, then how did
legislating and observing colonists fail to grasp their import? One answer is that the colonial

Most scholars of African nationalism focus on the overt political acts and organizations that
justified the post-war invention of moral ethnicities and modern tribal formations. By contrast,
scholars like Wunyabario O. Maloba consider the reinvention of cultural traditions and theorize that
cultural renewal and reassertion, or cultural nationalism, was an important precursor to political
nationalism. W.O. Maloba, 12.
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state appears to have understood theater as an undoubted ally to colonialism and the British
way of life. As pressure to implement social welfare programming for Africans mounted
from the Colonial Office, theatrical forms of adult education emerged as cost effective
means through which to satisfy expectations from the metropole. It appears that for the
first time in the history of Kenyan theater, African productions were licensed not as
“ngoma,” but as “stage plays.”418 Whereas previously “ngoma laws” had regulated any form
of African expressive culture or entertainment, now the theater-specific category, “stage
play”, applied to black and white Kenyans alike—defined as: “any tragedy, comedy, farce,
opera, burley, interlude, melodrama, pantomime, dialogue, prologue, epilogue, or other
dramatic entertainment or any part thereof.”419 The consolidation of Africans, Europeans,
and Asians under the same law should have clarified the requirement for all producers to
obtain stage play licenses and to pay entertainment taxes, but it seems that the shift
produced only confusion for administrators. Near the end of WWII, a number of district
and colonial officers moved to deregulate the stage altogether—requiring neither license nor
tax. An official colonial report on censorship compiled in 1959 reported considerable
confusion and inconsistency in 1944 over the difference between a stage play license and the
entertainment tax.420
Legal clarification would not come until the State of Emergency produced new, even

I am making this assessment by studying changing applications to pay Entertainment Tax, which,
by the mid 1940s, includes no references to African ngoma, only to African stage plays. Source:
KNA: DC/KPNRIA/14/1 Entertainment Tax File.
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and Stage Play Ordinance of 1957,” though the definition appears to have remained largely
unchanged since the 1930s.
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more permissive, stage play laws in 1952. In the short-term, however, administrators were
instructed that all stage plays must continue to obtain a license but that the entertainment tax
could be selectively applied to commercial entertainments, not those with charitable or
educational goals. Leaving much to the judgement and interpretation of regulations to
administrators,, some African productions were exempted from entertainment requirements,
while others were not. For example, in 1944, CMS Maseno school in Central Kavirondo
District put on a year-end “concert” (i.e. a multi-act variety show), which was licensed as a
stage play and exempted from entertainment taxes.421 But in 1945, when the Nyanza Musical
Society tried to charge money for admission to their annual festival, they were first exempted
from taxes but later forced to pay the tax upon the discovery that the Local Native Councils
of both South and North Kavirondo had already contributed to the society’s funds, and
therefore any more money could not be seen as fundraising, but as profit.422 By 1951, the
Principal Revenue Officer had begun responding to District Commissioners’ tax queries that
they could exempt people from Entertainment tax so long as they submitted a report on
those exemptions.423 Unsurprisingly, then, during this period, stage plays became nearly
synonymous with charitable fundraisers—including “stage plays” raising funds for such
African political organizations as the KAU.
In addition to gradual legal openings, the colonial state also supported African
theater programming in more direct ways, too, by encouraging the erection of African Social

421 KNA: DC/KPNRIA/14/1 Entertainment Tax File, Letter from District Commissioner of
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Halls—outfitted and recognized by the law as theaters.424 By 1948, the colonial state had
begun to embrace “community development” programming aimed at African welfare
through adult education.

425

These community development initiatives facilitated the

erection of African Social Halls. By 1951, there were more than 80 African Social Halls
across the Kenya Colony—a number which would continue to climb through independence.
Although intended to house educational programs, these spaces were often outfitted with
elevated stages and curtains, and they became home to many African-organized theatrical
productions.
African builders erected Social Halls in the African quarters of cities, on commercial
farms employing large numbers of African workers (for example, East African Tobacco
Center), and in African reserves. Whereas commercial farms tended to fund and manage
erection of their own halls, and municipal councils generally paid to erect African Social
Halls in cities, a European Community Development Officer was theoretically involved in
fundraising for the construction of social halls in the African reserves—such as the Nyeri
Hall. 426 In other words, both the funds and the labor for building these structures in the
African reserves came from Africans.427 Additionally, despite the official oversight of a
European Officer, the organizational initiative behind Social Hall construction may have also

The Cinematograph and Stage Play Ordinance of 1957 recognized a theater as “any building, tent
or other erection, or any open-air place, open to the public gratuitously or otherwise, where a stage
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Entertainment Tax File, Cinematograph and Stage play bill, 1957.
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belonged to Africans.

For example, despite there being no Community Development

worker posted to the town of Kabarnet in Rift Valley Province, in 1949 the Local Native
Council decided to finance, design, erect and furnish a “Welfare Hall.”428
Regardless of who built the spaces for performance, the colonial state plainly
conceived of African Social Halls located in African reserves and on European farms as
centers for the delivery of basic teachings about literacy, hygiene, and agriculture. When
possible, Social Hall programming and instruction were to be delivered by African
Community Development Assistants. These men and women (who were typically a husband
and wife team) trained for their roles at Jeanes School and had the cost of their studies
sponsored by either African District Councils or European commercial farms.429 Though
“theater” was not emphasized by the Jeanes School curriculum until 1953, from its
beginning European instructors considered entertainment an important part of how adult
education would be delivered. Consider an excerpt from a Colonial Office “Social Welfare
Report” concerning the Community Development Assistants in Meru during 1949.

A popular feature of the literacy campaigns have been the puppet shows given by
one of our literacy supervisors to arouse interest during the initial stages of each
campaign. The puppet’s [sic] have been given names and throughout the district,
even in the most backward areas people of all ages come along to ask the supervisors
when M. Kirimania and his wife Ciomukaba are coming to teach them again. This

TNA: CO 822/1671, Community Development in Kenya 1949, Community Development
Report, 1949-1951. Note: Dates mentioned in the report range between 1949 and 1951, so I am
inferring from an implied chronology that the Kabarnet hall was built in 1949.
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term the Supervisors have made a new set of puppets for the purpose of hygienic
propaganda and a second Puppet stage has been built for use at the social center.430
Urban African Social Halls, as contrasted with rurally situated ones, were conceived
less didactically and differently financed. As early as 1951, the Ministry of Community
Development’s emphasis for urban halls was placed squarely on entertainment—to “fill the
void left by the absence of African traditions.”

In towns … [African Social Halls] fulfill a very different need. Here entertainment is
an important ingredient in the life of the people who are divorced form their tribal
surroundings and their indigenous forms of recreation. There are plans afoot for halls
in all the major towns, and many of the smaller townships too.431
Though additional African Social Halls would be built in Kenyan urban centers between
1948 and 1960, by the end of WWII the Nairobi and Mombasa Municipal Councils had
already paid for the construction of several African Social Halls that included Pumwani
Memorial Hall and Kaloleni Social Hall (as well as the African Stadium) in Nairobi and
Tononoka Hall in Mombasa.432

These massive, classical stone structures seemed to

symbolize a colonial investment in African welfare. Many visiting politicians from England,
including the Duke of Glouchester and Secretary of State Arthur “Creech” Jones, were
ushered into what were evidently lively African political spaces.
Urban African Social Halls may have been more substantial structures than those in
rural areas, since they had direct sources of colonial support, but they appear to have
received no more oversight in terms of programming. By 1951, the Ministry of Community

Source: TNA: CO 822/1671, Community Development in Kenya 1949, Meru Social Welfare
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Development had begun to leave managing the halls and their programming to local “tribal
associations”. The Ministry of Community Development’s 1951 Annual report describes
loose supervision as an “experiment” taking off in Mombasa and, it seems, Nairobi, too.

A very interesting experiment took place in Mombasa where some of the small
community halls were put in charge of tribal associations to direct and manage them.
Previously these halls had been unpopular and little used, but once the tribal
associations were given the task of organizing their own activities they took on a new
lease of life. The large Tononoka Hall was under African management and had a most
prosperous and successful year. After a slow start it has now got into its stride and is
an accepted part of African social life. . . . Two large community halls in Nairobi
fulfilled the same functions and were equally popular.433

Following the Emergency period, programming in both rural and urban African
Social Halls became considerably more state-directed. By 1957, the state had appointed a
colony-wide Music and Drama Officer, Graham Hyslop, who distributed scripts, organized
music and drama competitions, taught classes, and generated reports on the theatrical
goings-on in each province and district.434 From an archival standpoint it is, therefore,
considerably easier to describe how various ethnic groups filled their community stages by
the late 1950s. Nonetheless, a great deal of African-organized theatrical programming had
already been underway in the years leading up to the Emergency.

Through my own

research, I am best positioned to describe the Kikuyu ethnic group’s politicized postwar
theatrics. Drawing on the secondary literature, I suggest that similarly reframed expressive
acts were also staged by the Kalenjin and the Luo—though they would all certainly increase
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with the help of colonial patronage during the emergency.435
Between 1949 and 1952 urban-based Kikuyu politicians, producers and performers
participated in “traditional” dance shows, that seemed to reframe traditional songs and
dances (ngoma) as British variety shows in Nairobi’s Pumwani Memorial, Kaloleni and
Kikuyu Social Halls.

Instead of casting a white colonial administrator as Master of

Ceremonies, Kikuyu politicians assumed that role. Kikuyu variety shows were typically
accompanied by dramatic political oratory from emerging public figures, or established ones
like Jomo Kenyatta.436 One such producer-MC-politician was Eliud Mutonyi, who in 1951
became chairman of the Mau Mau Central Planning Committee.
Starting in 1949, Mutonyi staged traditionally-accented variety shows for urban
audiences at considerable personal expense. The small admission fee was wholly eclipsed by
the price of transport, room and board of the performers, and renting out the African Social
Halls. Nonetheless, the productions helped to establish his name with Kikuyu both in the
reserves and in the capital:

In July 1949, I felt that there was a need to revitalize our traditional songs and
dances, which were dying out, especially in the urban areas. I decided to try the
unusual. I went home and collected some elderly men and women who know our
traditional dances such as Muthunguci, Nguru, Muthirigu, Njaama and Kibaata.437 I
hired Pumwani Memorial Hall, Kaloleni Hall and the Kikuyu Hall and organized
displays of traditional dancing there. There were about sixty dancers. People paid a
A note to my fellow scholars that there is certainly more research to be done on the ground in
Kenya with the collection of oral histories concerning the many ways in which various ethnic
communities filled their African Social Halls in the post war period.
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small entrance fee ranging from fifty cents to one shilling, but this could not cover
the expense of vehicle hire, hire of dancing halls, food and accommodation. The
one thing that this small affair did for me was to establish my name with the people,
both at home and in Nairobi.438

The notoriety offered by these productions was particularly Kikuyu in two ways.
First, by positioning himself alongside “elderly” dancers, 32-year-old Mutonyi appeared to
ingratiate himself with the traditional respect for elders, such as he understood it.

From time immemorial [the Kikuyu] people have been ruled in their clans by a
system of elder-government. In the clan councils, the old men discussed all matters
of importance with recognized athamaki (leaders).439

Inviting sixty elderly people from his birthplace on an all-expenses-paid trip to Nairobi was
an effective way to re-introduce himself to people back home—rendering Mutonyi someone
more proper than a shiftless businessman, a man grounded in respect for his elders. Second,
staging ritual performances associated with circumcision, crop cultivation and harvest helped
to associate an urban-based, western-educated, possibly landless member of the new
educated elite with what was a particularly Kikuyu trapping of authority, namely: land.
Since at least the nineteenth century, land was prerequisite among the Kikuyu to
participate in political life. But life was not without hope, and the landless and the land poor
could always work on the land of others eventually to buy land of their own. Under colonial
rule, however, those without land could find neither secure employment nor prospects to
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buy land in their futures.440 Understanding that power and authority were derived from the
land, Oxford-educated Jomo Kenyatta, following his 15-year sojourn in England quickly set
about buying land and a house in Githunguri—not Nairobi. As a landowner, he established
his Kikuyu-ness and demonstrated his political aspirations.

Kenyatta, though, had

extraordinary support and resources. The option to buy land was not open to most of those
without it.
Obviously, Eliud Mutonyi also harbored political aspirations, but, unlike Kenyatta,
he had no land. Nonetheless, as a self-made Nairobi-based businessman Mutonyi had some
resources and considerable resourcefulness. Born in Kirinyaga near Mount Kenya, Mutonyi
moved to Nairobi as a teenager. He started out as a house servant to an Asian family in
Pumwani, but by the 1940s he was selling everything from cattle to clothes and operating his
own truck. By staging traditional dance shows, Mutonyi seemed to imply that he was rooted
in the customs of his land, thereby wrapping himself in the authority that land typically
provided.
Meanwhile, in Kisumu and western other towns, the rapidly expanding Luo ethnic
identity was also making use of urban-produced dance shows. And by the late 1940s,
prominent Luo politician Oginga Odinga was organizing Luo Union dances and public
education lectures for the welfare of “urban Luo” much as Mutonyi had done in Nairobi.441
Staged acts of traditional culture were strategic. They allowed otherwise geographically and
culturally divided kinsmen to consolidate expanded ethnic identities—and generated
constituents for would-be politicians.
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reframed ritual acts and orientalist representations of Africa presented otherwise estranged
generations with a form of cultural nationalism—dances and songs sung in shared languages.
Functioning much like Benedict Anderson explains that text might do, theatrical
performances generated new kinds of imagined communities and opportunities for
belonging.442

By 1950 and likely earlier, the KAU (Kenya’s first inter-ethnic African political
association, established in 1944), was using stage shows referred to as "dona dona” to raise
funds and drum up popular support. When Mutonyi became trustee of the Nairobi Branch
of the KAU in 1950, he once again found himself involved in the production of expressive
culture.

Our KAU Nairobi branch had become the core of Kenya’s new political awareness. .
. . To raise more funds for our branch, we organized evening concerts which we
named “Dona-Dona”. We occasionally invited prominent African leaders to these
occasions and this boosted the popularity of the concerts. The main venue for these
events was the Pumwani Memorial Hall where people paid an entrance fee of
between one and two shillings. This way we kept our branch from running into
financial difficulties as we received no grant from Headquarters.443

There is much we do not know about the content of these Dona Dona shows, though when
Mutonyi refers to the show as a “concert” he does offer us a clue. It seems that in midcentury Kenya, the term concert referred not to purely musical occasions but to both
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proscenium-style stage plays and variety shows. 444 Though the Nairobi KAU branch was
comprised almost entirely of Kikuyu, because the KAU was Kenya’s first inter-ethnic
African political association, explicitly Kikuyu traditional dancers may or may not have been
out of place. It seems likely the performances would have featured a mixture of traditional
songs and dances from various areas as well as more urban forms of music and expressive
culture—likely including then-popular topical sketches about urban life.445
Whatever the content, it seems likely that Dona Dona organizers would have
adjusted their lineups to compliment “prominent African leaders”—who themselves
appeared as guest speakers and starring attractions.

Included among these honored

speakers, was Kenya’s first African representative on the Legislative Council, Eliud Mathu,
who visited a Dona Dona in 1951. It is not difficult to imagine a group of traditional
dancers making way for Mathu to speak about the importance of moving beyond the
distractions of western costumes, customs, and mistreatments to recall and recover the
strength and dignity of their traditions—“throwing off European garb.”446 The following
year, in August of 1952, Jomo Kenyatta—who was himself a veteran actor447—attended a
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Dona Dona at which he delivered a fiery call-and-response style speech.448 Kenytta declared,
“The tree of freedom was fed, not on water, but on blood.” Then he asked, “If I hold the
lion’s fangs, will you brave his tearing claws?” to which the multitude replied, “Yes.”
In April 1951, Eliud Mutonyi was elected chairman of the Mau Mau’s Muhimu
Central Committee.449 Though the KAU and Mau Mau were certainly not synonymous, by
1951 there was considerable overlap in membership and coordinated policies, and
particularly in Nairobi.450 It seems that Dona Dona shows and political meetings began to
double as recruitment propaganda for Mau Mau. Through subtle signaling, speakers
communicated with interested conscripts, who then hung around after the curtain fell and
joined the Mau Mau by taking the Oath of Freedom—which was, by this point, an outlawed
practice in Kenya.

I told a tense audience that the floor was open for those who wanted to join our
Muhimu group. . . . I did not mention “Muhimu” in my speech, but those who were
with us understood my meaning. We had to talk using secret codes, riddles or
proverbs in converting our message as it was of utmost importance that no nonmember should know the secret of the Muhimu. . . . It was during these meetings
that we extended the secret activities of Muhimu. After each such meeting, we
would gather at a pre-arranged place—a home, a school, or an office—where we
would initiate and enroll new members into our movement. 451

Around the same time that Mutonyi was communicating with knowing audience
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members “in code,” upcountry from Nairobi in the town of Karuna-ini, Nyeri—which sat in
the heart of Kenya’s highly contested Central Province, or so-called White Highlands—the
future Mau Mau Field Marshal, Dedan Kimathi, was also organizing theatrics while issuing
the oath to interested Land and Freedom Army conscripts as a member of another and more
militant Mau Mau leadership organization, called the Forty Group. Unlike the traditional
dances and Dona Dona concerts that Mutonyi organized in Nairobi, though, Kimathi’s
performative genre of choice appears to have been narrative theater.
While little is known about the content of his programming, the name of Kimathi’s
organization, “Gichamu Youth Theatre,” has much to tell us.452 The word Gichamu refers to
the battle of Githunguri gia Gichamu, in which the Kikuyu defeated the Maasai to secure
land in 1892.453 In the second half of the 20th century, Gichamu became a figure of speech
among the Kikuyu to refer to beating someone “like the Maasai at Githuguri gia Gichamu.454
By naming his theater group Gichamu, Kimathi reminded his fellow Kikuyu of their
Information about Kimathi’s initiation of a youth theater comes from Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s recent
speech delivered on the occasion of the renovation of Keya’s National Theater. The title of this
speech was, “Why the ‘liberated’ national theatre should fulfil Kenyans’ deferred dreams” and it was
printed in the Daily Nation (and a great many other Kenyan papers) on September 6, 2015. Beyond
Thiong’o’s fascinating statement, is well-documented that Kimathi had a flair for the dramatic arts
and during his secondary education participated in debate club as well as creative writing. He was
briefly involved in the King’s African Rifles in 1940, and it seems reasonable to imagine that he
would have been exposed to battalion ngoma and—living in the “white highlands” —possibly also to
the existence of European variety shows. Note that I did not know about this history while living in
Kenya between 2013 and 2014, and therefore I did not pursue collection of oral histories concerning
the Gichamu Youth Theater. It is possible that Dedan Kimathi’s widow, Mukami Kimathi, and
people from the town of Karuna-ini may be able to shed additional light on the organization’s
programming. Source: Thiong’o, n.p.
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ancestors’ decisive seizure of land. By referring to the Gichamu Youth, Kimathi seemed to
issue a rallying cry for a new generation’s battle for land, this time against the white settlers.
By using the term and form of Gichamu Youth Theater, perhaps Kimathi sought to occupy a
symbol of the British colonial state.455

The Kikuyu were not alone in their use of expressive culture as cover for anticolonial political organization. Evidently, in May of 1947 the so-called Kipsigis tribe—who
by the 1950s would be understood as a sub-group of the Kalenjin ethnic group—had begun
to restage ritual acts with anti-colonial meanings. For much of the 20th century, the Kipsigis
lived in the Rift Valley closely alongside Kikuyu, and the two groups often organized parallel
acts of colonial resistance, including the Kipsigis and Kikuyu independent school movement
in the 1930s and the Kipsigis/Kikuyu Central Association in the 1940s. In May of 1947, two
Kipsigis politicians, Solomon arap Mataget and Cheruyot arp Cheklelich, organized a
meeting that generated a corollary to Mau Mau, called the Dini ap Mbojet.

Evidently, the

meeting itself was organized to approximate a religious ceremony,456 but when it concluded
with new members taking a Mau Mau-like oath that required initiates to use violence against
government servants, their cover was blown. According to the Colonial Office’s Cornfield
Report, Dini ap Mpojet was a “pseudo-religious cult” which used the “guise of religious
observance as a cloak for political discussion.”457
By 1948, a politician called Lukas Pkoech introduced a similar anti-European
“religious” organization, Dini ya Msambwa, to the East Pokot of northwest Baringo, who
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were also future members of the expanded Kalenjin ethnic grouping.458 In North Nyanza
Province and the Kitale District another so-called “political-religious sect” also called Dini ya
Msambwa had emerged by 1950—this time among people who would soon come to
comprise the Luhya ethnicity.459
In sum, expressive culture in general and staged entertainments in particular,
permitted Africans to become public figures, to generate new political affiliations among
themselves, and to challenge the colonial state in terms that, if not explicitly encouraged,
were legal and permitted.

Casting White National Theater
On the eve of the Mau Mau uprising, expressive culture functioned for the European
minority much as it did for the African majority. Theatrical acts established a common
culture and set of values among an economically and geographically divided ethnic group—
in this case, the white settlers. Living in the Kenya colony by 1948 were 5.2 million Africans,
97,000 South Asians and 29,000 Europeans—each group with political representation and
power in inverse proportion to its size. It may, therefore, be tempting to gloss over post-war
settler theatrics to focus on the ultimately victorious but still disenfranchised African
majority. And to the extent that Kenya’s theater history has been written, this is precisely
how authors have handled the white settlers’ constant productions and endless amateur
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theater clubs.460 Nonetheless, previously unstudied archival collections from the publicfunded Kenya National Theater (1952, Nairobi) and two private settler theaters—the
Nakuru Players (1949, Nakuru) and the Donovan Maule Theater (1948, Nairobi)—
demonstrate that Kenyan theater, even when racially segregated, functioned in similar ways
among Kenya’s diverse communities—as a tool with which to build white ethnic nationalism
and make claims to Kenya’s future.
Following the war, the gulf between Kenya’s long-established, wealthy, landed
settlers and a newly-arrived set of working-class Europeans widened alongside the racial
rift.461 Previous growth of the European community had merely welcomed more elite whites
into the colony. Following WWI, the 1919 “soldier settlement scheme” attracted fifteen
hundred former officers to relocate to Kenya. By the time the depression began to limit the
influx of British immigrants in the 1930s, the European farming community was largely
composed of people from the landed and professional classes in Britain. These were men
and women of high birth, with backgrounds in public school education.462 During World
War II, farm subsidies rendered these settler farmers quite prosperous. They consolidated
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their holdings with industrialized methods that further exploited Kikuyu squatter contracts
and left thousands without work or land.463
Between 1948 and 1962, the European population in Kenya more than doubled with
the arrival after WWII of a different class of white immigrant, who remained in Kenya’s
cities, where they pursued commercial enterprises alongside 97,000 urban-based Asians,
75,000 literate African veterans and thousands of displaced African farmers. In the 1940s,
Kenya’s white community found itself in a state of transition—not entirely unlike the
Kikuyu, many of whom found themselves adrift in cities without social ties or job
opportunities period. According to the landed elites, these white newcomers, along with
Afrikaners and Asians, were the source of Kenya’s race problems. Supposedly lacking the
cultural heritage of noblesse oblige, these ambitious middle class men and women became the
gentleman settler’s scapegoats for the crisis of racism that Governor Philip Mitchell referred
to as Kenya’s “human problem.”464 Nonetheless, all whites in Kenya, outside of their social
frictions and class differences, experienced the benefits of racial supremacy.
For many white Kenyans, the defense of white privilege and the implications it held
for the future of an independent nation became the common ground in which shared
politics might take root. White settler theater became a space from which to defend or
humanize representations of white authority before diverse white audiences. To accomplish
this agend, adapted scripts were sometimes used, but more typically a colonial administrator
or white settler was merely recast as an amateur actor and allowed to demonstrate his or her
good graces, talent, pluck and humor from center stage. The stage itself became an open
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space in which new arrivals might find starring roles alongside more established settlers.465
Unsurprising then, is the multiplication of color-barred theater amateur clubs in post-war
Kenya. To house the clubs, settlers erected or repurposed half a dozen new theater buildings
between 1945 and 1952.466
As in the simultaneous consolidation of Kikuyu ethnic nationalist communities,
forging new connections between the rural and the urban—the landed white farmers and
urban-situated newcomers—became foundational to the establishment of an inclusive white
nationalism. As such, theatrical tours became an important part of regional amateur theater
club programmoing, in which amateur theater groups from Nairobi visited Central Province
and the Rift Valley, and vice versa. To accommodate touring shows more easily, colonists
amended the stage play licensing laws in 1936, such that paying for one town’s license
generated free licenses in other towns, too. 467 When the Kenyan National Theater opened
in Nairobi in October of 1952, amateur groups from outside the capital booked the
“National” venue in what likely seemed significant pilgrimages to the cultural capital of the
colony.
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Settler theater helped to build up and to justify white nationalism, so much so that by
1946 Nairobi settlers had initiated plans to erect a color-barred European National Theater.
When Kenya’s first proscenium stage theater, the Theater Royal, announced plans after the
war to become a full-time cinema, many of Nairobi more elite white thespians banded
together under the leadership of Brian Figgis to initiate the “European National Theatre
Movement.” They launched a fundraising campaign in March 1946 with an entertainmenttax-exempt production of Shaw’s Arms and the Man.468 The term European National was no
inadvertence, as the men and women behind the movement intended for their theater to
symbolize and crystalize white nationalism in whatever postcolonial future might be coming
to East Africa.
Just one year later, in 1947, the Foreign Office and British Council began to organize
for the erection of a Nairobi “inter-racial cultural center” to alleviate Kenya’s “racial
animosity.” A whites-only European National Theater was obviously not what the London
architects had in mind. Early reports sent to London about white theater movement were
dismissive at best. British Council representative Richard Frost went so far as to describe
the use of “national” in the term European National Theater “something of a misnomer”
amounting to “racial discrimination.”
Undeterred by Frost’s censure, Nairobi’s white theatrical enthusiasts set about
convincing the BC representative that an inter-racial national theater was precisely what
Nairobi required.

Gradually, the European National Theater Movement became the

implicitly, or at least potentially, “inter-racial” Kenya National Theater. In August of 1947,
the European National Theatre Committee abandoned their position on racial exclusivity—
striking that line from their constitution and agreeing to include African and Asian
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representatives among the members of their theater planning committee. In doing so, they
successfully opened themselves up to Frost’s support and with it, the possibility of public
financing. Sure enough, by 1949, Secretary of State Arthur Creech Jones had personally
secured a Colonial Welfare and Development Grant for the construction of the “interracially proposed” Kenya National Theater.
Beyond economically-motivated pragmatics, the European National Theater
Movement’s strategic adjustments not only coopted plans for an inter-racial culture center,
but they also mirrored an evolving post-war political position becoming popular among
many of Kenya’s elite whites. These white settlers were sensibly abandoning the idea of
independence under white minority rule and favoring the preservation of white rule in the
“white highlands”—within an otherwise multi-racial, federal state.469 Fully understanding the
doomed future of colonialism and the impossibility of white dominion in a single Kenyan
government, the landed settlers, whose positions were amplified and articulated by the
European Elector’s Union, began to revive the language of trusteeship. Trusteeship over
African welfare stood to advance their own “claim for the grant for Responsible
Government” within a “closer union” or Federation that might preserve the controlling
position of a small European minority.470
Over time, however, plans for the intended Kenya National Theater began to look
nearly identical to their original plans for a European National Theater.

The committee’s

decision to erect the building on land already reserved for the European National Theater, in
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the “snob section”, European-only part of town, had lasting implications of exclusivity.471
Not only would the KNT be largely inaccessible to non-Europeans, but the multi-racial
planning committee would not be able to assume their planned roles as trustees, since in the
European sections of Nairobi only Europeans could hold land.
Reframed acts of British nationalism were foundational to both the KNT and to
performances of European nationalism in Kenya. On December 8th 1951 the Governor
invited “all who were interested” to attend a preview of the premises of the KNT, during
which water from Shakespeare’s River Avon was sprinkled on the stage, orchestra well and
auditorium floor to symbolize the link between “this newest Colonial theater and the main
fount of British poetry and drama.” 472 Or, in the words of Brian Figgis, “as a token of our
association with the English Theatre.”473 In the 1953 Year Book of East Africa this ceremony
was remembered as appropriate for the introduction of “the first British National Theater in
the whole world”.474 With these ostentatiously British acts on Kenyan soil, the Kenyan
National Theater allied the colony’s whites with Britain without denying a hypothetically
multi-racial Kenya in the indefinite future.
In the settler-dominated Highlands, even those Europeans who supported a racially
inclusive Kenyan future planned to maintain their privileges and class exclusivity. For
example, in 1949, settler-politician Michael Blundell, at the same time he participated in
Richard Frost writes, “The National Theater was built where it was built because those who
planned the scheme, including Thornily Dyer, the architect who designed Parliament Building and
conceived the master plan for Nairobi, wanted to build the National Theater in the ‘snob’ center of
Nairobi.”
471
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plans for the multi-racial Kenyan National Theater, became president of the whites-only
Nakuru Amateur Theater Club. The Nakuru Theater Club’s constitution explicitly excluded
all non-European members from its ranks, and even those Europeans who did belong paid
to access ranked “classes” of membership.475 Nakuru Theater Club allowed participants to
emphasize, dramatize and defend what they held in common, namely: both their class
privilege and their white privilege—reimagined as white nationalism.476 After forming, the
group mounted original interpretations of classical stories which they soon performed in a
clubhouse originally built as a Masonic Lodge.477 Consider, for example, their rendition of
Humpty Dumpty, which seems to call into question the destabilizing role played by white
newcomers to the Kenya colony. In the Nakuru-rendition of Humpty Dumpty, the presence
of foreign military men upsets peace in the land of “Bunkum”, where these newcomers
show no respect for local traditions or rules, explained to them in a song:

Now harken my lads, while I tell you a tale
Of a fabulous egg that will never be stale,
For many a year it sat on a wall,
But it doesn’t allow you to touch it at all.
But halt, while I tell you of how it came there;
A magician one day in a rage did declare
That when the egg fell the King’s crown would be lost
And he’d not get it back at whatever the cost.478
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Playing with flood of white veterans and new social problems in Kenyas in the
aftermath of WWII, the lower-class navy sailors make the drunken decision to push the egg
from its wall. In breaking the egg they unleash Humpty Dumpty, a threatening, rude man who
threatens to take the King’s crown unless he can be reassembled, in his comfortable,
customary shell.

I’m Humpty Dumpty, and I’m most annoyed
That I’ve fallen down from the wall, and if I’m never put together again,
All the worst of disasters will befall, befall, befall,
Oh, the worst of disasters will befall!

In racist allusion to politicized and educated Africans, Humpty’s threatening and
unnatural existence can be nullified only by the seemingly impossible reconstruction of his
own ovoid of privacy. But when “all the King’s horses and all the King’s men cannot put
Humpty together again,” the locals of Bunkum convince the visiting navy men to help them
capture and imprison Humpty Dumpty.

We’re going to make Humpty a prisoner and then
We’ll take him to sea far away from his men,
The King and Queen we’ll have once more to reign,
And all will be happy in Bunkum again.479

But Humpty quickly escapes and grows vengeful and violent. In the end, though, money
and magic save the day. A well-disguised prince emerges to marry the princess and rescue
Bunkkum from its debts to the Kingdom of Bosh. The prince offers Humpty a place in the
court of Bunkkum, but before this concession becomes necessary, with a flick of her wand a
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fairy reassembles Humpty.

Kenya’s white amateur theatrics have a history that predates even Nairobi’s 1920
incorporation as a city. By the post-war period, the older drama organizations included the
Railways Players (founded in 1929) and the East African Shakespeare Festival (begun in
1933), which invited whites from neighboring colonies to congregate in Nairobi for a
celebration of the Bard.480 Also active by 1949, was the Nairobi Amateur Dramatic Society,
which performed at the R.A.F. Station in Eastleigh.481 It was not until 1948, however, that
the city—newly swollen with white professionals of many stripes—got its first professional
theater: the Donovan Maule Studio Theater.
This repertory theater was founded and run by a married couple called Mollie and
Donovan Maule. Donovan Maule caught wind of Nairobi’s lively theater scene from a
member of the ENSA during his time in Egypt—where Maule was himself a forces
entertainments officer.482 Donovan and Molly Maule hailed from a long line of actors and
actresses and had practically been born on stage. Landing in Nairobi, though, they struggled
to find their footing. Finding neither an available stage (with the Theater Royal converting
to a cinema) nor any professional actors to hire, they set about building their own makeshift
venue and a dramatic school from scratch.
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Nairobi’s settler society did not flock to their early productions—which starred
barely trained and paid actors rather than the usual casts of old friends.483 In addition to bad
class dynamics, racial politics may have had something to do with the disinterest, or disdain, ,
since during these early years, the Maules declared their club “non-racial,” and open to all
paying members—promising even to produce shows in languages other than English, “to
the benefit of all.”484

Moreover, they cast both Asians and Europeans in the same

productions and occasionally offered matinee shows to Asian and African students.485 For
example, in their 1951 production of His Excellency, the Maules cast three Asian actors: J.S.
Rao Burjor N. Billimoria, and Ayres Riberio.486
The Maules scraped by, during these early years, with their diverse, paying members
and by producing dozens of radio plays for local broadcast by Messrs Cable and Wireless.487
Business ledgers suggest that it was not until the declaration of the Emergency in 1952,
however, that the DM theater found itself on sound economic footing, with a robust
membership and full houses. In fact, during 1952 they took what would prove to be their
most popular and profitable production to date, Bell, Book, and Candle, from the city to the
countryside—on a tour of Central Province and Rift Valley Province, many of those towns
most affected by Mau Mau. The press and the public went wild for the imagined contrast
between good “white magic” on stage, and nefarious “black magic” in the forests.488 As the
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DM theater club’s popularity soared among white settlers, diversity all but disappeared from
the DM’s stage.489 Profits, meanwhile, continued to rise, and by 1957 the Maules had
opened a lavish new theater with seats sufficient for more than 500 people.

Casting Indian National Theater
Indian nationalism surged in the post-war period—both in the Kenya Colony and on
the Indian sub-continent, where India became independent in 1947.

Since the 1920s,

Kenyan Asians had argued for the right to own land and expand their immigration to the
colony and their political representation within it. In more radical moments, they pondered
Kenyan incorporation under the flag of the subcontinent, a position first articulated in the
1920s by Kenyan-Asian politician A.M. Jevanjee:

I would go so far as to advocate the annexation of this African territory into the
Indian Empire, with provincial government under the Indian Viceroy, and let it be
opened to us, and in a very few years it will be a second India.490
It was an argument with staying power: In 1937 a South Asian playwright, Mr. Mangat from
Mombasa, dramatized a pragmatic solution to the challenge of how to become landowners
in the color-barred colony in his popular play, The Settler Prince.491 In the play, a wealthy
Indian prince creates a corporation with which to purchase huge swaths of land from settlers
in the Kenyan Highlands—since South Asians, but not corporations, were legally prevented
Consider, for example, that a 1951 a production of Little Hut featured a diverse cast, but in 1957,
the DM revival of that same play starred only European actors. Source: KNM:
DM/TH/PCF/7/1/2 Donovan Maule Theatre Press Clipping Files, June 1950-August 1951; KNM:
DM/TH/PCF/7/1/9 Donovan Maule Theatre: Press Clipping Files: May 1956-Jan 1957.
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from owning land in the heart of white settler farming. Now, with Kenyan independence
plainly on the horizon, the argument resurfaced. However, not all Kenyan Asians shared this
ambitious vision, and many advocated for inclusion among the white minority, who seemed
poised to inherit the colony they already controlled. Theater became an instrument through
which Asian actors, producers and patrons jointed their white and African counterparts in
exploring competing arguments of Indian and white nationalism, using performance to
connect South Asians of Kenya to either India or England.
Even if Kenyan independence was understood as inevitable, the fully articulated wish
among Kenya’s whites was for it to develop in a British image—not an Indian one. Clearly
Indian nationalism was not contained to India, and white settlers feared its recidivist effects
among Asian settlers in the Kenya Colony. Consider the rejection of the idea of “Indian
civilization” put forth by a prominent settler and member of the European Elector’s Union,
M.F. Hill in his 1944 essay collection, The Dual Policy in Kenya:
Kenya must be governed and developed in accordance with the principles of British
civilization. It is impossible for the representatives of two completely different
civilizations conjointly to administer a land where the cardinal problem arises from
the impact of European civilization upon backward Africa. In brief, there is no place
in Kenya for the influence of Indian civilization.492

Despite the elite settlers’ categorical dismissal of an Indian political future in Kenya,
they tolerated certain upper-class Asians in white settler society. A handful of wealthy
Indians attended the settler theater and even participated in the Maules’ burgeoning
professional theater. By the mid 1940s, it was not uncommon for Indian variety shows to
produce traditionally Indian performances alongside musical numbers modeled after British
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variety shows—including minstrelsy performed in blackface and seemingly set in Kenya.493
By performing this racial parody, South Asians sought to align themselves with the racially
empowered white community, but they did not stop there.
Because white trusteeship over African welfare was an integral part of the British
claim to Kenya, South Asians also worked to position themselves as supportive of African
forays into theater. By 1948, South Asians in Kenya had begun to fund and support the
organization of African drama. For example, in Nairobi the African Dramatic Club, founded
by Africans in 1948, was “promised funds, not from European or African sources but by
Commissioner for the Government of India, who is working with great energy and skill,
backed by apparently unlimited funds to court the Africans of East Africa.494
Still, though, South Asians devoted the great majority of their theatrical energies to
“traditional Indian dramas” that connected viewers and practitioners in fresh ways to the
newly independent Indian nation. Since 1909, the premier South Asian theater venue in
Nairobi had been the Goan Institute, which housed a wide range of both Goan and other
South Asian productions. Among these theatrics were regular productions by Goan student
groups as well as adult Goan amateur actors. The premiere Goan theatrical society was
called “The Jolly Boys.” The Jolly Boys were revered for the length of their day-long stage
plays. Writing about a production of Konhanin, the white settler press acknowledged the
493 To support this claim I have several photographs form the Goan Railway Institute Players. Photos
come from an publically accessible photo internet album accessed on December 9, 2014 but no
longer online as of July 2017. Photos are identified as part of the “S.C. DeSouza Collection,” and
while these photos are not dated, they accompany photographs that are identified as coming from
the early 1950s. The once-stable URL is as follows:
https://picasaweb.google.com/gimemorabilia/CulturalEvents?noredirect=1#
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intricate miming and the overall “colorful, physical and vibrant” effect, but most emphasized
its challenging length.495 So long were the Jolly Boys’ productions that after two seasons on
stage at the Kenya National Theater, they were banned from any future productions. Likely,
though, political frictions also played a role in their ban.
The Goan Institute was not the only venue for South Asian productions in post-war
Kenya. As among African and European communities, South Asians built many new social
halls in this period. Across the colony, numerous South Asian communities put up (tax-free)
stage plays that functioned as fundraisers for the explicit purpose of creating performing arts
groups or raising funds to build community halls to house political meetings and
performances.
Consider, for example, the lively state of the performing arts that South Asians living
in Kisumu cultivated between 1952 and 1953—all of which were officially registered with
the Town Clerk: In July, the Kisumu Hindu community organized a variety show, and ticket
sales aided a building fund for a Kisumu Bhagini Samaj Center, in honor of Indian
Nationalist Bharat Sevek Gopal Krishna Gokhale.496 In March, Kisumu’s Ismaili community
organized a variety and cinema show at Messrs Nyanza Picture Palace to raise money for the
Ismaili community to organize an “Aga Khan Band.”497 Then in August, Nairobi’s Gujarati
amateur dramatic society, the Oriental Art Circle, traveled to Kisumu, where they put on a
Gujarati language play, Manu-ki Masi, at the Visa Oswald Community Hall. Proceeds went
toward the building fund associated with Kisumu’s Cosmopolitana Club, a members-only
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recreation society.498 By the following year, a Kisumu-based Gujarati Amateur Drama group
was producing plays like Anokhi Puja and Sajjan Konna.499
Meanwhile, in Nairobi, during the 1950s the Orient Art Circle, developed as a multiethnic South Asian theater group. Though they regularly performed stylized Indian musicals
for Nairobi audiences at the Kenyan National theater, the Orient Art Circle was primarily a
touring group. They visited South Asian communities in small cities across the colony—
giving a population greatly divided by languages and religions something to hold in
common.500

Casting a Shared Kenyan National Theater?
Amidst all the racially-segregated, ethnic-nationalist production practices of the postwar period, exceptions did exist. Evidently as early as 1946, a playwriting-actor called Omari
Suleman, known to family as Kalionoki wa Kiarie and to his fans as Mzee Pembe, began
staging regular performances in Pumwani Memorial Social Hall. The casts of his plays were
multi-ethnic, and the content of his productions dealt, explicitly, with race and ethnicity. In
fact, in Suleman’s first production, he—a Digo from the coast—performed as an Indian
shopkeeper, playing opposite an African patron played by a Maasai actor called Kipanga
Athumani. 501 During an interview in 1967, Suleman recalled the finances of this 1946 debut
along much the same lines as Eliud Mutonyi remembered his first variety show
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production—as an event which earned no significant profit but made him known: “After
paying the six people concerned I realized the immense profit of 48 shillings.”502 Suleman’s
intended career was as an actor, not a politician, and this production helped to launch his
decades-long career successes. From this point forward, he toured Army Camps until
eventually joining forces with the Englishman, Peter Colmore, who specialized in turning
profits for African music and variety shows for both European and African publics.
It is clear from Suleman’s history and other vague references that African-produced
and initiated multi-ethnic theatrics existed by the mid-1940s. From an archival standpoint,
however, the commercial entertainment company associated with the one-time East African
Entertainment Unit director provides the best-documented illustration of social pluralism on
stage. Formed in 1946 as the Kawanawi or Kawanawo Rhino Band, over time the group
became known among the European community (and press) as Peter Colmore’s Band and
Variety Show. Many former King’s African Rifles askari who had served in the East African
Entertainment Units starred in the new band and variety act, though their earliest
composition included a Goan pianist called Dias.503 By 1952, the company also toured with
a European, called Kane, on the keys.504 In addition to being multi-ethnic and multi-racial,
the band was regional in its composition, including African musicians from the Belgian Congo
and Uganda alongside those from Kenya. At its helm sat Colmore, alongside two African
partners and Entertainment Unit veterans: soon-to-be Tanzanian politician Ally Sykes and
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the future Mau Mau operative, James Ngai.505
From the beginning, this eclectic group moved across otherwise starkly
homogeneous social divisions. They performed for Europeans at otherwise color-barred
restaurants and clubs that included: Traveler’s Club, Westwood Park Hotel, Brackenhurst,
Mayfair, Muthaiga Golf Club, Nakuru’s Stag’s Head Hotel, Queens Hotel, Ngong Tavern,
Blue Post Hotel in Thika and Nyali Beach Hotel in Nyali. 506 By 1952, the Rhino Band had
become the first African-inclusive act to perform at the Kenya National Theater. The group
also grew popular outside of Kenya, particularly in Tanganyika, where they performed at the
Dolphin Hotel and several private clubs in Dar es-Salaam. For African audiences, the
musicians and actors performed at Pumwani Memorial Hall and the Garrison Theater in
Nairobi, on MacKinnon Road in Nakuru, and in Nanyuki.

Meanwhile, at the Goan

Institute, the primarily African collective performed for South Asian audiences.507 Many of
group’s performances played explicitly with the fluid compositions of their audience and
their own manifold ethnic identities. For example, the musicians played rumba music
wearing Cubin style shirts for the Nairobi Mayor’s Charity Ball at Town Hall.508 Evidently,

Though Ally Sykes and Colmore initially teamed up in Nairobi and Sykes did play with the band
on several occasions, Sykes soon went back to Tanganyika to assist Julius Nyerere in the country’s
political campaign for Independence.
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they also played a St. Patrick’s Day lineup of Irish music in corresponding costumes.509
The shows themselves varied considerably, depending on the audience and the
occasion.

Whereas performances were sometimes referred to as “All-African Variety

Shows” involving music alongside humorous skits, they might also provide only music as a
dance band. Beyond the novelty of predominantly black talent, the Rhino/Peter Colmore
Band had one considerable advantage over other (white) musical acts in the colony, in that
the musicians played by ear and could quickly incorporate the most current music. Colmore
made a practice of recording popular tunes from the radio, then playing the tapes for the
band several times, as the musicians to worked out their parts.510
For much of the 20th century, the Muthaiga Golf Club functioned as Nairobi’s most
exclusive European space. As such, the Peter Colmore Band’s 1949 tuxedo-clad Muthaiga
debut resulted in many additional invitations to other exclusive white clubs. Evidently, the
group performed both music and skits for the elite whites. Photographs suggest that among
those skits which the group performed, was an act called “Baba Grammar” (Father
Grammar) that cast Omari Suleman opposite an actress named Halima Saidie. In the sketch,
Suleman and Halima are upwardly mobile Africans dining out—with their faces painted
white. They order food from an African waiter in a heavily affected manner, poking fun at
the pretenses of Africans who try to act like Europeans.511
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Kiswahili-to English translation to the caption for a photograph of Suleman and Halema performing
at Government house reads, “Entertainment at Government House: Famous African radio presenters
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(illegible part) the people can be seen laughing at Omari’s performance. Omari (in white on the left)
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In what was likely marketed to a different class of settlers as a weekly “Jungle Night”
at Queens Hotel on the other side of town from the Muthaiga Club, the Band performed
“an all-African cabaret culminating in a real African Ngoma”.512 Regardless of their own
social standing, all white settlers wanted release from any sort of control beyond minimal by
the Colonial Office and its local administration. But whereas less-educated Europeans
tended to argue for white minority self-rule, preferring a Jungle Night to an African Variety
Show, the well-heeled among them began to advance a less dismissive strategy. Through the
lofty language of trusteeship, Kenya’s most well-to-do and long-established settlers
positioned themselves in benevolent contrast to lower-born new arrivals, as invested in the
future of a multi-racial East African Federation, in which the white minority might still hold
sway. Finding limited, unintimidating roles for Africans astride the European stage, as in the
nominally multi-racial Kenya National Theater movement, seemed to complement this
tolerant, if patronizing, position and possible future.
By 1950, the versatile Kiboko band accompanied posh white variety shows from
orchestra pits—much as the African KAR band had done at Nairobi’s Railway Institute back
in the 1910s.513 In July of both 1950 and 1951, Peter Colmore helped to produced, compere
and act in Let’s Face It. These cutting concoctions were the first in a series of topical reviews
lampooning “the settlers, the settled and the set” at the Command Theater. 514 Presented to
an audience that totaled more than 3,000 Europeans, Colmore granted Charles Senkatuka,
the saxophone and clarinet-player, a starring act of his own, and the Bugandan impressed
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audiences and critics with, “an extraordinarily good rendering of J’attendrai in very good
French.”515 So integral was the “Peter Colmore Band,” to the production that one night the
1951 show was cut short because the band had other commitments.516
In addition to performances for paying European audiences, members of the Kiboko
Band and Variety Show also mounted shows for paying African audiences.517 In Nairobi,
their productions appear to have taken place at Pumwani Memorial Hall, but they also
performed outside of Nairobi at MacKinnon Road in Nakuru and in Nanyuki.518 Colmore
does not appear to involve himself directly in the shows for African until 1951, at which
point write-ups of “Peter Colmore’s African Shows” began to appear in the Englishlanguage press, though not always in English.519 For example, the East African Standard
advertised in April of 1951, for a night of Peter Colmore presented “Michezo na Maonyesho
ya Muziki”’ at Pumwani Memorial Hall. It seems that with Colmore’s involvement and
publicity, there also arrived a great many non-African spectators. Soon thereafter, in May
and again in June, the East African Command sponsored another “Peter Colmore African
Show” at the Garrison Theater—also referred to as the Command Theater—for an audience
of Africans as well as Asians and Europeans, among whom was the Commissioner of

WSC: 40.1.31, P. Colmore. (Note Colmore writes in that, Marion Waller is the uncredited
reporter.) See also WSC: 40.1.39 “Let’s Face It,” Sunday Post, 15 July 1950.
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Police.520
Within the African variety shows featuring “music, comedy and smattering of
drama,” Omari Suleman emerged as the star of the show.521 A Muslim and member of the
rapidly expanding Mijikenda ethnic group, Omari Suleman was a polyglot and gifted mimic
of individuals and of ethnic and class-based stereotypes.522 For shows in Kiswahili presented
to primarily African audiences, Suleman appears to have renamed his “Baba Grammar”
character as “Lord Muthaiga.”523 Whereas Baba Grammar seemed to lampoon the missteps
inherent in class pretense, sources suggest that Lord Muthaiga’s use of whiteface rendered
him a high-born Englishman, unable to communicate successfully in Kiswahili with his
many servants. Despite their translation from English to Kiswahili and whatever the shift in
content, European audiences continued to enjoy Mzee Pembe’s antics. In fact, in the
preface to an English language program which circulated at a June 1951 African Variety Show
at the Garrison Theater, Peter Colmore explained to Anglophone audience members that
the African Variety Show would demonstrate that in Kenya, humor crossed racial divisions
and was shared. “You will find yourself laughing at exactly the same situation as the African
audience laughs at,” declares a preface to the program. Colmore elaborates, “in spite of the
language difficulty; in fact, the African’s sense of the ridiculous is identical with ours, which
is a fact not widely understood by Europeans in this Country.”524
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The Kenya Weekly News, picked up this line of thought when they reported that, “the
Commissioner of Police attended one of the performances and his laugh was just as loud as
that of the others.”525 Another European journalist described the show as, “straight
entertainment, free from political and racial issues.”526 Far from apolitical or devoid of racial
engagements, the productions seemed to work at the colonial funny bone by playing
explicitly with many of these tensions.
African Shows may have lampooned the adoption of European affectations among
Africans but were themselves overt expressions of cultural hybridity and social pluralism. In
addition to including Colmore as compere, the shows also presented a popular South Asian
magician called, Professor Shamsudeen.527

And consider that the African Shows each

concluded with an audience-participatory round of “God Save the King”—which other,
presumably European, establishments were forced to open with, due to people leaving
before it could end:

Noticeable was the fact that in spite of the hilarity and excitement aroused by the
show, Peter Colmore could bring his audience to its feet to honor “The King”
respectfully and with no disturbing scramble for the exits; a contrast with the
necessity, apparently, of other places of amusement playing the National Anthem at
the commencement of the performance to ensure that proper respect is paid to His
Majesty.528
It is not possible to know precisely what African or European audiences made of the
showcases and concluding patriotic rituals. Far from apolitical, though, it seems likely that
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African participants understood the productions—particularly those produced and attended
by Europeans—as acts of creative participation in the colonial state. To European onlookers
and producers, the African variety productions likely spoke to their designs for a multiracial,
albeit class-restrictive future for Kenya. In this way, watching African audiences laugh at
Lord Muthaiga’s missteps may have been a reassuring illustration of the mutually legible
barriers to African social mobility, even in a “multiracial” Kenyan Republic. However, by
criticizing the superficiality of involvement in that colonial state by Africans who issued
shallow performances of “Baba Grammar,” and satirizing highborn Englishmen who could
not begin to communicate with the many Africans in their charge, these comedies may have
worked to create space for an alternative—more authentically African—voice in the
government.
On the other hand, African Variety shows also encouraged a kind of African social
mobility based squarely on a commercial model. More than purely political, as for-profit
commercial entertainments, the use of African Variety shows to cultivate African consumers
attracted advertising sponsorships from Shell Oil and Allsops Beer.529 Like a colonial patron,
a commercial sponsor did not limit the performative frame, or the afterlives of the
performers. Consider, for example, that in the early 1950s Allsopps Beer sponsored an
African dance accompanied by Peter Colmore’s Band at Kaloleni Hall. At this dance, a suit
and tie-clad Tom Mboya won the award of “best dressed man,” for which he received a
parcel of White Cap beer, and his smiling photograph published in the East African
Standard.530 At the same time, though, Mboya likely used the publicity to augment his own
position—to make himself known as a rising politician and trade unionist, had by this point
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already won a lawsuit against the colonial government who had initially failed to recognize
The Kenya Local Government Workers Union.
In contrast to the more straight-faced expressions of ethnic theater also underway in
this period, the commercial stage made the performativity of one’s ethnicity the stuff of
comedy and camaraderie. Ethnicity became one more act—a costume to put on, a tune to
learn by ear—at least for an evening, in the dark. In both shared and ethnically particular
forms of expression, Kenyan theater seemed to create a space for play between divided
tribes, ethnic groups, classes, and races. Pluralistic Kenyan theater exhibited power and
potential which we will find many populations using to make claims in the Emergency
period explored in the following chapter.

Conclusions
In the wake of WWII, as independence loomed, close enough to agitate but still far
enough away to allow speculation and even joking, Africans, South Asians and European
settlers were each making arguments for a nation under their own authority. Part of this
project involved the enlargement of ethnic communities with the help of theatrical acts that
bridged growing class divides between rural and urban populations. The irony was that they
also consolidated the ethno-racial divisions.
It is possible to interpret the multiple expressions of Kenyan nationalism explored by
this chapter as a demonstration of Kenyan multiculturalism. A narrow ethno-historical lens
would limit us to one community’s set of creative interventions, but selective treatment of
this sort seems to point to all the different, culturally particular ways in which people made
sense of the same moment in Kenya’s political history, in which they all lived together.
Nonetheless, I interpret the significance of this chapter as an illustration of all the different
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experiences that people had within the same colonial state and cultural world. Drawing on
different histories and sets of cultural symbols, everyone in this postwar world was straining
for political purchase, moral standing and a future within the same political formation.
Despite the deeply segregated nature of Kenyan society, in which a person’s access to a
living wage or the vote, like her treatment under the law, was largely predetermined by his or
her skin color or place of birth, everyone had access to expressive culture, in which they
might either challenge one another or build agreements.
Consider, for example, that in June of 1950, African ritual authorities challenged the
presence in Kenya of a popular European magician, Jasper Maskelyne. On tour throughout
Kenya Maskelyne was performing for European and Asian audiences, but not without the
notice of Africans dismissed as “magicians” or “witch doctors.” As such, the African Witch
Doctors’ Union challenged the legality of Maskelyne’s presence in Kenya on the grounds
that the professional magician was allowed into Kenya despite the fact that there were
already sufficient African people in the country well qualified in magic.

It is reported that, following the news that Mr. Jasper Maskeleyne, the great
magician, and his company of fellow illusionists have arrived in Kenya, the African
Witch Doctors Union is calling a protest meeting to ask Government to enforce
more strictly the immigration laws by applying the provisions thereof which lay
down that if there are sufficient people already in the country competent to fill the
requirements of any profession then new entrants should be barred—a very wide
interpretation of the provision, I suspect. Anyhow, Mr. Jasper had better be careful
or our own witch doctors who have been renowned for so long may show him a
trick or two, as a means of recording their strong disapproval of what they consider
to be an encroachment on their preserves!531
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In ideological and pragmatic terms, theater helped to produce the coalitions and hostilities
that would erupt in the violent 1950s. In other words, ethno national theatrics both directly
and indirectly fueled the Mau Mau Uprising and its colonial backlash.
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CHAPTER SIX

Stages of African Nationalism: Theater for Development, 1952-1960

At the same time that the Kenya Colony organized a brutal backlash against the Mau
Mau insurgency after 1952, it also greatly expanded funding for the performing arts among
all the combatants. Overlooked by recent treatments of Mau Mau and the State of
Emergency are the state-sponsored dramas, comedies, and variety shows that recast large
numbers of African men and women as actors on a public stage. Under the specter of both
Mau Mau and state-perpetrated violence, black actors used these stages to both protect and
reinvent themselves—often by satisfying multiple polarized political positions at the same
time. In so doing, they generated a multi-ethnic political frame that could be called African
nationalism.
It is possible to understand the colonial state’s conceptualization of Emergency-era
drama as either theater for development or theater for rehabilitation—in which governmentsponsored performance programs worked to cultivate loyal African citizen-subjects, while
rehabilitative drama addressed the recovery and reform of Mau Mau conscripts or detainees.
Likewise, these phrases also work to describe the unscripted work that African actors used
state drama programs to accomplish: black actors used theater to develop enlarged political
communities and rehabilitate criticisms of (and solutions to) social or governmental
shortcomings. Both development and rehabilitation theater programs allowed African actors
to address the lack of social mobility that Africans faced in ways that created opportunities
for their own social and economic advancement. For example, within theater for
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development programs, women removed their traditional headscarves to don trousers and
take on male roles. Student-actors worked to master stylized British blocking, accents, and
stage tropes in demonstration of their claims to modern citizenship. In theater for
rehabilitation programs, anti-Mau Mau comedians found their way onto the radio and into
detention camps, where most colonists failed to understand that (as we will see in Chapter 7)
the actors simultaneously parodied and popularized Mau Mau and African Nationalist political
positions.

The Mau Mau Uprising (1951-1956) and the colonial government-declared State of
Emergency (1952-1960) overwhelm Kenyan historiography. Variously referred to as an
uprising, revolution, civil war, political movement, and genocide, Mau Mau was a violent
multi-layered conflict that raged in Kenya between 1951 and 1960. It is by far the mostwritten about episode in Kenyan history.

Responding to the threat of Mau Mau, the

Colonial State declared a State of Emergency in 1952. This made possible the suspension of
civil liberties and legal protections available to the people of Kenya. The powers of the army
and “Home Guard” were greatly enlarged.
Mau Mau developed in two periods: Between 1951 and 1955 the Land and Freedom
Army, an African militia which the colonists called “Mau Mau,” organized nighttime attacks
on some whites and dissenting blacks from their headquarters in thick forests. Between
1956 and1960, most Mau Mau guerrillas had been killed or were captured and hanged or
held in detention camps that many scholars have likened to WWII concentration camps.
Meanwhile, beginning in 1954, African civilians from the same Kikuyu ethnic group as most
Mau Mau fighters were rounded up into prison-like “Emergency Villages”: guilty by ethnoassociation. Consider the numbers: between 1952 and 1960, 100,000 Kikuyu were detained
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without trial in camps. 25,000 were killed in combat. 1,090 Kikuyu were hanged by the
colonial administration. Meanwhile, a sum total of 32 white settlers lost their lives in
violence related to the Mau Mau—fewer than perished during that same period in traffic
accidents.532

To put it mildly, Mau Mau scholars do not agree over why the violence took
place. Some point to the numbers and contend that it was a struggle for independence
between black nationalists and the white colonial state—understood largely as a peasant
uprising.533 Others look at the same numbers but highlight the almost exclusive involvement
of Kikuyu to argue that it was, in fact, a Kikuyu civil war reflecting class and gender
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crises.534 A third argument is that the numbers of Kikuyu detained and killed are in fact
huge underestimates and that the reality of Mau Mau is a story of British-managed ethnic
genocide.535 The complexity of the conflict and the productive intensity of scholarly debates
about it have tended to hold attention on the violence, Mau Mau fighters organizing in
forests or suffering in detention camps, leaving open what theater might tell us about the
meanings of the era of Mau Mau to those not mobilized for war.
Expressive culture tends to fall just outside the historian’s gaze, and thus misses the
state-sponsored African actors who, in plain sight, both challenged and legitimized the
Kenyan state. In recent years, scholars like Myles Osborne have productively expanded
historical discussions of violence to include explorations of parallel state- and Mau-Mauproduced propaganda.536 Colonial propaganda remains well archived,537 but scholars face
challenges in locating Mau Mau publications outlawed and destroyed by the colonial state
following 1952.

In the absence of written sources, scholars rely on oral histories to

reconstruct the content and impact of Mau Mau propaganda. State-sponsored but Africanorganized and -acted Emergency-era theater programs, on the other hand, constitute a well-
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documented alternative to tightly controlled colonial propaganda and to African and
European memories of Mau Mau publicity.
Emergency-era theater programs were designed by colonists to unite most Africans
against Mau Mau and succeeded in becoming popular, but they may have failed to alienate
people from Mau Mau. In fact, many open performances reproduced the same symbols and
critiques popularized by the Mau Mau movement. Emergency-era theater also complicates
clear delineations among politically divided Kenyan peoples, and it contributes to the
argument that Mau Mau and “loyalists”, as the British tried to separate them, occupied fluid
social and shared intellectual positions. The overlapping aims on both sides are particularly
well-elaborated by Daniel Branch’s historical reconstruction of loyalism as a product of the
same intellectual debates that spawned the Mau Mau insurgency538 and by Derek Peterson’s
exploration of Kikuyu writing practices to demonstrate how Kikuyu on either side of the
Mau Mau conflict shared similar social imaginations rooted in very similar circumstances.539
Building on those arguments of intellectual confluence, this chapter argues that Kikuyu on
both sides of the social, intellectual, imaginative frameworks related to Mau Mau, but that
these frameworks also found resonances across multiple ethnicities, including even Kenya’s
white settlers. The 1950s history of Kenyan theater does nothing to challenge the terrible
history of colonial violence that rightly mars that era, but it does offer us a fresh perspective
on Mau Mau, the Emergency, and decolonization. It also stands to generate, for scholars, an
entirely new source base with insights into collaborative African and European imaginative
acts and how they contributed to the decade of violence at the center of Kenyan history.
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Although it is possible to approach the history of 1950s African theater as an
account of the white state’s public means of increasing control over black expressive culture,
another story emerges from the margins of colonial archives and the details of historical
performances. By now the suppleness of live performance should be a familiar story: It is a
story of African actors on the stage and in the audience, reinventing their limited roles in
colonial governance and society.

It is the story of disenfranchised colonial subjects

influencing the colonial state in indirect but meaningful ways. And finally, it is an account of
how Mau Mau, like the burgeoning projects in multi-ethnic and multi-racial Kenyan
nationalism, was not the sole invention of one ethnic group—be it British or Kikuyu—but
was the product of a shared social framework, in which symbols, fears and even jokes were
exchanged and made meaningful.

Chapter Blueprint:
This chapter examines theater for development, leaving discussions of theater for
rehabilitation to the chapter following. Theater for development continued the mission
begun in the early post-war period to extend social welfare and education programs to
African populations in long-term preparation for independence. To better control African
populations during the Emergency, however, officials sought larger roles in 1950s
development theatrical performances.

Nonetheless, state-produced drama programs,

competitions and ongoing legal laxity allowed African communities to continue to develop
new, culturally hybrid political identities. In other words, staged development theatrics
permitted apparently loyal colonial subjects to work out claims to augmented colonial
citizenship while actively engaging the very same moral conundrums and social injustices
that fueled Mau Mau itself.
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Organized into two sections, the first part of this chapter introduces the
government’s approach to theater for development and explores why and how independent
African dramatists actively pursued state sponsorship. The second section looks at stateauthored and managed African productions and considers how participants in them
understood their experiences as something more than demonstrations of loyalty but rather as
opportunities to rework their own identities in an overtly modern milieu. Case studies
narrating historic scripts and reanimating historic performances accompany each of the two
sections: The first is Nakupenda Lakini by Henry Kuria and the second is Graham Hyslop’s
Afadhali Mchawi.540

Part I: Independent African Theater & Government Sponsorship
As African theater had begun to flourish in postwar, pre-Emergency Kenya, the
colonial state did not produce performances, but neither did it discourage them: Stage play
laws became looser in the post-war period, and the Department of Community
Development encouraged City Municipal Councils and Local Native Councils to erect the
African Social Halls where African performances were produced.

Despite expressive

culture’s entanglements with African politics and politicians, the state’s tolerance for theater
did not change with the November 1952 Emergency declaration. In fact, it grew.
Emergency regulations outlawed all gatherings of more than five Africans, prevented
anyone from going out after dark, and banned Africans from traveling anywhere without
official permission. A stage play license, however, seemed to permit all three: large-scale
gatherings, nighttime outings, and movement across districts, provinces and even colonies.
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Writing one month after the Governor declared an Emergency, the District Commissioner
of Kisumu explained his support for the deregulation of Kenyan theater, writing, “Almost
nothing contributes more greatly to the cultural uplift of the people of all races.”541 The
colonial state plainly agreed with him.
Between 1952 and 1957, Kenya’s public-financed African music and drama program
grew successively larger each year.

To manage this expansion, the Department of

Community Development made “Emergency funds” available and encouraged Provincial
administrators to allocate funds to the production of African performances and the
construction of African Social Halls—expenses previously left to the sole sponsorship of
Local Native Councils or to on-the-ground African fundraising efforts.542 At their training
centers for African “Community Development Assistants” (CDA), called the Jeanes Schools,
beginning in 1953 the Community Development teachers and administrators introduced
instruction in music and drama alongside standard programs in civics training.543 Following
their Jeanes School instruction, these African representatives of the Department (CDAs)
assumed posts in towns, townships, settled areas, and reserves, from which they organized
western-style entertainment programs for men and women whose “indigenous forms of
recreation are lacking”.544 The inclusion of rural populations and women in the Department’s
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music and drama programs marked a departure from pre-Emergency approaches.545
In the fight against Mau Mau, however, the colonial state sought to develop countermeasures based on ethnicity.546 While colonial practices and policies appeared to move
consistently towards more, better funded African theater, the thinking that justified these
measures was changeable and even contradictory at times. In the largest sense, through the
expansion of theater for development programs the colonial state moved to produce allies in
the war on Mau Mau by coopting and controlling African cultural and political
developments.

Many colonists came to understand music and drama as tools for the

controlled invention of new, syncretic traditions that might replace the perceived
obsolescence of traditional pastimes by filling the “idle time” regularly blamed for the
emergence of Mau Mau. Moreover, many hoped that providing an appealing counterpart to
the hardships of war and the diffuse militarization of Kenyan society might win or at least
maintain African alliances.

The Department of Community Development and

Rehabilitation pursued this logic with official policy and statements from the earliest days of
the Emergency:
There is no doubt that recreation can play a large part in helping the process of
rehab, not only in those areas where terrorist activity is on the wane, but also where
it has never developed. A considerable amount of disruption and minor hardship is
inevitable in the course of an Emergency, but much of the bitterness which may
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result can be removed if recreation can be provided to make life more cheerful.547

By 1957, the Department of Community Development was working to both
preserve and stage anew the ethnic diversity and racialized cultural differences which
rationalized white supremacy, while at the same time creating merit systems to recognize and
reward a minority of well-educated Africans as actors in nominally multi-ethnic white
institutions, including the Kenya National Theater and Kenya Drama Festival.548

Tom

Askwith, Commissioner of Community Development/Rehabilitation and Principal of the
Jeanes Schools from 1950 until 1958, understood the inclusion of African publics in Britishstyle pastimes as a way to generate a common ground on which to build a shared, multiracial Kenyan nation. He was specific about his hopes that African Social Halls might be
filled with theater and entertainment programming alongside “inter-racial meetings and
discussions.” 549
In the cities and the reserves, the state-managed expansion of theater programs,
policies and facilities created new opportunities for black men and women of all ages.
Theatrical productions publicized working solutions to the challenges, ironies, and injustices
inherent to life as a black Kenyan. In the post-war period, these public exercises led quite
directly to Mau Mau oathing and militarization. Under Emergency conditions, however, the
state’s increased awareness and symbolic presence created occasions for black actors to share
their critiques with the government itself and to demonstrate, through well-rehearsed
performances, their own candidacy for inclusion in British-styled Kenyan citizenship. In other
words, so long as they were positioned on a proscenium stage, Africans might dramatize
547
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their frustrations and even earn augmented voices within the colonial state itself. For these
reasons, many would-be independent African actors and drama groups actively pursued
government sponsorship, Community Development Officers’ direction, and even colonists’
attendance.
Consider, in illustration, the story of a Kikuyu playwright called Henry Kuria. In the
wake of the Emergency, Henry Kuria—a young student who had long produced amateur
plays with friends over school holidays—suddenly found himself with powerful government
sponsors ready to produce his first original script, Nakupenda Lakini (or, I Love you, But … ).
The script itself reads as a study in structural violence, in which Mau Mau-like thieves are
dramatized as victims—not of their own actions but of their life circumstance. Nonetheless,
colonists celebrated it, and, for Kuria, the play’s success became a life-defining event.
Following the successful debut of Nakupenda Lakini, Kuria leveraged his newfound
notoriety to found a competitive church music festival for school-age students (the Kiambu
Church Music Festival) and to secure a job for himself in Community Development—as a
Rehabilitation Officer working with “hardcore” Mau Mau prisoners. Soon, Graham Hyslop
himself was helping Kuria to publish Nakupenda Lakini with the East Africa Literature
Bureau (1957), and the young man was employed by Hyslop directly to travel across the
colony, judge African drama competitions, and teach drama and playwriting courses. After
Kenyan independence in 1963, Kuria remained involved in both government and drama.
He helped to organize the new Republic’s National Music Festival and a center for
traditional performing arts, called The Bomas. Meanwhile, he held a position in the Ministry
of Lands, fro, which he used short plays to communicate with constituents. Kuria even
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wrote a television show that aired for two years on the Voice of Kenya. 550 What was it
about Nakupenda Lakini that allowed teenage Kuria to set himself up among African and
European publics in such a way that would lead to a successful career joining politics and the
preforming arts?

Case Study I: Nakupenda Lakini
When colonial officials used public funds to erect Menengai African Social Hall in
Nakuru in 1953, Henry Kuria decided to compose an original Swahili-language play,
Nakupenda Lakini, to fill the space. A teenage student on holiday from Alliance High School
in Nairobi, Kuria was the son of a Kikuyu squatter or farm laborer who worked on a
European farm just outside Nakuru. Because his father had no land, Kuria had no work to
occupy his time over school holidays while he was at home. Instead, Kuria and a few of his
classmates stayed busy over holidays by staging music and drama shows for local friends and
relatives. For a while, they mounted these performances at what Kuria called “buzzing
beerhalls.” Beyond the challenge presented by noisy and often inebriated audiences, the
primary issue facing the young thespians was linguistic: The plays they knew, written by
Shaw and Shakespeare, were in English—a language generally lost on their Kikuyu and
Kalenjin audiences. As an active member of the Alliance High School’s Dramatic Society,551
Kuria was well-versed in the stylized arts of the proscenium stage, and, with the erection of
such a stage in the African section of Nakuru, Kuria and his classmates saw an opportunity
for a new approach.
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Here was a chance not to be missed and together we agreed to apply to the
municipal authorities for a license to stage a play there during the next
holidays. Even though I knew the headmaster would disapprove, especially because
we did not consult him before applying for a license to perform.552
When the stage play license came through, Kuria resolved to write a script in Kiswahili—a
language which all might understand.
Over the coming school term, Kuria wrote Nakupenda Lakini in two weeks—filling
three school exercise books by hand.553 Next, Kuria cast and directed 12 students-actors to
bring his script to life. Though his cast was entirely male, acting across one’s gender had
become commonplace in the single-sex environment of colonial education, and several of
the students took leading roles as women.
Joseph Mungai: ELIAZARO
C. Wang’ombe: MIRIAM
Timothy Ng’aragu: KANGWANA
John Kipruto: DAUDI*
James Mwangi: ANDREA
Peter Gacii: RODA
Isaac Mwangi: YOHANA
James Kamau: TITO
Joseph Murimi: MARIKO
David Muriithi: LUKA
Moses Gathere: MARGARET
Abdu Kiplagat: SINGH*554
Ten among the cast were Kikuyu and two (see *) were Kalenjin. For the most part, the
552
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student’s ethnicity accorded to his role. For example, Kikuyu student Timothy Ng’aragu
played the leading Kikuyu character Kangwana. Meanwhile, a Kalenjin student called John
Kipruto portrayed the Kalenjin police officer and love interest, Daudi. The only exception
was Kalenjin student Abdu Kiplagat, who donned a turban to portray Singh, the South Asian
inspector of Police.555
By the 1950s, Kalenjin and Kikuyu were the two primary populations present in the
agriculturally important and politically fraught Rift Valley. Thess backgrounds meant that
for several of the student-actors among Kuria’s cast, travel to Nakuru was likely the
equivalent of going home. For many of the Kikuyu student-actors, however, travel to
Nakuru meant travel from their homes in Central Province to Rift Valley Province—the two
areas most affected by Mau Mau, and a voyage that Emergency travel proscriptions made
entirely impossable. In November of 1952, following Mau Mau killings of numerous
African leaders loyal to the colonial state, the government initiated a large-scale repatriation
of Kikuyu squatters from Rift Valley farms to Kikuyu reserves in Central Province.
Remarkably, though, for the occasion of a stage play, government authorities granted the
young Kikuyu students permission to travel to Nakuru for three days and two performances.
When the play opened to popular success on the 15th of December 1953, colonial
administrators decided to extend the boys’ passes to seven days and eight performances.
The final two days were largely filled by parties to celebrate the actors and the playwright.
Evidently it was an achievement in which most everyone felt there was something to
celebrate, and, according to Kuria, “even the Mayor and his civic leaders” hosted a banquet
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in honor of the show.556
But what about the play spoke so effectively to so many? The plot of Nakupenda
Lakini follows the tragic downfall of a young man, Kangwana, who falls in love with a young
woman, Roda. Unfortunately, Roda is already married to Mariko, an elderly man with
substantial resources. Meanwhile, Kangwana is a landless civil servant and without lucrative
prospects for the future. He reasons in an extended monologue that the only way he can
marry Roda is to rob her old husband—of both his money and his wife.
Money, money, where is money found?
My father is now old and he is not rich. I have not even finished three years at work,
and Roda the girl I love will not accept me without money.
Money, money, where is money found?. . .
Should I steal it? (He is quiet for a while) No my mother taught me stealing is
dangerous and a sin. Then if I steal and by bad luck I am arrested the result will be
hard labor and ugali and uncooked beans.
Should I borrow? No, I can’t do this. Who will agree to lend me even a hundred
shillings, a young man like me who is unknown to the world.
Then what should I do? Rob someone? No! This is an act of crooks and crooks are
not people. . . .
Should I gamble? No. The monk said that “when bad luck get hold of man then it
never leaves him.”
But I have to get money.
Okay even if I am caught it doesn’t matter. Even if it is a sin, it is nothing. God will
forgive me later when I pray. I will steal! That old man Mariko, I know he said that
he won’t keep money in the bank, stupid! I know where he’s kept the money! That
money will be mine. If I am caught it is okay. I am a man and men were created to
try by all means. Ugali and uncooked beans can’t kill me. I am still young.
If I am not caught, then praise God!
Roda will be mine for life.557
Kangwana conspires with a childhood friend, Andarea (who is also educated clerk, without
prospects for the future), to carry out the robbery. In the end, though, the scheme does not
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go as planned, and Kangwana shoots a witnessing policeman during their escape. Fearing
discovery, Andarea turns on Kangwana, submitting his name to the police. The play
concludes with a veritable blood bath in which, Kangwana shoots Andarea to prevent
Andarea from knifing his sister’s police-officer fiancé—a Kalenjin called Daudi. In the end,
Kangwana shoots himself in the stomach.
In a play written at a time when Mau Mau filled the consciousness of everyone in
Central Kenya, Kangwana’s life predicament was parallel to hopelessness of the men who
joined Mau Mau. Like many of them, he was landless. Like them, his way was blocked by
prominent and powerful elders. Like them, his path to adult masculinity through marriage
was blocked, because marriage required access to wealth. Like them, his path toward freeing
himself from all of these ended in violence. As I see it, even though Kangwana takes no
oath, he is as close as Kuria could have made him to a Mau Mau fighter, victim, and martyr,
given the political dangers an African author faced at that time.
Kuria’s script address the central dilemmas of everyday life at a moment when Mau
Mau was shaping everybody’s consciousness. To colonists, taking the “Oath of Mau Mau”
made someone a vicious savage, just as confessing the Oath rendered someone reformed.
The reality was not so simple as that. Many Kikuyu were forced to take the oath and later,
by the British, to confess the oath. In a sense, then, Kuria’s play complicates reductive
colonial logic by presenting audiences with a role in the play that is similar to the escape that
Mau Mau played in a society built of obstacles. The injustice of Kangwana‘s life
circumstance—ignited by youthful desire and impatience—force him to abandon his
moderate position as a civil servant. Without land or wealth, Kangwana pursues an
alternative, but risky, path to masculinity. In one sense, his transgressions are individual, not
the social and political ones that Mau Mau drew on, and yet Kangwana’s fraught
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circumstances are also notably unexceptional, in that he quickly locates an equally frustrated
age-mate. Together, they rob Roda’s husband—the powerful African elder, who seems to
have too much wealth and too many wives—and shoot a policeman, the face of strict state
controls.
Their assault may have taken on added significance for viewers, since just one year
earlier, between May and November of 1952, Mau Mau fighters had assassinated fifty-nine
prosperous Africans loyal to the colonial state, including Paramount Chief Waruhiu. Written
at a moment when important elders were among the loyalists and were being assassinated,
Kuria casts representations of Mau Mau not only as landless versus landed but also as
generational. Significantly, though, in Kuria’s script Roda’s important elder husband does
not die. And in fact, the police appear poised to restore his wealth to him. Audiences do
watch, however, as Kangwana, his age-mate, and a Kikuyu police officer kill one another on
stage.
These acts were a powerful mirror for what was already happening in Kenya by end
of 1953, a year that witnessed the government buildup of (Kikuyu-heavy) Home Guard
forces to protect against the Mau Mau fighters, Mau Mau’s Lari massacre of Home Guard
men and retaliation, and a concerted Mau Mau offensive against Loyalists in the reserves.558
Powerful Europeans and Africans were no longer in the crosshairs. Instead, Kikuyu agemates began to turn on one another from what proved to be fluid roles as Mau Mau fighters,
Home Guards, and Loyalists. Though he never uses the term Mau Mau (very possibly
because he could not), the Movement and the Emergency would have occupied Kuria’s
imagination. The resulting script plays with the problems of everyday life that produced
recruits for Mau Mau, with the divisions between the two sides reproduced. Moreover,
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Kuria’s script seems to suggest that Mau Mau-related Emergency violence may have only
deepened generational rifts by casting Kikuyu youth against Kikuyu youth while preserving
the positionality of powerful men like Mariko.
The characters on stage could not be more divided by generation, gender, education,
economics, and religion. Every family or would-be future couple was tormented by
diametrically opposed values that seemed to conspire to prevent social reproduction or even
a sense of community. In Kangwana’s monologue, the extent of his moral bind is laid bare.
He considers the moral teachings of his upbringing, his mother, and even the church, but he
finds that these factors do not consider the reality in which he may never have the means to
marry—and certainly not in time to enjoy life as a young man with a young wife.
Consequently, Kangwana resolves to steal, even with the conviction that stealing is immoral
and that those who steal are not even people.
Kangwana, Aafter years of disrespecting his sister, Miriam, for not receiving an
education or being worldly in the ways that he is, sacrifices his own life, and the life of his
friend and age-mate, Andarea, in order both to redeem himself and to keep her clear of his
folly. However, the world which Kangwana seeks to “preserve” for his sister, is certainly not
the clearly Kikuyu one of an earlier generation. Instead, it is a multi-ethnic union between
Kikuyu Miriam and Kalenjin Daudi—which might be understood to open the possibility of a
multi-ethnic African nationalist future.
Within Kuria’s script ethnicity is the one issue over which characters are not divided.
Whereas religious, educational and economic statuses are regularly cited during deliberations
over marriages, Daudi emerges as the most sensible and legibly upstanding choice for
Miriam and even receives her father’s blessing. The suggestion here seems to be that
African communities and definitions of moral citizenship are not divided, or rather need not
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be divided, by ethnicity. This trans-ethnic hint would have been a particularly provocative
argument in the Rift Valley where, since settler squatter contracts had brought Kikuyu there
in the 1930s, Kalenjin and Kikuyu populations often chafed over claims to land.559 Even as
it dramatizes a protagonist whose life story represents that of so many Mau Mau recruits,
and sets the stage for a multi-ethnic African future, Nakupenda Lakini is also a British-styled
script, replete with allusions to Shakespeare.
Nakupenda Lakini was heavily inspired by the Shakespearean dramas which all
Alliance High School students studied and regularly enacted. In particular, Kuria appears to
have taken inspiration from the personal and political power struggles depicted by King
Lear.560 Even the title—I Love You But—seems to allude to the test to which King Lear
submitted his three daughters, asking each to profess her love for him in order to inherit his
kingdom, and disinheriting the daughter, Regan, who was most forthright in her nuanced but
not uncritical declaration of love. Kangwana’s crime-qualified love for Roda does not stand
to inherit or even survive the future. Instead, it is Kuria’s play itself which seems to
represent the nuanced declaration of love for Kenya—worthy of succeeding the British king
with an appreciation of his colonial legacy that is not blind to its faults.
While in conversation with Shakespeare, Nakupenda Lakini was far from derivative.
In fact, Kuria heralded a new generation of Kikuyu Alliance High School studentplaywrights, all of whom traveled with their shows on holiday from Nairobi to Nakuru’s
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Menengai African Social Hall.561 Kuria recalls, “A fire literally began burning after the
play. People like Ngugi wa Thiong’o joined the school the following year and it is only fair
to say that they continued to keep the enthusiasm alive.”562 Among those emerging Kikuyu
playwrights were Kimani Nyoikes, who wrote, produced and starred in Maisha ni Nini (What
is Life?) in 1955, Gerishon Ngugi who wrote Nimelogua! Nisiwe na Mpenzi, or I Have Been
Bewitched! I Haven't Got a Lover, which was produced in 1956, and finally Bethuel M. Kurutu’s
Atakiwa na Polisi (We are Wanted by the Police) which traveled to Nakuru in 1957.563
Kikuyu student-playwrights were not the only young Africans organizing and
authoring plays in the 1950s. A similar practice began among Luo students while on
vacation from school in Kisumu. During the second half of the 1950s, Kisumu’s Social halls
were filled by: Orindi Owenga’s plays Nam Lolwe and Koth ne Ochwe, and by Nathaniel
Orero’s Jopodho Ma Uqwe. According to the late Kenyan scholar and dramatist, Opiyo John
Mumma, these Luo-language productions engaged with current politics and topics but were
coded in their representations, often hiding criticisms in symbolism and wordless mime
sequences.564 It was not the case, however, that independently organized music and drama
groups avoided government attention, attendance, and patronage. To the contrary, it
appears that many individuals whose productions suggest a critical attitude towards the state
sought out government input, investment, and future opportunities.
In fact, for much of the Emergency, the Department of Community Development
and its “Music, Drama, Athletics, and Civics Department” operated like a government arts
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consultancy. Between 1953 and 1956, at least eleven different “self-supporting voluntary
[African sports and leisure] organizations and individuals” reached out to the new
department for assistance that might include official colonial stages, judges, scripts, and
audiences.565 The groups were sprinkled across the colony—from the Coast Sports and
Cultural Association to the Nyanza Music Society—and all appear to have been under
African leadership. Among these was the Kiambu Church Music Festival, which was listed in
1957 as under the organizational leadership of a Mr. Henry Kuria, Rehabilitation Officer at
Nairobi New Prison in Kamiti.566
With a limited European staff, the Department of Community Development
operated through what might have seemed like an updated version of indirect rule.567 Recall
that following several months of music and drama instruction from Hyslop at Jeanes School
in Kabete, Community Development Assistants (CDAs) assumed posts in the African
sections of cities, on commercial farms568, in African reserves, and –later – even in Mau Mau
detention camps and prisons. From these posts, CDAs organized activities at social halls
that colonists hoped might facilitate “the more imaginative use of leisure, particularly with
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regard to music and drama.”569 Though white Community Development Officers existed,
CDAs did not report to them. Instead, they took their orders from the local chiefs, local
native councils, or European landowners who had sponsored their Jeanes School training
and continued to pay their wages. In the event that CDAs fell out of local favor, African
political authorities had the authority to dismiss them from their duties.570
Despite their limited contact with colonists, CDAs appear to have worked hard to
maintain their own authority and local autonomy as “government representatives.” Consider
that payment for CDAs while limited for men, was often nonexistent for women. Even with
temperamental local oversight and without wages, female CDAs persisted in directing
dramas and conducting show choirs, which competed for the opportunity to travel to
regional or even “national” competitions—generally funded by colonial administrators, not
local chiefs.571 Consider, for example, that a Jeanes School-educated CDA by the name Alice
arap Kirui worked across language barriers to organize and conduct two women’s choirs that
drew their memberships from 35 different ethnic groups. To meet with one of these choirs,
Kirui traveled weekly to Litein, twenty miles south of her post in Kericho. She received no
payment for her work, but nevertheless managed to take both choirs to Nairobi for the
Department-of-Community-Development-organized Africans Music Festival in 1954.572
In the reserves, where colonial institutions and infrastructures were largely absent,
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nominal alliance with the government might have empowered women CDAs and female
performers to amplify their authority in a public sphere and to mobilize others. Much as
ritual authorities (who were often women) had once worked to balance political authorities
in precolonial East African communities, it appears that CDAs may have sought to position
themselves in collaborative opposition to Kenya’s colonial political authorities—including
chiefs, colonists, and Mau Mau. For example, in October of 1954, 150 member of the Iveti
Women’s Club left their homes at 4:00 AM and walked 15 miles to perform for the
Governor of Kenya’s wife, Lady Baring, who was visiting other women’s clubs in Machakos.
On their way, the women crossed paths with a group of Mau Mau forest fighters, on whom
they raised the alarm. Quickly thereafter, the Kamba Home Guard wiped out the group. 573
At the same time, many Kikuyu women found new leadership roles within the Mau Mau
movement as food runners or even judges, the Department of Community Development
endeavored to issue a parallel offer: the greater, more central role in the society of African
allies to the colonial state.

Part II: State-Authored African Theater
Even as African actors and European producers both angled actively for closer
collaborations through African theater, administrators within the Department of Community
Development worried over a very real lack of European control. After all, the day-to-day
reality of the “increasing interest in music and drama during recent years . . . among the
African population” was that it was almost entirely African run.574 In 1957, Graham Hyslop
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began to advocate for more direct state oversight and argued that the Department of
Colonial Development required a means through which to check up on the relatively
autonomous activities of CDAs.
I have been training Community Development Assistants for nearly four years now
and should appreciate the opportunity of discovering what these men are actually
doing in the field. Such knowledge might lead to useful re-principles of employment
which would produce the best results.575
To control for the CDA’s mixed alliances and relative autonomy, state-sponsored
regional or colony-wide drama courses, and competitions became an important component
of the Department of Community Development’s approach to African theater.
Competitions and courses seemed to allow a small number of instructional personnel and
judges to exercise influence over African expressive culture. Incentivized by the free travel,
lodging and food conferred by participation in large-scale regional or even colony-wide
Nairobi gatherings, many African performers willingly submitted themselves to the staged
competitions. And in addition to material incentives, competitions provided African actors
with an opportunity to perform—and receive feedback on—the disciplined rituals of Britishstyled modernity for a doubting state that seemed to have a monopoly on power.
Beyond allowing for government observations and critical input, many of the statesponsored competitions and courses required the production of government-authored “set
plays” as a prerequisite to competition. The limited number of scripts deemed appropriate
for Africans furthered this push for control, as Hyslop personally authored the majority of
these scripts—an effort for which he received production royalties each time he required
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productions oif one of his plays.576 By 1957, Hyslop had three main scripts in circulation:
Afadhali Mchawi; Mgeni Karibu and Omari bin Saidi. As in Nakupenda Lakini, regardless of the
time period in which it was set, each of Hyslop’s scripts featured villains and hooligans
alongside state police or military. These were roughly parallel in their social roles, as
imagined by Europeans, to the Mau Mau and Home Guards, key African political actors at
that moment.
Through the narrative content and the production of his plays, Hyslop argued two
points. First, he suggested that Africans should be helped to indigenize European theater in
order that they have an authentic, healthy claim to this vector of cultural modernity:

It is unlikely . . . that a really strong dramatic tradition will emerge in Africa until it is
built of the stuff of everyday life of the country. Thus the technique of drama as it
has developed in the West, will be put to its best use in Africa when it is made to
serve the purpose of representing and re-enacting the full-blooded life of the
community.577
Second, he cautioned that African traditions must not die in the transition to
modernity. Instead he suggested that the modern yet ancient European art of theater might
work to preserve African traditions on a modern stage, lest they disappear and be replaced
by cultural formations like Mau Mau:
In this way it is hoped to develop or revive that zest and enjoyment for life which
was such a feature in what might be called the old Africa and which is unfortunately
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now tending to disappear. It is feared moreover that if it is allowed to disappear
society will inevitably suffer.578
With a nearly universally positive reception among white colonists and settlers
Hyslop’s script-for-Africans seemed to walk an impossibly thin line between conservative
and liberal interpretations of Mau Mau. White conservatives blatantly advocated white
supremacy and blamed “liberal imperial promises” for the poor boundary maintenance
between “black savagery” and “white civilization” that produced Mau Mau. Liberals,
meanwhile, advocated for the state to assist in making Africans fully modern and understood
Mau Mau as an expression of the psychologically fraught transition between tradition and
modernity.579 Nonetheless, Hyslop’s arguments, like his scripts themselves, hinged, critically,
on African actors for their animation and interpretation.

Case Study II: Afadhali Mchawi
Hyslop’s first script, titled Afadhali Mchawi also appears to have been the most widely
produced development play in 1950s Kenya. English translations give the play’s title as
Preferably a Wizard, although mchawi, in more common Swahili usage refers to a witch or a
sorcerer—someone who uses occult means to harm or kill people. First staged in 1953 by
CDAs at the Jeanes School in Kabete, productions of Afadhali Mchawi, soon became utterly
ubiquitous across the colony. Not only did Community Development Assistants learn to
perform and, in turn, produce it far and wide, but in 1954 and 1955, two different Jeanes
School casts recorded their renditions of the play to be broadcast across the colony in
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recordings that were “repeated regularly” on the radio.580 By 1955, Jeanes School students
had even staged a live rendition of Afadhali Mchawi for detainees at Thiba and Athi River
Detention Camps.581 And when, in 1954, settlers decided to open their Kenya National
Drama Festival to African entries, an ethnically diverse cast of male and female CDA
students created a multi-ethnic “Jeanes School Drama Group” to perform Afadhali Mchawi at
the Kenya National Theater before primarily white audiences. While the mixed-gender cast
may have accorded to European expectations, neither a mixed gender nor an ethnically
diverse cast were required to mount the production. In rural areas across Kenya, all-male
and all-female drama clubs produced Afadhali Mchawi by playing across their genders and
ethnicities.582
The story of Afadhali Mchawi follows a conflict between two hospital assistants, or
deresa, called Ali and Issa. When an article appears in the local press warning that an
unknown deresa is stealing medicine from those who need it in order to resell it for a
personal profit, Issa quickly reveals himself to be the culprit. The matter is more than an
academic dispute, since Ali’s younger brother is in hospital under Issa’s care. As such, Ali
works assiduously to save his brother and stop Issa’s wrongdoings. In retaliation, Issa
arranges for “hooligans” or wahuni to attack Ali.583 But when Ali still refuses to look the
other way when medicines go missing, Issa attempts to frame Ali for the crime by planting,
then “discovering” medicine in Ali’s uniform.
The play concludes when Ali’s community comes to his rescue—piecing together
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small pieces of evidence that, once assembled, plainly incriminate Issa. At this point, “two
police officers appear, and grab hold of Issa.” The police intervention seems only to upset
the community further, until Ali’s father—known only as Mzee—calms everyone down with
the Swahili proverb: “afadhali mchawi, maana fitina huua” or it is better to have a witch, because
secret betrayal kills.584 This is a regular saying in Swahili, meaning that it is better to call in an
outside arbiter, even a terrible one, than to let betrayal and counter-betrayal tear a
community apart. What is interesting is that Hyslop is willing to cast the policemen, the
authority figure in the colonial situation, as an mchawi.
The play communicates a very conservative government message.

First, the

government moves to blame the dressa, who we can understand as hospital workers
operating at the lowest level, for not having enough medicines in the hospitals. Second, the
play dramatizes the argument that if you steal medicine from government hospitals, you are
not transgressing against the state, you are hurting your fellow sufferers. Nonetheless, it is
significant that Mzee’s Swahili refrain seems to justify not the involvement of a traditional
authority figure but rather police intervention.585
When Jeanes School Drama Group produced an English-language rendition of
Afadhali Mchawi for the 1954 Kenya Drama Festival (pictured above), it was the first ever
African-acted play to appear at the nominally multi-racial Kenya National Theater.
Competing against experienced European and Asian companies, they placed fourth out of
sixteen. The adjudicator commented that, “The group was extremely well served by a play
which was . . . well within their grasp.”586 Despite the Jeanes School Group’s relatively high
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placement in the settler-run East African Theater Guild’s festival (begun in 1933 as a
Shakespeare festival), it is worth noting that the settler-adjudicator issued highest marks to
the play itself and to the set design, both of which he attributed to Graham Hyslop and not
to the African talent on stage. By emphasizing Hyslop’s writing and the “effective picture”
generated by the scenery, and praising the African actors only in so far as they were welldirected, the adjudicator suggested that African participation in British-style theater, like
African participation in the colonial state, should be carefully scripted and well-produced
with European oversight.
Far from an act of submission, for those African actors on stage, competing as
equals with Anglophones in a ritual previously restricted to white powerbrokers was a brave
and path-breaking act. By the following year, the East African Theater Guild included the
African-organized “Nairobi African Amateur Drama Group” alongside the Jeanes School
Drama Group in the Kenya Drama Festival.587
In broad terms, Hyslop understood African theater instruction as a way to guide
African people through multiple “stages” of development at an accelerated pace—and he
pointed to the Jeanes School’s Kenya Drama Festival debut as a demonstration of the
heights of African potential and progress. Writing in illustration of his theory, though,
Hyslop unintentionally reveals much about how Jeanes student-actors approached and
understood theater as a rigorous British discipline which, once mastered, created exceptional
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opportunities for social mobility.
Real progress made by the Community Development Assistant students [at Jeanes
School Kabete] in 1954: In the first term they gave a performance of ‘Afadhali
Mchawi’ in Swahili. Being inexperienced they were allowed certain laxity with the
script, provided they kept strictly to the story. During the second term the same
students made up the cast for a production of the same play, in English, in the
Drama Festival. Immediately the language difficulty restricted the players [sic] ability
to ‘gag’. Direction of movement on the stage had to be more carefully rehearsed lest
the actors might feel lost on the large stage at the National Theatre. In fact, the
result was a disciplined performance. In the third term, students were given the
opportunity of relaxing the strict discipline of the Festival production but they
preferred not to do so.

The strict adherence to the stage and the general

thoroughness of rehearsal had given them such satisfaction that they had no desire to
return to the old ways. These stages of development as a result of serious study and
application, will probably mark the progress in drama amongst African communities
throughout the Colony.588
Leaving Kiswahili for English meant moving from fluid improvisations and movements to
rote memorization and stiff blocking. More than an act of mimesis, mastering this formal
British ritual granted extraordinary access to starring roles and a powerful colonial audience.
By memorizing English lines and successfully animating a stylized form of entertainment,
not only was the Jeanes School Drama Group permitted to perform for powerful colonists,
they were able to compete within the same social frame. African actors rejected both of
Hyslop’s propositions: first, that theater must be thoroughly adapted from its European
form to suit African actors, and second that theater should be used to help Africans
transition to modernity gradually, while simultaneously preserving their traditional way of
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life.
Regardless of the scripts at hand, black actors used theater as a way to participate in
the colonial state and to reinvent themselves as modern, moral, and fully legible colonial
actors. Consider, for example, the reflections of Samuel Wangondu, a student-aged actor,
following his debut performance in a Hyslop-directed biblical play at Kenya’s first Schools
Drama Festival in 1959.589
I can remember clearly the strange feelings I had as I played the part of Man. I was
in person. My heart was heavy with sorrow and thought. . . . In the prayer before my
final exit I felt moved to the point of shedding tears. I was completely taken by the
part. I could almost feel the presence of God at my side. These feelings are the most
touching I have ever had. It is an experience I will always cherish. The rest of the
cast seemed to get inside the play, too. Mr. Hyslop said he was moved to tears at the
rehearsal.590
Wangondu’s experience might be understood as one of conversion—not necessarily to the
Christian faith he already possessed but to the power of the role of actor. As an actor, he
could become a multidimensional man, a savior figure with the power to elicit an emotional
connection with Hyslop—a personification of the otherwise impervious colonial state.
Theater performances were certainly not given only for the benefit or acceptance of
European audiences. And perhaps the most effective illustration of the thoroughness with
which theater for development initiatives permitted African performers to reinvent
themselves comes in the form of African actresses, who used the stage to amplify their
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voices and expand their social roles. Consider, for example, the implication of a 1955 play
put on by the Kangundo Women’s Club:
Most of the large audience at a concert held by the Kangundo Women’s Club in the
Machakos district recently had never seen a play before, but their reaction was one of
uninhibited appreciation. Apprehension that the discarding of headdresses and the
wearing of trousers by women playing masculine parts would be resented by
conservative tribesmen proved unfounded. The only reaction was great applause
and demands for a repeat performance.591
Beyond the common oversight of wages for female CDAs, women’s involvement in
theater also faced linguistic challenges.

Because women in rural areas were often

uneducated, Hyslop’s English and Swahili language scripts were not always accessible to
them.592 Therefore, women were sometimes given more latitude to produce original plays in
local languages—and these often appear to have been composed in response to governmentissued prompts:

The Maendeleo Leader is going to entertain a senior community Development
officer for a meal. Just before the officer arrives, relations from an outlying area
arrive, not having heard of Maendeleo ya Wanawake, and the Leader has no choice
but to include them in the party. The Situation is to be worked out to the departure
of the Officer.593

Nonetheless, most female actors were not interested in using the opportunity of
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improvisation to deviate from the recognizable authority of the theater. For example, in
1957 women in the Nanyuki Women’s Club mounted a “Christmas Concert” for an
audience of 750 Africans and Europeans. The show opened with two plays, one in Swahili
and the other in Kikuyu, followed by songs and dances and concluded with a Nativity
Play—all atop a proscenium stage at Nanyuki African Social Hall, which the women had
fitted with handmade curtains for the occasion.594 Moreover, it appears that after only
minimal exposure to theater, even when Women’s Clubs with no ACDs assisting or directing
them, often worked to produce “entertainments of their own”.595
To “win” the forest-fought guerrilla war, which was over by 1956, settlers worked to
reposition women as allies to colonialism. At the same time, the colonial state became
dependent on the “‘loyal tribes’ which furnished police and troops . . . [including] the
‘loyalist’ Kikuyu guard.”596 Theater for development was one way in which the colonists
endeavored to exert control over the development of these critically important “loyal
tribes”—lest they begin to look too much like Mau Mau or too much like a majority version
of the privileged settler minority. During the Emergency, colonists attempted to invent
newly amalgamated ethnic identities, like the Kalenjin and the Luhya. By broadcasting and
printing news bulletins in African languages other than Swahili and English, the African
Information Service sought to maintain a semblance of their original Divide and Rule
strategy—all the while representing Mau Mau as the common enemy. 597 And while the
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Department of Community Development began their program of development theater with
regional and even colony-wide competitions and the circulation of shared scripts which
seemed to build out both enlarged ethnic and national frames of references, as the threat of
actual Mau Mau fighters waned, so, too, did this more unified strategy.
Instead, new initiatives surfaced to script and thereby delimit African culture and
politics on regional and ethnic bases. In 1957, Graham Hyslop found himself in a new role
as Kenya’s first extra-Provincial Music and Drama Officer—still under the auspices of the
Department of Community Development. Consider the dramatically different manner in
which Hyslop approached each province during his first colony-wide tour. In Central
Province, where Hyslop understood the African population to be the most “advanced,” the
Music and Drama Officer planned for the rollout of a British-styled playwriting course. In
order to “sell” this plan to administrators and to locals, he performed one-man-shows before
diverse and generally educated audiences—beginning with magic tricks and ending with film
screenings.
By contrast, in Southern Province, Hyslop worked to both record and invent
traditions. For example, he met with women’s groups and had them tell stories, which he
understood as “folklore”. In turn, he helped the women translate the stories into plays—
most of which had animal protagonists. In distinction to his time in Central Province, where
Hyslop was altogether more cautious in dealing with men already familiar with both British
theater and politics, here he celebrated the “natural” talents ready to be “liberated” with
European techniques—while remaining essentially African. On the coast, Hyslop again
altered his approach. There, he produced his own Swahili language scripts and then had
them produced over and over again. Beginning with 15 drama teachers, he introduced them
to Afadhali Mchawi, then had them return to their districts and produce the same play
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repeatedly for district then provincial competitions in which everyone participated with the
same script.
Regionally tailored programs of theater for development fell short of their design.
Instead, they continued to provide an enlarged, state-sponsored framework through which
male and female colonial subjects learned to speak across differences of language and
custom, not the least of which was the British ritual of theater, previously contained to urban
areas and army bases. Moreover, state-patronized or sponsored theater programs became a
means through which African leaders, like Henry Kuria, might invent themselves as
powerful figures who were neither Mau Mau nor colonial puppets. Consider, for example,
the role of expressive culture in the story that followed the 1954 Mau Mau assassination of
Councilor Ambrose Ofafa. Colonists seized the opportunity to produce a Kikuyu-Luo
rivalry. They encouraged Luo to avenge the killing by joining the Home Guard and
counterattacking the Mau Mau. Luo leader Oginga Odinga intervened. In a series of public
meetings at Kaloleni and Kariakor African Social Halls, he convinced the Luo of Nairobi to
understand and identify with the causes of the Mau Mau war and to memorialize Ofafa’s
death with fundraising efforts to build a new meeting and performance venue in Kisumu,
Ofafa Hall.598 Nonetheless, when the Luo Union (“Riwruok Luo”) applied for permissions to
produce a “traditional” Christmastime Luo Variety Show that would unite Luo from across
Kenya and Uganda and help fundraise for the construction of that Hall, colonists willingly
provided licenses and travel passes. In fact, many even paid to attend and photograph the
show, which included dances, games, and short plays. 599
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Conclusion:
Emphasizing cultural difference to explain racialized inequalities was a longstanding
colonial tactic that granted extraordinary power to exceedingly few. Though ethno-historical
treatments of “Mau Mau from below” and top-down studies of “Britain’s Imperial Gulag”
aptly expose the historical categories used by the Mau Mau war, they also maintain the
historically-entrenched emphasis on cultural difference that obscures much about what was
plainly unjust. Because settlers used their culture of “civilization” to control the lands and
freedoms accessible to African people of “different cultures,” Mau Mau insurgents embraced
their position of cultural alterity to either attack violently or creatively overtake symbols of
“civilization”—and with them, access to land and freedom. For example, forest fighters
mocked the colonial courts by staging bloody trials in forests with the dismembered bodies
of home guards. At the same time, though, Mau Mau created their own court systems,
military titles, identification cards and flags. Meanwhile, Kikuyu loyalists might use the law
itself to challenge colonial courts or pursue participatory positions within the colonial state.
For colonists, the continued public performance of civilization was of critical
importance. Whereas liberally minded whites began to embrace the idea that civilized Kenya
society might include African converts, conservatives held tight to the maintenance of
intractable cultural differences and racial barriers—reasserted by bureaucratized violence that
either rationalized hangings in kangaroo courts or allowed for torture in secret. For all
whites, therefore, the creative revitalization of civilization—symbolized by such publicfacing institutions as the Kenya National Theater—was of critical importance. The
creatively “savage” acts that whites attributed to Mau Mau—gouging out eyes, hacking
bodies, cutting babies from wombs—challenged that public performance of civility on its
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own terms. At the same time, though, for both Mau Mau, loyalists, and everyone inbetween, stage-like courts and flags functioned as useful symbols of settler civilization, ones
that might be appropriated and reworked at the same time.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Anti-Mau Mau Comedies as Theater for Rehabilitation:
The African Broadcasting Service and Detention Camp Theater, 1953-1960

As the threat of Mau Mau fighters waned after 1954 and the numbers of detainees
grew, the colonial administration placed renewed emphasis on rehabilitation propaganda and
programming intended to “reform” those with past ties to Mau Mau and those who found it
attractive. Colonists fitted programs of reform or rehabilitation into a “pipeline” of detention
camps within which torture was officially approved. The men and women confined to these
barbed-wire-enclosed camps received minimal food, labored long hours, and regularly found
themselves beaten, violated, mutilated, and even murdered by officials operating with
government immunity. Within these terrifying prisons, drama and comedy programs,
whether on the radio or live and starring actual detainees, helped white colonists to
rationalize and justify the colonial state’s violent crimes. For the state-actors or detainee
playwrights and players themselves, however, these theatrical programs offered a rare
opportunity for critical self-expression, for the practical negotiation of their needs, and for
demonstrations of their humanity to all-powerful, dehumanizing camp administrators. For
historians, previously overlooked so-called rehabilitative comedy performances, scripts and
photographs shed new light on African bravery and ingenuity during an unimaginably dark
period.
Two administrative bodies managed the roll-out of theater for rehabilitation: African
Information Services and the Department of Community Development and Rehabilitation.
The African Information Service produced radio-broadcasted African variety shows that
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toured the colony—including detention camps—as “anti-Mau Mau Units.” Meanwhile, as
the numbers of Kikuyu displaced to Emergency Villages and confined in detention camps
rose, the Ministry of Community Development and Rehabilitation expanded their
educational programming to include detainee-performed and authored “anti-Mau Mau
dramas.” In both government-funded initiatives, African creators constituted the
management and creative talent behind the shows. Under African leadership, anti-Mau Mau
radio comedies and anti-Mau Mau detention camp dramas became popular, but that does
not mean they spread a clear critique of Mau Mau. Within these performances, African
comedians abandoned or lampooned past expressions of Mau Mau and white settler culture
alike. By criticizing of all aspects of Kenyan culture, their performances reimaged and
perhaps even rehabilitated the multi-ethnic African nationalist—or Mau Mau—movement.
Through these “anti-Mau Mau” performances African performers simultaneously
contributed to and coopted the colonists’ liberal development initiatives by reworking and
modernizing the anti-colonial movement on official colonial stages.
Whereas the previous chapter explored the desire among young and adult African
students to master the discipline of European theater, this chapter demonstrates the kinds of
creative political play that African mastery over stylized British theatrics and humor allowed.
For example, anti-Mau Mau radio comics of Maasai and Digo heritage restaged Mau Mau
oathing ceremonies, originally designed to instill awe and fear in participants,600 on well-lit
stages to be public and hilarious—for audiences that sometimes numbered larger that 20,000
and included many European fans. More numerous than their audiences in the hall were the
listeners who tuned into the shows by radio. Leader of the Mau Mau Land and Freedom
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Army, Dedan Kimathi, was among these listeners. And after catching one of their
broadcasts, he sent the radio stars a letter requesting their help in using the radio to greet
specific Mau Mau leaders languishing in several different detention camps. Kimathi
understood correctly that the radio shows were broadcast in many detention camps, where
certain colonists contended that laughter might function as a weapon in the fight against
Mau Mau—though more likely it was understood as a publicity tool to humanize the
imposing colonial state and distract from the brutal reality behind the wire.
In 2013, the British government settled a lawsuit brought by 5,228 former Mau Mau
detainees for a sum of 30.5 million USD. Britain also acknowledged and apologized to the
now-elderly Kikuyu for their unjust internment during the Emergency.601 The case hinged,
critically, on previously classified archival evidence of colonial-directed torture.602 Likely not
wishing to grant any credence to the colonial state’s propaganda efforts to humanize their
devastating program of rehabilitation, even with expanded archival access, contemporary
historians overlook the visiting comics, detention-camp touring stage plays, radio drama
broadcasts, and even detainee-operated theater for rehabilitation programs that accompanied
state violence.603 Nevertheless, the study of detention camp entertainment programs
complicates a picture of detainees only as victims. To the contrary, official programs of
detention theater demonstrate detainees’ creative reinvention of “anti-Mau Mau” scripts to
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rehabilitate the colonial state itself, as well as the Mau Mau movement, and to justify their
own moral standing. Moreover, a fuller picture of theater for rehabilitation renders cultural
misunderstandings resulting in Mau Mau violence considerably less compelling.
To explain Mau Mau, many scholars construct a story of ironic contradictions and
categorical oversights between divergent epistemologies: be they defined by class experience
or ethnic heritage, this remains a surprisingly common thread among otherwise distinctive
approaches. For example, Tabitha Kanogo argues that Mau Mau is the story of conflict
between squatters and settlers, in which two agrarian systems, the settler plantation economy
and the squatter peasant option, generate unresolvable structural contradictions.604 Using
ethnographic fieldwork and Kikuyu categories of meaning, Greet Kershaw deconstructs Mau
Mau such that it becomes not one political project, but many, and joins with John Lonsdale
in arguing that the very idea of a unified Mau Mau movement was imagined by the colonial
state itself.605 For David Anderson, too, the explanation of the bureaucratized colonial
violence against the Kikuyu hinges on the British Empire’s unwillingness to perceive or
reckon with the effects of the structural violence they themselves had introduced through
their racialized, capitalist hierarchical governance.606 And while Bethwell A. Ogot and David
Anderson have clashed bitterly with Caroline Elkins over the substance of their arguments
and the significance (and violence) of Mau Mau to the Kikuyu and to Africans more
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generally, on one point they totally agree: the colonial state completely misunderstood the
practice and meaning of Mau Mau.607
Several projects push Mau Mau beyond the scope of categorical
misunderstandings—including, for example, Daniel Branch and Derek Peterson’s
explorations of the political, epistemological, and imaginative commonalities held by Mau
Mau fighters and Kikuyu loyalists,608 and Elisha Stephen Atieno-Odhiambo’s project to
expose Mau Mau history—its legacy and its membership—as a movement larger than the
Kikuyu ethnic group.609 The historiographical problem, which these revisionary studies
make clear, is that an emphasis on misunderstanding, finds misunderstandings, just as an
orientation towards class or cultural differences, reliably illuminates difference. Ironically,
then, whether written from above or from below, frameworks focused on
misinterpretations, ironic or willful, tend to reproduce many of the misunderstandings and
differences they endeavor to describe. At the same time, the premise of division obscures
the extent to which multi-ethnic African and European populations did in fact understand
symbols, arguments, politics and pastimes that had been developed in common. This chapter
reconstructs the history of theater for rehabilitation and in so doing describes the shared
performative field through which people officially divided by race, class and ethnicity still
understood the same performances of Mau Mau and of Kenya. Theater for rehabilitation
programs contrast with the colonial government’s official descriptions of Mau Mau as an
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“unmoored savage tribe,” suggesting instead that colonists fully understood the detainees
they abused as government-critical, modern actors.
Organized into two sections, the first half of this chapter examines the evolution of
African Information Services’ African Broadcasting Service (ABS) drama programs, from
their pre-Emergency history as African Variety Shows to the heights of their popularity as
touring Anti-Mau Mau Units. The second section reconstructs the drama programming—
including anti-Mau Mau comedy musicals—that detainees authored and produced in actual
detention camps during the second half of the 1950s. Together, the study of ABS variety
shows and detention camp theater for rehabilitation demonstrates how theater insulated
actors from state intervention or censorship. Ironically, though, it also shows just how well
Mau Mau detainees, colonists, and loyalists had come to understand one another as human
beings, not demons.

Part I: Anti-Mau Mau Units and the African Broadcasting Service
How could European colonists, Mau Mau leaders and African loyalists laugh at the
same comedy routines? How could two such seemingly incommensurate sides of a violent
ten-year conflict agree on something so culturally particular and nuanced as humor? To
better answer these questions, this section will reconstruct the historical context, personal
biographies, and creative content that developed ABS productions as they did. The untold
histories of Mau Mau comedies offer new evidence for the existence of a shared, would-benational social field at precisely the moment that Mau Mau and the Emergency were
supposed to have curtailed any such exchanges. This shared sensibility, in turn, suggests that
explanations of Mau Mau which focus too tightly on the internal logics of the colonial state
or the divided Kikuyu ethnic group may miss a bigger picture, in which social imaginations
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and even political symbols were shared and developed in common across seemingly stark
and certainly militarized divides.

Radio has a long history in Kenya, dating back to 1926, when the Carnegie
Foundation backed an experiment with Kikuyu language programing in Central Province
and settlers initiated their own explorations of shortwave transmissions. By 1931, the Kenya
Colony had granted Cable and Wireless Ltd a 25-year license to produce programs for
English and Asian audiences, which included radio dramas.610 Despite this decades-long
history, broadcasting had limited infrastructure and penetration in Kenya until the 1950s. At
this point, Cable and Wireless Ltd agreed to lease daily air time to the Department of
Information for African-targeted programs which, by 1953, were being organized under the
authority of the African Broadcasting Service (ABS). 611
During the Emergency, ABS provided colonial personnel and military leadership
with a platform from which to speak directly to the African public. For example, within
hours of his arrival in Kenya, General Erskine—the new commander-in-chief of the East
Africa Command—used radio to introduce himself to Kenya’s African majority. More
traditional ABS programming tackled the government’s need to control information and to
“win back hearts and minds.”612 Between 1953 and 1956, ABS emerged an important
producer of African theater for rehabilitation.613
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Despite Emergency-status funding, nominal European leadership, and stated
information-control mission of ABS, it was actually African actors, producers, and
commentators who guided the government broadcasting service from obscurity to
popularity. 614 To maintain control over ABS creative content, African actors emphasized
the importance of recording comedy routines before live audiences.615 Despite gaps in their
performance schedules dedicated to development and rehearsal of new material, 616 black
actors billed their live performances as “purely improvisational,” 617 thereby exploiting the
stereotype that, “a keen dramatic sense is very often the African’s natural gift,”618 in a way
that furthered their control over creative content. More than anything, though, it was the
comics’ popularity that most insulated black performers from the interventions of an
recording equipment, props and costumes filled the production studios in order to not only to record but to
augment live performances, now regularly on stage in Nairobi at the Garrison Theater and Kenyan National
Theater.
Source: WSC: Box 40 (40.1.5), Peter Colmore Papers Press Clipping: “Here and There: Mr. Habari and His Fan
Mail,” Kenya Weekly News, 3 July 1953.
614
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insecure (and unpopular) white colonial state—who, instead, sought to celebrate and align
themselves with the popular comedians they called “naturals”.619
Whether experienced live or by radio, ABS performers grew popular in the broadest
sense of the word. After only 4 months on air, ABS stars received 1,028 fan letters from
East African listeners—with postmarks from Nakuru, Mombasa, N’zega, Kaptagat, Iringa,
Kitale, Tanga, Eldoret, and Isiolo to name a few.620 Letters of appreciation and “listeners’
requests” even arrived from Uganda, Tanganyika and East African units serving in Malaya—
where another “Emergency” was underway.621 Among these letters, was one postmarked
“Aberdare Ridge” and penned by “the most wanted man in Kenya,” Mau Mau Field
Marshal—and one-time theater producer—Dedan Kimathi.

In other words, State-

sponsored Mau Mau comedians found listeners and fans among fighters in the forest, who
did not see them as enemy propagandists.

619
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622

To increase this contact between ABS and the public, in September of 1954 administrators
created an “ABS listeners club.” Within weeks, hundreds of fans had applied to open local
branches of the club in their home areas.623 Beyond formalizing and growing the ABS
influence, the club functioned like a review system to keep (African) producers in touch with
popular desires. As such, part of the requirements of club membership included submitting
written feedback. Within this framework, “many Africans in all the East African territories
[wrote] letters criticizing the programs constructively as well as sending in reception
reports.”624
Though the ABS listeners club limited their membership to Africans, white settlers
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and colonists also sent in letters of appreciation and suggestion—some of which were
printed as op-ed pieces in the popular press. European fans unknowingly agreed with
Kimathi’s suggestion that ABS comedies should be broadcast for detainees. A European
journalist for the Sunday Post suggested that the ABS’ anti-Mau Mau comedy might
effectively replace current rehabilitation programing and should be brought to the detainees
at “Athi River Rehabilitation Camp.”625 Soon enough, Mau Mau comedy recordings were
playing in detention camps, and the Legislative Council was paying to send the ABS
company—now known as the Anti-Mau Mau Unit—on a colony-wide tour, which included
Emergency villages alongside settler enclaves. 626 This exposure meant that, in addition to
black and white civilians, Mau Mau fighters and detainees listened, too.
Mau Mau comics resonated across the colony with European colonists, African
loyalists, and Mau Mau revolutionaries alike. European observers conceived of ABS’ most
popular Mau Mau comic, Kipanga Athumani (widely referred to as Kipanga), as a powerful
weapon to fight against Mau Mau.627 Following Kipanga’s Mau Mau performance, the
District Officer in Kimau wrote an open letter to The Standard stating, “There are three main
weapons which I have for fighting Mau Mau—the Police and K.A.R., the Kikuyu Guard,
and Kipanga. Of these I think Kipanga is the most valuable.”628 Another engaged settlercitizen wrote to the East African Standard that “ridicule and laughter will have nothing but
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beneficial and healthy results.” They also suggested that the anti-Mau Mau comedy routine
go on a tour, since “this show would be enjoyed by all who saw it all over Kenya” and
concluded by calling for more theater and less “aerial bombing and other dubious aids.”629
To the European world of setters and colonists, highborn Englishman Peter
Colmore was the man in charge of ABS, but a closer look tells a different story.630 Like
Graham Hyslop at the Department of Community Development/Rehabilitation, Colmore
brought to his new role the experience of directing and performing alongside black actors in
an African Entertainment Unit during WWII. Unlike Hyslop, though, Colmore had a postwar career in commercial entertainment and advertising—the success of which was heavily
indebted to his African business partners and creative collaborators: Ally Sykes, James Ngai,
Omari Suleman and Halema Saidie. In other words, long before it was the ideal or the
norm, Colmore had embedded himself in the pluralistic social world of postwar Kenya, laws
notwithstanding. Led by his African partners, who had organized entertainments for
Africans since the mid-1940s, Colmore began to produce commercial African Variety Shows
for diverse audiences in 1950 and 1951. These productions were commercial in that they
involved product placements and sought to turn a profit by selling tickets to audiences,
European, Asian, and African. By 1951, though, they were also affiliated with colonial
producers and patrons—including the East African Command and the Commissioner of
Police (Mr. O’Rorke).631
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In 1953, the Peter Colmore-produced African Variety Show found new patronage
and an expanded reach as the radio-broadcasted ABS African Variety Show. 632 From his
new position as “Producer of Features Entertainments,” Colmore did as he always had done:
He recruited talented Africans to direct ABS as actors and broadcasting producers. In
addition to retaining the “Peter Colmore African Band” and actors Suleman and Saidie,
Colmore also hired new talent: actor Kipanga Athumani, and producers Stephen Kikumu,
Simon Ndesandjo, and John Gitonga.633
Though the on-stage results of Colmore’s leadership-sharing were widely celebrated,
his administrative methods remained controversial. Consider the following letter, which
Colmore found affixed to his office door at ABS headquarters sometime between 1953 and
1956.634
Peter
Having rung your section four times and been over twice to find no
European on duty I gather now from Mrs. Campbell that you are “Arranging” a
broadcast of the Coronation motor trial. WILL YOU PLEASE WHEN YOU ARE
GOING TO LEAVE THE SECTION WITHOUT ANY EUROPEAN STAFF

3)

(40.3.27) Untitled, 1950.

This patronage is also addressed by two untitled newspaper clippings about African Variety Shows from 1951:
1)

(40.1.28) Advertisement, April 1951

2)

(40.1.13) “An African Show,” Unknown newspaper, 31 May 1951.
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COME AND TELL ME FIRST. I have repeatedly instructed—not requested—
instructed that your section is not to be left without Euroepan staff. You have
ample staff to assist you in arranging O.B’s and if it is ever necessary for all the
European staff to be out at the same time I must know about it in advance. Morton
Smith tells me you have not done the records for Small. Why not?635
Colmore responded to the upbraiding in-kind, challenging the unnamed Ministry of
Information official that his note was not only crass but passive-aggressive—particularly
considering “I am not well, which is well known. I was at the doctor.” In addition to
changing the subject by discussing his illness, Colmore asserted that pre-recording material
for radio broadcast, rather than transmitting it live, wasted valuable and limited records.636
Colmore railed against the prospect of pre-recording shows—which would, in turn, be
submitted to various authorities for vetting. Instead, Colmore protected the live,
“improvised” performance strategy that gave African actors control over the artistic content
of their performances and continued the time-tested success of live-engaged performance.

ABS Variety Show Performances:
Over the course of the Emergency, the ABS Variety Show evolved considerably. As
the battlefield shifted from forests to minds, the shows engaged more pointedly with
comedic performances of Mau Mau, and by 1955 they were rechristened the “Anti-Mau Mau
Unit”. Between the African Variety Shows Colmore produced at the Garrison Theater in
1950 and their revival as the ABS African Variety Show at the Kenya National Theater in
1953, however, the cast and the lineup of sketches and musical acts changed very little.
Popularly known as Mzee Pembe, polyglot and expert impersonator Omari Suleman was the
headlining actor for these early 1950s productions. Best known were his whiteface
635
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renditions of upwardly mobile Africans’ pretensions—sketches known as “Lord Muthaiga”
and “Father Grammar.”637 Also prominent, and often playing the role of Suleman’s obtuse,
white-faced wife, was a female comic called Halima Saidi whose stage name was “Tamnyole
bibi Joel,” or simply Tamnyole (see picture). Like Suleman, Saidi was a gifted mimic,
“often heard imitating people from different tribes in a humorous way.” 638
Poking fun at ethnic stereotypes and class affectations, Saidi’s and Suleman’s
whiteface routines dealt explicitly with African social mobility and class anxieties in ways that
seemed to reassure Africans and Europeans alike. Even as Kenya’s more liberal white
settlers strategized to allow class, rather than race, to protect their political privileges in a
future, independent Kenya, Suleman’s antics and Africans’ laughter may have suggested that
Europeans’ social privileges would continue to be safe for some time.639 On the other hand,
Suleman’s critique also sat very close to that of the Land and Freedom Army—which
criticized Africans made rich by their European alliances in an altogether different manner:
assassinating 59 prosperous “African loyalists” between May and November of 1952.640
Though the shows were billed as “African,” and most headlining performers were
indeed black, both commercial and ABS-sponsored “African Variety Shows” were actually
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multiracial.641 For example, all productions included Peter Colmore as the Master of
Ceremonies, a South Asian magician known as Professor Shamsudeen, and a rotating cast of
powerful European “guests of honor”—to whom African comedians addressed themselves
directly and who took on bit parts as the magician’s volunteers.642 Like the talent on stage,
ABS Variety Shows played to diverse audiences, and in the audience were a good many
Swahili-Speaking Europeans and Asians.643 Their August 1953 debut at the Kenya National
Theater filled that nominally multiracial auditorium with the theater’s first multiracial
audience since opening in November of 1952:
[The audience included] 200 African soldiers, 25 policemen, 100 African civilians, as
well as a number of guests of other races, including the Deputy Governor Sir
Frederick Crawford, Commissioner of Police, Mr. M.S. O’Rorke, Director of
Information, Brigadier WL Gibson.
Between March and August of 1953, the Mau Mau offensive against Home Guards
and loyalists, including their families, reached new heights in the aftermath of the notorious
Lari Massacre.644 Scholars associate the massacre with an international propaganda campaign
that circulated images of the killings and powered retaliatory attacks against Mau Mau
fighters.645 Overlooked in this coverage of conflict is the domestic propaganda performed
by ABS actors and audiences. By laughing together at an integrated Kenyan National
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Theater, civilians and soldiers, citizens and subjects performed their unity against a common
enemy. And for the occasion, chief Swahili content producer Stephen Kikumu and Peter
Colmore worked with performers to develop several new acts that served to consolidate
African and European performance practices further.
Among these additions was a new dance number, featuring a solo artist called Fatima
Mohamed. Mohamed traveled to Nairobi from her home in Mombasa to perform in the
showcase in which she danced to rumba music in a revealing costume.646 The number was
an extremely popular addition to the male musician- and actor-dominated showcase. When
offered an encore of Mohamed’s performance, the audience shouted “ndiyo!” or yes!, and
Mohamed again commanded the stage. Mohamed’s appeal to males in her audiences
recalled wartime entertainments. Like the young white women who had danced for the
Entertainment National Service Association (as well as the USO) to entertain gender-isolated
male soldiers, Fatima was clearly designed to boost the morale of loyalist male soldiers.
Perhaps her performance also harkened back to the days of the East African Entertainment
Units, in which men performed in whiteface as skimpily-clad, cross-dressing femme fatale
dancers—warning soldiers of the dangers of foreign women and venereal disease. This time,
however, there was no comedy from transgression, and no hidden warning in the
seductiveness. In this production, Mohamed—a Muslim woman—took on a decidedly
secular and alluring aesthetic, seeming to beckon to other Africans loyal to the modern
liberties associated with a colonial way of life.647
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The main alteration to the African Variety Shows for its National Theater debut as
ABS involved the white master of ceremonies. Using the MC role as a vehicle for comedy
was typical of settler variety shows, but not when the MC accompanied “African”
entertainments. For the ABS Kenya National Theater show, however, Colmore upset that
expectation by transforming his MC role into one more comic act. Dressed in a disguise,
Colmore disrupted the show by removing African actors from the stage then reappearing
sans costume as the straight white MC to ask where the muzungu (white) troublemaker had
gone:648
Mr. Colmore himself provided one of the funniest runs of the evening by appearing
suddenly, swathed from head to foot in a long black cloak, a brightly checked cap,
and a disguise consisting of a false nose, eyebrows and whiskers. Thus disguised, he
indignantly ejected a pair of actors from the stage and strode off muttering. Almost
immediately however he appeared again through another entrance in his normal
clothes and without his disguise, and demanded of the audience whether they had
seen a mysterious stranger who was reported to be interfering with the show. This
was repeated several times to the huge delight of the audience who quite obviously
thought that one muzungu was chasing another and every time just failing to catch
him. It was not until Colmore removed his disguise that the majority of the audience
recognized him.649
By the 1950s, the part of white compere to African variety theatrics had been wellestablished by the East African Entertainment Units and further standardized by Peter
Colemore’s own role in commercial productions of African entertainment.650 From his
privileged position, the white director-producer-officer stepped forward to narrate the action
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The white African reference comes from a Swahili-langauge newspaper article clipping, the date and source
of which are unidentified found in WSC: Box 40 (40.2.162), Peter Colmore Press Clippings.
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with wit and competence. His role contrasted starkly to that of the African comic, who
played the fool and persistently interrupted the show itself. The 1953 reinterpretation of the
white MC divided the character against itself. No longer was the African actor the foil. Bur
rather this time, the contrast and the trouble maker emerged from within the well-disguised
alter-ego of the white man himself.
Colmore’s performance of a white split personality mirrors the colonial state’s own
acts of liberal propaganda and ruthless violence. The disconnection between these acts
seemed to fuel both collaborations and willful misunderstandings, in which colonial forces
might foolishly decide to “eject African actors” in the name of off stage acts of detention
and torture in one moment, but earnestly help them put on a play the very next day. A
popular success, Colmore soon became known among African audiences as Mzungu
Mwafrika or “the White African.”651 And to commemorate the end of opening night, Jean
Wanjiru and producers John Gitonga and Mburru Ndungu presented Colmore with their
thanks and the gag gift of an enormous bottle of brandy.652
Echoing Colmore’s performance of the European split personality, in 1954, only a
month after “Operation Anvil” found British military troops clearing Nairobi of some
20,000 suspected Mau Mau,653 the ABS Variety Show returned to Nairobi’s National Theater
to entertain and unite with Africans who were left behind. In this showcase, a rather
incompetent Mau Mau general emerged as the starring act, and a new era of “anti-Mau Mau
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WSC: Box 20 (59), Program for the “All Star African Radio Variety Show,” December 1955.
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comedies” begun. The star behind the innovation was Kipanga Athumani, a Maasai man
from Kajiado. Like Omari Suliman, Athumani got his start by touring Army Camps in
1948.654 Though he had also participated in the first ABS Showcase at the National Theater,
it was not until 1954 that Kipanga broke out as the headlining star of ABS, widely known
among Europeans as the “African Danny Kaye” and to Africans only as “Kipanga.”
In his debut performance as a Mau Mau General, Kipanga “pulled the dreaded Mau
Mau oath ceremonies to pieces.”655 This performance ridiculing Mau Mau, became an instant
favorite among white audiences. Nevertheless, Kipanga’s colonial billing as an “anti-Mau
Mau” comedian seems to obscure the many ways in which he also positioned himself as a
critic of Kenyan culture—including the colonists themselves. Kipanga spared no one.
Within the same three-hour variety show, he, “impersonated a rather superior European
engaging a servant, a Hindu bama of the bazar, a Kikuyu and several other tribes.”656
Colonial administrators did what they could to enhance Kipanga’s Mau Mau skit. The next
time Kipanga appeared at the Kenya National Theater, in July 1955, he was costumed in the
actual clothes and insignia of killed or captured Mau Mau fighters—lent to ABS for the
occasion by the Central Information Department. Kipanga’s most celebrated prop, was a
specially-made caricature of a Mau Mau fighter’s homemade gun—only Kipanga’s was
designed to shoot around corners.657

654 WSC: Box 40 (40.2.148), Peter Colmore Press Clippings, “Kipanga Fights Mau Mau with Laughter,” East
Africa Standard, 8 Sept 1954. See also: “Mzee Pembe Portrait of a Comedian,” Kenya Weekly News, 14 July 1967.

Note that the popular press is full of alternative accounts of Kipanga’s “discovery” by Colmore, but this one
cross references and remains consistent within the most sources.
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Agent,” Birmingham Post, 11 Sept 1954.
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Delighted descriptions of Kipanga’s prop-enhanced Mau Mau sketch flooded the
white press: Kipanga topped the cloths of Mau Mau fighters with an unkempt mop of hair
(a wig). He pretended to arrive on stage at the Kenya National Theater from the Aberdaresituated Mau Mau “Government House”, and he waved a branch of surrender “under the
nose of [ABS guest of honor] Chief Secretary, Mr. Turnbull.”658 The “terrorist general” was
ready to retire. Life in the bush had come to be too much for the man, who was badly
infested with fleas—fleas which tormented him with an unreachable itch. According to
European journalists, the itch touched everyone’s funny bone: “If Kipanga itched, the
audience were tickled—tickled by the ridicule that this great comic with the [Danny] Kaye
touch heaped upon the gangster in the forest.”659
As the retiring general, Kipanga obviously empowered but also subtly challenged the
colonial state. On the one hand, he performed the greatly desired surrender of a thinly
veiled Dedan Kimathi, who was, by this point, widely reviled as the most wanted man in
Kenya.660 On the other hand, though, the Kimathi character found himself beaten, not by
British propaganda or military might, but by fleas and hardships inherent to life in the
wilderness. In direct contrast to conservative white explanations of Mau Mau as a tribe
devolved into an abject savagery and utterly at home in the wilderness, this Mau Mau leader
was ready to give himself up to return to the modern, cultural niceties embodied by the
Kenya National Theater itself. Moreover, by framing his surrender as a retirement, the
General did not exactly concede defeat.
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Overlooking the nuanced implications of Kipanga’s routine, the European press
celebrated the young man’s performance: “The audience howled and hooted, danced in their
chairs, when pseudo Mau Mau ‘General’ (‘I’ve got an itch!’) Kipanga gave himself up at the
National Theatre.” 661 Another journalist exulted, “If anyone told you today that hundreds of
Nairobi Africans have laughed outright at Mau Mau, laughed till they rocked, laughed in row
upon row of flashing white teeth set against ebony faces, you might be inclined to scoff . . .
but it happened at the variety show put on by an all African [sic] cast the National Theatre
the other evening.” Kipanga’s slights were not, however, lost on Chief Secretary Turnbull.662
During an intermission in the three-hour show, Kipanga and Turnbull were introduced and
photographed alongside “African Unofficial Member” of the Legislative Council, W.W.W.
Awori. The photograph plainly shows the skepticism and displeasure on Turnbull’s face—a
reaction which reporters noticed and attributed to Kipanga’s continued jokes about an
Aberdare-situated Mau Mau Government House.663
Inspired by the hilarity of Kipanga’s performances and his “nearly national”
popularity among Kenyans, the colonial state did nothing to limit or control the young man’s
complex performances. Instead they worked to circulate his routines. In the short term,
ABS granted Kipanga an expanded radio presence, and he began performing three times a
week. In these radio sketches, Kipanga would play two or three different characters in a
single act, recreating the many layers, voices and ethnicities that filled “African every day [sic]
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life situations.”664 As on stage, even in radio broadcasts, Kipanga managed to side-step
scripted oversight, and the press reported that Kipanga “never uses a script and more often
than not, makes up his materials as he goes along,” live and on the air.
In 1955, the colonial outfitted ABS performers with touring vans and sponsored a
colony-wide tour for the ABS variety actors. Thus, Kipanga and the newly-named ABS
“anti-Mau Mau Unit” began a year-long tour, “bringing laughter to the inmates of more than
one detention camp . . . [and] rehabilitation authorities [were] ordering recordings of
Kipanga’s shows for relay in rehabilitation camps, as part of a plan to lighten the lives of
detainees and lessen their resistance.665 Over thousands of miles and several months, the
company visited every province in Kenya except for Northern Province, performing live
before an estimated total of more than 100,000 African spectators—typically “in the open air
on improvised stages” that could accommodate large crowds.666 Even in rural areas, crowds
of 3,000 were not unusual.667 Their largest audiences were found in Kiambo, where the
audience included 22,500 people, and in Fort Hall, where 23,000 spectators gathered for a
single showcase.
Colonists, settlers, and subjects alike found cause to celebrate Kipanga’s
transformation of Mau Mau from something to be feared to something to be mocked—
from something condemned as “traditional” and intangible to something modern and
understandable. The comedy left itself open to interpretation, and people could appreciate
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the same acts as in service of the rehabilitation of African society or as the rehabilitation of a
state-critical message. Turnbull was far from the only ABS skeptic. Anonymous, hate mail
was mixed in among the fan letters. One letter, presumably authored by a racist settler, took
the form of a derogatory joke:
Mr. Colmore.
It has been brought to my notice that a number of our wireless sets have been
returned as unserviceable and on opening them up they have been found crammed
with cockroaches. I can only assume that this is because you put too much cock on
our broadcasts.668
Rumors suggesting that Peter Colmore was arrested for trafficking in arms with
members of the Mau Mau even made their way into the East African Standard, where a C.I.D.
spokesman dismissed them as “completely unfounded.”669 There certainly remained a white
supremacist minority, who did not wish to tolerate a multi-racial theater. They rejected the
ABS company’s supposed ability to demonstrate that, “we all have the same sense of
humor.”

Within their still-active ethnic nationalist theaters, hardline white conservatives

took refuge in original shows that buttressed their claims to white minority rule. In these
shows, it was they who assumed the sardonic roles of Mau Mau Generals.
Consider the following lyrics from a song called the “Mau Mau Cantata,” recovered
from the Mt. Kenya Settler Theater Club:
DEDAN AND CHINA:
We are the mighty Mau Mau band
We're feared by everyone throughout the land
Dedan Kimathi leads the fight
Yo HO we'll feed on flesh tonight
And as each victim dies
We'll gauge out both his eyes
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And his corpse we'll chop chop chop.670
By playing all the parts, settlers endeavored to exercise control and ensure it was Mau Mau
and not they who were laughed at. Europeans acting out fearfully hyperbolic roles of “Mau
Mau” were not limited to the stage. In 1954 bands of “pseudo-Mau Mau” white military
men began to dress in the cloths of fallen Mau Mau forest fighters. Though there is little
evidence of their tactical success, they imagined their disguises might allow them to surprise
or even infiltrate the Land and Freedom Army’s so-called headquarters.
More broadly, both state-funded and privately organized African and European
theatrics began starring Mau Mau comedians throughout the 1950s.

Though some

historians have explained “Mau Mau” as a radical Kikuyu nationalist movement that waged
war against more moderate Kikuyu who allied with the colonial state, ABS performances
suggest that “Mau Mau” was not a faction within a single ethnic group. Rather, it was a
modern political identity—a veritable national archetype—invented in collaboration through
several of Kenya’s new “tribes”. Mau Mau emerged within a shared imaginative framework
clearly expressed by the theatrics of Kalenjin, Digo, Swahili, Maasai, South Asian, British and
of course Kikuyu performers.

Part II: Anti-Mau Mau Musicals and Detention Camp Theater
Once in detention, select Mau Mau detainees found opportunities to write and
produce their own renditions of theater for rehabilitation. These initiatives are particularly
surprising when you consider that detention camps were calculated utterly dehumanizing
spaces in which prisoners of the state endured torture, programs of humiliation, brutal work
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details and re-education programs—angled at eliciting their confession and “rehabilitation”
from flawed or degraded inherent character, analogous to the reified “tribal” characters that
Kenyan whites attributed to the sea of black faces in which they floated. In charge of these
distorted adult education schemes and also of spying on colonists were white Colonial
Development Officers and black Colonial Development Assistants. By 1953 these
Community Development and Rehabilitation representatives were being trained to use
didactic forms of music and drama to popularize civics messages. It is therefore not
surprising that they would have allowed and even encouraged the use of theater as an
instrument of winning hearts and minds.
Rather than attempt the exhaustive reconstruction of detainee-produced theater for
rehabilitation programs as they developed in each detention camp, this section focuses on
the theatrics at Athi River Detention Camp and includes references to other camps
whenever possible.671 Athi River provides a particularly revealing case study because, in
addition to the many colonial archives pertaining to its operation, there is a collection of
personal papers belonging to the Athi-River-detained Mau Mau propagandist Gakaara wa
Wanjau. Among his papers are several scripts and notes on the “anti-Mau Mau” theater
program he developed at Athi River in 1956. 672
When Wanjau began to write original productions in 1956, touring theatrical
performances were already a part of life in detention. Most camps were fitted with
loudspeakers that played specially recorded programs as well as Kikuyu and Kiswahili ABS

671 I began my research with the impression that Athi River was the only camp where detainees became actors
but soon found references to programs and detainee-actors at other camps, suggesting that theater programs
visited many camps and that the practice of enlisting detainees in the production of plays may have been widespread.
672 GW: Gakaara wa Wanjau papers, Yale University Library Microfilm Collection, New Haven, Connecticut.
Note that this set of microfilms was collected in various parts of Kenya by Dorothy Woodson, Ann Biersteker,
and Kimani Njogu.
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programs for detainees.673 Included among these recordings at many camps were Kipanga’s
anti-Mau Mau comedy routines. 674 Entertainment was not limited to the radio, as black
performers also arrived at detention camps in person. During the ABS anti-Mau Mau
movement’s 1955 colonial tour, the comics and musicians visited and performed at several
detention camps—at least some of which were fitted with well-lit stages for nighttime
productions.675 The previous year, during 1954, the Jeanes School Drama group took
Afadhali Mchawi and a nativity play on tours of Thiba and Athi River Camps.676
In addition to the state-sponsored ABS actors and Jeanes School CDAs-in-training,
other African-organized theater groups also proposed to visit detention camps. For example,
at Athi River, proposals to perform for detainees arrived from teachers-in-training on
holiday from Kiambu Normal School and from the Nairobi African Dramatic Society in
1954 and 1955 respectively. Athi staff and detainees welcomed the 15 Kiambu teachers for
the entire two-weeks of their holidays, during which “they produced three short plays which
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they showed to an audience of some 400 detainees”, as volunteers without payment.677 After
much debate, the more urbane African amateurs from Nairobi were not, ultimately, allowed
to produce their proposed “stage show” which they stipulated would require a “suitable hall,
and stage show curtains.” While Athi River certainly had the requisite facilities,
administrators balked at the idea articulated by Society Secretary H. John Kiehwen, that the
production was merely, “meant to please the detainees.”678 In the end, the commissioner of
prisons weighed in that their performance could be staged for the benefit of warders, but not
for detainees.
While the forest war continued to rage from 1953 through the start of 1956, it
appears that several camps attempted to fill the perceived “vacuum left by Mau Mau
ideology” in detainees’ minds by having them stage versions of traditional and modern
expressive culture for themselves.679 To this end, Marigat and Manyani Camps embraced
programs of singing and “tribal dancing”.680 Meanwhile, following visits from the Jeanes
School Drama group, detainees at Athi River and Thiba and possibly other camps, began to
perform their own renditions of Afadhali Mchawi using scripts which they had copied down
by hand.681 In March of 1956, one Community Development report suggests that
rehabilitation programs had begun to find their way also into prisons for ordinary criminal
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offenses, such as the Nairobi New Prison in Kamathi, at which CDA and doyenne of
African theater Henry Kuria was posted.682
Between 1955 and 1956, Athi River was under the experimental leadership of Moral
Re-Armament (MRA), who endeavored to replace Mau Mau doctrine with progressive
Christian doctrine and used theater to get their point across. And as early as 1953, the man
in charge or commandant, Officer Knight, wrote of film and theater programming, “the
cinema and stage are weapons which are urgently required for the proper functioning of the
Rehabilitation work of the Camp.”683 In addition to outfitting the camp with a theater and
welcoming in outside performers, Knight also encouraged detainees to write and act in
theatrical productions of their own making. The program must have involved multiple
scripts and productions, but large excerpts from only one detainee-authored and -acted
production, titled The Answer, found their way into a Ministry of Defense report on the MRA
experiment at Athi River. The report argued that the play represented everything that was
wrong with MRA’s leadership at Athi River:
[The Answer] is based on a range of false premises as to the causes of Mau Mau
troubles in Kenya with the accent on the Europeans and loyalists, and takes for its
characters an arrogant and domineering European a cheating and thieving Indian,
and a misguided African nationalist.684
Though the defense officer blamed the MRA for the play’s critical attitude towards
government, viewed alongside broader trends in Emergency- era African theater, the authors
and actors themselves require credit for the creative art of adapting MRA ideology to
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function, not in replacement of the government-critical Mau Mau movement, but in
complement to it. Presenting the parts of Europeans, Indians, and Africans on either side of
the Mau Mau conflict, the play allowed detainees to displace their critiques of behavior they
saw as immoral. For example, in one scene, a white character directs a black servant, “Get
me a bottle of Aspirin, and a glass of water, there’s a good fellow—had a hell of a party last
night and I’m feeling like hell warmed up this morning.”685 Meanwhile, a vocal Mau Mau
militant recast as a “misguided African nationalist” explains that it had been “foreigners”
who brought social ills to Kenya:
We want freedom, land and good things for our people, yet these foreigners are a
stumbling block to us in every way. The European wants to rule us and take our
land. The Indian wants to monopolize all trade in our Country . . . I hate the
loyalists. . . . The three problems in this land are the loyalists, Europeans and Indians.
They are the source of all trouble and confusion in our country. . . . These European
and Indians are responsible for this hunger and suffering.686
The solution—The Answer—to this suffering comes in the form of moral re-armament,
through which foreigners, loyalists and revolutionaries alike might be unified by a common
core of values. Almost certainly forced to arrive at the MRA-punch-line by censorship and
oversight, detainee playwrights managed to rework MRA ideology to suggesting that MRA
teachings might provide a peaceful means through which to reform what was immoral about
not only the Kikuyu society that Mau Mau had failed to heal, but also Kenya’s settler society.
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Or, as an MRA-affiliated Mau Mau puts it, “We could get land and freedom without all this
unnecessary bloodshed. I stand for social justice for all.”687

By March of 1956, rehabilitation administrators deemed the MRA “experiment” at
Athi River a failure.688 That same month, Community Development Officer Major James
Breckenridge became the new Commandant of Athi River. Having already experimented
with casting detainees in theatrical pastimes during his post at Marigat and Manyani, 689
Though the mid-1956-1957 period at Athi River was associated with beatings and a “tougher
approach” to rehabilitation,690 Breckenridge, though officially permitted to torture, refrained
from using it.691 In fact, he opted to expand the Athi River theater-for-rehabilitation
program begun by the MRA.692 This time, however, the plays were generally presented as
comedies intended to convince detainees not to convert to MRA ideology and confess, but
only to confess. To this end, Breckenridge charged talented Mau Mau propagandist and
Athi River-detainee, Gakaara wa Wanjau, with the task of writing “anti-Mau Mau” plays and
musicals.
Sometime after his first interrogation at Athi River in May 1956, Gakaara wa Wanjau
decided to accept Major Breckenridge’s offer of “parole,” a status of cooperation
that brought the parolee a khaki uniform, special food, a small salary, better housing,
and passes to leave camp and even visit Nairobi. [Wanjau] wrote songs and plays in
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draft that were carefully vetted by J. Kiereini, the rehabilitation officer, to determine
if their anti-mau mau content was strong enough.693

Wanjau’s first Kikuyu-language scripts and songs, which Mau Mau detainees soon
performed, were musical comedies. In them, Breckenridge recalls the actors performing the
roles of Mau Mau by “putting on skins or filthy rags and then scratching and spitting in a
realistic way” before confessing their affiliations and being reborn, not as members of the
Moral Rearmament Association, but as urbane colonial citizens.694 Breckenridge further
recalls of the shows that in every play the Mau Mau would confess and, “in the last scene
[former Mau Mau] returned [to the stage], well-dressed and smoking cigarettes, for a final
song.”695 But much as Kipanga’s comedic renditions of Mau Mau also expressed complex
critiques of the colonial world order, so did Wanjau’s musicals complicate the terms of a
confession.
Wanjau has explicitly argued that despite intense oversight while he was charged with
the task of writing anti-Mau Mau propaganda, he attempted to do the opposite.696 Instead of
exposing Mau Mau for its reprehensible moral failings, Wanjau emphasized the physical
humor inherent in grown men living in the bush. And instead of presenting confession as a
manner through which to unburden oneself of “sins”, his scripts made pragmatic, materialist
arguments for confession based on detainees’ loyalties to family and interest in material
comfort. Over the course of Wanjau’s tenure as a detainee playwright, he authored at least
693
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four plays. Wanjau’s earliest piece, written in August and September of 1956, included the
popular and controversial Kikuyu-language comedies Is Dad a Terrorist Mom? and Let His
Wickedness Judge Him.697 By July of 1957, Wanjau written two Swahili-language plays which
appear to have been intended for wider circulation: Mungu Akuweka Hata Tuonane, or God
Keep You Until We See Each Other, and a nativity play called Kuzaliwa kwa Bwana Yesu or The
Birth of the Lord Jesus.698
Detainees allegedly received Wanjau’s Kikuyu musicals with laughter, yet judging
from the seriousness of the plots and scripts, the humor must have rested on intonations,
physical antics, costumes, possibly songs, and other live nuancing of the vetted language.
The stories themselves exposed serious moral binds—the impossible compromises and
dissolute opportunities—facing the whole of the Kikuyu community, whether in detention,
emergency villages, or forest holdouts. Consider, for example, the plot behind Is Dad a
Terrorist, Mom?, which followed the story of a “hard-core” Mau Mau leader and oath
administrator, Columbine, who had been held in detention for three years. Like many actual
detainees, the character Columbine resisted confession because he did not wish to dishonor
himself or defame other members of the Mau Mau movement by acknowledging the
fantasies of his tormenters. But while Columbine held tight to his moral standing, his family
were struggling in an Emergency Village, prompting the child’s query in the title, not about
the fact but about the morality.

697 GW, Reel 3, English and Kikuyu-langauge scripts for Let His Wickedness Judge Him or Reke Acirithio na Mehia
Make, August 1956.
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While Columbine enjoyed his uncompromised moral standing and “good prison
food” his family eked out their livelihood through crime. Forced to do communal work for
“no pay”, Columbine’s wife, Njambi, resorted to stealing potatoes to feed her starving
children. Njambi eventually turned her furtive skills to become a food runner for a Mau
Mau leader called “Major Herake” but resolved to betray the “terrorists” by reporting them
to the headman. As a result of her informing on them, Home Guards capture six gunmen
(including the Major) and fifteen Mau Mau are shot dead.
By turning on the “terrorists”—no longer referred to as Mau Mau—Njambi saves
her family and regains her honor in the public eye. In recognition of her assistance to the
state, the District Commissioner gives Njambi a medal for gallantry and a reward of Shs
1,000. Addressing Major Herake, the DC offers leniency, “The Government does not want
to kill people like you. We are quite ready to receive you, if you are prepared to co-operate
with me.” Herake responds favorably by explaining that moral standing within the Mau Mau
community is no longer meaningful:
We are quite ready to co-operate with our good Government because 1) our wives
do not love us any longer. 2) They refuse to give us food. 3) Mau Mau has been
defeated completely.699
When news of Njambi’s travails reaches Columbine in detention, the same logic expressed
by Herake penetrates his own resolve and he gives up his own principles to confess in order
to return to his family.
Though complexity and subtle subversions pervade this plot, it is also possible to
read Is Dad a Terrorist Mom as a straightforward piece of government propaganda.
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Nevertheless, consider the shift that began to take place with Wanjau’s next script, and the
one about which he was most proud: Let his Wickedness Judge Him.700
The plot of Let His Wickedness Judge Him develops along similar lines, following the
story of a rich old detainee called Mariko whose family’s dramas ultimately convince him to
confess and return home. Like Columbine, Mariko at first refuses to compromise his Mau
Mau affiliation with a confession. He even uses his affluence, which arrives in monthly
deliveries from his second wife, Lilly, to support the resolve of other detainees not to
confess. Without him, however, his family suffers. Mariko’s former business partner,
Leban, has Mariko’s first wife placed in detention at Kimiti and blocks Mariko’s son from
accessing his father’s properties—properties which Leban endeavors to transfer into his
name alone. He appears to accomplish all of this fraud with the help of Mariko’s clerkturned-second-wife, Lilly. Mariko shares this story with the Camp’s (European) Community
Development Officer and asks for help bringing Laban to justice, but the CDO explains that
detainees have no legal rights until they confess:
You don’t seem to understand that your arrest and detention automatically suspend
your right to accuse another person in court. All what you should do is only to
confess your sins and we will no doubt help you.701
The detention camp priest, argues for Mariko’s confession in similarly pragmatic terms—but
avoids any talk of “sins”:
Your wife and your property are not yours now. Decide whether you want to stay
here or you should go home and save the remnants before it is wiped out. Salome
[your first wife] advises you to confess your oath because even if she is released,
what power has she got?702
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In the end, Mariko consents to confess, and he soon finds himself at home
confronting Laban and Lilly face-to-face. Evidently, educated Lilly had leveraged her clerk
position, English literacy, and sexuality to play the role of a double agent. While she did
consent to marry Leban, to help him, and to live easily alongside him, she also hedged her
bets by secretly keeping Mariko’s name on his various businesses and by withholding profits
from Leban, the sum of which she promptly returns to Mariko upon his return. Leban, it
seems, had justified his actions by blaming Mariko for administerng the Oath of Mau Mau to
him, which resulted in his own year-long detention.
Presented with Lilly’s duplicity alongside Mariko’s return and “rehabilitation”,
however, Leban finds himself speechless and defenseless. When Leban faints, Mariko is
there to catch him—gently lowering the man to the ground and placing a hat over his face.
The play concludes when Mariko forgives the unconscious Leban and the cast repeats in
unison, “let his wickedness judge him”. 703 The divided Kikuyu family decide that just as “God”
and “Government” forgave Mariko for his actions, they will forgive Leban. They reason
that no one escapes the punishment of their own conscience. Wanjau suggests that social
health and a shared moral code might restore the Kikuyu community when God,
Government and a sense of retribution can move aside and allow people to connect
forthrightly with themselves and with one another.
Like Lilly, who strategized to play two parts at once, Wanjau’s plays seemed to
strengthen two positions at the same time. One the one hand, he makes a strong case for
choosing confession and in so doing betting on Government clemency for the chance to
return to families, properties, and communities torn asunder. On the other hand, however,
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he suggests that the clumsy Government meddling—which returns immoral Mau Mau such as
Leban and his “forest gangster son” to positions of power—continues to tear apart the
Kikuyu community.
A close read of Let His Wickedness Judge Him suggests that Wanjau was familiar with
both Henry Kuria’s Nakupenda Lakini and with Graham Hyslop’s Afadhali Mchawi. In fact,
even if Wanjau was not familiar with these scripts, patterns repeat themselves among them
all. In a sense, Wanjau’s presentation story of Mariko reads like a sequel to Nakupenda
Lakini—this time told from a different perspective. Whereas Nakupenda Lakini followed the
plight of a young thief attempting to rob a rich old businessman—called Mariko—of his
wife and money, Wanjau follows the travails of a rich old business man, also called Mariko.
Wanjau merely starts his story some years later, when Mariko is in prison owing to his
position of leadership within the Mau Mau movement. Again, though, Mariko’s wealth and
wife are threatened by a lower-ranking thief with a loose affiliation to the Mau Mau
movement. Importantly, though, both Kuria’s and Wanjau’s scripts conclude with Mariko
regaining his wealth and wife—suggesting that even Mau Mau failed to affect Kenya’s
underlying unity.
Meanwhile, the closing scene in Let His Wickedness Judge Him reproduces the same
structure that concludes Hyslop’s Afadhali Mchawi. In it a government intervention (the
arrest of a thieving hospital worker or the rehabilitation of a former Mau Mau detainee)
creates an opportunity for people to come together and recite a saying, that seems to return
moral order to their community. At the same time, though, Wanjau’s script shifts the
argument. He renders the state’s forgiveness and clemency rather than arrest and imprisonment as
the governmental gifts that allow for a return to social health in the Kikuyu community.
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Wanjau also appears to have worked Kikuyu symbols, illegible to European
observers, into his script in subtle criticisms of the state’s attempts to script rehabilitation,
which in African value systems takes place only within the community. One of the most
overt ways in which Let His Wickedness Judge Him dramatized the Government’s naivety,
came in the form of an interrupting musical interlude, which is set in the reserves and
dramatized as a Community Development-sponsored competition of “plays” of “native
folk-dances”. The government adjudicators grant highest marks to the Mwomboko.
Mwomboko had developed in the 1940s to replace outlawed the muthirigu protest dances first
developed in the 1920s. Mwomboko used accordions and pairings – rather than inclusive
groupings – of waltz-style dancers to satirize the soft and lazy ways in which Europeans
danced. Often accompanied by government-critical propaganda songs, the popularity of
Mwomboko dances revived among the Mau Mau during the 1940s and 50s.704
By fitting the Mwomboko performance in between conversations about Mariko’s
culpability in the Kikuyu Reserves, Wanjau works two different Mwomboko performances
into their setting. Without realizing what the modern dances signify, government officials
who invited young people to participate in competitions between “traditional dances” like
Muchung’wa, Ndumo, Migoiuo, award the two Mwomboko performances top marks. It
seems that Wanjau may have designed his plays to function along similar lines—winning
Government accolades for performances that criticized the Government.
Wanjau’s Kikuyu scripts and productions grew so popular—making such a “deep
impression on the Detainees”—that Athi River Commandant Breckenridge began to
imagine that a productive tour of other camps might be arranged for detainee-actors there.

704 Mwangi P. Muhoro. “The Poetics of Gikuyu Mwomboko: Narrative as a Technique in HIV-AIDS
Awareness Campaign in Rural Kenya.” In Kimani Njogu and Hervé Maupeu (ed.). Songs and Politics in Eastern
Africa. (Tanzania: Mkuki na Nyota Publishers, 2007). Pp 74-77
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Further suggestions were made that Wanjau’s plays be recorded as “radio plays” in order that
they might be broadcast throughout the colony. These suggestions resulted in the discussion
of Wanjau’s scripts among Community Development officers, with Athi River Officer Jos
Dames leading the charge to curtail productions of them.705 Dames argued that the scripts
were immoral in that their arguments for confession were purely materialistic. For example,
he wrote of Let His Wickedness Judge Him, “Not even the preacher and the CDO get any
further than impressing upon characters (and audience) that Mau Mau is bad because on
account of it one is locked up and can’t get home to look after one’s property.”706 Dames
concluded his assessment of Is Dad a Terrorist Mom? along similar lines writing, “Mau Mau is
not denounced because it breaks all laws and moral order, but simply because as a result of
being defeated, it has brought [loss of] property and misery to its adherents.” Dames further
suggested that Wanjau’s presentations of government leniency and forgiveness were
inappropriate, particularly when they applied to captured Mau Mau who “must have killed
many a good citizens, deserved nothing less than hanging by the neck.”707
Breckenridge understood the matter less dismissively. While he agreed with Dames
that, upon reading the English translation, Is Dad a Terrorist Mom? appeared to be an
“unsatisfactory play,” he contended that the power of Let His Wickedness Judge Him must be
witnessed live to fully appreciate its impact, since the comedy did not come through in the
script. Consequently, Breckenridge arranged a special Athi River staging for all the leading
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officers at the Department of Community Development and Rehabilitation.708 It seems,
however, that the group of Special Branch officers who traveled from Nairobi to watch the
play were not amused. They subjected Wanjau to rigorous interrogation before allowing him
to resume his role as parolee propagandist. Going forward, though, it seems as though
Wanjau’s scripts were written in Swahili and concerned with less political story lines.
Furthermore, it seems that at least one of these plays was permitted to leave Athi River and
go on a wider tour.

Wanjau’s Swahili plays seem to have reestablished the Athi River administration’s
trust in him. Nonetheless, both the Swahili and Kikuyu plays appear to invoke critical and
even cynical approaches to the colonial state. Consider, for example, the Swahili-language
nativity play: The Birth of the Lord Jesus (1957). In Wanjau’s rendition, all the expected
characters and plot points are present, yet they also seem to portend a new political future
for Kenya beyond the Christian message of salvation. Jesus is presented as a new people’s
monarch, who will overtake the opulent reign of King Herold and unify both educated
urban populations (wise men) and humble pastoralists (shepherds).709 The play opens on
King Herold’s court, where he sits surrounded by his personal wealth and his own armed
guards. By contrast, Jesus is born to parents who struggle to pay taxes to Herold’s regime,
pastoralists and agriculturalists whom the narrator identifies to the detainees as being,
“people of humble means like us.”710 But not only does Jesus appeal to people of the land,
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he also attracts the allegiance of “wise men”, who are described as educated and urbane.
Jesus, like Jomo Kenyatta, is a threat to the standing government, but he also has popular
appeal and the promise of inheriting the future.
In addition to the musicals and plays Wanjau directed, he also appears to have
worked out a variety show, or possibly a series of variety shows, called “Farewell Concerts.”
It appears that in preparation for their performance, Gakaara wa Wanjau was charged with
directing detainees from Athi River as well as Hola Camp to perform for Kikuyu audiences
in the reserves and emergency villages to which they were intended to return. Preserved
among Wanjau’s papers is a lineup of songs for “Farewell Concerts”, one of which he
identifies as having taken place on July 4, 1957. Also included among these papers is
Wanjau’s draft of an invitation and elaboration of the performance:
All people, young and old, in Nyakiambi and Kiamunyaka villages are invited to the
concerts that will be held in Kiarunga Village on July 4, 1957 because of all the
people imprisoned at Hola. These concerts will tell stories about the people that will
be coming back to Kikuyu land soon. The D.C. has given permission for prisoners in
Nyakiambi to come. They will be acted by school children as well as parents led by
Mr. Gakaara Wanjau and teachers in Kiarikungu primary school.711
Essentially, the shows were supposed to reintroduce former Mau Mau to their communities
as rehabilitated. Included among these productions were not only detainees but also
schoolchildren and members of their communities. Many of the performers would come
from Hola Camp, though Wanjau would come from Athi River, and he suggests that the
Athi River Choir would also accompany him. It appears that the musical acts were
costumed and communicated narrative stories or skits. Included among the lineup were the
following
Death and a poor man
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The past and future medicine man person
The man who called Gikuru
A giant that eats boys
Songs for children and girls
A greedy man
Karathinga who sells a piano712
Though the full script that might have framed one of these Farewell Concert does
not appear to have been included in this variety lineup for Kiarunga Village, it is also
preserved among Wanjau’s papers. Titled “A Farewell Play: May God Keep You Until Next
Time”, it, like the variety show lineup, was dated July 1956. It dramatizes the story of Athi
River Detention Camp prisoners saying goodbye to Major Breckenridge on the eve of the
commander’s two-month vacation to England. The script and the terms it seeks to negotiate
must be considered in light of the fact that Beckenridge, who was a relatively humane
officer, also exercised the power of life-or-death over the men who praised him.
Unsurprisingly, then, within the script, prisoners speak of Breckenridge in glowing terms.
They praise and inflate his fame among detainees at all detention camps, in the whole of
Kikuyuland and all of Kenya and, even, beyond the colony in the wider worlds of East
Africa and England. They also cheer Breckenridge’s decision to send confessed detainees
home and to allow even unreformed detainees to return home on periods of leave from Athi
River.
Kiongo: Some great news. Three people have been blessed. Right now Gacina,
Mbaru and Davie are not in camp.
All: (surprised) Where are they? Have they been released?
Ng’ang’a: I have heard this. They have been given passes to go home for three
days. They will be back.
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Peter: (Surprised and happy) This is surprising. If I was given a half day to see my
wife (shakes head) it would be like a dream.713
Upon learning of Major Breckenridge’s impending vacation to England, the detainees
discuss it, in kind, as a pass to go home and be with family. They worry, though, that his
own designs to send detainees home may not be respected in his absence:
Mwalimu: Major will be on leave for two months.
Kiongo: This is not good. I don’t even know if we will be let out of the camp now.
Maybe he will find us here. I can’t I can’t…
...
Mwalimu: Listen friends. It is not good to give up like that. Major can’t just leave
without plans for your release. Also, an officer will be in charge of his work and
ensuring his plans are met. It is best for you to stay calm. Pray to God that
everything will be okay for you.
Ng’ang’a: Yes we will be calm, but our hearts are heavy. We have waited for long
and when we see a compassionate white man like this leave then our hearts and
minds are heavy. I am so sad.
Peter: (Looking at Mwalimu) It is not that we don’t want him to go on leave. We
really want him to go and rest but we are worried that he might not come back to
Athi River.714
To honor Breckenridge publicly and to publicize the popularity of his decision to
grant passes, the detainees (within the play itself) decided to organize a “Farewell Concert”
that will include songs with lyrics like, “may god keep you till next time.” In order to remind
Breckenridge and perhaps other European onlookers of their own traditions, they also perform
the English song “Home Sweet Home,” reasoning that, “because Major is going home [to
England] this is a good song to sing him.” The Farewell play appears to have been performed
with several objectives in mind. First, and most obviously, it commemorated Breckenridge’s
departure and encouraged him to come home. Second, it appealed to Breckenridge and his
713
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remaining staff to recognize the emotional and healing power of “home” in their own lives.
And third, to argue through their praise of Breckenridge and their rendering of home as
healing, that detainees should be allowed to take “vacation length” periods of leave from
Athi River at their own homes in the reserves. Finally, the play may subtly suggest to
colonists that they should return home!

Conclusion:
It may be tempting to understand ABS comedians and detention camp theatrics as
straight-forward collaboration with the government holding them as incorrigibles, through
which marginalized members of Kenyan society sought relatively better positions for
themselves and their families by attacking Mau Mau to satisfy a terrorist colonial state. But
when we account for the structures of power and of racism that “anti-Mau Mau” comedians
and playwrights overcame to address themselves directly to representatives of that unjust
state, their performances begin to look altogether different. Despite censorship and other
forms of hated oversight, these creatives managed to critically (and wryly comically)
deconstruct the colonial world and to revise the terms of their roles therein.
The great body of studies published on Mau Mau to this point has given us a rich
understanding of both ethno-historical energies (Mau Mau from Below) and the framework
of major political tension that the conflict tapped. Because Mau Mau, or the Emergency,
was a deadly conflict, with killers and killed, one in which Kikuyu ethnic nationalism and
British ethnic nationalism both played roles, it is easy to be drawn into an understanding
based on historically entrenched cultural difference. The study of theater in this period gives us
a less fragmented way to understand all the period’s dynamics, because it shows that
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Africans, through their expressive culture, all the while moved back and forth across
constructed cultural boundaries. They took repressive elements in the colonial armory and
undermined them, played scenes against the apparent grain and found ways for strong
political and social self-expression.
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CONCLUSION:
The Political Stages of Colonial Kenya

Bringing performance studies to bear on Kenyan history opens up new ways to think
about East Africa—including its politics, culture, and periodization. To understand East
African societies of the past, it can be useful to reference kinship diagrams or dualistic
illustrations of political versus ritual authority. Yet it is easy to forget that these structures
exist in the pages of books rather than the social imaginations of historical actors. They may
accurately portray social and political patterns observable in retrospect or through
comparison, but these normative descriptions obscure the situational performativity that
animated East African societies.
We miss something central about East African political history if we forget that
expressive culture, consisting of relationally-responsive acts, expressed and justified political
roles and structures. In contrast to local strategies of performativity, imperial structures and
impersonal abstractions justified and scripted British colonists’ political performances in
East Africa—making the Englishman’s rigid political bureaucracy appear not unlike an
animated ethnographic diagram. Whereas an East African healer was a healer because she
acquired expert knowledge then acted in ways to communicate her expertise, an English
district commissioner was a district commissioner because he received that assignment and
script from higher-up within officialdom.
Nevertheless, the British did not arrive in East Africa without their own formal
system of situational performativity—consigned to the stage in the form of topical, amateur
theater. Colonized subjects, marginalized by the violent and intransigent systems of colonial
law and order, quickly moved to domesticate the British stage. By assuming roles within their
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colonizers’ expressive pastimes, East Africans appeared to participate in and affirm the
power of the colonial state so entirely that they enjoyed its cultural trappings. At the same
time, though, African actors used the stage as a familiar, performative arena from which to
undermine and even mock the white settler state. Far from the formal court rooms and
Legislative Councils diligently archived by white colonial bureaucrats, East African, South
Asian, and European people used the theater to act out and act upon the colonial state in an
open-ended, discursive style that imperial oversight and segregated colonial organization
intended to foreclose.
By reconstructing the many East African domestications of British theater, this
dissertation suggests that we cannot understand East African political culture or the dual
nature of colonial rule without expressive culture. The resulting account is at once a political
history of Kenyan theater and a theatrical history of Kenyan politics that expands standard
narratives of East African history. For example, this history alters conventional
understandings of race and ethnicity in Colonial East Africa by animating how by the early
1900s, the stage emerged as a space of multi-ethnic and multi-racial political participation
and exchange. It suggests that the stage played a central role in the development of hybrid
political identities and ethnicities, complicating a clear delineation between colonial
collaborators and resisters.
Beyond East Africa, the process of reconstructing African expressive culture over
time in Kenya has theoretical and methodological implications for historians of empire and
of colonialism working in other parts of the continent and world. The cases in this study
provide historians of Africa and Empire with new ways to approach and conceptualize the
impact of colonized people pushing back, culturally, against the political power of Empire,
reshaping artistic and political expression in the process. By demonstrating how the colony
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also shapes the metropole, this project contributes a new chapter to the vibrant literature
that pushes back against allowing colonial hegemonic power and Eurocentric frameworks to
dictate narratives of the past. 715
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